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In his treatise on architecture, de re aedificatoria,
Leon Battista Alberti (1404 - 72) described Beauty in archit ecture as concinnitas: a harmony or congruity of the various
parts of a building assembled according to principles :summarised by three categories of numerus, finitio and collocatio .
This term has been interpreted variously and most fa'm ously in
recent times by Rudolph Wittkower.

Starting with his and other

scholars' interpretations, this dissertation proposes a new
definition for concinnitas based on studies of Alberti's
architectural theory and practice and the wbrk of his contemp oraries.

Chapters 1, 3 and 4 of the dissertation focus on the
application of numerus and finitio in Alberti's architectural
practice and observations made here are supported by separate
historical studies of the buildings

~o

be found in the append -

ices) and survey drawings (bound together at the end of the
dissertation).

Chapter two is a study of the symbolic refer -

ences, traditions and themes which appear to underlie the
design of centralised churches and points raised here are expanded in later chapters . " The third category, collocatio, is
examined in the final chapters when the ~ontinuity of trad itio n
in Alberti's approach to architecture is outlined within the

-

---

-

-

framewo r k -of ' t he' city " and- the -urban '-ensemble of -church, palace " .
piazza and loggia.
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PREFACE

This thesis had its beginnings in 1979 as a final year postgraduate Diploma dissertation on Alberti's church of San Sebastiano in
Mantua, written as a student of architecture at the Polytechnic of Central
London under Dr. Joseph Rykwert's supervision.

This work was published in

collaboration with Dr. Rykwert in a 1979 edition of ArchitecturaZ Design
(see Bibliography).

I was awarded a one-year Scholarship in architecture

at the British School at Rome the following year where, under the direction
of Mr. Quinlan Terry, I made some broader studies of Quattrocento and Cinquecento architecture.
at St. John's College

On returning to England I resumed my Alberti studies
an~

the Department of Architecture, Cambridge

University, again under Dr. Rykwert's supervision.
My Cambridge studies were greatly aided by a number of return trips

to Italy funded by my College, the Architecture Department and the University.
During the summers of 1981 and 1983 I surveyed Alberti's buildings with a
theodolite, level and tape; other visits were concerned with archival work
mainly in Rome and Florence.

I am very grateful to the numerous individuals

and institutions who made this work pleasurable.
I was fortunate to be able to share some tentative observations with
a distinguished international audience when I presented a paper at a
"Colloque" of the University of Tours in July 1981, organised by Professors
Jean Guillaume and Andre Chastel.

This experience encouraged me to organise

my thoughts at an early stage and proved to be a great stimulus to progress.
Early drafts of the thesis were read by Dr. John Onians and Mr. Peter
Carl:

their comments and encouragement were of great value.

I was privi-

leged to meet Professor Richard Krautheimer in Rome and he commented on the

iii

general direction of my work and the material contained in my appendices
during private conversation.

Subsequent drafts have received detailed com-

ments by Dr. Diane Zervas and, again, Dr. Onians, for whose time I am very
grateful.
Professors Giovanni Orlandi and Patrick Boyde helped me with certain
fifteenth century transcriptions and Mr. Neil Leach checked my use of Latin
and this is noted in the text.

Mr. Mark Wilson-Jones surveyed the Cortile

del Pasquino of the Urbino Palace with me during the summer of 1983; all
other surveys were made with Denise Tavernor, my wife.

These survey s are

to be found bound together at the end of this dissertation.
Whilst contact with these distinguished scholars and friends proved
to be essential for the development of this dissertation, the document that
follows is the result of my own work and, other than the surveys mentioned,
includes nothing which is the outcome of work done in collaboration.

How-

ever, it needs to be recorded that this work would not have been attempted
and would not have reached its present form without the constant guidance,
encouragement and patience of Joseph Rykwert.
The focus of this dissertation is the relationship between Alberti's
term concinnitas and his architectural practice.

Jacob Burkhardt described

conci nnitas as the "most expressive term" Alberti used in Book IX of de Y'e
aedificatoY'ia:

a section of his architectural treatise which outlined a

general architectural aesthetic (Burkhardt, AY'chit ectuY'e , 1984, pp. 30f.).
Since Burkhardt numerous scholars, including Rudolph Wi ttkOloJer, Joan Gadol,
Giovanni Santinello, Carol William Westfall and, most recently, Luigi
Vagnetti, have drmoJn attention to this term when accounting for Alberti's
particular approach to architecture.

By developing on this scholarship and

through a study of the buildings by Alberti this dissertation attempts to
interpret conc innitas more fully in relation to Alberti's architectural
practice.
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INTRODUCTION
INTERPRETING ALBERTI'S DEFINITION OF CONCINNITAS

... Ex quo statuisse possumus, ne caetera istiusmodi prolixius
prosequar, praecipua esse tria haec, in quibus omnis, quam
quaerimus, ratio consumetur: numerus, et quam nos finitionem
nuncupabimus, et collocatio. Sed est amplius quippiam ex his
omnibus compactis atque nexis, quo tota pulchritudinis facies
mirifice collucescat: id apud nos concinnitas nuncupabitur,
quam eandem profecto omnis esse gratiae atque decoris alumnam
dicimus. Atqui est quidem concinnitatis munus et paratio
partes, quae alioquin inter se natura distinctae sunt,
perfecta quadam ratione constituere, ita ut mutuo ad speciem
correspondeant.
Alberti, De re aedificatori a, IX, 5. 1

In Rudolph Wittkower's classic study on ArchitecturaZ PrincipZes in

the Age of Humanism the author introduced Alberti's concept of concinnitas
in the following manner:

"According to Alberti I s well-known mathematical

definition, based on Vitruvius, beauty consists in a rational integration
of the proportions of all the parts of a building in such a way that
every part has its absolutely fixed size and shape and nothing could be
added or taken away without destroying the harmony of the whole."

2

Later,

Wi ttkower emphasised the "chief characteristic" of concinnitas as the
"classical idea of maintaining a uniform system of proportion throughout
all parts of a building". 3 This characteristic was inspired by Vi truvius I
statement, in Book III, chapter 1, where he described proportion:
"Proportio est ratae partis membrorum in omni opere totiusque
commodulatio, ex qua ratio effici tur symmetriarum.,,4
This association of the "chief characteristic" of Beauty proportion - with a module, led Professor Joan Gadol to equate Alberti's

concinnitas with Vitruvius ' symmetria. 5 Wittkower had encouraged this

UNIVERSITY
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2

equation through his discussion of Palladio' s use of "motifs of the same
species" 6

For, he wrote, by the consistent application of these motifs

in church architecture, Palladio "achieved congruity of all the parts,

dispositio in Vitruvius' terminology.

Moreover, his structures also

obey Vitruvius' all-important postulate of symmetria, which is the fixed
mathematical ratio of the parts to each other and to the whole."

7

To

explain how this postulate worked in practice Wittkower described the
facade of San Francesco della Vigna, using, after Vi truvius, "a unit of
measurement, the moduZus", equal to the diameter of the small col unms,
governed by a "meaningful relationship of numbers", which Wi ttkower coneluded was Palladio' s interpretation of symmetria, "in tune with that
cosmic order which Pythagoras and Plato had revealed."

8

Wi ttkower

believed that Palladio's practice was a direct extension of Alberti's
theory and practice. 9
When Wittkower analysed Alberti's Santa Maria Novella facade he
demonstrated that it was determined by squares proportionally related to
each other, derived from square incrustations of the attic and the diameter of the colunms attached to the lower storey. 10
by other scholars of Alberti's

Subsequent studies

and other Renaissance architects' built

works, have followed Wittkower's lead, and in their attempts to understand the Beauty of a particular building, an appropriate module - a
colunm, pier or pilaster width - is, invariably, 'selected as standard'
from the building and used to reveal its overall proportions:

proportion

usually being considered to be the most important constituent of
.
't as. 11
conC1.-nn1.-

These proportional studies have achieved very little:

a particular building appears to have any number of possible modules and,
inevitably, appears to employ a variety of proportional systems.

As a

3

consequence, findings have been disparate and contradictory and, for
the most part, inconclusive.
The most obvious reasons for this failure are the abstract nature
of the favoured module and, springing from this, a confusion regarding
Alberti's attitude to Beauty and Ornament.
Alberti defined Beauty as concinnitas, a harmony or blend of three
essential conditions:

numerus~ finitio and collocatio. 12

English translation these categories were
,
'
13
lng
an d co 11 ocatlon.

defined

In Leoni's

as number, finish-

More recently, W. Flemming interpreted them as

equivalent to Aristotle's categories of quantity, quality and relation,
a view widely adopted and which led 'quality' and 'relation' to be combined as 'qualitative relations' or "harmonic relations" as Wittkower
d
'
d e f lne

f''l-n'l-t'l-o.
. . 14

Armed with the German translation of concinnitas (as

"Zahl, Beziehung und Anordnung") and Wittkower's 'harmonic relations' for
"Beziehung", Dr. Paul von Naredi-Rainer attempted the most comprehensive
of 'proportional studies' of Alberti's architecture.
study of:

IS

In his detailed

"Musikalische Proportionen, Zahlenasthetik lIDd Zahlensymbolik

im architektonischen Werk L.B. Albertis", Naredi-Rainer wholeheartedly
assimilated Wittkower's general thesis and concluded, similarly, that:
numbers of precise dimension determine the buildings' form; numbers are
simple and commensurate and ordered according to musical proportions (as
opposed to geometric considerations); the parts of the building are
related to the whole by the module which is expressed as the column,
pl'1 aster, etc. 16

So, as

Nar~di-Rainer

interpreted

~ittkower's

thesis,

number and, consequently, measure are understood to be subordinate to
proportion, and proportion is made visible through the articulation and
'harmonic relations' of building elements, principally the column or

4

pilaster

selected as standard.

But this thesis is not universally

accepted.
Professor George Hersey took issue with Wittkower's perception of

nwnerus.

He wrote:

"With Wi ttkower the importance of number in Italian

Renaissance architecture began to be perceived.

But number, for Witt-

kower, was a question of proportion and proportion only.
dimensions and distributions.

He ignored the five orders.

He ignored
And numbers,

for Wittkower, were modern numbers; they were abstract quantities and
nothing more, as in modern mathematics.

Wittkower will say, for example,

that an 8: 6 proportion is really 4: 3 ... ,,1 7 Conversely, Hersey set out
to show that the numbers that Humanists used were adopted for their
Pythagorean qualities, and they were not "mere quantities", nor were they
abstract.

Professor C. W. Westfall went one step further and viewed

Alberti's nwnerus not only as number, but as geometry and form:

"Six is

especially favoured because like any natural object it consists of
nothing but its own parts.

Six is the number of sides of the hexagon

which, according to the philosophers, is like a circle in that a circle
is all angles and the hexagon's side is the radius of a circle.

The

number six, the hexagon, and the circle are interchangeable; some geo metric forms and simple numbers can be used interchangeably in architectural designs just as they are found to be interchangeable in nature. ,,18
Wittkower's definition of finit i o as 'harmonic relations' was reinterpreted as well.

Westfall described finitio as "finishing" which

"controls number and means proportion in the three dimensional space of
the building.,,19
convincing.

I find Gadol's definition of finitio, as measure, more

Gadol found evidence for this interpretation from Alberti's

earlier De statua, where a calibrated measuring tool recommended by

b

5

Alberti for use by sculptors is calle d the

...

f~n~tor~um.

20

A finitor is

literally a measurer of boundaries and, by extension, outlines, which is
exactly what the sculptor's measuring disc, or finitio, was to be used
for.

This is corroborated by the Italian translations of this category

in Alberti's L'architettura:

as "figura" (Lauro), "forma" (Bartoli) and

"delimitazione" (Orlandi); though Bartoli also translated finitio as
"finimento", which suggested the misleading "finishing" of Leoni's
"
21
e d Itlon.

In De statua, the finitio, like perspective's visual pyramid

vertex, described in De pictura, "established the fact of relative position and scale."

22

In short, it is a device for the accurate imitation of

any given outline, and the finitio of a building design is the measured
outline of the walls, or of any parts of the building outline.
This interpretation corresponds with Dr. Susan Lang's interpretation of another of Alberti's technical terms:

- l'~neament~s.
. 23
d.e

Lang

interpreted lineamenta as a measured ground-plan; the 'all-embracing key
to the whole building'.

From the lineamenta all the proportions of a

building can be deduced.

As Alberti wrote in his preface:

consists of two parts, the lineamenta and the materia:
from the mind, the latter from nature.

architecture

the former derive

Thus, as a constituent of concin-

nitas, finitio may be understood as the unification of lineamenta and
materia by the architect.
The third part of concinnitas - collocatio - refers to "collocazione"
or "sito":
\~ilst

the decisions which determine the arrangement of the building.

this would be called 'planning' now, the pragmatic approach of

recent planning is different to the rationality (that is, Natural ordering) advocated by Alberti:
unity.

where man, city and cosmos are to achieve a

As Westfall has written, to understand collocatio it is necessary

24

6

to understand the virtu of the architect, builder or patron.

25

Since,

according to Alberti, virtU shapes, conditions and directs the actions of
men.

26

Virtu is acquired by the architect, largely through a sound, well-

rounded education, and it is a condition which, in general, permits a man
to perform properly his role in society.
and well-formed"

27

Virtu is "nature itself, complete

,thus, as Westfall explained, concinnitas is an extension

of coUocatio, because "it brings together the intentions and abilities of
the architect and the intentions and achievements of God in creation and of
man in society.
society.,,28

Through his concern with concinnitas the architect enters

In this context, Beauty means 'aesthetic rectitude', which has

close associations - because of the Ciceronian framing of Alberti's architectural treatise - with Cicero's definition of honestas, or 'moral rectitude,.29

In principal, then, Alberti's concinnitas - as number, measure and
collocation - perhaps reflects the biblical definition of the ordered universe as divinely governed by "measure, number and weight", as well as
Aristotle's "quantity, quality and relation", such that these two sets of
.
notl0ns
cou ld b e over 1al· d . 30

In this sense, Alberti's concinnitas is very

much part of the Christian building tradition:

Abbot Suger invoked the

same biblical maxim when reflecting on God's generosity for having granted
the building materials for his Abbey church of St.-Denis.

3l

Earlier

Christian commentators, like St. Augustine, had even made efforts to conflate this maxim with ancient philosophy:

" ... apud quos Plato Deum magna

auctoritate commendat mundum numeris fabricantem.
legitur:

"Omnia

propheta dicit:

~n

Et apud nos Deo dictum

mensura et numero et pondere disposuisti"; de quo et

"Qui profert numerose saeculum ... "

32

The corollary of this is that Alberti regarded concinnitas as a law

7

of Nature, indeed he wrote that it is the principal law of Nature:

since

the ancients realized this, they, too, comrndtted themselves to the imitation of Nature. 33
Beauty is
range:

Clearly, if Nature is governed by oonoinnitas, then

a universal absolute.

34

Conversely, Ornament is limited in its

it is subjective and was to delight the Beholder's eye.

35

Ornament

could be used to stir a soul-felt response, it could inspire religious awe,
a state of contemplation or a sense of mystery. 36

Therefore, when orna-

menting a building, an architects' range of choice was enlarged and not
restri cted to the imitation of Nature:

"Et probabo, si novis inventis

operum probatissimae rationes veterum et illis nova ingenii commenta non
deerunt. "

37

Beauty, as Wittkower succintly extrapolated from Alberti's Book VI,
chapter 2, is "the har)JlOny and concord of all the parts ... which is proper
and innate and diffused throughout the whole."

Ornament, on the other hand,

is "a kind of additional brightness and improvement to Beauty ... something
added and fastened on, rather than proper and innate.,,38
complement to, and fulfilment of, innate Beauty. 39

Ornament is a

But, although a build-

ing cannot be perceived as a phenomenon until Beauty and Ornament are
compacted, the essentials of Beauty - its oonoinnitas can be, and were,
conceived of separately from Ornament.

So, whilst Alberti stressed that

Ornament should be borne in mind when starting a design, especially a
design for a public building, he made i t plain that Ornament is to be
dealt with separately.

Alberti wrote:

"Nudum enim absolvisse oportet

opus, antequam vestias; ultimum erit, ut ornes; cui rei et temporum et
rerum occasio et facultas sese tum demum praestabit, cum id commodis s ime
" ,,40
"
e t Slne
u11"
a lmpe d""
ltlone poterls.

This distinction is further empha-

sised by the separate design steps he sets out in his treatise.

Having

completed a design of the whole (in Book IX, chapter 8), and having often

8

scrutinised its Beauty over a period of time, Alberti moved on to describe the design of Ornament in the following chapter.

When designing

Ornament, "let everything be measured, and put together with greatest
exactness of lines and angles ... " he wrote, so that the "Beholder's eye"
may receive "every moment fresh delight from the variety he meets" and
not find anything "unequal, incongruous, out of proportion, or not conduci ve (i. e.
whole."

it should

contribute) to the general beauty of the

("Erunt denique onmia demensa et nexa et compacta lineis angulis

ductu cohesione comprehensione, non casu sed certa et diffinita ratione;
praebebuntque se, ut per coronas per intercapedines onmemque per intimam
extimamque faciem operis quasi fluens libere et suave decurrat intuitus,
voluptatem augen do ex voluptate similium dissimiliumque rerum; neque, qui
spectent, satis diu contemplatos ducant se, quod iterum atque iterum
spectarint atque admirentur, ni iterato etiam inter abeundem respectent;
et cum satis quaesierint, toto in opere nus quam offendant aliquid non
aequabi Ie non correspondens et totis numeris ad decus gratiamque
consentiens.,,)41

The colunm is the principal Ornament, but groves of

trees, lakes, and even books and mathematical instruments he described as
appropriate embellishments to a design, and he cites ancient precendent
for this.
Because of this distinction between Beauty and Ornament, it does
not necessarily follow that the Beauty of a building - its concinnitas can be revealed using the col unm or pilaster, the principal Ornament, as
a module.

In fact, I would suggest th at only th e articul ation and pro-

portions of a building's Ornament can be r eveal ed using this sort of
module.

Consequently, in my opinion, the numerous 'proportional

studies' which followed in the wake of Wittkower's Architectural Principles,

9

such as the study by Naredi-Rainer which I quoted earlier, should be
understood as accounts of Alberti's use of ornament only, since they
will not confront the underlying principles of his design theories in
relation to his architectural practice.
If this analysis is correct then to begin to understand Alberti's
definition of concinnitas in relation to his architectural practice, it
is necessary to study the numbers (numerus ), measures and outlines

(finitio) of his original 'ideal' designs, stripped bare of their Ornament.
Beauty stripped of its Ornament is to be found in two drawings
of Alberti's architecture:

one, of a Bath building (fig. 102), is al-

most certainly in Alberti's own hand; the other is by Antonio Labacco
after one "di mano di mesere batista alberti" of San Sebastiano (fig.
11).42

In each example, the plans are simply delineated.

Furthermore,

the Bath plan appears to be a measured (and proportioned) drawing,
while that of San Sebastiano is numbered.

In neither case are columns

or pilasters indicated, and it would seem that the Ornament was to be
added later and an appropriate scheme for its arrangement worked up
from the 'Beautiful' basis of the design:

as Alberti explained on his

3
"N am caplet
.
. . b us ,,4
.
Bat h d ralVlng
omne genus ornamentl. ex d·lmenslonl
.

Unfortunately there are few drawings of Alberti's designs by contemporaries or near contemporaries and historians have resorted to modern
surveys of buildings in order to have a basis to work from.

It needs

to be stressed that studies of this sort, without the support of
parallel historical evidence (albeit frequently tentative and/or interpretative) appears to be futile.

Hence, perhaps, the lack of consensus

10

between eighteen studies of Alberti's approach to design made in the
'
last t h lrty
years or so. 44

This lack of agreement may also be due to difficulties inherent in
the study of fifteenth century architecture.

Although something is known

of early Quattrocento design techniques, most evidence is not based on
first-hand accounts and general conclusions have had to be drawn from the
Renaissance period taken as a whole; through the study of treatises and a
diverse range of built works and designs.

The major problems, however,

are connected with adopted methods of analysis.
The earliest studies of buildings used etchings or photographs as
a basis for analysis without any allowance for technical error or distortion.

Not surprisingly, conclusions about the buildings are rarely

substantiated by modern surveys:

both Gerda Soergel and G. de Angelis

d'Ossat's separate studies have been discredited for this reason.

4S

Other proportional studies, such as one of Sant'Andrea by Professor
Sanpaolesi, have been criticised for having used complex and abstract
concepts to support their arguments; concepts somewhat alien to Quattrocento design theory and practice or, more pertinently, Alberti's
theory.

46

On the other hand, Dr. Naredi-Rainer, who was justifiably

critical of these studies, is not without fault himself.
The procedure Naredi-Rainer follO\.,red was to select a 'key' module
for each building and to divide it into survey dimensions of the building.
The module he chose was always a whole number multiple, or whole number
and simple fraction multiple (usually a third), of a measure which he
believed could be associated with the building in question.

The 'key'

module and the choice of measure varied from building to building.

z

To

11

arrive at acceptable multiples of the module or measure, he applied a
tolerance.

On average this tolerance fell within plus or minus 1.27%,

though in particular instances it rose to as high as 8% of the dimensions
being considered.
There are two major problems with the approach adopted by NarediRainer.

Firstly, he made no allowance for geometrical proportioning; the

method relies entirely on the assumption that the building's designer
.,
' 1y. 47
exc l
US1ve
a dopte d a system 0 f mo du 1 ar proport1on1ng

Secondly, any

historical analysis of the buildings has been omitted, leaving the analyst
reliant on accepted opinion (which with Alberti's buildings is invariably
confused and contradictory) and the implied

veracity

of the survey

dimensions and the module. 48
To return to the first problem concerning geometrical proportioning:
although Naredi-Rainer embraced Wittkower's general thesis (that is, for
Renaissance architects "rational measure was a sine qua non" and the
column was a primary means of expressing the module), he seems to have
been unaware of a subsequent qualification by Wi ttkower that "nobody in
his senses will deny that mediaeval geometrical concepts survived and
were still being used in the Quattrocento".49

This is something Professor

Howard Saalman has recently stressed when reviewing a modular analysis of
the Pazzi Chapel.

Saalman pointed to the importance of ad quadratum

design during the early Quattrocento, referring to evidence he found which
suggested that Brune11eschi conflated geometry with arithmetical moduld 1ater t h at century, t h"1S pract1ce was
.
. h'1S arch'1tecture 50 , an,
at10n
1n
still followed:

for example, around 1500 one theorist proclaimed that:

" ... non pol essere proporcion'e senza numero, ne pol essere forme senza
.
. (S'l-c."
. ) 51
glometr1a
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Regarding the 'veracity' of the survey dimensions and module, NarediRainer surveyed the buildings in metres, and the various modules he
selected (with the length he adopted for them, in metres) were:

the

Roman pes (0.296 m); the Florentine Braccio da panna (0.583 m); the Roman
palmo (0.223 m), and the Piacentine 'foot' (0.47 m).
for concern here.

There are two reasons

Survey dimensions are not reliable as the sole basis for

judging the 'success' of certain measures, because the act of surveying involves too many variances and is likely to produce variable results.
Furthermore, the finished building, due to compounded errors, may deviate
from the intended dimensions of the design.

Alberti felt obliged to

rebuke Matteo de'Pasti for contemplating alterations to his original model
of the Tempio Malatestiano and, with his long absences from the building
.
..
.
. bl e. 52
slte,
numerous deVlatl0ns
wou ld h ave b een lnevlta

Subsequent alter-

ations to the design through problems encountered on site meant that the
walls of San Sebastiano had to be rebuilt and strengthened.

53

Also, more

recent restoration work, such as the removal of intonaco from the walls of
San Sebastiano, the replacement of weathered stone details at Sant'Andrea
and the Rucellai palace, or even bomb damage at Rimini, should be
considered in the final analysis.

54

In addition to problems associated with surveying, deciding on an
appropriate module needs careful consideration.

Metrology - of weights

and measures - has a historical basis and is not a pure science.
Eric Fernie made this clear in his discussion on the failings
of metrology:

"The failures of the discipline are probably attributable

to the fact that what is a historical subject appears to be a scientific
one.

Lengths quoted to the third decimal place lend a spurious air of

exactitude to statements which, in the final analysis, are hedged about
with a host of qualifications, the process leading to the quoting of

13

.
suppositlons
as 1. f t h ey were f acts as h ar d as t h e 1engt h

0

f an angstrom."
0
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Difficulties are further compounded by the 'authorities' who supply
contradictory and, occasionally, misleading details about the numerous
pre-nineteenth century European measures, and by analysts' seemingly irrational choices as to the likely measure used by an architect in a
. 1ar 1oca l'lty. 56
partlcu

Why, for example, should Alberti have used the

Piacentine foot in Mantua?57
Although some studies of specific Quattrocento measures have been
made recently - the Florentine Braccio da panna, for example

58

- the

measures of Quattrocento Italy have not received as much attention from
historians as the subject warrants.

As most Quattrocento Italian city

states had their own separate mensural systems this lack of interest is
surprising considering ' the number of proportional studies.
These problems may be best understood with reference to NarediRainer's argument that, of the various measures available, Alberti used
the ancient pes to design the Tempio Malatestiano.

Naredi-Rainer found

that the Augustan Arch near to the Tempio is composed of whole number
multiples of 50, 36, 30 and 18 pedes, 296

mID

long, and the same measure

produced convincing whole number multiples in his survey dimensions of
the church.

59

For example, Naredi-Rainer measured the width dimension

of the church as 29.67 metres or 100 pedes.

60

However, other studies

have concluded that the church is 29.5 and 29.72 metres wide, and NarediRainer's figure for the length of the church, of 42.68 metres or 144

pedes, has been recorded as 42.20 and 42.35 metres; figures which
suggested that Alberti used the more obvious contemporary measures like
the Florentine Braccio, or the absence of any particular measure beyond
an abstract module multiplied geometrically.6l

But, as a brief historical

I
"

F
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summary suggests, these other studies do not necessarily nullify NarediRainer's proposition that Alberti used the pes when designing the Tempio
Malatestiano.
Certainly, Alberti found the pes to be an appropriate measure when
describing building dimensions in his architectural treatise and he
quotes the antique mensural system throughout it.

This may indicate

more than simple mimicry of Vitruvius and other classical authors.

He

was known for his insights into antiquity62 and he claimed he surveyed
ancient buildings himself, and:

"Ergo rimari omnia, considerare,

metiri, lineamentis picturae colligere nusquam intermittebam, quoad
·

f un d 1 tus ...

,,63

It should be pointed out that no definitive length for the pes
exists, though its length has been established between 292 and 297 mm
working from a series of studies made in the seventeenth century - the
most respected length being 295.7 mm, slightly shorter than the
Quattrocento Roman piede, about 298 mm long.
ever.

Authorities do vary how-

For example, Martini opts for a pes 295.5 mm long on the basis

of thirty well conserved standards.

65

In the seventeenth century a

study was made by John Greaves in which he referred to a standard pes
marked in relief on an antique stone memorial to "T. Statilius Vol
Aper" - a young Roman architect - found in the Vatican gardens.

66

The

length of the pes was investigated in a similar fashion during the
early sixteenth century in Rome.

When Philibert Delorme was in Rome

during the 1530's, he was urged to study examples of the pes in the
Capitoline collection, as well as among antiquities owned by Cardinal
Galli, and to abandon his survey of ruins with
measure, the Pied du poi. 67

his customary French

15

Whether Alberti was familiar with these surviving standards or
whether he refined a contemporary measure through deductive methods, it
is conceivable that he used a Roman foot when surveying antiquities of
about 296 mm in length.

Furthermore, because he considered it appropriate

to model the facade of the Tempio Malatestiano on the nearby Roman arch
(designed using a 296 mm long pes), it may be construed he used a pes
this length when designing the Tempio.

I find the case for the pes con-

vincing, yet there was also a local measure - the piede - used in the
fifteenth century in Rimini which Naredi-Rainer omitted to discuss, and
which is proportionate to the Roman pes used on the Augustan Arch.

Six

of these local piedi equal eleven Roman pedes (6 x 54.29 = 325.7 cms;
11 x 29.6

=

325.6 cms), and 6 piedi or 11 pedes equal the pier widths

flanking the arched niches on the Tempio Malatestiano facade (fig. 59).68
Thus, it may be argued, Alberti's 'ideal' archaic measure accords with
a local one in practical use.
Regarding the Mantuan buildings, Naredi-Rainer proposed that
Alberti designed with the Piacentine 'foot' and the Florentine Braccio,
but, again, he overlooked the local standard.

69

There is little to

recommend the Piacentine piede as one which Alberti would have used,
and a plan of San Sebastiano made in the sixteenth century, perhaps
copied from an earlier drawing by Alberti, indicates dimensions in
Braccia not 'piedi' (fig. 11).70

Recent surveys of the church indicate

that this Braccio would have been about 47 cms long.
describe two different Mantuan standards.

7l

Metrologists

One, a Braccio, is usually

cited as about 64 cms long, though two authorities, Martini and
Doursther, record a piede 46.7 cms long.

72

This probably contributed

to the confusion regarding Alberti's choice of measure here, but it
can be clarified.

r
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In the middle of the sixteenth century, the Mantuan historian G.B.
Bertani built two Ionic columns outside his house:

one in cross-section.

He did this to express his concern for "Gli oscuri et dificili passi
dell'opera ionica di Vitruvio" which was the title of an essay he published in 1558. 73

On the plinth of the sectioned column he inscribed

two measuring standards:

the

B~ac h ium

Mantuanum divided into

Duodecim, and, underneath this, a Pes Antiquus
21 and 22).

Dig ito~um

Unci a ~um

Se xde ci m (figs.

The latter I measured as 29.6 cms long (the same length as

the pes deduced from the Augustan Arch in Rimini), and the Mantuan
Braccio as 46.7 cms long; the same as the so-called 'piede' published
by Martini and Doursther.

74

Another standard has been found, in bronze,

in th e Palazzo Ducale, Mantua, of a ~1antuan Braccio 46.8 cms long. 75
Since the sixteenth century drawing of San Sebastiano records whole
number multiples of a Braccio measuring about 47 cms long, it would seem
likely that this was the standard with which this design was built.
Architects and builders in Florence used the Florentine Braccio da
panna.

Its length is recorded as 58.36 cms by most authorities, though

some scholars have 'refined' this for their various proportional studies.
Naredi-Rainer proposed that Alberti used two different standards
in Mantua:

the Florentine Braccio to design San Sebastiano and the

'Piacentine foot', that is, the Mantuan Braccio, when he designed
Sant'Andrea.

77

Perhaps because Naredi-Rainer misidentified the Mantuan

measure, he failed to notice the proportional correspondence which
existed between the respective lengths of these measures, such that
five Mantuan Braccia closely equal four Florentine Braccia (5 x 46.7 =
233.5 cms;

4 x 58.36 = 233.4 cms), a correspondence which makes his

' ,
,
d Istlnctlon
re d un d ant. 78

So, from Naredi-Rainer's survey measurements,

though with different conclusions to his, there is evidence that Alberti

76
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the pi ede in

used the standard of the locality in which he built:
Rimini, the Braccio in Mantua and Florence.

There were practical reasons

for using local standards when building, but this does not deny that
'ideal' standards may have been used when designing and that, through
proportional correspondences, the completed building embodies both.
Thus, the 'ideal' antique pes may have been used in Rimini, and the
Florentine Braccio, Alberti's 'national' standard, in Mantua (and vice
versa).

There even existed a traditional correspondence between the

antique pes and the Florentine Braccio in the Quattrocento, since it was
thought that the latter was derived from the former.

79

This relation-

ship appears rather approximate in 'factual' terms since a difference
of 1.6 cms separates two pedes from one Braccio (2 x 29.6 = 59.2 cm:
58.36 cm), but an implied continuity existed nonetheless.

More directly,

continuity between standards was possible through commercial expediences
such as the Rule of Three.
The Rule of Three reached Italy from the East by the early thirteenth
century; via trade with the Arabs.

It first appeared in Leonardo

Fibonacci of Pisa's Liber abbaci of 1202, and became part of the basic
curriculum of the scuola de ll'abbaco of the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries.

80

For example, an explanation of the Rule is to be found in

Piero della Francesca's Trattato d'abaco, which was written as a textbook
for a scuola in Sansepolcro around 1450. 81

The Rule of Three was con-

sidered the most suitable way of dealing with problems of proportion in
painting and underlay Alberti's discussion of proportion in architecture.

82

More commonly, it was used to overcome exchange problems

encountered because of the different systems of weights and measures
·
eac h Clty
use d . 83

Consequently, parity could be achieved between an
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architect's official state measure and those of any 'foreign' states,
or, indeed, ancient mensural systems.

In this way, proportion unified

measure and, theoretically, gave the architect a degree of flexibility.
How this worked out in practice will be pursued in the chapters that
follow.
Because of the problems I have outlined regarding the metrical
analysis of buildings, San Sebastiano will be the first of Alberti's
built works to be studied, belm.".

This is because a drawn copy of the

church survives, after one "di mano" of Alberti, that exhibits certain
characteristics which make it a useful starting-point:

it is 'stripped

bare' of Ornament and Alberti's use of number and measure is indicated
on it (fig. 11).
By viewing the architecture of Alberti through his term conci nnitas
his centralised and quadrangular church designs, the built ensemble in
Florence, and parallel studies (in the appendices) which aim to clarify
and restore Alberti's original design proposals - the intention is to
reveal the design methods used in relation to local conditions and
constraints, as well as local and general cultural contexts, and in so
doing attempt to make fuller sense of his general architectural theory
of Beauty.

2
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CHAPTER I
ALBERTI'S CENTRALISED DESIGNS:
SAN SEBASTIANa AND THE SS. ANNUNZIATA TRIBUNE

One of the most useful documents concerning Alberti's original
intentions for San Sebastiano may well have links with the architectural patronage of Lorenzo de'Medici and his interest in Alberti's
approach to 'architecture.

Not many months before Alberti's death in the

spring of 1472 he had guided the young Lorenzo around the monuments of
Rome in the autumn of 1471.

Perhaps stimulated by this encounter,

Lorenzo acquired a manuscript copy of the De re aedificatoria which became a treasured possession:

he lent it to Borso d'Este but he asked

for it back "perche 10 ha mol to caro e spes so 10 legge". 1

During 1485,

the manuscript was slowly turned into the first printed edition of this
work, and Lorenzo's fervour was such that he demanded to read the fascicules immediately they came off the press and they had to be rushed to
him by horse when he was out of Florence.

The editio princeps with

Agnolo Poliziano's dedication to Lorenzo was finally completed on the
4th of January 1486 (not 1485 as is usually stated).2
The previous summer - 1st August 1485 - Lorenzo wrote to Luca
Fancelli in Mantua asking him "di spedirgli il modello della chiesa di
S. Sebastiano di quella ci tta. ,,3

Lorenzo may have seen the church when

he visited Mantua two years previously.4

And he was perhaps interested

in its design, not because he wanted a theoretical aspect of Alberti's

20

treatise clarified, but because of the design decisions he and his
architect were then facing for Santa Maria delle Carceri, in Prato.
Lorenzo had abandoned Giuliano da Maiano's octagonal design for the
church when he was appointed project superintendant in the spring of
1485.

5

The Greek-cross design which his newly appointed architect,

Giuliano da Sangallo, produced, and for which the foundations were
laid in October 1485, closely resembles the surviving sixteenth century
drawings of San Sebastiano, particularly in plan.
The "modello" which Lorenzo requested from Fancelli could have
been a copy of the one Alberti sent to Ludovico Gonzaga in July 1463,
though it is not certain whether Alberti sent a "modello" of a revised
scheme for San Sebastiano or a "modello" of one of the other Mantuan
proj ects with which he ' was involved. 6

Whichever "modello" Fancelli

sent to Lorenzo, it was almost certainly based on the one which Antonio
Labacco later copied, for two reasons.
connection.

Firstly, because of the Sangallo

Giuliano da Sangallo had made a habit of collecting designs

of quality and he had used his patron's powerful influence to obtain
plans of buildings which had impressed him:
Urbino palace which he had visited in 1481.

such as the plan of the
7

Furthermore, the three

drawings of San Sebastiano which survive can be associated with the
Sangallo dynasty.

One copy is credited to Aristotile and Giovanni

Battista Sangallo, and another was based on this one and was copied by
Oreste Vannocci.

The author of the third and most detailed copy (fig.

11), Antonio Labacco, worked on the model of St. Peter's for Antonio da
Sangallo the Younger.

8

Presumably then, Giuliano da Sangallo's drawing

of Alberti's "modello" remained in the Sangallo' s possession well into
the sixteenth century.
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The other reason is that the "mode 11 0" Labacco sketched in the
sixteenth century is more like Santa Maria delle Carceri than San
Sebastiano would have been at that time; that is, both the sketch and
the Prato church have no crypt.

One may deduce from this that Fancelli

sent Lorenzo Alberti's original design without a crypt, and that he did
this because he believed it followed Alberti's pristine 'ideal' intentions for this Mantuan church.

I suggest, therefore, that Antonio

Labacco's plan, side elevation and annotations offer the best clues as to
Alberti's original design for San Sebastiano, and that the "mode 11 0"
Fancelli sent Lorenzo was a major influence on the design of the latter's
Prato church (see Appendix II, below, for Alberti's original design).
Dr. Paul von Naredi-Rainer and Dr. Richard Lamoureux have made
separate studies of Labacco's annotations which are concerned with the
main spaces of the church dimensioned in Braccia.

9

Both authors observed

that the plan to height ratio of all the major building elements - the
cupola, chapels, porch, tribunes and central door - are proportioned by
the ratio 3:5; a major sixth on the pythagor.ean musical scale and, as
Wittkower noted, a ratio for which Palladio held a predilection.

IO

In

an attempt to explain its appearance at San Sebastiano, Lamoureux commented that it was a close approximation of the Golden section (3:4.98) but he quickly dismissed this notion since he thought it unlikely
"Alberti would have been interested in the Golden section, an irrational
figure."

A concl usion derived from Paul-Henri Michel who had stated

categorically that "les nombres irrationnels, la 'section doree', la
, di vine proportion' de Pacioli semb I ant inconnus a notre auteur
(Alberti) ... ,,12
Conversely, some scholars have argued that Alberti was not against
the use of incommensurate proportions, but to side-step that

r
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discussion here, it is worth pointing out that the ratio 3:5 appears
in Leonardo Fibonacci's famous series which moves towards the incommensurate and 'perfect' ratio of the Golden section of 1:1.618.

13

This

series, according to Fibonacci's Libe p abbaci of 1202 (rewritten in 1228)
and widely known during the Quattrocento due to its incorporation in
textbooks of the Scuo la de ll'abbacco, is a particular number sequence
which rationalises an essentially geometric proportion.
Piero della Francesca's Tpattato d'abaco follows Fibonacci very
closely in some of these examples, and is, indeed, a reworking of a
Fibonacci text.

14

However, sometimes Piero is more exhaustive than

Fibonacci and he returns to original sources such as Book XIII of
Euclid's Elements.

According to Euclid, Book XIII, proposition 8,

wrote Piero, the side of a hexagon and a decagon (embodying the numbers
6 and 10, respectively:

a ratio of 6:10 can, of course, be 'reduced'

to the ratio 3:5) derived from the same diameter circle and, joined end
to end, results in a line divided into its mean and extreme ratio:
so-called Golden section.

15

the

This and other propositions helped Piero

reach his own formula for this ratio, but he applied no epithet to it,
nor had Euclid or Fibonacci:

to them it was simply known as the pro-

portion for dividing a line into its mean and extreme ratio.

It was

not until the end of the Quattrocento that Pacioli was to extoll its
qualities in his Divina PPopoptione .

16

Alberti would have been aware of this proposition and its qualities,
yet it cannot be rendered into whole numbers which, I suggest, was
essential as his starting-point for a practical and beautiful design.

17

But Alberti could have used the ratio 6:10, or 3:5, as a convenient
and symbolic representation of the Golden section, using the hexagon and

p
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decagon as his cue.

He referred to the construction of these polygons

in his chapter on 'round' temple plans.

18

The side of a hexagon, as he

was surely aware, is a rational line and that of a decagon irrational,
and when these pOlygons are inscribed within the same circle they combine
to form the Golden section.

19

Since these polygons embody the 'perfect'

numbers of antiquity, 6 and 10, respectively, these integers may have
recommended to Alberti the appropriateness of the 6:10 ratio.

Alberti

might have accepted such reasoning because the combination of 6 and 10,
in every other way, had come to stand for universal order, yet, according to Platonic and Euclidean theory, the Golden section was the essence
of cosmic form, as implicit in the construction of the dodecahedron;
Plato's symbol of the cosmos which embraced the four earthly solids. 20
Alternatively, and quite independently of the 'Golden section' argument, what Lamoureux described as 3:5 Alberti may have preferred to call
6:10 in order to incorporate the 'perfect' Vitruvian numbers which reflected perceived human qualities and characteristics and which formed
an essential part of the antique mensural system.
Vitruvius had been unequivocal as to the appropriate measures that
architects should employ:

"Nec minus mensurarum rationes, quae in

omnibus operibus videntur necessariae esse, ex corporis membris
co 11 egerunt ...

,,21

He explained that ancient buildings were designed

using a standard which reflected human proportions, and that there
existed a traditionally held belief that symmetry in ancient architecture is based on the same principles governing human symmetry:
he held to be particularly relevant to sacred architecture.

a point
The 'perfect'

numbers are to be found in human proportions, therefore the ancient
measures, the finger, palm, foot and cubit, are apportioned so as to

24

form the 'perfect' numbers 6 and 10.

Ten is 'perfect' because of our

ten fingers; five of which make a palm and four palms make a foot (p es ).
Six is 'perfect' as it is the sum of its factors and because the foot is
one sixth of a man's height.
perfect' of all numbers, 16.

These numbers combine to make the 'most
22

As 'perfect' numbers - 6 and 10 - or as part of the series tending
towards perfection - as 3:5 - the ratio can be reduced to a simple
fraction of l:li (or 1:1.66).

Multiples of this fraction frequently

appear in Labacco's notation on the San Sebastiano drawing, and the
Braccia dimensions he cites all equal this ratio:
10:16i (literally 10:16:66),
Moreover, the numbers 8 and 34 of this notation both appear in the
Fibonacci series.

There is, however, a more common architectural or

geometrical method which could also account for these numbers:

the ad

quadrat um procedure.
This procedure constituted one of the design tool s associated wi th
pre-Quattrocento architects, and it remained a useful tool for those
artists and architects in Florence whom Alberti knew and admired.

For

example, survey dimensions of Lorenzo Ghiberti's St. Mathew Ensemble at
Orsanmichele suggest that Ghiberti regulated his design of the tabernacle surrounding the statue using a module a third of a Braccio long
(figs. 3 and 4).23

The tabernacle is ten modules wide, and the plinth

on which the statue stands is half this width, five modules wide.

Ten

times the square root of two approximates to fourteen, the height of the
statue itself:

this height doubled equals the outer dimension of the

tabernacle, and fourteen halved is the width of the tabernacle opening.

· 25

To return to San Sebastiano, other than the rectangular entrance
door, the width to height ratios listed above describe arched forms and
the springing-points of these arches, as seen in section (fig. 13), align
as a geometrical progression governed by a 45 0 angle perhaps suggesting
the use of ad quatratum dimensions. Howard Burns found that some of the
numbers here could be produced using an ad quadratum series commencing
with 34 Braccia, the size of the central space, but a series and its
intervals starting with the 'perfect' number 10 accounts for all but one
of the Braccia dimensions indicated on Labacco's plan of the church.

24

The whole number approximation of the series, including its intervals,
runs as fo 11 ows :
1
2~

2

l~

5

3~

3

4

6

8

7 1 0 14 20 28

-intervals.

12
40

-series.

The numbers which are marked on Labacco's plan and which are produced by
this series are:

6, 7, 8, 10 and 12.

The chapel width of 20 Braccia

and the cupola width of 34 Braccia, which are not part of the series,
are, however, sum totals of 10+10 and 14+20, respectively, which are
part of it.

The only number not to be accounted for by the ad quadratum

series is the width of the central door, of 4t Braccia.
4

8 Braccia high, and

4~:8

equals the 3:5/6:10 ratio.

But the door is

Assuming the follow-

ing numbers permit a door of a convenient size, an alternative ratio
would have been 5:8

1

3

(1:1.66), or, if Alberti wanted ratios from the

Fibonacci series - 5:8 - the next ratio up the ladder from 3:5.

Alberti

may have opted for the 4t:8 ratio because 8 Braccia (the door height) in
relation to the height of the three tribunes is the ratio 8:13 1 or,

3

again, the favoured 3:5/6:10 proportion.
As regards Alberti's use of measure, there would have been practical
advantages in using the Mantuan Braccio to build San Sebastiano - it was

26

a standard familiar to a local labour force and it determined the size
of bricks to be used in its construction.

However, because the Mantuan

Braccio and the Florentine Braccio are related proportionally as 5:4,
and Alberti was ostensibly a Florentine, the church could conceivably
have been designed with the Florentine measure.

If so, the building

would have a complex, not simple, number system such that for every
number recorded by Labacco in Mantuan Braccia, there is a parallel
number in Florentine Braccia.

For San Sebastiano this series would be

as follows:
Mantuan Br.
(after Labacco)

10

Florentine Br.
24
(equivalent number)

A6t

8

12

34

20

26~

91 1cJ
5
3

Naredi-Rainer believed Alberti used a module of

56I
3

3

It Florentine Braccia

to design San Sebastiano, and by clipping the fractions from the Florentine
Braccia dimensions of 27t and 45t he believed he had found evidence that
Alberti used a pythagoreo-platonic number sequence:
of the numbers 2,4,8,16;

3,9,27,54 etc.

26

lambda being composed

Quite independently of Naredi-

Rainer, Dr. Joseph Rybvert and I reached a similar conclusion in a recent
. 1 e. 27
artlc

My researches since then suggest that the rounding of these

upper numbers was unhelpful.
It would seem reasonable to assume that because the dime'nsions of

the plan are integers and the main features of the design are controlled
by whole numbers through the ratio 3:5/6:10, so Alberti would have wanted
the numbers of the elevation to be equally qualitative.

Yet, the sequence

recorded by Labacco seems to contradict this - every vertical dimension is
an integer and fraction combination.

This apparent lack of resolution by

Alberti may in fact be the result of Labacco's choice of presentation of
the numbers of the building.

27

The integer and fraction system which Labacco used was commonplace
in his time, as it was until the decimal system was introduced.
in his technical writings, Alberti used Roman numerals.

However,

Typically with

this system pi, for example, would be expressed as XXII divided by VII
(rather than the

1

~

integer/fraction combination typical of the arabic

system) such that the 'value' of the numbers remains intact.

The numbers

of San Sebastiano described as Roman numerals take on quite a different
character.

Following the order used earlier, Labacco's ratios become:

XXVI V: VII I,

or,

XL
VII I: II I'

24
5:8,

XXXIV: CI\XIX
100
20 .. 3 '

34: 1 ~o

Thus, the sequence of ratios described by Labacco appears more convincing whole numbers are presented and the number on the left of each ratio multiplied by five equals the greater number on the right (except the first
ratio where 8 times

~

equals 24)

every number is a product of 3 or 5,

or 3 and 5 combined, arranged as a series.
This sequence is less forceful when converted into Florentine Braccia
since it then lacks any obvious coherence:

lLR

5 . 3 '

136.136
5 . 3

This would further recommend that Alberti designed San Sebastiano using
the ratio/Mantuan Braccio combination on which Labacco based his notation.
It might be concluded from the foregoing that Alberti was concerned
wi th achieving unity in his design for San Sebastiano through the use of
whole numbers.

Numbers which, for the plan, were perhaps derived from an

ad quadratum series focusing on the number 10.

These numbers were then

elevated using the 3:5/6:10 ratio - numbers to be found in the plan as
well as having more profound significance in themselves.

Q

Once this

28

process was complete the numbers were linked with the principal formal
aspects of the design and the 'idea' was made concrete when related to
an appropriate measure - in this instance the Mantuan Braccio.
was a rigorous blend of

nume ~us

The result

and finitio.

There is evidence that Brunelleschi used similar combinations of
number when designing his earlier Santa Maria deglia Angeli in Florence.
Furthermore, there are dimensional correspondences to be found between
his design and that by Alberti even though Brunelleschi used the Florentine
Braccio as his measuring standard.

The study that follows therefore sug-

gests that Alberti's 'idea' was not conceived in isolation but that it
embodied certain qualities and characteristics already developed.

29

(i)

Brunelleschi' s design for Santa Maria degli Angeli
Sometime in early 1434 Brunelleschi was commissioned to design an

"Oratory of the Scolari at the (monastery of the) Angeli".28

The build-

ing funds came from two legacies left by the condottiere Filippo Scolari,
popularly called Pippo Spano .

The plan was set-out on site, but work

ceased in 1437 \vhen the walls were no higher than about 8 Florentine
Braccia

(4~

metres), because the state confiscated and diverted the

building funds for a war against Lucca.
later roofed.

The incomplete building was

Between 1934 and 1940 the building was heavily restored

and most of the original stone work was replaced and the building 'completed' .
Twelve fifteenth

a~d

sixteenth century drawings of Brunelleschi's

design survive; the earliest and most detailed is by Giuliano da Sangallo
drawn to scale before 1494 (fig. 37).29

Another detailed drawing, to be

found in the Louvre, records that the design is "di mano di me(ssere)
Filippo di seer) Brunelleschi" recalling Labacco's statement on his
drawing of San Sebastiano which was made after "di mano di mesere batista
alberti"; however, the drawings' authorship is a matter of contention. 30
These drawings, whilst there are discrepancies between them, remain the
best indication of Brunelleschi's design intentions here.

3l

Giuliano's

drawing is particularly useful and it highlights the importance Brunelleschi also appears to have attached to 'perfect' numbers in this design,
and the problems that occur when attempting to derive numbers of quality
from certain geometries.
Combinations of 'perfect' numbers are immediately apparent.

Accord-

ing to the "modello" he was sketching from, Giuliano noted that the 16sided outer polygon had facets 10 (Florentine) Braccia wide, alternately

I

30

containing niches 6 Braccia wide (fig. 37).

Giuliano also noted that

the central octagon of the plan, articulated by 16 pilasters, was 31
Braccia wide to opposite angles and had a width to opposite facets of 29
Braccia.

This is inaccurate when analysed geometrically, since a properly

constructed 29 Braccia wide octagon has a diagonal closer to

31~

Braccia.

I note this discrepancy since it does show up an irreconcilable aspect
of a design, which may be taken as Brunelleschi's 'ideal'.
An

octagon which is constructed geometrically to have a width of 29

Braccia has facets 12 Braccia wide; and 8 facets 12 Braccia wide results
in a perimeter length of 96 Braccia.

The outer polygon has 16 sides of

10 Braccia and a perimeter total of 160 Braccia.

As a ratio, 96:160 is

equal to 6:10, the perimeter niche: facet dimensions.

Also, the outer

polygon is 50 Braccia wide (to opposing facets), and if the central polygon

had been designed to be 30 Braccia wide (and not 29 or 31) then the

'perfect' 3:5/6:10 proportion would have been present again.
the built work it is!

Well, in

From Professor Eugenio Battisti's survey of the

plan of the building, the octagon is 'perfectly' constructed.

The

diagonal of the central octagon is exactly 30 Braccia wide (29.99 Braccia
with pilaster faces 27~ Braccia apart) .32

But, an octagon constructed

with these dimensions does not have facets 12 Braccia wide but
wide.

ll~

Braccia

So, it would appear that when setting out the building on site,

Brunelleschi became aware of a discrepancy between his intended numbers
and the geometric properties of the octagon, and he was forced to make
a choice perhaps not obvious from his small scale, perhaps imprecisely
drawn "modello".

Ei ther he could create the favoured proportion from the

widths of the inner and outer polygons (30:50), or from the sum totals of
their respective faces (96:160), but not from both as he might have hoped
originally.

The widths of the internal and outer polygons appear to have

31

been more important than the 'sum totals' option, though he presumably
made some drawings to test out each alternative, and perhaps Giuliano
copied the rejected design unwittingly.
Brunelleschi had made a simple geometrical error which cost him the
loss of his 'ideal' design.

Such an error was not uncommon.

wrote through bitter experience that:

"De me hoc profi teor:

Alberti
mul tas

incidisse persaepius in mentem coniectationes operum, quae tum quidem
maiorem in modum probarim; eas cum ad lineas redegissem, errores inveni
in ea parte ipsa, quae potissimum delectasset, et valde castigandos;
rursus cum perscripta pensitavi et numero metiri adorsus sum, indiligentiam
cognovi meam atque redargui; postremo eadem cum modulis exemplaribusque
mandassem, nonnunquam singula repetenti evenit, ut me etiam numerum
d epre h en d erlm."
. , 33
·
f e f e 1 llsse

As regards the section of the building, Agostino Fortunio, who
perhaps saw the original "modello", claimed that the cupola was to have
been

46~

Braccia high but, as he also recited the 29 and 31 Braccia

.
.
f or t h e centra 1 octagon, t11S
J"
.
34
IS wort h c h ec k Ing.
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If the

2n

Braccia width of the octagon, as built, was to have been elevated by the
6: 10 proportion, then a fractionally lower cupola than the one Fortunio
described,

46~

Braccia high, would have been the result.

Of course the

30 Braccia diagonal of this space times this ratio equals SO Braccia.
Alternative ly, had Brunell eschi adopted the 'sum totals' option for the
plan as Giuliano and Fortunio's descriptions seem to suggest, the central
octagon (with its facets 12 Braccia wide) 29 Braccia in width elevated
by the Golden section ratio would have a cupola just under 47 Braccia
high (46.92); again, close to the
Fortunio.

46~

Braccia height described by

As it turned out, Brunelleschi appears to have decided to

32

produce 'correct' widths for the polygons with a cupola

27~

and 30

Braccia wide and it would seem appropriate that the cupola was to have
been 50 Braccia high - 30 times the ratio 6:10.

Thus, all the important

numbers of the plan and section are governed by the numbers 6 and 10.
However, a cupola height of

46~

Braccia

(27~

times the ratio 6:10) seems

to bear comparison with the projected height of San Sebastiano's cupola.
Whilst there are obvious formal differences between Santa Maria
degli Angeli and San Sebastiano, their designs do appear to be ordered
by the same numerical ratios.

In fact, and despite the different

measures employed in Florence and Mantua, they share dimensional correspondences as well (figs. 12 and 38).

According to Labacco's figures,

San Sebastiano's central square in plan and the cupola height have the
equi valent respective d'i mensions of 15.91 and 26.52 metres; close to
16.19 and 26.99 metres, the width of the octagon as built and the height
of Brunelleschi's cupola for Santa Maria degli Angeli design (assuming
it was to have been

46~

Florentine Braccia), a respective difference of

28 and 47 cms (an 'error' of less than 2%).

However, an 'ideal' cupola

height of 50 Braccia at Santa Maria degli Angeli is 29.18 metres, 2.66
metres higher than that at San Sebastiano.
porated both dimensions;

46~

Perhaps Brunelleschi incor-

Braccia was to be to the top of the cupola

and 50 Braccia the inner height of the proposed lantern.

There is

certainly a correspondence between the two plans of the buildings as
bui It.
According to Labacco, San Sebastiano's chapels were to have been
20 Braccia wide and 12 deep, creating the 6:10 proportion in plan.
as built, the chapels are just under 11 Braccia deep.35

But,

Consequently,

the internal width of the plan (excluding the tribunes) is not 58 Braccia

33

(12+7+6+8+6+7+12 Braccia) but a reduced dimension of ss~ Braccia.

36

most obvious cause of this alteration was a "pentimento" by Alberti.

The
37

When plans of Santa Maria degli Angeli and San Sebastiano, to the same
scale, are overlaid (fig. 43), it can be seen that they share the same
outer width (excluding San Sebastiano's tribunes) of SO Florentine
Bracci a; or the Mantuan Braccia near equivalent of
metres respectively).

62~

(29.18 and 29.25

Since, it seems, this outer width dimension was

considered to be highly desirable and Alberti was generating a number
sequence derived from ad quadratum multiples of 10, the 'ideal' numbers
of San Sebastiano's plan interior needed to be adjusted, otherwise the
difference bet,,,een the inner and outer dimensions would have left a
flimsy outer wall only 2~ Braccia thick (about 1 metre).38

Thus the

'ideal' 12:20 dimension. and proportion was forced to become the incommensurable ratio 10.85:20,

so a thicker outer wall could be built about

3~5 Braccia (1.6 metres) thick. 39
Regarding the building's future, Alberti's oversight here was less
serious, perhaps, than his fundamental misjudgement of the prevailing
ground conditions on the selected site.

The water damage to the lower

parts of the nearly completed walls, and his subsequent decision to insert a higher floor level between these walls, supported by piers and
vaults, completely destroyed the concinnitas between the plan and elevation of his original 1460 design (figs. 11 and IS).

The 'perfect'

proportional relationship of 6: 10 which controlled the numbers of the
plan and section, and the 45

0

alignment of the vaults' springing-points,

were abandoned in the final design (fig. 13); no doubt much to Alberti's
chagrin.
As it stands now, the main central space of San Sebastiano is

34

approximately cubic.

The 34 Mantuan Braccia dimension of the square plan

was used to establish the height of the new 'ground-floor' level, relative
to the height of the side arches which were probably built already, and
which were to be used to support the planned cupola.

The cupola was not

built, and the extant quadripartite vault in its place is about 36 Braccia
high.

Had the cupola been built, then, in section, the central space

w9uld perhaps have been cubic, surmounted by a cupola one and a half
times high as wide (fig. 13), or 51 Braccia (34+17 Braccia).

Alberti

later employed this 1:2 proportion for the nave of Sant'Andrea, though
using purer numbers (40 x 60 Braccia).40
The four side chapels of San Sebastiano, originally designed to be

1~0 (33i) Braccia high, are only ~3 (27%) Braccia high as a result of the
,
new internal floor level.

80
2
Perhaps:3 (26 ) would have been a better

3

choice, since the three semi-circular tribunes were built with their
original 4~ (13i) Braccia heights intact, and a 1:2 proportion could then
have been achieved.

But the gain here would have been to the detriment

of the cubic qualities of the central space which, all things considered,
was a geometry well worth maintaining.

Quite clearly though, the

structure now standing is far removed from Alberti's 'ideal' design, and
the idea-building is distinct from the phenomenon-building in this instance.
Formally, San Sebastiano, even as built, is not dissimilar from
those antique sepulchres found on the approach roads to ancient Rome such as the Via Appia.
specific sepulchres.

Scholars have often made direct comparisons with
If San Sebastiano was to have combined the formal

properties of antique sepulchres, cruciform in plan, it seems it was
also to have embodied, in part, the numerical and proportional qualities

35

of Brunelleschi's Santa Maria degli Angeli, presumably designed according to those principles with which Alberti was in accord.

There is

evidence that Brunelleschi employed useful integers like 10 in his
earlier projects - a practical starting-point when proportioning a
building with numbers of quality, and probably a traditional response
since combinations of 6 and 10 appear in earlier projects by others.
For example, Milan Cathedral,

4l

founded in 1386, has a ground-plan

articulated by multiples of 16 Milanese Braccia:

the nave is 32 Braccia

wide, and the four side aisles are each 16 Braccia wide, making a total
internal width of 96 Braccia (perhaps 100 Braccia externally?).

Of the

various schemes for elevating the plan, the 1390 project proposed a 10
Braccia unit, and that of 1392, 16 Braccia.

42

Moving forward in time, much as the numbers and proportions of San
Sebastiano bear comparison with those of the earlier Santa Maria degli
Angel i, there are simi lari ties between Giuliano da Sangallo' s later Santa
Maria delle Carceri and San Sebastiano.

Giuliano's Greek-cross plan has

a central space and four arms 20 Florentine Braccia wide and the arms are
10 Braccia deep (cf. 20 and 12 Mantuan Braccia for the chapels of San
Sebastiano).

The vaults over the arms are 30 Braccia high and the

cupola is close to 50 Braccia high (figs. 17 and 18):

the 3:5 or 6:10

.
. t h'1S 1nstance
.
'
G ld en sect1on.
.
43
rat1o,
or even 1n
a d 1rect
re f erence to the o
Giuliano may have referred to a sketch of San Sebastiano when
designing the Prato church, but because Alberti's design appears to
refer back to Brunelleschi's, at least in its dimensions, there is an
implication that there was a traditional - or correct - way of designing
a centralised religious structure which all three architects were acknowledging in their designs - designs which otherwise were distinctly different.
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I
I
I.

Indeed, it may have been perceived by these architects and their contemporaries that there even existed antique precendent for centralised
buildings employing 'perfect' numbers and proportions.

This may have

informed Michelozzo's design for the tribune of the SS. Annunziata in
Florence very directly, as the following account suggests.

L
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(ii)

The tribune of the SS. Annunziata
According to a survey of the lower walls of the Annunziata tribune

in 1453, the piers framing the arched openings of the circular perimeter
wall were

4i Florentine Braccia wide

(fig. 32).44

From my own survey,

th ese piers measure 4 Braccia wide above ground, with an intercolumnation of between

8i and 8~ Braccia. 45

The same survey lists a central

choir having a circumference of 74 Braccia for its foundations.

A wall,

possibly with openings, was placed onto these, and \vas articulated by
square pilasters.

From my reconstruction of this information (fig. 32),

the internal diameter of the choir is about 22 Braccia and the internal
diameter of the perimeter wall 40 Braccia.

46

Soon after the 1453 survey, the choir was demolished and the perimeter piers were thickened to support the weight of the larger cupola.
They were thickened from 4 to 5 Braccia, which gave the outer perimeter
of the wall a new diameter of 50 Braccia.

47

The outer wall surface is

not curved but is made up of 20 facets having an average width of
Braccia (fig. 33); a total perimeter length of 150 Braccia.

7~

48

It will be remembered that Santa Maria degli Angeli and San Sebast-

iano have an outer width of 50 Florentine Braccia, the same as the revised outer diameter of the tribune.

Moreover, if, perhaps with stone

ribs attached, the outer facets of the tribune and openings of the exedrae were both intended to be 8 Braccia \vide (and not 7} and 8}/8~ Braccia,
respectively), then the outer perimeter would have been 160 Braccia, and
the inner perimeter 120 Braccia.

Also, the 40 Braccia internal diameter

of the tribune would have been in proportion to these perimeter lengths;
and the connection with Brunelleschi's Santa Maria degli Angeli, started
ten years before, would have been far closer (it too had an outer peri-

z
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meter of 160 Br.).

As it is, these two structures share the same outer

width dimension of 50 Braccia (excluding the tribune's exedrae).
Dr. Susan Lang suggested that Alberti may have been involved with the
revised scheme for the tribune, and since San Sebastiana is 50 Braccia wide
as well (excluding its exedrae), this might be a small factor supporting Dr.
Lang's thesis.

However, documents suggest that Alberti was not responsible

for any fundamental changes except those concerned with the design of the
cupola and its drum.

And my study suggests that his role was to emphasise

the 'rotundity' of the tribune and, where it was possible, to improve
Michelozzo's design by submitting it to the 6:10 proportion.

For example,

to the springing-point of the cupola is 32 Braccia (to the underside of
the string-cornice which is 1 Braccio thick), and the cupola rises another
20 Braccia internally (fig. 35).49

Thirty-two is, of course, double the

'most perfect' number 16, and from the springing-point to the underside of
the cupola is 32:53 Braccia, or the 6:10 ratio.

Alberti united the section

to the plan with the less spectacular ratio of 3:4, or 40:53 Braccia.

The

total outer diameter of the tribune plan, including the exedrae, is 54
Braccia.

Perhaps Alberti had this in mind when he gave the drum an

external height of 45 Braccia, since half of 54 equals 27, and 27:45 equals
6:10, as does 16:27.

The triumphal arch between the nave and tribune is

15 by 30 Braccia, or the proportion 1:2.
When the first moves were made to implement Alberti's proposals in
October 1470, a number of Florentines were roused into opposition.

It

should be remembered that no building work had taken place for ten years
and the proj ect was now in its twenty-seventh year.

There had been

opposition to the design from the early days which resulted in legal
action and delays, but 1470 saw a new generation of complainants.

Most

F
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prominent amongst them was a Florentine merchant, Giovanni Aldobrandini,
and an architect who had completed some of Brunelleschi's projects,
. d a G'
·
alO 1 e. 50
Glovannl

Of their criticisms Aldobrandini's are the best

known, though I think that their significance has not been fully appreciated.
Aldobrandini's criticims are functional and iconographical, and he
felt strongly enough about the Michelozzo-Alberti design to propose an
alternative cruciform plan based on Brunelleschi's San Lorenzo.

5l

Aldo-

brandini's criticisms fell on deaf ears, though he did succeed in further
delaying the project.

Despite this, Alberti's design appears to have been

executed in full and with Lorenzo de 'Medici's personal blessing.

52

Apart

from the functional defects which Aldobrandini believed were inherent in
the tribune's round shape, he thought the design was inappropriate since
buildings having this shape, in Rome, were used as mausolea and not as
extensions to monasteries.
wrote:

Probably with reference to Santa Costanza, he

" ... allegando che aRoma sono edifitii in questa forma, dico:

quelli da Roma essere stati facti per ornamento di sepulture di quelli
imperadori, et per essere ufficiati da 4
convento simile a questo.

0

6 capellani, et non per uno

Da altre parte sono ornati quale di musaico,

et quale daltre cose di grandissimo, et se questa tribuna si facessi
tucta biancha sanza (sic) altri ornamenti dalle capelle in su, parra una
cosa povera et spogliata, sanza (sic) che questa chiesa mai piu si potra
acconciare."

53

Whilst Michelozzo's first design bore a striking resemb-

lance to Santa Costanza, his second, with Alberti's 'improvements', would
be more fittingly compared with the so-called Minerva Medica, in Rome
(fig. 36).

54

However, it seems more likely that Santa Costanza was

Michelozzo's original model because the respective proportions and measures
of this Roman mausoleum and the Florentine tribune are similar.

I

I
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The earliest extant measured drawings of Santa Costanza are by
Giuliano da Sangallo, now in the Codex Barberiniano (for an illustration
of one of them, see fig. 27).55

The two plans he drew of the mausoleum

are to scale with scaled Florentine Braccia units marked alongside.
Using Giuliano's scale, the central space measures 20 Braccia wide and
the ambulatory 8 Braccia with an internal diameter of 40 Braccia and an
external diameter of 50:

simil ar to Michelozzo' s first and second

designs for the Annunziata tribune combined.

Most of the recent surveys

of the mausoleum correspond to Giuliano's scaled drawing of Santa
Costanza.

56

Santa Costanza was an appropriate model for Michelozzo's

Annunziata tribune for at least three reasons:

it was antique; it was

round in shape which made it ideal for a tribune which was to be dedicated
to the Virgin

57

; and it~ dimensions approximated well to valued multiples

of the Florentine Braccio, the standard used by Michelozzo.
The plan differences which exist between the two buildings do not
devalue this hypothesis.

Michelozzo's intention was not to design the

Annunziata tribune as an exact copy of the venerated mausoleum, but as a
critical interpretation of it.

Parallels to this approach are to be found

in many drawings of monuments at this time.

For example, in one of his

drawings of Santa Costanza, Giuliano da Sangallo altered the position of
the outer niches so they align with the intercolumnation of the central
ring of columns, and he systemised the sequence of niches by arranging
the rectangular ones opposite each other - cross-wise in plan - with pairs
..
1 ar nlC
. h es ln
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Volpaia, in his drawing of Santa Costanza, increased the number of the
paired columns of the inner ring from 12 to the 'more perfect' 16.

This

deviation from the original has been described as a "deliberate criticism"
of the plan's apparent lack of correspondence between its various parts.

59
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Giuliano, in his second drawing of the mausoleum, developed his initial
criticism into an "improvement" of the plan:
nately rectangular and semi-circular.

the niches are drawn alter-

Similarly, Michelozzo's tribune

design was perhaps seen as an 'improvement' of the antique mausoleum:

the

number of columns of the original were 'improved' from 12 pairs to the more
'perfect' 10 in his own plan; as 10 pilasters arranged around the choir
(figs. 28 and 32).60
Ten is the controlling number of Michelozzo's plan, though its impact
was mitigated once the pilasters of the central choir were dismantled.
Since the choir no longer exists, it is easy to see why recent scholars
have associated the finished building more readily with the so-called
Temple of Minerva Medica than with Santa Constanza.

6l

Both the tribune

and the Minerva Medica ' have a large domed space defined by a decagon from
which niches or exedrae radiate, and they seem to have a spatial arrangement far removed from that of Santa Costanza.

But this correspondence

carne about by default and because of overriding numerical concerns, and
there is little to commend the Minerva Medica as a direct influence on
Michelozzo, or Alberti, than any of the other circular antique 'temples'
in Italy.

Aldobrandini's criticisms were not based on a comparison with

any particular Roman mausoleum but all "edifitii in questa forma" because
of their pagan associations:

even Santa Constanza was believed to have

'pagan' origins and it was commonly known as a former "Tempio di Baccho".
Santa Maria degli Angeli, the Annunziata tribune and San Sebastiano
share similar overall dimensions and an obvious concern for the same or
similar numerical combinations.
formal articulation is disparate.

But, despite these similarities, their
Why

this is so, and why SO Florentine

Braccia was favoured for their overall width, is best explained through a
study of the tradition behind, and development of, the Quattrocento
centralised church.

F
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CHAPTER 2
AN ACCOUNT OF THE TRADITION BEHIND, AND DEVELOPMENT OF,
THE QUATTROCENTO CENTRALISED CHURCH

Alberti's design for San Sebastiano was just one of three projects
with which he was involved at the end of 1459.

All that is known of his

involvement with the other two is his statement addressed to Ludovico
Gonzaga, in February 1460, that "E modoni de Santo Sebastiano, Sancto
Laurentio, la logia, sono facti ... ,,1

It is generally assumed that the

San Lorenzo which he referred to is the early twelfth century round
church now forming the eastern edge of Piazza Mantegna, which is in front
of the main entrance of Sant'Andrea.

Nothing is known of Alberti's plans

for San Lorenzo (nor indeed the intended location of "la loggia,,)2; he
may have been commissioned to restore it, suggest a decorative programme,
or to enlarge or make some other alteration.

Whatever Ludovico intended,

a sketch of San Lorenzo's history does make for a useful introduction to
the tradition underlying centralised church design.

(i)

Introduction
The Blood of Christ, Mantua's revered and Holy relic, attracted a

large number of pilgrims to the city, particularly on Ascension Day when
a casket containing the Blood was held aloft in Sant'Andrea for the crowds
to see.

3

Due t o th e affluence of these pilgrims, the immediate area

around Sant'Andrea prospered and became the primary religious and commer cial centre of the city.

This trade benefited the Benedictine monastery

attached to Sant'Andrea, and at the end of the eleventh and the beginning

t

r
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of the twelfth centuries four churches were built as dependants of it.

4

Three were built along the road which runs at right-angles to Sant'Andrea's
facade:

to the west Sant'Ambrogio was built and to the east San Lorenzo

and San Salvatore.

The fourth church, Santo Sepolcro, was built in the

suburb now called Belfiore, on one of the main routes into the city from
the southwest.

None of the four structures had a clearly defined liturg-

ical use and no regular priest was attached to them.

All that has been

recorded is that San Lorenzo temporarily housed the bones of San Longino,
the Roman soldier who brought the Blood to Mantua, whilst the building of
Sant'Andrea was being completed in the twelfth century.

One recent sug-

gestion is that these structures were used as sacred 'stations' by pilgrims
converging onto Sant'Andrea. 5
By the seventeenth eentury all four churches had fallen into disrepair so they were destroyed.

But, at the turn of the nineteenth century,

remains of San Lorenzo were found during the demolition of houses which
had subsequently been built over it, and the church was restored (fig. 47).6
Gabriele Bertazzolo's late sixteenth century map of Mantua includes a
perspective sketch of Santo Sepolcro, prior to its destruction in 1628
(fig. 48).7

Both buildings were circular.

Churches having a circular plan were popular in northern Italy in the
early twelfth century.

The accepted reason for this is that they were

built in imitation of the Rotunda of the Anastasis in Jerusalem, which had
been liberated by the Crusaders in 1099. 8 The impact the Anastasis had on
church builders in Europe throughout the Middle Ages has been discussed
by Professor Richard Krautheimer. 9

San Lorenzo in Mantua, like the other

circular churches of that period, did not represent an exact copy of the
Jerusalem Rotunda, but, as Krautheimer explained, they generally 'imitated'
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its essential qualities; a circular wall enclosing a ring of columns
which support an upper wall and gallery, surmounted by a vault or dome.

10

The intended link with this Rotonda in Jerusalem, the Holy Sepulchre, and
the Mantuan circular planned edifices is clear, since one of them, perhaps
the first of them to be built, was named Santo Sepolcro after the venerated
prototype.

11

The Anastasis (Greek for 'resurrection') had been erected as a

mart yriurn to Christ by Emperor Constantine between 326 and 335 AD.

This

building was burnt by the Persians in 614 and soon after suffered the first
of three major reconstructions, culminating in one, around 1170, by
Frankish Crusaders.

Th e Dome of th e Rock was s imultan eousl y trans f ormed

int o a chur ch by th e s e Crus ader s and , situated on th e plat eau wh ere the
. . 12

Templ e of Jerusa lem had 'on ce st ood, th ey called it the Temp l urn Dom~n~ .

The biblical Temple of Jerusalem had been destroyed by Titus, and a
common belief developed, which was current up to the first quarter of the
sixteenth century, that Constantine's mother Helen had built the octagonal
Dome of the Rock as a substitute for the destroyed Temple (fig. 59).

In

the mid-fourteenth century, it was believed that the Dome of the Rock even
preserved part of the original Temple in its structure.

13

When the Cru -

saders reconquered Jerusalem in the twelfth century, this building, which
had been worshipped in (and was built) by the Arabs, was immediately converted into a church and was dedicated to the Virgin.

14

From Krautheimer's study it appears that the overall dimensions of
the Dome of the Rock, as well as those of the Church of the Ascension on
the Mount of Olives, are the same as those of the Anastasis Rotunda, though
there are formal differences between the three buildings.

IS

A recent

study has compared the Dome of the Rock with two other contemporary
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Palestinian octagonal buildings which share the same dimensions.

16

M.

Ecochard found that San Lorenzo in Milan (c. AD 390), San Vitale in
Ravenna (c. AD 540), as well as some fifth century churches in Pieria,
were exactly the same size as the seventh century Dome of the Rock :

all

their plans can be inscribed within a circle having a radius of 26.87
metres (figs. 54 to 58).17

Buildings exactly half their size include

Constantine's Lateran Baptistery in Rome, and two in Dalmatia:

Diocleti ans'

mausoleum (AD 303) and the tenth century church of St. Donatus at Zadar.

18

It appears a tradition of imitating, or standardising, the dimensions of
octagonal buildings continued into the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh
centuries, not only in the Middle-East, but also in Europe.
This tradition of imitating or standardising the overall dimensions
of certain buildings apparently continued in Rome.

Krautheimer observed

that several burial grounds and/or basilicas which were built in the early
fourth century in Rome have a centralised mausoleum or martyrium built
adjacently. 19

The dimensions of these basilica-cemeteries - or

.
coeme t e r ~.a 20 - appear to f a 11 Into
two groups:

one group has overall

dimensions equal to about 65 x 29 metres; the other group has dimensions
equal to about 98 x 36 to 40 metres.

More pertinently, the mausolea or

martyria attached to either of these two groups also share similar or
proportionally related dimensions; something which has not been discussed
previously.

These Roman mausolea or martyria are those adjacent to San

Sebastiano flm., Santa Agnese flm., SS. Marcellino and Pietro, and the
Villa of the Gordiani .

2l

The mausoleum adjacent to San Sebastiano, the Tomb of Romulus, has
an inner diameter of 23.35 metres and an outer one of 32 . 90 metres; very
close to the dimensions of the so-called Temple of Minerva Medica (23.20
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and 30.27 m), which has been suggested as Michelozzo's model for the
"
Annunzlata
trl"b une. 22

Santa Costanza, next to Sta Agnese flm., has been

suggested as another model Michelozzo may have used; it has an inner diameter of 22.82 metres and an outer one of about 29 m.

Concerning the

remaining mausolea, the Tor Pignattara (which concludes the basilica of
SS. Marcellino and Pietro) is almost precisely twice the size of the Tor
de'Schavi (of the Villa of the Gordiani), with inner diameters of 20.50
and 10.16 metres, respectively (the outer diameter of the Tor Pignattara
is 28.10 m; I have not been able to find the Tor de'Schavi's).
various dimensions may be interpreted as a progression:

These

from the Tor

de'Schavi (10 . 16 m) to the internal diameters of the other three which
range between 20.50 and 23.3S metres; especially since the internal diameter

0

"
" Slze.
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metres
) represents anot h er doubl lng
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Santo Stefano Rotondo in Rome belongs to this size-category, a church
which Alberti reportedly helped Bernardo Rossellino to restore for Pope
Nicholas V.

It has a central ring of columns with an internal diameter

of 22 metres, and an overall diameter of 44 metres.

24

The list returns

full-circle to Jerusalem, Krautheimer having discovered dimensional correspondences which unite a reconstruction of the Anastasis plan and Santo
Stefano Rotondo .

2S

Krautheimer argued that in the Middle Ages it was not intended "to
imi tate the prototype as it looked in reality" but "to reproduce it ty pice
and f igura liter, as a momento of a venerated site and simultaneousl y as a
symb 0 1

0

" d sa 1 vatlon.'
"
,26
f promlse

The evidence now emerging, and which has

been summarised here, suggests this mediaeval practice was a continuation
of an entrenched building tradition.

Similarly, the revived interest in

centralised buildings in the Quattrocento was an extension of this tradition,
though, of course, the ideas relating to centralised buildings were different:

tr
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the 'pagan' antique origins of this building form had to be reconciled
with the requirements and the principal concerns of Christianity.

The

growing cult of the Virgin was the most influential reason for the increased popularity in the centralised church, but there were other reasons
which sanctioned this development, including the 'natural' qualities of
'round' Temples.

(ii)

Alberti and 'round' Temples
Alberti thought that the circle was the most 'natural' of geometric

shapes:

"Rotundis naturam in primis delectari, ex his, quae ductu eius

habeantur gignantur aut fiant, in promptu est."

27

Accordingly, he con-

sidered the ancient's round temples more natural than their square or
quadrangular temples, and he observed that it was from the circle that
the ancients' most popular polygonal temples, of six, eight and ten
sides, were derived.

Alberti illustrated how the circle should be used

to generate these polygons; for example, the octagon can be constructed
. . b e d ln
. a Clrc
. 1e an d rotate d . 28
f rom a square lnscrl
The circle, in antiquity, had been considered by the Pythagoreans as a
symbol of unified perfection, infinity, eternity and deity.

The early Christ-

ians considered the circle to be a symbol of virtue, · and it .was associated
with life after death being composed of a line without beginning or end.
The square, conversely, was equated with the physical universe and the
material world.

29

Attempts at squaring the circle, from the Pythagoreans

onward, reflect the desire to reduce infinity to something finite, or of
transmuting the divine to the physical realm.

A contemporary of Alberti's,

Nicholas of Cusa (1401-1464), was particularly fascinated by the philosophical and geometrical problems which

squ~ring

the circle posed, and
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his De quadpatura cipcuZi explored the possibilities of elevating a
physical experience to the height of perfection. 30

In his De Docta

Ignopantia, Nicholas argued that "Intellectus igitur qui non est
veritas:

nunquam veritatem adeo praecise compraehendit quin per in-

finitum praecisius compraehendi possit habens se ad veritatem sicut
polygonia ad circulum quae quanto inscripta plurium angulorum fuerit
tanto similior circulo:

nunquam tamen efficitur aequalis etiam si

angulos usquam in infinitum multiplicaverit nisi in identitatem cum
circolo se resolvat.

Patat igitur de vero nos non aliud scire:

quid-

quid ipsum prae cise uti est scimus incompraehensibile veri tate se
habente ut absolutissima necessitat .... &nostro intellectu ut possibilitate. "
Alberti, considerate of his reader, avoids complicating his architectural treatise with philosophical digression, and one can only conjecture whether his advocacy of circular and polygonal temples - particularly octagonal - was nurturned by current philosophical debate.

In

any case, although Nicholas of Cusa was concerned to emphasise the essential difference between the circle and the polygon, there already existed
a long tradition of describing polygonal buildings as circles with angles
or faces, that is, circles and polygons tended to be conflated as one
fundamental geometry.

As early as the fourth century, Gregory of Nyssa

described the octagonal plan of a church as forming a "circle with eight
angles"; Arculph in the late seventh century referred to the octagonal
Church of the Ascension on the Mount of Olives and the cross-domed plan
of the Hagia Sophia as "rotunda".

The octagonal Dome of the Rock was

described as a "circular edifice" in the fourteenth century and again in
h . 31
·
t h e slxteent

Goro Dati, in his Florentine History, described the

Florentine Baptistery as "ri tondo in otto face ... ,,32
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(iii)

The symbolism
Whether Alberti knew when San Lorenzo in Mantua was built is un-

certain; as late as the eighteenth century the legend was still circulating that San Lorenzo was a pagan temple converted into a Christian
church in the time of Constantine.

33

Mantuan historians have made con-

flicting claims for its original 'antique' dedication:

Federigo Amadei

believed it had been a Temple of Diana, Donesmondi a Temple of Mars.

34

Alberti had supervised the restoration of Rome's antiquities and churches
in the 1450's and he professed a familiarity with their details, but San
Lorenzo's round shape may have been enough to mislead him into believing
that its origins were in antiquity.
The two goddesses, Diana and Vesta, were generally associated with
centralised antique temples by Renaissance authors, and so any temple
which fell under the loose category of 'round', like San Lorenzo in Mantua,
was automatically thought to belong to one or the other because, for
example, Vesta signified the Earth so her temple \.,ras build "round as a
ball". -Both goddesses were virgins and accordingly Alberti says that
the ancients imitated a "Virgin's Delicacy and smiling gaiety of youth"
when building them temples:

"Aedem Vestae, quam esse terram putarent,

rotunda ad pilae similitudinem faciebant .... Faciat ad rem, quod aiunt:
Veneri Dianae Musis Nymphis et delicatioribus dearum aedes dicandas esse,
quae virgi neam gracilitatem et floridam aetatis teneritudinem imi tentur ... ,,35
And with the revived interest in centralised church buildings in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, it is perhaps not surprising that of the
sixty erected in Italy, twenty-six were dedicated to the Virgin Mary:
Virgin having been associated with Vesta in particular from as early as
1400.

36

the
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In the many pictorial representations of important events in the
Virgin's life during the Quattrocento, such as Perugino and Raphael's
paintings of the "Betrothal of the Virgin", a circular or polygonal
temple is also featured.

Professor Staale Sinding-Larsen has argued

persuasively, despite the obvious biblical descriptions to the contrary,
that this 'round' temple represents Solomon's Temple at Jerusalem.

37

A

more recent study, by Professor Juan Ramirez,has listed reasons why this
case of either mistaken identity or a symbolic conflation
have happened.

38

of form should

He pointed, in particular, to the twelfth century ritual

in Jerusalem, where the Dome of the Rock, then known as the Templum

Domini, formed part of a "mystical itinerary" on Palm Sunday which linked
Jerusalem's 'Christian' monuments:

the procession began with a Triumph

(at the Templum Domini) and ended with Death (Calvary) and the apotheosical Resurrection (Anastasis).

The christianising of the Dome of the

Rock through ritual, the establishing of a link with the Anastasis and
consequently the association of the Anastasis with the former Temple of
Jerusalem site, influenced travellers' descriptions of the sacred edifices
and led them to confuse the names of the various buildings.

The result

was a conflation of Anastasis/Dome of the Rock, as the Templum Salomonis.
Evidence for this conflation comes from two fifteenth century prints of
the city (figs. 44 and 45).39
Moreover, since the Anastasis and the so-called Templum Domini are
'round', and the circle was a revered figure, the Mediaeval image of the
Heavenly Jerusalem was transferred to the Earthly city, at the centre of
which was the Templum Domini, centralised on an open platform, itself
compose d

0f
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This was no deliberate misrepresentation.

Mediaeval artists were

51

not concerned with archaeological truth when representing famous monuments
and there are few examples of strict archaeological reconstructions, particularly of the Hebrew Temple, until the sixteenth century.

Until then

artists relied upon workshop conventions for representing specific buildings, and even those artists who made the trip from Europe to Jerusalem
appear to have been content with traditional, rather than factual, accounts
of the buildings they sketched.

4l

In this context, a representation of a polygonal temple by Jacopo
Bellini (fig. 46) has been equated with the 'Anastasis
Sepolcro', and drawn around 1450

42
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Rotonda del Santo

, it looks remarkably similar to a

sketch of Brunelleschi's proposal for Santa Maria degli Angeli in the
Codex Rustici (fig. 50) of about the same time (c. 1457).

A closer link

may be drawn between this polygonal building by Brunelleschi, dedicated
to the Virgin, and the polygonal Dome of the Rock which was also dedicated
to the Virgin in the twelfth century.44
In the Quattrocento, the cult of the Virgin was possibly no more
passionate and dedicated than in Florence.

The Florentine calendar com-

menced with the Annunciation, and the Virgin was proclaimed as greater
than any of the Saints, and Savonarola even claimed she had been granted
power over the city of Florence.

45

Moreover, Florentines had their own

highly revered 'ancient' centralised temple - the Baptistery of San
Giovanni - which influenced the centralised designs of its artists and
architects.

(iv)

The Florentine Baptistery
For baptised Christians, the circle, the octagon and the number

eight, symbolised regeneration and immortality.

It is probably because

of this that most baptisteries have circular or octagonal plans.

46

Most
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not concerned with archaeological truth when representing famous monuments
and there are few examples of strict archaeological reconstructions, particularly of the Hebrew Temple, until the sixteenth century.

Until then

artists relied upon workshop conventions for representing specific buildings, and even those artists who made the trip from Europe to Jerusalem
appear to have been content with traditional, rather than factual, accounts
of the buildings they sketched.
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In this context, a representation of a polygonal temple by Jacopo
Bellini (fig. 46) has been equated with the 'Anastasis
Sepolcro', and drawn around 1450
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sketch of Brunelleschi's proposal for Santa Maria degli Angeli in the
Codex Rustici (fig. 50) of about the same time (c. 1457).

A closer link

may be drawn between this polygonal building by Brunelleschi, dedicated
to the Virgin, and the polygonal Dome of the Rock which was also dedicated
to the Virgin in the twelfth century.

44

In the Quattrocento, the cult of the Virgin was possibly no more
passionate and dedicated than in Florence.

The Florentine calendar com-

menced with the Annunciation, and the Virgin was proclaimed as greater
than any of the Saints, and Savonarola even claimed she had been granted
power over the city of Florence.

45

Moreover, Florentines had their own

highly revered 'ancient' centralised temple - the Baptistery of San
Giovanni - which influenced the centralised designs of its artists and
architects.

(iv)

The Florentine Baptistery
For baptised Christians, the circle, the octagon and the number

eight, symbolised regeneration and immortality.

It is probably because

of this that most baptisteries have circular or octagonal plans.

t
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Most

p
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major Italian cities were endowed with a baptistery and, to Quattrocento
eyes, they appeared ancient, were often referred to as 'Temples', and
were sometimes cited by eager humanists as proof of a city's antique origins.

47

For the architect searching-out examples of centralised build-

ings, baptisteries provided a convenient source of detailed material, .
especially because, apart from those Quattrocento centralised churches
planned in honour of the Virgin, the remainder were planned as martyrial, sepulchral and memorial buildings, or were dedicated to specific
helpers against the plague, like San Sebastiano.

48

And, despite rulings

to the contrary, some baptisteries functioned as sepulchres:

the

Florentine Baptistery accommodated the tombs of two Bishops and th e ex-Pope
John XXIII by the early fifteenth century.

49

The Florentine Baptistery was commonly thought to have been an
antique Temple of Mars yet, like Mantua's San Lorenzo which was also
thought to have been dedicated to that deity, its present appearanc e act ually dates from around the late twelfth century.

Its role as the city

of Florence's only baptismal font conferred on it a profound religious
and civic importance, and, during the Quattrocento particularly, as part
of the general latinization of the period, the architecture of the
Florentine Baptistery symbolised the revival or, perhaps, the resurrection of lost Tuscan traditions.
the Baptistery:

Around 1425, Giovanni da Prato described

"Vedesi questo tempio di singulare belleza e in forma

di fabrica antichissima al costume e al modo romano; il quale tritamente
raguardato e pensato, si giudichera per ciascuno non che in Italia rna in
tutta cristianita essere opera piu notabilissima e singulare .... Raguardisi
il dentro e di fuori tritamente, e giudicherassi architettura utile,
dilettevole e perpetua e soluta e perfetta in ogni glorioso e felicissimo
secolo."

50

So highly considered was the fame and beauty of this 'temple'

53

that Perugino adapted its design as an 'improvement' of the venerated

Templum Salomonis-cum-Dome of the Rock for his Sistine Chapel painting
of the "Translation of the Keys" (cf. figs. 52, 59 and 60).
A detailed fifteenth century drawing of the Florentine Baptistery
by Giuliano da Sangallo is one of many centralised 'temple' plans he recorded.

51

For example, next to his plan and part section of Brunelleschi's

Santa Maria degli Angeli, he drew an octagonal "Tenpio (sic) a Bologna
dove si Bateza S Giovani" (fig. 37).

By placing these two buildings on

one sheet perhaps he intended a comparative juxtaposition:

the Bologna

'tempio' has an octagonal plan with a central space articulated by 16
columns, whilst the octagonal core of Brunelleschi's plan is articulated
by 16 pilasters.

In fact, Giuliano's Bologna building has been identi-

fied as a 'corrected' plan of the Santo Sepolcro, one of the three
churches of Santo Stefano in Bologna, which further adds to speculation
that the 'Angeli' was an interpretation of the Jerusalem archetype.
Giuliano's drawing of the Florentine Baptistery plan correctly indentifies its 16 pilasters and 16 free-standing columns, and he was apparently
influenced by its formal and numerical qualities:
for Pope Leo

XIS

some of his designs

competition for the church of the Florentines in Rome -

San Giovanni dei Fiorentini - conflate the forms of the Pantheon and the
Florentine Baptistery, the finest 'antique' monuments from both cities.

53

These designs have Pantheon-like interiors, with alternative circular
or octagonal plans, whilst one external elevation (fig. 53: Barb. lat 4424,
fol. 59v) has three storeys and three porticoes evocative of the Florentine
Baptistery's elevation:
Baptistery choir.

the three porticoes resemble the plan of the

Furthermore, Giuliano 'perfected' the numbers of the

Florentine Baptistery:

its outer width of 54 Braccia was changed to one

of 50 Florentine Braccia in this competition design. 54

7
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(v)

Correspondences
There is evidence that, in late fourteenth century Florence, it was

common practice for the patron of a building project to communicate his
intentions to builders by three main methods:

through the detailed

measurements of the building's foundations, walls and their materials,
linked to a layout plan; or by reference to, or in imitation of, other
completed buildings, which acted wholly or partially as models; or by
oral instruction as the work was enacted.

55

In the fifteenth century these traditional procedures were not entirely superceded by detailed drawings and models.

56

Imitation or refer-

ence to local models remained an essential part of practice.

For example,

as Professor Richard Goldthwaite has explained, "Prominent buildings were
an obvious model for others in the same genre.

Santa Croce, for instance,

was cited for how the roof was to be painted at the new church of Santa
Cecilia (1388) ... and for what the steps were to be like at Santo Spirito
(1487)."

When drawing-up the contracts for the Hospital of San Matteo

"the officials quite naturally pointed to the hospitals of Santa Maria
Nuova, the oldest and largest, and Bonifazio, the newest, as models.,,57
Imitation was occasionally facilitated by employing, when possible, the
same workers who had worked on a previous 'model', for the project in hand.
Although, as I have suggested, Brunelleschi may have had a model more
important than any to be found in Florence, his design for Santa Maria
degli Angeli resembles, in plan and outward appearance, the three tribunes
supporting the cupola of Florence cathedral (cf. figs. 49, 50 and 39).58
There are similarities in their dimensions too.

The tribunes are 60

Florentine Braccia wide, 10 Braccia wider than Santa Maria degli Angeli,
and have facets 25 Braccia wide (at outer

ba~e

level).

However, their

SS

inner octagonal cores are 30 Braccia wide (an inner/outer width ratio of
1:2), the same as the core of the 'Angeli' polygon; though the tribunes
are considerably taller, at 72 Braccia high, compared to the planned
height of about 46 Braccia.

S9

But perhaps their respective design-

ers' starting-point was the same, that is, the 30 Braccia central octagon; but, whereas the designer of the tribunes worked with a proportion
of 1:2 (probably influenced by the similar proportions of the Cathedral
proper)60, Brunelleschi and/or his patron developed the 'Angeli' design
with the 6:10 proportion.
The patron for the Angeli oratory was, effectively, the head of the
Camaldulensian Order in Florence, Ambrogio Traversari (1386-1439), who
was elected to that position in 1431.

61

Traversari's mentor was Niccolo

Niccoli (1364-1477), an4 his friends included Paolo Toscanelli, Gianozzo
Manetti and the Medici.

No surviving documents refer to Traversari's

involvement with Brunelleschi's design, and one can only conclude (as
Fortunio has done) that Traversari's intervention was decisive in effect.
.
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Ing
t h e constructIon.
Niccoli expressed an avid interest in architecture, he studied "the
laws of architecture" and, according to Vespasiano, was on intimate terms
with Brunelleschi.

An invective against Niccoli, of 1413, even claimed

he made detailed studies and surveys of antique buildings.

63

Traversari's

own passion was the 'renaissance of Christian antiquity', and he repeatedly urged a return to the pristine sanctity of the early church as the
solution to contemporary ecclesiastical and spiritual problems.

64

Traversari travelled extensively and when in Rome, in 1431 and 1432, he
claimed that the ruins were evocative of that pristine sanctity for which
he was searching.

In December 1433 he was in Ravenna, and he described

F
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to Niccoli the impact San Vi tale made on him:
mirisicum,
quidem,

&magnificentissimum

&omni

"Transi vi ad spectandum

S. Vitalis Martyris Templum, rotundum id

genere superioris ornatus insigne musivo, columnis cingentibus

ambitum fanis marmoreis crustis variis parietes interius vestientibus.
habet subspensum, columnisque subsultum peripatum,
1UCl. d am ... ,,65

&aram

Sed

ex alabastro tam

Brunelleschi conceived the 'Angeli' design within the next

twelve months, possibly with Traversari's guiding influence.

It would seem

that valued lessons were learnt from San Vi tale's plan which were in corp orated within the 'Angeli' design.
In a recent monograph on Brunelleschi, Professor Eugenio Battisti
pointed out the similarity of the Aachen Palatine Chapel plan to the plan of
the 'Angeli,66; however, he makes no reference to the opinion that the Aachen
.
67
chapel is an 'imitation' of San Vitale.
Furthermore, San Vitale may well
have been an influence on the design of the tribunes of the Florentine
Cathedral, since these various buildings share similar plan configurations
(figs. 39 and 54) and there are similarities in their dimensions as well.

68

San Vi tale has inner and outer di ameters of about 15 12 and 35 metres, the
Cathedral tribunes

17~

and 35 metres; where 35 metres is the equivalent of

60 Florentine Braccia (actually 59.97 Braccia) , a dimension which would have
proved attractive considering the preferred use of multiples of 6 or 12
Braccia in the Cathedral's design.

The Aachen Chapel is slightly smaller,

with inner and outer diameters of about

14~

and 33 metres, possibly because

San Vitale's dimensions were translated into multiples of a smaller measuring standard when building it.

Other design concerns, such as overriding

proportional constraints, may have led to 'improvements' of the original
model.

Whatever the reasons for these deviations, I suggest the essential

characteristics and qualities of this model are distilled in Brunelleschi's
'Angeli'design.

7
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Ultimately, San Vitale itself was an imitation.

M. Ecochard has

suggested that it, San Lorenzo in Milan, the Church of the Ascension and
the Dome of the Rock-cum-TempZum SaZomonis in Jerusalem may be grouped
together for formal and dimensional similarities and as 'imitations' of
the Anastasis (figs. 54, 55 and 57).69
degli

Angeli

Whether the design of Santa Maria

was inspired by Traversari's interest in the 'renaissance

of Christian antiquity' or by Brunelleschi's development of Florentine
architectural practice, the pedigree of the design could well have originated in Jerusalem.
It could be

ar~ued

that the origins of the Florentine Baptistery

were in the TempZum SaZomonis in Jerusalem as well, and that Perugino's
adaptation of the Baptistery in his "Translation of the Keys" (fig. 52)
was, in part, an acknowledgement of this.

But the Baptistery was a

venerated monument in its own right and was particularly close to the
hearts of Florentines.

Giuliano da Sangallo referred to its form in his

early sixteenth century competition design (figs. 40 and 53), and Michelozzo and Alberti may have been making reference to its 54 Braccia width
in their respective plans for the Annunziata tribune and San Sebastiano,
which both have outer widths, including their exedrae, of 54 Braccia (figs.
40, 41 and 42).

Whether these various correspondences were directly

formal or dimensional, an interweaving of 'typical' aspects of the
Jerusalem archetype with building traditions and practices enabled
numerous interpretations to be created.

Brunelleschi and Alberti aimed

to express this tradition as perfectly as possible:

not through an exact

reconstruction of the formal properties of the archetype, but through the
perfect numbers which embodied and symboli sed its beauty.
The lineage between the Dome of the Rock, Santa Maria degli Angeli

58

and San Sebastiano is certainly tenuous and the associations are
difficult for historians to unravel today.

There is no reason to

suppose it was any clearer for some Quattrocento observers.

As

a

puzzled Cardinal Francesco Gonzaga felt bound to comment to his father,
Ludovico Gonzaga, having just seen the nearly completed San Sebastiano,
that whilst:

"quello edificio suI garbo antiquo non molta dissimile

da quello viso fantastica de messer Baptista di Alberti, io per ancha
non intendeva se l'haveva a reussire in chiesa a moschea a synagoga.,,70
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CHAPTER 3
ALBERTI'S QUADRANGULAR CHURCH DESIGNS:
THE TEMPIO MALATESTIANO AND SANT'ANDREA

There are no extant 'modoni' or 'modelli' to lend authority to a
discussion of Alberti's two quadrangular churches; the Tempio Malatestiano
and Sant'Andrea.

There are, however, a number of modern surveys of the

Tempio and surveys of Sant'Andrea dating from the seventeenth century.

A

tentative summary of the concinnitas underlying the design of these buildings will be attempted using this information.

With each building,

current knowledge concerning the liturgical east end of the main body of
the church is vague, and detailed reconstructions are likely to be highly
speculative.

For that ' reason I have chosen to embark on a broader dis-

cussion which aims, in this instance, not to reconstruct Alberti's
proposals with any precision but, instead, to attempt to outline those
contemporary themes or ideas which appear to have influenced the essential
form and character of these designs.

This section is therefore intended

to utilize and build on those fuller observations which Labacco's annotated
sketch of San Sebastiano made possible and the themes raised in the preceding chapter on centralised churches, in a further attempt to understand
those factors which influenced and were incorporated within Alberti's
architectural term, concinnitas.

(i)

The Tempio Malatestiano
Without a direct guide to which measure or measures Alberti used to

design the Tempio Malatestiano, an appropriate starting-point would seem
to be the nearby Augustan Arch which was surely taken as a model for

z
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Alberti's facade design.

From two surveys of the Arch, it can be deduced

that its dimensions are composed of whole number multiples; 50, 40, 36, 30,
18 - of a Roman pes equal to about 296 mm.

1

This is considerably smaller

than the local foot measure which was used in the fifteenth century and
which equalled 542.95 mm.

2

However, the two measures could have been

used in conjunction, since six of these local feet equal eleven pedes
(giving a refined length to the pes in this instance of 296.15 mm; and a
ratio of one measure to the other of 6: 11 or 1:1.833r).

Multiples of both

of these measures are to be found in survey dimensions of the Tempio,
I

though the 'ideal' numerical mul tiples seem to be more readily expressed
in the antique measure.

For example, its facade is about

wide, whilst in pedes it is nearer 100 wide.
true of the shorter
measure:

di~ensions

3

54~

Rim. feet

The same is not necessarily

which have varied numerical 'value' in each

the entrance bay width, and the widths of the walls flanking it,

have a running dimension of 21 -

l2~

of 38~ - 23 - 38~ pedes (fig. 69).4

- 21 Rim. feet, or the close equivalent
Also, the arched niches on the facade

are 9 Rim. feet wide and the piers flanking them are 6 wide, their near
equivalent in pedes being

16~

and 11:

indeed, it is the width of these

piers which formally expresses the 6:11 ratio existing between these two
measures.
It seems that even if one dimension in a run results in an 'imperfect'
integer and fraction sequence, it can be compensated for by a whole number
multiple of the other measure.

This symbiosis was perhaps a direct conse-

quence of Alberti's design having to accommodate the existing facade of
San Francesco in its walls which, presumably, had been built using the
local measure.

This existing facade would not have affected Alberti's new

facade design in overall width, because his design was much wider, and so
he was free to use the 'ideal' measure to generate the 'perfect' numbers:

?

I
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the facade has a width of 100 pedes, or the 'perfect' number 10, squared.
Likewise, because the side walls stand proud of the existing walls, Alberti
the piers are 6 pedes wide, the openings 12.

had more freedom here as well:

However, it would seem a slight inaccuracy, or anomaly, developed in the
construction of the flanking walls (perhaps because the builders used the
close local measure equivalent to 12 pedes of
such that 12 pedes

=

3.552 m;

6~

Rim. feet

=

6~

Rim. feet for the openings,

3.529 m:

23 mm difference)

and the arcade rhythm is more precisely 6 and 11.93 pedes.

6 The first and

last of these side wall piers are narrower than the others, being fractionally over ll~ pedes wide, a dimension closer to

6} Rim.

feet.

the total length of the side walls is ambiguous (fig. 70).

Consequently,

If calculated

in local feet it is 79\ Rim. feet long, the equivalent of 145i pedes (79\
43.03 m;

145

1

3

=

=

43.02 m); though if the separate pedes dimensions are

totalled up (as integers), the arcade is 143 pedes long.

From his own

survey of the building, Dr. Naredi-Rainer has proposed a slightly longer
dimension equivalent to 144 pedes (or 78~ Rim. feet).7
The problem here is not one of numerical nicety but of interpreting
Alberti's design practice (with all the uncertainties that entails):

was

Alberti concernied primarily with a modular system, or were his numbers
ordered ultimately by geometrical concerns?

Naredi-Rainer argued that the

width and length of Alberti's building were products of the numbers 10 and
12 squared:

100 and 144.

8

Alternatively, if the facade-width to building-

length is 100:142 pedes, then the resulting ratio

1:1.42 is a very close

approximation of the ad quadratum ratio 1:1.414. 9

This problem is

compounded, no doubt, by inaccuracies in the construction.

This was

something about which Alberti was concerned; he warned his site architect:
"Le misure et proportioni de'pilastri (piers?) tu vedi onde elle naschono:
....

C10

.
10
che tu muti si discorda tutta quella musica."

And, whichever of

pz
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these side dimensions Alberti proposed, he had to balance a number of
constraints.

He had to maintain the 6 and 12 pedes rhythm of the arcade

and ensure it was symmetrical without obscuring the existing windows of
the church.
The placement of the pre-Alberti pointed arch windows was probably
made using the local foot measure, the measure that seems to control
other dimensions of the existing structure.

For example, the outer width

of the earlier church is 46 Rim. feet, the nave width is 20 (to the ballustrades enclosing the side chapels), the chapels are 7 wide, and the intercolumnation of the pilasters along the nave, starting from the facade wall,
l8i, 11, 16, l6~ and 10} Rim. feet (fig. 71) .11

The apparent randomness

of these intercolumnations is a reflection of the unequal lengths of the
side chapels and the intervals between the windows which light them:

it

is remarkable Alberti was able to establish an external arcade rhythm at
all!

The greater nave-width to the chapel walls is 26~ Rim. feet, which,

multiplied by three, equals 80 Rim. feet:

a length from the inside of the

facade which approximates to the eastward extent of the original fifteenth
century (but pre-Alberti) internal walls.

12

These walls extend about 8

Rim. feet further east than Alberti's external arcade and, unless demolished,
would have had to have been accommodated within Alberti's proposed rotunda.
It is kno\ffi from Matteo de'Pasti's foundation medal and Alberti's
letter to Matteo that Alberti planned a domed tribune or mausoleum for the
Tempio Malatestiano (fig. 23).13

The originality of Alberti's design - a

rectangular church concluded by a 'round' and visually dominating structure has prompted a wide net to be cast over the possible references to which
Alberti may have alluded in his first ecclesiastical commission.

The

Florentine church of the SS. Annunziata, with its tribune, was the only

Q
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.
l'I k e It.
. 14
contemporary project

Was Alberti influenced by Michelozzo's

first design for the Annunziata tribune or was he aware of another model?
The Pantheon, which Alberti mentions in his letter to Pasti as a noble example of how to proportion the Tempio tribune, is an obvious antique model.
But there is another, less often remarked on.
As I suggested earlier, the 'temple' which Michelozzo's original
tribune design most closely resembled was Santa Costanza:

a mausoleum

built for Emperor Constantine's daughter, Constantinia, whose porphry
sarcophagus was placed at the head of the rotunda.

15

However, the

sarcophagus of Constantine's mother, Helen, was found in another circular
mausoleum in Rome, which more closely resembles Matteo de'Pasti's representation of Alberti's proposed tribune than Santa Constanza.
known familiarly as the Tor Pignattara:

This was

a name taken from the terracotta

amphorae (pi gnatte) introduced into the vaulting to diminish the load.
Originally, or so it is believed, this mausoleum was built to accommodate
Constantine's own sarcophagus, not his mother's, around 325 AD.

16

This

mausoleum, like Alberti's proposed tribune, was built at the end of a
basilica (dedicated to SS. Pietro and Marcellino) which was abandoned in
the ninth century (fig. 24).

Although it is likely Alberti was familiar

with this building, it is unlikely he had any reason to connect it with
Constantine directly:

the Liber Pontifica lis, for instance, attributed

these buildings to Constantine and the pontificate of Sylvester, but
calls the rotunda the Mausoleum of Helen.

17

But the combined church and

mausoleum of the first Christian Emperor of Rome would have been a very
apt model for Sigismondo Malatesta, Lord of Rimini and the formidable

condottiere who had served the great humanist pope, Nicholas V. lS
Whether or not Alberti presented Sigismondo with this parallel, not only
the historical background of this building in Rome, but its physical

z
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dimensions recommend it as an immediate model for the Tempio Malatestiano.
According to modern surveys, the facade of the Tempio (and perhaps
the width of the projected rotunda, if Matteo de' Pasti' s medallion can be
trusted) is about 29.7 metres wide, and has side arcades with openings
and piers 3.53 and 1 . 77 metres wide.

19

According to a modern survey, the

Tor Pignattara has an outer diameter of 28.1 metres and the basilica is
30.2 metres wide with an arcade having openings and piers 3.5 and between
1.73-1.78 metres wide, respectively (cf. figs. 24, 69, 70 and 71).20

When

converted into antique Roman pedes, these latter dimensions are close equivalents of 100, 12 and 6 pedes , which correspond directly with those of
,21
t h e Templo.

Allowing for site constraints and the imposition of a

local measure on Alberti's preferred antique measure, this Roman building
has elements remarkably similar to the built 'basilica' part of the Tempio
Malatestiano.

That the Tempio tribune which Alberti proposed might have

been similar to the Tor Pignattara can be alluded to by referring to his
'
n'
contrl' b utlon
to t h
e Anunzlata
trl' b une. 22

Michelozzo's first design for the Annunziata tribune was abandoned
in favour of a larger cupola.

The perimeter wall of the tribune was

strengthened to take the extra load this would impose; consequently the
outer diameter was increased to 50 Florentine Braccia (29.18 metres), a
width dimension shared by the designs for Santa Maria degli Angeli, San
Sebastiano, and the later San Giovanni dei Fiorentini.
observations.

This prompts two

Firstly, because of the tradition that a Florentine Braccio

is double the length of the pes, so, by implication 50 Braccia equals the
100 pedes width dimension of the Tempio Malatestiano facade (actually,
29.2 and 29.7 metres respectively).

Secondly, Dr. Lang has argued that

Alberti's Malatesta mausoleum prompted the redesign of Michelozzo' s half-
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completed Annunziata tribune.

The latter observation is feasible con-

sidering that the revisions to the Florentine tribune were not made until
between 1453 and 1455, after the representation of facade and tribune on
Matteo de'Pasti's medallion, dated 1450.

The mid-1450 revisions to the

Annunziata tribune meant that its width and that of the Tempio facade
(and tribune) become physically closer even though different measuring
standards may have been employed.

In the light of these observations,

I am inclined to support Dr. Lang's suggestion.
Dr. Lang also argued that Michelozzo had modelled the Annunziata
tribune on the Jerusalem Anastasis aided by descriptions from Greek delegates he had met at the Council of Florence, the Medici's contacts with
Jerusalem, and Eusebius' descriptions of the building in his Church His-

tory.

23

Her argument was supported by other design modifications Michel-

ozzo made to the Annunziata (e.g. an entrance atrium was added), and the
presence of the Patriach of Jerusalem, Biagio Molino, at the laying of
the tribune's foundation stone in 1444.24

Professor Charles Mitchell

believed that Alberti referred to the same model when designing the Tempio
Malatestiano:

"It is now becoming clear", he wrote, "that the projected

design of the Tempio Malatestiano ... was meant - like the SS. Annunziata
in Florence which Michelozzo planned and Alberti completed - to imitate
the church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem. ,,25

Whether or not Alberti

was directly imitating the Anastasis as Mitchell suggests, it was the
ultimate model for a Christian.

In practice, I suggest his 'imitation'

was mediated by those buildings with which he had a first-hand knowledge.
Similarly, it can be demonstrated that Alberti's design for Sant'Andrea
in Mantua \Vas a blend of an archetype \Vith more accessible monuments;
however, his choice of archetype \Vas different to the one he selected
for the Tempio Malatestiano.
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(ii)

Sant'Andrea
An early record of Sant'Andrea's dimensions are to be found in Dones-

mondi's Dell'Historia Ecclesiastica di Mantova, published in 1612, which
Du Fresne later copied for his Vita di Leon Battista Alberti of 1651.

Just

over a century later, Giovanni Cadioli, a renowned local historian, published his Descrizione dell e Pitture> Sculture ed Architettura di Mantova
(1763), in which he rebuked the authors of these earlier studies for "qualche
sbaglio nelle misure" of Sant' Andrea.

26

Their principal 'error' was the

dimension of 104 Mantuan Braccia they gave to the length of the nave.

27

Cadioli found it to be 120 Braccia long, and since all three authors made
the nave width 40 Braccia, his finding is appealing because the width to
length ratio is then 1:3.

But Cadioli found the nave to be longer, not be-

cause of an error by DQnesmondi, but because the piers at the crossing had
been remodelled in the intervening years, the pilasters having been moved
towards the crossing, probably at the end of the sixteenth century.

How-

ever, from a nineteenth century survey, the existing nave is 53.66 metres
or l14t Braccia long, and if adjusted to its earlier length would have been
about a metre shorter, or l12~ Braccia.

28

So, how a length of either 104

or 120 Braccia was found remains something of a mystery.

Of the three

authors, only Cadioli measured the height of the main vault; the 60 Mantuan
Braccia height which he recorded can be confirmed by Ritscher's detailed
.
h century survey. 29
nlneteent

So, according to Cadioli's survey, Sant'Andrea's

nave was 40 x 120 x 60 Mantuan Braccia; the proportions of 2: 6: 3 which produce
the perfect consonance.

30

Whilst the exact length of nave Alberti proposed is unknown, it would
have been uncharacteristically perverse of him if such a perfect series of
proportions were denied for the sake of a few Braccia in the length of the
nave, particularly as biblical accounts and early Christian commentators,
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like St. Augustine, state that the Temple of Solomon had an inner chamber
measuring 20 x 60 x 30 cubits, or exactly half the numerical size of Sant'
Andrea's nave.

31

These two buildings share other correspondences:

both are

entered through a vestibule narrower than the building itself; from the
'inner chamber' access is gained to smaller 'chambers' to the north and
south through doors (fig. 79); both interiors are decorated with carved
"knops and open flowers" and articulated by pilasters. 32
It would not have been remarkable for Alberti to have imitated the proportions of Solomon's Temple:

earlier Cathedrals shared its proportions and,

several generations after Alberti, Francesco Zorzi was to describe a programme for the sixteenth century Venetian church of San Francesco della Vigna,
which 'resembled the proportions of the Universe transmitted through the
Mosaic tabernacle and Solomon's Temple'.

33

But Alberti adapted and perfected

its plan for the Mantuan site in a masterly fashion, and with due consideration to numerus and finitio he arrived at a very original design.
Cadioli measured the small chapels as 10 Braccia wide and 15 Braccia
deep, and the large chapels as 15 Braccia wide.

34

My own survey confirms

the smallest dimension and, in fact, the small chapel is 10 Braccia square
and 16, not 15, Braccia deep (fig. 76).

The 15 Braccia width of the large

chapel, which Cadioli recorded, may be between the pilasters opening onto
the nave, since from my survey the chapel space appears to be wider with
1
3

walls 15- Braccia apart.
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With an allowance for building inaccuracies other 'ideal' dimensions
seem to be present.

The large structural piers on either side of the nave,

with the small 10 Braccia s9uare chapels at their centre, are 16 Braccia
square (excluding the narrow perimeter wall which defines the outer edge of
the church).

L

The small 10 Braccia square chapel at their centre is entered
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from the nave through a door 4 Braccia wide and a corridor 6 Braccia long.
On either side of this corridor are two masses of masonry 6 Braccia square,
and on entering the small chapels the two walls on either side are 3 Braccia
t

· k . 36
h IC

The giant pilasters attached to the face of the piers bordering

the nave are each 3 Braccia wide and have an intercolumnation of 8 Braccia
1
(and 173 across the large chapels).

In this way, the numbers 6, 10 and 16

are used to organise the major elements of the pI an; other 1ess perfect
numbers are employed for the articulation of the ornament (fig. 76).
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One can only speculate about the precise proportions of the east end
"capella antica" sketched by Pedemonte (fig. 73), since the sixteenth and
seventeenth century historians offer no guidance.

Consequently, it may be

considered imprudent to extend this summary of the building's numbers any
further, but there remains the issue of parity between the Mantuan and
Florentine Braccio to resolve.
I pointed out earlier that a 5:4 ratio existed between these two
measures, and this relationship is particularly apparent in the numbers of
the facade.

The facade can be drawn within a 50 Mantuan Braccia square

and, because this dimension also equals 40 Florentine Braccia, the facad e
may be described as preparing one 'numerically' for the 40 Mantuan Braccia
width of the church interior.
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This internal width is also the equivalent

of 32 Florentine Braccia which, numerically, is double the size of the 16
Mantuan Braccia side piers.
8 Florentine Braccia:
wide.

The small 10 Braccia square chapels are also

the doors to these chapels are 4 Mantuan Braccia

The large chapels have an opening 15 Mantuan Braccia or 12 Florentine

Braccia wide.

In this way, and at this very elementary level, the numbers

of the building can be seen to represent a progression, and a continuous
and harmonious one at that.

This may be merely a fortunate coincidence.

Alternatively, Alberti may have deliberately exploited the convenient

z
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finitio, as an ex-

relationship which existed between the two measures:

tension of the Rule of Three, being used to rationalise th e lack of unity
in Italian measures.

There is evidence that contemporaries used more

than one measure in the design of buildings in order to take advantage
of the numbers produced.

39

The proportions Alberti used at Sant'Andrea are much simpler than
those at San Sebastiano.

Perhaps this was due to the specific model or

type of building on which each project was predicated.

One such model

for Sant'Andrea has been referred to by Professor Krautheimer.

When

Alberti sent his design for Sant'Andrea to Ludovico Gonzaga in October
1470, he explained in a curious mix of Italian and Latin, that "Questa
forma de tempio se nomina apud veteres Etruscum sacrum".

40

It was well

known from Virgil that Mantua was founded by the Etruscans, so there
could be no more appropriate classical temple type than the Etruscan
temple described by Vitruvius.

However, when Alberti terminated his

chapter on 'round and quadrangular temples' with a brief description of
what he calls the "Templum Etruscum", this turned out to be quite differ.,
·
ent f rom VltruvlUS
account. 41

The accepted explanation for this dis-

parity is that Alberti was relying essentially on Vitruvius' textual
account of this type of building, within the framework of those templa
he had studied, and that the Temple of Peace in Rome (the Basilica of
Maxentius) formed the basis of his interpretation.

Consequently, the

nave of Alberti's Sant'Andrea was modelled on the Temple of Peace as an
example of an important Etruscan Temple.

42

The connection between Alberti's description of a Templum Etru scum
in his architectural treatise, and the form of the antique Roman Basilica
of Maxentius, was made convincingly by Krautheimer.
their similarities as follows:

43

Krautheimer listed

"the proportion of the plan, width to

F
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length is roughly 5:6; the entire structure is vaulted in all its parts;
the nave is flanked on either side by three niches; their openings are
roughly five times as wide as the separating piers; a vestibule leads from
the short side into the nave; an apse terminates the nave to the east and
a second apse is joined to the centre niche to the north".44

Krautheimer

goes on to suggest that Alberti thought of the Basilica of Maxentius, as
well as t epidari a and mausolea, in his attempt to comprehend Vitruvius'
description of the Templum Etruscum, and that his eventual concept for
this type of building was the basis of his Sant'Andrea design.

But, as

Krautheimer conceded, obvious differences exist between particular elements
of the Basilica of Maxentius and Sant'Andrea; these differences are mitigated, however, by an historical appreciation of the antique building.
Following the

coll~pse
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of the Roman Empire and the destruction of

its monuments, the true identity of the Basilica of Maxentius came to be
confused with that of the adjacent Temple of Peace until as late as the
sixteenth century.46

Consequently, the Basilica was erroneously referred

to as the Templum Paci s or the Templum Pacis and Lat onae (in his architectural treatise, Alberti named it the Templum Latonae ).47

Pliny

described the Temple of Peace as one of the three most beautiful buildings
of Rome.

48

It had been founded by Vespasian to commemorate the quashing

of the Jewish revolt of 70 AD, during which Titus, his son, razed the
Temple of Jerusalem.

The bas-reliefs on the Arch of Titus in Rome, which

were so influential for Mantegna, depict the triumphal plundering of the
Temple's sacred treasure.
Temple of Peace at Rome.
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This treasure was later installed in the

As Rome had housed the relics of the destroyed

Temple of Jerusalem, and other significant Holy relics, it had some legitimacy to its claim to be considered the successor of the earthly Jerusalem,
and no less so in the fifteenth century when Jerusalem was in the hands of
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the 'pagan' Turks .

50

Certainly, the Temple of Jerusalem, as a divine

prototype worthy of imitation, was, in the middle of the fifteenth
century, considered an appropriate point of departure when designing the
new St. Peter's basilica.
In Gianozzo Manetti's Vita Nicolai V, a biography of the great
humanist pope (to whom Alberti presented his architectural treatise in
1452), there is a detailed account of Nicholas' building proposals for
Rome and the Vatican.

5l

In his description of the new St. Peter's basilica,

Manetti compared Nicholas' proposals with the Scriptual accounts of
Solomon's Temple; likewise, the pope's palace is compared to Solomon's.
Manetti concluded, how ever, that although Solomon's buildings were great,
Nicholas' were greater, just as the religion of Christ is to be preferred
and is known to have replaced the divine Law of the Old Testament.
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Again, in a translation of Philo's Life of Mos es for Pope Sixtus IV, the
old basilica of St. Peter's is identified with the first Temple.

In his

introduction to the third book, Philo's translator, Lilius Tifernas,
wrote how Moses:

"Tabernaculum quoque fecit columnis erectum ... Cuius ad

exemplar certe in Vaticano columnis firmata et oblonga figura structa
videtur basilica Beati Petri, vel si qua illi similis et quasi ab illo
tabernaculo deducta, ut intelligamus, tantum templi opus divinis
exemplaribus sic constituisse, cuius formam in eiusmodi sunt edificiis
imitatae complures per orbem ecclesiae.,,53

Papal references to a contin-

ui ty from Judaism to Christianity, as a means of displ ay ing and extendin g
the powers of the pope as the Vicar of Christ, is shO\YJ1 in Sixtus IV's
programme for the ·frescoes in the Sistine Chapel:
cycle.

54

a Moses and a Christ

This connection is enhanced by measurements of the Chapel which

engender direct associations with the plan of Solomon's Temple:

the

Chapel plan measures 60 x 20 Roman Braccia (actuall y 59.5 x 20 . 2); the inner
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chamber of Solomon's Temple was 60 x 20 cubits. 55
Establishing the links between the Basilica of Maxentius, the Temple
of Peace and the Temple of Jerusalem, as well as the papal

understand ~

ing of, and ambitions for, the old and new St. Peter's, begins to make for
a more complete reading of Alberti's choice of form for Sant'Andrea and
helps to make sense of the particular measurements and proportions employed
(fig. 79).

But, as with his other designs, Alberti may have been equally

influenced by contemporary practice and, particularly, the 'sacred Tuscan
Temples' he knew in Florence.
In his biography on Brunelleschi, Antonio Manetti compared the plan
of San Lorenzo, to which Brunelleschi contributed, with those of two
56
other Florentine churches: Santa Croce and Santa Maria Novella.
It
is not certain when Brunelleschi came to collaborate on the building of
San Lorenzo, but it is clear from Vasari's account that he may have been
instrumental in making an important change to the initial design.
reported that Brunelleschi criticised the plan because the work:

Vasari
"come

ordinato da persona che aveva forse piu lettere che sperienza di
fabbriche di quella sorte". 57

What Brunelleschi thought 'th at sort of

building' should look like can be deduced by the design changes he reportedly made.
The principal chapel "che prima era ordinata una nicchia piu
piccola", but Brunelleschi had it enlarged so it could accommodate the
choir.

This enlargement meant that the principal chapel became the same

width as the nave- a characteristic of the Florentine church plans of
Santa Maria Novella, Santa Trinita and SS. Apostoli (fig. 80):

and, as

Howard Burns has written, "San Lorenzo in plan recalls Santa Croce and
Santa Trinita.

Its nave recalls the church of the Apostoli in
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Florence ... ,,58

So, Brunelleschi surely realized that his was a tradi t-

ional response to have made, especially as he designed a radically different east end for his later Santo Spirito, which bore no resemblance
to the Florentine 'type' hinted at by Hanetti.
The internal length of San Lorenzo (including the small east end
chapels) is about 75 metres or 128 Florentine Braccia (i.e. 8 x 16);
its external length, according to Vasari, was 144 Braccia (i.e. 122 or
9 x 16).59

The nave and ambulatories have a combined width of 42f

Florentine Braccia, or exactly a third of the internal length of the
church.

60

The nave is 60 Braccia wide to column centres and 50 Braccia

high; the principal chapel is 20 Braccia square, and the ambulatories ar e
.

.d

10 BraCC1a W1 e.
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There are some obvious numerical similarities to

Alberti's Sant'Andrea plan, and the interior of each building is proportioned as 1:3.
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In addition, both plans were terminated with a large

quadrangular chapel.
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It is tempting to conclude that San Lorenzo was

to Sant'Andrea what Santa Maria degli Angeli seems to have been to San
Sebastiano - an immediate point of departure for Alberti's own design but, first, there are certain problems with this interpretation which need
examining.
Alberti was strongly critical of the basilican tradition which, as
Krautheimer suggested, includes San Lorenzo, and his writings suggest
that he favoured a revival of the t emp lum instead.
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I

Krautheimer under-

stood Alberti's t emp la to be definable as predominantly vaulted struct-

I

II

ures - like the so-called Temple of Peace - whereas the basilica, according to Alberti's definition, had a flat timber ceiling (so that: "Accedebat
quod concionantis pontificis vox commodius basilica audiretur materiata
quam testudinato in

templo'~,

. 1

and a nave flanked by columns an d a1S es.

65
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As to the last point, Alberti's Sant'Andrea with its large nave,
without aisles, could be understood as a criticism of the nave and aisle
plans of these Florentine churches.

Otherwise, is Sant'Andrea so differ-

ent from the older Florentine churches?

Only the Apostoli had a timber

ceiling, and the others have masonry vaults.

In any case, it is not known

whether Brunelleschi would have condoned the flat ceiling of San Lorenzo
(or Santo Spirito).

So, Alberti may have considered the Florentine churches

to have been examples of t empla, even of 'Etruscan Temples', particularly
since along their sides are to be found cellulae/ce llae minu8culae , or as
he generalised his description at one point in his treatise:

" ... atrium

amplissimum et dignissimum cum cellis ex lineamento templi, quod esse
. .

Etruscum d lXlmus.
tine churches:
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Thus, parallels could be drawn with the major Floren-

Santa Trinita and San Lorenzo have small side 'cells', and

each side-aisle bay of Santa Croce and Santa Maria Novella are a sort of
'cell' with their own altars or sepulchres - an interpretation made
literal by the architecture of Massacio's "Trinity with two Donors" in the
latter church.

Indeed, Alberti may have considered these churches worth

imitating as Christian adaptations of the 'pagan' Etruscan Temple, a
notion which receives some support from his description.
Just prior to his description of the Etruscan Temple, Alberti had
offered specific advice about the arrangement and proportions of quadrangular temples and their components; that is, using verbs of necessity,
he offered advice on how "you" should design them.

When he comes to

describe the Etruscan Temple, he recited, in an anecdotal way, in a narrative past tense, how "they" designed them:

more as an edifying con-

clusion to the chapter than an indication that he thought it an appropriate
model for contemporary use.

67

Perhaps, then, Alberti saw the Florentine

model as transitional; as falling between this 'pagan' model and those

z
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characteristics which he believed befitted a contemporary Etruscan or
Tuscan templum.

Presumably Alberti thought that Christian adaptations

of the 'pagan' model concerned the elongation of the original plan proportions, described by Vitruvius, to the more basilican-like proportions
of the early Christian churches; proportions which were influenced and
refined through interpretations of biblical references to Solomon's Temple.
It would seem that this was Brunelleschi's understanding for, as Howard
Burns observed, San Lorenzo resembled "the various representations of
the Temple of Jerusalem in Trecento frescoes of the Presentation, in
Santa Croce.

The earliest of these is by Taddeo Gaddi in the Baroncelli

Chapel (fig. 82):

here not only are there columns carrying round arches,

but even entablature blocks placed between capital and arch, as in San
Lorenzo and Santo Spirito.,,68
Alberti's design for Sant'Andrea, whilst very different from either
Vitruvius' or his own account, was still, I suggest, the 'type of temple
called sacred Etruscan by the ancients', though he might have added, 'and
developed by the Tuscans'.
expedient:

But this would have been diplomatically in-

Alberti could offer his Mantuan patron an architecture rooted

in antiquity, but not one which his political and commercial rivals had
perfected as their own national church 'type'.

Therefore, in his design

for Sant'Andrea, Alberti made some important changes to this model.
Firstly, he appreciated that Ludovico Gonzaga's 'principal intention':
"era per havere gran spatio dove molto populo capesse a vedere el sangue
de Cristo.,,69

This 'great space' he proportioned according to the sacred

proportions of Solomon's Temple; as 2:6:3, or 40 x 120 x 60 Mantuan Braccia
(or 32 x 96 x 48 Florentine Braccia).

Secondly, Alberti considered colon-

nades to be vulnerable and the 'Temple of Peace' offered a formal solution
which, as he proposed Sant'Andrea should be, was "pili capace pili eterno
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piu degna piu lieta ... " and which would "Costera malto meno", and yet
had a venerable lineage which reached back to the biblical Temple.
Simultaneously, Alberti was being true to the Florentine tradition

70
which

he inherited as an Alberti, and the development of the emerging Florentine,
and classical, approach to architecture.
Alberti's respect for the Florentine tradition, as well as these
classical and biblical themes, is particularly marked in his architectural
designs for Giovanni Rucellai.
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CHAPTER 4
ALBERTI'S DESIGNS FOR GIOVANNI RUCELLAI IN FLORENCE

Giovanni Rucellai's personal background history resembled Alberti's
early years in some respects.

Both were born into wealthy Florentine

merchant families, and both of their fathers died whilst their sons were
at an early age.
Alberti.

Giovanni, born in 1403, was only one year older than

But there the similarities end, Giovanni's life being directed

towards commerce, and so successfully that at the height of his career he
had become one of the wealthiest men in Florence.

l

Although it is unlikely that Giovanni ever read Alberti's treatise
On

the Family, the attention and concern he lavished on his descendants

and his interest in the lineage of his family and its achievements, would
most likely have earned Alberti's praise.

2

Giovanni believed that his

family originated in northern Europe and that it followed the successful
expansion of the wool trade to settle in Italy:
from the wool dye orchil, or oY'iceUo in Italian.

the family name coming
3

In the 1420's, Gio-

vanni's mother took the family to live with cousins in their ancestral
gonfalone of "Lion Rosso"; which had a population of about 2,200, domin-

ated by the Strozzi and Rucellai families. 4

The district centred on the

churches of San Pancrazio and San Paolino, and the principal church of
the quarter Santa Maria Novella:

"one of the most celebrated Dominican

centres in Christendom". 5
At forty-five, about the age when, traditionally, individuals were
supposed to prepare for death, Giovanni gave the first indication that he
wanted to channel some of his weal th into building.

6

He expressed a desire
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to build "una cappella con un sipolcro simile a quello di gerusalem del
nostro signore"; either at Santa Maria Novella - perhaps in the family
chapel - or at the Vallambrosan church of San Pancrazio, where Giovanni
had an obligation to the main chapel under his grandfather's will. 7

How-

ever, construction did not start for another ten years, and by then his
plans were considerably more ambitious.

Not only did he lay the plans

for his tomb and chapel to be built in San Pancrazio, but he also planned
a marble facade for Santa Maria Novella and a facade for his palace, with
a "piaza e logia chomune" adj acent to it. 8
Certainly Giovanni had the means for this ambitious enterprise.

By

1457 he was the third wealthiest man in Florence, Cosimo de'Medici being
the richest (and the then head of the Medici Bank was second richest).9
Indeed, it has been suggested that since Cosimo had embarked on the construction of a new palace in 1446, it was perhaps "oligarchic jockeying"
and the wish to leave permanent memorials in the form of buildings which
led Giovanni eventually to follow the Medici lead.
of Brunelleschi,

~lichelozzo

lO

Following the death

was Florence's most prominent architect, and

was an obvious candidate for the Rucellai proj ects.

But, perhaps because

Michelozzo was so favoured by the Medici, or perhaps in implied defiance
of the Medici's power and the style of architecture being built for them,
Giovanni requested Alberti to design the Rucellai ensemble.

ll

Finance for the facade of Santa Maria Novella came from Giovanni's
income from his partial ownership of the Poggio a Caiano estate.

He had

come by this property through Palla Strozzi, who had been exiled to Padua
in 1434.

Giovanni married one of Palla's daughters, Iacopa, in 1431,

having built up a close relationship with the banker.

To ease the onerous

tax duty which was levied against him whilst in exile, Palla sold much of

b
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his property to Giovanni on the proviso that Giovanni used the income
gained to patronise ecclesiastical building.

Consequently, Palla should

share some credit for Giovanni's building achievements.

The money for

the facade of Santa Maria Novella was made available between 1457-58.

12

At about this time, construction began on the sepulchre and the remodelling of the Rucellai chapel in San Pancrazio.

Whilst the Holy Sepulchre

was certainly Alberti's model, it is unlikely Giovanni sent an expedition
to Jerusalem to measure the original, as Professor Kent has made plain.

13

Giovanni's most obvious motive for building the sepulchre was that it was
considered to be a symbol of promised salvation, that is, his own salvation.
In addition, it was perhaps intended to emphasise a family tradition, that
an early Rucellai,

Messer Ferro, was supposedly a "cavaliere dell' ordine

de'Militi Templari", an .order devoted to the protection of pilgrims and
Holy places.

Accordingly, in his Zibaldone, Giovanni proudly recorded

that the Rucellai acquired the epithet 'de'Tempiali'. 14

The sepulchre was

completed in 1467 and granted a papal bull by Pope Paul II, which gave
worshippers who visited it on Good Fridays and Holy Sundays seven years'
plenary indulgence. 15

The chapel was consecrated in 1485.

Between 1752

to 1755, the chapel was restored and alterations were made to the church. 16
Columns which formerly articulated the chapel, where it opened onto the
nave, were removed and placed in their nresent location on the church
facade, destroying a composition which Vasari regarded as the best work
that Alberti ever did.

(i)

17

Alberti's facade for Santa Maria Novella
For the most part, Alberti's role at Santa Maria Novella appears to

have been to ornament an already existing wall, though he did make important changes to the overall proportions of the facade:

he widened the
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facade by adding large pilasters at either end, each 2 Florentine Braccia
wide, changing the overall width from 56 to 60 Braccia.

18

To correspond

with this new width, the facade was heightened to 60 Braccia as well, so
the "whole facade of S. Maria Novella can be exactly circumscribed by a
square", to use Rudolph Wi ttkower' s own words. 19

The facade had been

decorated only as high as the tomb niches at the base before Alberti began
work on it, and he incorporated the rhythm this pre-existing articulation
imposed on the lower storey of his design, and by capping this with a
horizontal and neutrally patterned attic storey, he left himself relatively
free with the third or upper storey, except that he had to incoporate an
existing Rose window or oculus into it (fig. 61).
To the underside of the first entablature is 20 Braccia, and the
upper storey pilasters are 16 Braccia high.

The mid-point of the facade

. t h e str1ng-corn1ce
.
.
1S
on wh'1Ch t h e ocu 1us rests. 20

. h century
To a twent1et

eye, there is an apparent irresolution of the oculus within Alberti's
applied ornament:

the oculus seems to 'rest' too heavily on the attic

cornice, and from a normal viewing position at ground level, the lower
part of the cornice surrounding the oculus is lost from view.

Alberti

perhaps aimed to mitigate the impact of the oculus on his facade design
by introducing the sun-motifs under the

fl~nking

scrolls, and by heighten-

ing the facade he was able to resolve the position of the oculus by fully
incorporating it within the numbers and proportions of the facade.
The facade of Santa Maria Novella seems to exhibit anthropomorphic
proportions.

The facade is 60 Braccia tall, and in his Tabulae Dimensionwn

Hominis Alberti descrihed the height of the 'ideal' man as 6 feet or 60 inches tall, and the height of man's navel to his height as 36: 60 (i. e. 6: 10) .21
Similarly, the centre of the oculus on the facade is 36 Braccia high:

F"
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thus, in this instance, the 'oculus' may be interpreted as symbolic of
the 'umbilicus'.
Of course, this is not an entirely satisfactory analogy .

It would

have been more appropriate had Alberti been able to 'describe' the oculus,
as Pope Pius II described the oculus on the Pienza Cathedral facade, as
"a great eye like that of the Cyclops" (" ... in morem cyclopis ocul urn late
.

patentem. . .

If) 22

.

But for Alberti to have made the oculus 'an eye', the

resul ting lowering of the facade would have caused the overall composition
to appear squat , and any changes to the overall numbers and dimensions
would have meant obscuring references to valued archetypes .
Alberti clearly assimilated aspects of three of Florence's more
important monuments.

Regarding the facade ornamentation, Rudolph

Wittkower wrote that "the facade contains definite elements borrowed
from S. Miniato and from the Baptistery in Florence .

The Baptistery

supplied some details, such as the pillars at the corners with their
horizontal incrustation.

And S. Hiniato was the model for the disposition

of the facade in two stories, of which the upper one screens only the nave
. crowne d b y a pe d1ment.'
'
,23
an d 1S

In addition, M. Weinberger argued that

Alberti may have been aware of Arnolfo di Cambio's design for the
Cathedral of Florence facade, with its surface decoration of regularl y
.
d rectangu l ar 1ncrustat1on.
'
.
24
proport1one

But these references by

Wi ttkower and lVeinberger are to Alberti's use

0

f ornament, when, equally

importantly, it appears he was influenced by the fund ament al numb e r s of
th e Ca thedral.
The nave and aisles of Santa Maria Novella are 22 and 11 Florentine
Braccia wide, respectively, whilst those of the Cathedral are 30 and 15
Braccia (actually 30.8 and 15.4).

25

Thus, the overall internal width of
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Santa Maria Novella is 44 Braccia, and the Cathedral's width about 60
Braccia.

By making his facade 60 Braccia wide, Alberti was perfecting

its dimension and he was relating its numbers to those of the Florentine
Cathedral.
At the risk of stretching this argument too far, it is possible that
Alberti's facade design, at least with regard to its numbers, was an indirect reference to the early Christian monuments of Rome.

The Cathedral

of Rome - San Giovanni in Laterano - has an internal width of 120 cubits,
and because of proportionally related dimensions between it and the Old
St. Peter's, it has been suggested the latter was also 120 units wide,
using a more esoteric measure. 26

Moreover, it should be remembered that

according to Gianozzo Manetti, Nicholas V's biographer and Giovanni
Rucellai's business associate, Pope Nicholas V's New St. Peter's was
planned to be 120 cubits wide, and this was a project with which Alberti
was well acquainted if not directly involved. 27

Using the 'ideal'

standard of Alberti's architectural treatise, 60 Florentine Braccia is
notionall y -related to 120 pedes (35 and

35~

metres respectively).

And,

although a facade for Santa Maria Novella 120 cubits wide was impractical,
Alberti could relate the facade through number and proportion to these
venerated edifices.
Perhaps the most distinctive aspect of Alberti's facade for Santa
Maria Novella is its 'temple-top'.

This, as Wittkower observed, was

undoubtedly inspired by its counterpart at San Miniato; as was the general
patterning of the ground storey arcade.
extend deeper.

28

But, again, the parallels

From my survey, the facade of San Hiniato has dimensions

which are a close equivalent to 40 Florentine Braccia wide at the base
and 20 Braccia for the width of its 'temple-top' (actually 40.8 and 20.55

F
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Therefore, the facade is exactly two-thirds the size of Santa

Maria Novella's (figs. 64 and 65), a coincidence which suggests Alberti's
facade may have been influenced by the numbers and measures of San
Miniato as well as its decorative aspects.
Correspondences exist not only between Alberti's new designs and the
venerated models, but within his own oeuvre as well.

Thus, the 'temple-

top' of Santa Maria Novella corresponds with the appearance and dimensions
of Alberti's later facade design for San Sebastiano.

Both are tetrastyle

and sit on a high base, and both are articulated by pilasters; but a comparison of their dimensions is the most telling.
The facade of San Sebastiano is 38 Mantuan Braccia wide, which relates it to the outer width of the church behind, of
through the 3:5 or 6:10 ratio (to be precise 6:10

=

62~

Mantuan Braccia,

38:63 Braccia).30

There are parallel numbers in the Florentine measure.

The

outer width of San Sebastiano equals 50 Florentine Braccia
29.25 m,

50 Flor.Br.

=

29.18 m).

62~

(62~

Braccia
Man.Br.

Similarly, the facade width of 38

Mantuan Braccia approximates to 30 Florentine Braccia (38 Man.Br.
17.78 m; 30 Flor.Br.

=

17.51 m).

=

Thus, more explicitly, the facade to

outer width ratio is as 3:5 or 6:10, i.e. 30:50 Florentine Braccia.

To

the apex of the pediment on the facade from the floor of the crypt
is 45 Mantuan Braccia, or, exactly, · 36 Florentine Braccia (figs. 12 and
66) 31; dimensions which compare favourably with the Santa Maria Novell a
'temple-top' .
Wittkower thought that the 'temple-top' of Santa Maria Novella had
a width and height exactly half that of the overall dimensions of the
facade.
28

4

5,

In fact, it is slightly narrower than 30 Florentine Braccia, at

which may have resulted from setting-out difficulties brought about
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by the non-central position of the original oculus, not a deliberate devi.
f rom 30 unlts.
.
32
atlon

From the base of the attic 'panel' containing the

square incrustations (just above the ground storey entablature) to the apex
of the pediment is 36 Florentine Braccia:
under 30 Braccia high (29.52 metres).

the actual 'temple-top' is just

So, the tetrastyle facades of San

Sebastiano and Santa Maria Novella are both 30 by 36 Florentine Braccia
(figs. 63, 65 and 66).
A further correspondence exists:

between Brunelleschi's Pazzi Chapel

facade and the two Alberti tetrastyle facades.

The facade (and internal)

width of the Pazzi Chapel is 18.2 metres, or about 31 Florentine Braccia
but, calculating to the facade column centres, it is just under 30 Braccia
wide (actually 29.8).33

Professor Folnesics 'completed' the Pazzi Chapel

facade by reconstructing a pediment over the existing upper entablature, and
support for his reconstruction comes from Professor Mario Salmi's discovery
of a tetrastyle version of the Pazzi Chapel facade at Sant'Andrea in Camoggiano, dated 1470, by an unknown designer. 34
formal similarities (figs. 66, 67 and 68):

There are some intriguing
San Sebastiano has a split-

entablature, as have the Pazzi Chapel and Camoggiano facades; the facade of
San Sebastiano is tetrastyle and (unlike the church proper) was designed,
like the Camoggiano facade, around 1470 .

Brunelleschi's Pazzi Chapel may

be Alberti's and the Camoggiano designer's immediate model.

But the 'ulti-

mate' model for this arrangement of form may have been the porches attached
to the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem, which have a similar configuration
(fig. 59).35
This potent combination of local and universal architectural models
appears to have inspired Alberti as they had successive generations of
designers and builders.

Studies of Quattrocento palaces suggest that

secular projects were inspired by contemporary and venerated models as well.
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In the local context, Dr. Brenda Preyer has described Alberti's design for
the Rucellai palace facade as imitative of the formal properties of the
"Florentine Palace type"

(ii)

36

, but broader correspondences may also be implied.

Alberti's facade for the Rucellai Palace
The twenty-year period after the Medici palace was conceived was a

very rich one for Florentine palace architecture.

Michelozzo's design for

the Medici palace heralded a proliferation of local palace architecture
which was stimulated by new tax laws.

37

Earlier palaces had been open to

shops at ground level, but with the new tax laws the householder was not
taxed for unrentable property, which encouraged the closing-off of the
street-level shops.

Consequently, the new palaces are characterised by a

monumental aloofness, and this mirrored an emerging concern as to what constituted the decorum of the patrician palace.
The Palazzo Vecchio, as an 'official' residence, was a Florentine
symbol of power and authority which was considered to be an appropriate
model for wealthy local patrons intent on building a palace.

Michelozzo

remodelled its cortile in 1444, and two years later started building the
Medici palace, incorporating a courtyard, a rusticated exterior and bifora
windows which closely reflect those elements of the Palazzo Vecchio.
are differences.
style:

There

The Medici palace - and those which followed in the same

the Rucellai, Pitti, Strozzino and Boni/Antinori palaces - have

three storeys which are clearly demarcated by string-courses, surface texture, and a diminishing height, with one or more portals at ground level,
and with windows opening directly off each string-course, surmounted by a
heavy cornice all'antica.

Less ambitious or less wealthy patricians, whilst

adhering to these basic principles, often had only the ground floor storey
rusticated in stone; above, walls were plastered and decorated with
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sgraffito:

alternatively, the entire facade was plaster and sgraffito,

with stone cornices and window frames.

38

Before Cosimo de'Medici finally settled on Michelozzo's palace design
for his private residence, tradition has it that Brunelleschi made a model
of a pal ace for Cosimo:

"il quale si tuar voleva dirimpetto a San Lorenzo,

sulla piazza, intorno intorno isolato."

This design was not adopted because

Cosimo was anxious 'to escape envy rather than expense'.

Brunelleschi res-

ponded to this rejection by losing his temper and smashing the model:
mille pezzi".39

"in

How innovatory Michelozzo's design was may therefore be

difficult to determine, though if Brunelleschi's palace design for the Medici was anything like the seven-bay Pitti palace that Vasari attributed to
him (figs. 88 and 90), then it is Brunelleschi who should be credited with
establishing the fundamentals of the fifteenth century "Florentine palace
type".
Describing the beauty of Brunelleschi's design for the Pitti palace,
Vasari wrote enthusiastically fIche d'opera toscana non si anco veduto il
piu raro ne il piu magnifico.

Sono Ie porte di questo doppie, la luce

braccia sedici, et la larghezza otto; Ie prime e Ie seconde finestre simili
in tutto alle porte medesime; Ie volte sono doppie ... ,,40

From a modern

survey it is clear that this facade is ordered by the repetition of one
module:

the window openings and the intervals between have a common width,

and double this dimension equals the vault height, as Vasari stated, and the
interval between each vault head and the base of the window above.

41

This

module, according to Vasari, is 8 Braccia long, which would make the facade
72 Braccia high and 120 Braccia wide:
the familiar 6:10 ratio.

an overall height to width equalling

However, Vasari seems to have been misinformed:

from Stegmann- GeymUll er' s survey,

the module is

6t (;o?)

Braccia long,
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not 8.

Of course, this does not disturb the overall proportions; on the

contrary, the original facade displayed the 'perfect' numbers even more emphatically since, using this module, it would have been 60 Braccia high and
100 wide.

42

Assuming that Brunelleschi was the architect of the Pitti palace (though
Vasari recorded that Luca Fancelli built it, which at c. 1458 was just before
he superintended the building of Alberti's San Sebastiano)43 it may be construed that he arrived at the

6i (2~)

Braccia module having first determined

the overall dimensions of the palace using multiples of 6 and 10, and having
decided on the number of window openings which would be sui table (an odd mimber was desirable for symmetry's sake).

Curiously, Michelozzo's Medici palace

employs a similar module.
The Medici palace is more modest in size (fig. 87).

The main facade is

just short of 42 Braccia high (actually 41.10) and 70 Braccia wide (68.93),
and 42:70 is, again, the ratio 6:10.

44

However, this facade is not as care-

fully proportioned as that of the Pitti palace:

the central portal neither

aligns with the windows above nor their intervals (fig. 89); and consequently
the upper storeys appear to be dislocated from the ground-floor (no wonder
Vasari claimed:

"rna ben si penti Cosimo di non avere seguito il disegno di

") . 45
'
F1' l lppO...

This dislocation is emphasised by Michelozzo's choice of

module.

For the ground-floor he used a module of 5 Braccia and the central

portal is 5 Braccia wide.

The upper storeys have window openings and inter-

0
vals totalling 3t (13 ?) Braccia wide:

a half of the module used at the Pi tti

palace, and a third less than the 5 Braccia opening on the ground floor.

46

The articulation which results is more complex than that found at the Pitti
but, as the misalignment between the lower and upper storeys suggests, not
as well integrated.
The principles which determine the numbers and proportions of the
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Rucellai palace facade appear to be much closer to those of the Pitti than
the Medici palace.

A five-bay Rucellai facade (fig. 94) is 30 Braccia wide

to the outer pilaster centres (implying five bays of 6 Braccia), and the
2
facade is 36 Braccia high (or 6 ):

minor third on the musical scale.

a ratio of width:height of 5:6, or a
(Had the facade been ten bays wide, then

its overall dimensions of 36:60 Braccia would have equalled the 6:10 ratio.)47
These numbers suggest that the facade ornamentation was simply regulated by
the repetition of a 6 Braccia module, when, in fact, the central bay is
Braccia wide, and the four others are

6~

sf Braccia to pilaster centres. 48

Perhaps the numbers were adjusted in order to assert the symmetry of the
facade and to emphasise the central portal in the composition.

Indeed, the

facade ornament has a more complex disposition than the simple overall
dimensions of 30 and 36 suggest.

49

The end pilasters frame the numbers of the facade, and they also frame
its material composition by differentiating the eastern edge from the adjacent property.

This was not a problem Brunelleschi encountered with his

design for the first, and unbuilt, Medici palace, because it was to have
been free-standing.
faced:

Nor was this a problem the designer of the Pitti palace

the facade exceeded the 50 Braccia height restriction imposed on

'
d 50
CI' t y-centre reSI' dences, an d was h eaVI'I y rustIcate.

Michelozzo avoided

the problem by placing the emphasis on window rather than wall:

he re-

duced the interval between the windows to half the window width instead of
the equal, or near equal, rhythm of window to interval found at the other
two palaces.

But this created other problems for Michelozzo, of reconcil-

ing the articulation of the ground and upper floor storeys and, perhaps, of
creating a superfluity of windows.
The Rucellai palace facade is the only instance in Alberti's architectural work where the outer width of the facade is not determined by an
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even number:

30 Braccia is to the outer pilaster centres and the facade

is nearer 31 Braccia wide (actually 30.92 Braccia).

Perhaps this was be-

cause it is the only facade not to be free-standing.

Clearly, its 30 by

36 Braccia dimensions link it with the 'temple-top' of Santa Maria Novella
and San Sebastiano's facade, which share the same size and, therefore, numbers.

In particular, the correspondence between the palace and the 'temple-

top' may have been intended to underline that these buildings were part of
the Rucellai ensemble:

of church, palace, piazza and loggia - an ensemble

also favoured by Giovanni's powerful contemporaries and one which contained
a significance appropriate to the authority they claimed.

Understanding

the Rucellai palace as an essential part of an ensemble provides an insight
into contemporary 'planning' concerns for the city.

Indeed, Alberti's

collocatio - as 'planning' - may have been a direct response to the
importance building patrons appeared to attach to an appropriate formal
and symbolical model, particularly a model capable of absorbing ancient,
Christian, nationalistic and regional concerns and interests.
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CHAPTER 5
THE COMPLETE URBAN ENSEMBLE:

II·

CHURCH, PALACE, PIAZZA AND LOGGIA

I
I

Men of great wealth had a commitment to build because, as Giovanni
Rucellai explained, i t was an activity that:

"righuardano in parte all'

onore di Dio e all'onore della citta e a memoria di me ... "l

In part,

particularly when patrons were Bankers like Giovanni, the urge to contribute to civic life and enterprises which would be seen to 'honour the
city' balanced the need to expiate business gains, since Banking carried
with it the
plored.

sti~na

of usury.

This is a topic which has been well ex-

But why patrons chose specific sorts of projects, and what sig-

nificance they attached to them, has been less well explored.

2

Why, for

instance, were a number of different patrons involved, in the midQuattrocento, with projects comprising the same urban and architectural
elements of church, palace, loggia and piazza?

Since Alberti was con-

nected with several of these patrons, were these projects influenced by
his architectural theory, or were they already an essential part of the
architectural tradition?

If the latter is true, how did this traditional

ensemble influence Alb erti's formulation of the term concinnitas ?
In Florence, Cosimo de'Medici built the church of San Lorenzo
(which included his mausoleum), a palace with a loggia attached, and,
according to Brunelleschi's rejected design, both church and palace were
to have faced onto the same piazza.

3

Giovanni Rucellai built a new

facade for Santa Maria Novella (and, originally, a sepulchre was to have
been placed in it), and a palace and loggia separated by a newly created
piazza.

In Mantua, Ludovico Gonzaga extended his palace and rebuilt the
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church of Sant' Andrea (it has been proposed that San Sebastiano was
intended as his mausoleum)4; Alberti also designed a loggia for him.

\

Such ensembles were not restricted to wealthy merchants and aristocrats.
/.

I

Pope Nicholas V rebuil t the Vatican palace, and started on the new basilica
of St. Peter with a new piazza surrounded by porticoes:
a separate 10ggia-cum-theatre.

5

he also planned

In his home town Corsignano, later re-

name.d Pienza, Pope Pius II built a church, palace, piazza and loggia,
and he added a Benediction loggia to complete Nicholas' Vatican programme.
The most obvious model for this urban ensemble for Florentine patrons
was the religious heart of their city (fig. 85):

the Cathedral of Santa

Maria del Fiore, with its adjacent campani l e , and the piazza of San
Giovanni with its 'round' temple/Baptistery-cum-sepulchre, bordered by
the loggia of the

Bigall~

and the Palazzo Arcivescovile, which were all

buil t by around the mid- fourteenth century.

Emulation of this model en-

semble by prominent citizens to enrich the separate quartieri of the city
which their clan controlled, maintained the equilibrium of the expanding
city by establishing, or emphasising, secondary centres within
its

fabric.

It seems likely, however, there was a superior model to the

local Florentine one, which stimulated the widespread emulation of this
sort of ensemble.

Clues to the identity of the archetype are to be found

in certain paintings of the period.
For example, those paintings which I have mentioned already, Taddeo
Gaddi's fourteenth century fresco of the Presentation in the Baroncelli
chapel at Santa Croce (fig. 82), and Piero della Francesca's the Flagellation (fig. 10), refer to this archetype.

The Presentation by Gaddi

contains all the elements of the ensemble:

a palace (articulated by

pilasters), a Cathedral, a loggia and a foreground piazza of sorts.

The

6
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influence of biblical 'types' on traditional architecture has been
hinted at earlier in this text, and a connection sketched between
Solomon's Temple, the late mediaeval Tuscan temple, Brunelleschi's San
Lorenzo and Alberti's Sant'Andrea.

Again, Gaddi's painting and its

subject matter is a useful illustration of this link.

Piero della

Francesca's Flagellation goes several steps further, by appearing to
divorce itself from any specific urban context and by attempting a more
rigorously archaeological reconstruction (with contemporary thematic
overlays) of a major biblical event.

The palace (articulated by pilast-

ers), the Praetorium or loggia, the open piazza are again assembled.

A

representation of a church, common to the other ensembles, is absent,
though Christ in the painting is a more poignant symbolical representation of the Church (and, in any case, the tower to the right of the
composition may be a campanile reinforcing the 'presence' of a church).
Piero's 'reconstruction', it has been suggested, was based on the
Holy relics which he may have seen at the Lateran.

7

This architectural

ensemble of Cathedral, palace and loggia had Constantinian origins and,
according to legend, the relics of the Scala Santa and the column of
the Flagellation were brought to the site by Constantine's mother, Helen.
Giovanni Rucellai visited the Lateran during the year of the Jubilee,
and he recorded details of his impressions in his Zibaldone . 8 The
Lateran, however, was not the ultimate exemplar for an urban ensemble.
When Pope Nicholas V gave an account of his building projects for the
Vatican, he alluded not to Constantine's example of the Lateran (though
his desire to rebuild the Lateran on the Vatican site was surely an in9

fluence) , but to Solomon's in Jerusalem.
Gianozzo Manetti, whom I quoted earlier, said that although Solomon's
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buildings were great, Nicholas' project for a temple and palace were
even greater.

10

He compared the new basilica that Nicholas proposed

directly with Solomon'S Temple; he then sketched out a comparison of
those elements in the biblical palace that Solomon built, the Forest
of Lebanon, with their discernible counterparts in the Vatican palace.
Manetti listed four main areas of comparison.

The biblical palace had

walls made of squared stone, a central entrance, a spiral stair leading
up to the palace loggia, and it was constructed of rich materials like
cedar panelling.

Similarly, Nicholas' Vatican palace was to be built

of ashlar masonry, a great triumphal arch was to give access to the
palace precinct, a three-storey palace loggia was to be built from which
the pope could address the crowds assembled in the Borgo on special occasions, and he too proposed the use of rich materials (Manetti specifically mentions lead roofing).
isons:

Manetti would have extended his compar-

"Quod si quaedam sacrarum Scripturarum veneratio,

&Salomonis

quoque Regis debita observatio non me talia conferentem parumper continuisset, profecto aliqua multa silentio praetermissa subdidissem, quae
quidem peregrina ilIa a nostratibus istis tanto magis superata ostendiffent, quanto amplius nova Christi Religio veteri illi divinae Legi
,,11
"
"
prae f eren d a ac praeponen da d19noscltur.

According to the Bible, Solomon'S 'house of the Forest of Lebanon'
was 100 cubits long, 50 wide and 30 high, and had a porch across its
width 30 cubits deep:
was of like work. ,,12

and he "had another court wi thin the porch, which
The palace was constructed "of costly stones, ac-

cording to the measures of hewed stones, sawed with saws , within and
without ... "

The palace had cedar pillars and beams arranged in three

rows of fifteen (a fourth row was perhaps piled foundations), "And there
were windows in three rows" and "all the doors and posts were square with
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the windows (i. e. arranged one above the other), and light was against
light in three ranks."

Surely it was this extract which suggested

the pilaster-articulated palace facades in some paintings of the Virgin's
Presentation at the Temple - like Taddeo Gaddi's in Santa Croce,
Florence - or a similar architectural setting for the bronze panel depict ing the meeting of King Solomon and the Queen of Sheba in Lorenzo
Ghiberti's casting for the Baptistery doors (fig. 82).

Other biblical

representations, such as Ghiberti's Joshua and Joseph panels for the
Baptistery, have designs for palaces characterised by pilaster articulations (fig. 96).13

Furthermore, there is the famous panel in the Ducal

palace, Urbino, of an architectural setting with palaces having similar
decoration, which is one of a pair, and there are a number of other examples, equally well known.
I recall this familiar list here because, recently, a distinction

was drawn which suggested that Florentine painters and sculptors' representations of palaces of this type were not generally followed for the
decoration of Florentine palaces, the Rucellai palace being the notable
exception.

14

Whilst this statement is probably uncontroversial, Dr.

Preyer went on to state that "The building in one of Fra Angelico's
Vatican frescoes (which is articulated by pilasters) is probably (my
emphasis) the artist's own invention, and does not necessarily reflect
con t emporary b Ul·ld·lngs ... ,,15

But surely there are too many examples of

palaces depicted with pilasters for this to have been Fra Angelico's
'own invention':

Taddeo Gaddi' s Baroncelli Chapel frescoes are an

obvious example.

The pilaster-articulated facade more likely denotes a

'type' of facade, and one which is associated with the biblical lands of
antiquity.

For example, Quattrocento plans of Jerusalem sometimes show

palaces (often Pilate's palace) articulated by pilasters.

16

And, perhaps,
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because a palace having this appearance was , considered to be emblematic
of a 'Palestinian type', the Florentine Baptistery, with its three storeys
of pilasters (fig. 60), was used to signify Herod's palace in the important
city celebrations of the Feast of the Epiphany, in the late fourteenth
century.

17

Even when the route of the procession was later changed, and

Herod's palace was relocated in Piazza San Marco, a temporary construction
was built (c. 1469) "in columnar style":

"Herodis autem statio ad sancti

Marci edem, in eo qui templo adjacet campo, hac erat arte constructa.
Quadrangularem figuram in columpnarum morem lignis contextam expresserant,
cuius altitudo fere ad XV brachia protendebatur.
ginta fere brachiorum fuit.
amplitudo.,,18

Longitudo vero quadra-

Duodecim autem habebat omnis latitudinis

Consequently, it may be argued that the palace in Piero

della Frances ca' s "Flagellation" is articulated by pilasters because,
unlike the commonplace dwellings opposite it, this was the type of palace
Piero and his contemporaries associated with Jerusalem, and with Pilate
in particular.
I suggest Alberti's palace facade for the Rucellai was part of this
tradition, and that it was designed with the characteristics of the
'Florentine palace type', conflated with those of the 'Palestinian type',
the main reason being that such a design accorded with Giovanni Rucellai's
family pretentions.

Giovanni had claimed that his family were more

properly the "Rucellai de 'Templiali", the order devoted to the protection
of Holy sites and pilgrims.

19

Giovanni's sepulchre was an overt imitation

of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem

20

, and so it would not be unreasonable

to presume that his palace facade, designed about the same time, was intended to exhibit a corresponding association; perhaps with King Solomon's
palace itself.

Similar pretensions are implicit in another 'Palestinian

style' palace:

in Pope Pius II's description of his new Pienza palace.
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Pius' Pienza palace bears comparison with Solomon's and, although
this is not stressed by him in his Memoirs, his description does agree
with its biblical counterpart in those same respects that Manetti's
earlier account of Nicholas' palace had:

regarding the squared stones,

the central entrance, spiral stair, cedar panelling, etc. (fig. 98).
Pius wrote:

"Palatium quadratum fuit nonaginta pedibus altum ex lapide

vivo, ab imo usque ad summum ferro artificis expolito, ad digiti crassitudinem circumsecto, ita utiuncturae in ipsa caesione concurrent,
.

saxorum f rontes tanquam tesserae promlnerent."

21

&

The portal of the main

facade - "The magnificent great main door" - is centrally placed, whereas
the side doors were smaller and symmetrically placed, and were on the
west and "the east side, where an entrance could not be made in the

middle":

"In latere quod aquilonem spectat, portam in medio altissimam

& magnifica collocarunt, que precipua esset."

To the right of the main

door is a stair leading to the second floor which twists like a spiral:
"Scalae

a dextris

viginti gradibus, ascendunt totidem

The main rooms of the palace were highly decorated.

a sinistris

verse ... "

A 1 arge hall "has a

fireplace cunningly wrought of white marble and the coffered ceiling is
remarkable for the precision of the woodwork and the variety of the
paintings:

"caminus inest ex lapide albo ingeniose constructus: 1 acunat

&contignationis

aptitudine,

&pictuararum

varietate conspicuum ... "

The

room the pope lodged in was "panelled in fir", though he stressed the
practical, rather than aesthetic or symbolic, reasons:
of the new walls shOUld not trouble him":

"so the dampness

"& hoc Pontifex habitavit,

quod abiete iusserat incrustari, ne recentis parietis humor officeret."
These examples correspond closely to those four points that Manetti
raised in connection with Nicholas V's proposals for the Vatican palace.
But Pius could afford to be more subtle than his predecessor.

Manetti
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made it clear that whilst the Old Testament buildings were Nicholas'
starting point, Nicholas had initiated a building programme which surpassed Solomon's.

Clearly, Pius could not compete with the Vatican pro-

jects in scale and grandeur, and there is no suggestion that his aim was
to make Pienza the new centre of Christendom; but he was attempting to
raise the status of his horne town and to assert his family name there.
Moreover, those people who were able to read the Latin text of his
Memoirs were likely to be familiar with the account of Solomon's buildings, and would have realized that he, Pius, had 'surpassed' Solomon too.
For instance, Pius' buildings:

"Hec omnia

a fundamentis

usq; ad summum

triennio perfecta sunt ... "; Solomon's palace took thirteen years to build.
Solomon's palace was 50 x 100 x 30 cubits large, having a circumference of
450 feet; Pius' was 1 arger at 126 x 144 x 72 feet:
quingentorum

&quadraginta

(pedes).,,22

"totius palatii ambitus

Similarly, Pius' church stood

isolated in a piazza, and it was almost double the size of the Temple and
was dedicated to the Virgin.
If the palace with applied pilasters was an established type, then
there is no need to connect Alberti directly with the Pienza project, and
the problem of dating the Rucellai and Piccolomini palace facades is a
less pressing concern than understanding their respective patrons' motives
for employing this particular palace type.

In this respect, it is perhaps

significant that most of those patrons who adopted this palace type were
connected with the Church:

Giovanni Rucellai, as a 'Templar' and pro-

tector of Holy Relics, was equally suitable.

There was Pope Pius II's

Pienza palace, and, later that century and early the next, two major
palaces were built in Rome:

the papal chancellery (Cancelleria) for

Cardinal Riario, and the palace of Cardinal Adriano da Corneto (now the
Torlonia palace) in the Borgo.

I suggest there are so few examples of

r
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this facade type not because it was unpopular, but because it was appro.
. sort
prlate
on 1y f or a certaln

0

f patron. 23

To compare the numbers Alberti used at the Rucellai palace with those
used by Bernardo Rossellino at the Piccolomini palace, Pienza, has not
proved to be particularly rewarding, but it serves to underline their
different approach to palace design.

The Piccolomini plan is modelled on

the Medici lpalace and it breaks with Florentine palace tradition in that
Rossellino did not use one of the major standards of measure but, quite
possibly, a standard taken from Pius' own foot.

24

In general, Rossellino

appears to have been less careful with his numbers:

dimensions deviate

from those Pius recorded, and the facade articulation accedes to utility
rather than proportional perfection (fig. 98).25

Pius and Rossellino

abandoned this facade type for the later Piccolomini palace facade in
Siena, further emphasising the uniqueness and specificity of the Pienza
ensemble.
This should not be taken to mean that no other palaces were influenced by the description of Solomon's.

Indeed, originally, both the Medici

and Pitti palaces had facades proportioned, height to width, by the same
proportion which Solomon adopted for his palace facade dimensioned 30 by
50 cubits: the ratio 3:5 or 6:10.
other similar details:

26

And the Florentine palace type shares

of three storeys, a centrally placed portal, walls

of stone (or imitation stone) blocks and carefully aligned windows.

But,

as Lilius Tifernas observed, the biblical accounts of Solomon's Temple
(and, presumably, his other buildings) represented an archetype widely
imitated in Christendom; and so it follows that the formal principles of
these buildings were embodied in the architecture of many centuries. 27
I would suggest, therefore, that Alberti's Rucellai palace facade was a
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reappraisal and reformulation of these disseminated notions, employed
emblematically:
'fantasia'.

the facade acting as a sign or display of his patrons'

This 'reappraisal and reformulation' was perhaps stimulated

by the particular constraints of the site.
Because, as far as we know, Alberti was involved with the facade
design quite independently of the palace behind, and because he had to
cope with a restricted street frontage, the principles of concinnitas
which guided his design resided not so much in numbers, measures and
proportions, but in the explicitness of the reference to the relevant
archetype, wi thin the context of the ensemble.

Alberti was unable to

achieve the favoured proportions of Solomon's palace facade, presumably
because the width and the floor-to-floor height of the Rucellai palace
was established already.

This adds further support to Professor

Sanpaolesi's thesis that Alberti's design was for just five bays originally, because, presuming that 36 Braccia was a suitable height, the
required width of the facade for the 6:10 ratio would have been 60
Braccia; the equivalent of ten bays, which implies axial symmetry falling
. 1 row
on a vertIca

0
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The piazza and loggia adjacent to the facade, like Nicholas V's
proposed loggia for the Vatican palace, had a theatrical or ceremonial
function, which would have brought 'honour to the city, and the
Rucellai,.29

For instance, the loggia and piazza would have constituted

a centre and an important meeting place for the hundred or so Rucellai
in Florence by the third quarter of the Quattrocento - many of them
resident in that gonfalone of Lion Rosso.

In 1466, there was a major

wedding feast for Bernardo di Giovanni Rucellai, and the festivities
were held in the loggia and piazza, with the palace facade forming a
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magnificent backdrop.

30

Indeed, this theatrical character of the facade -

as urban 'backdrop' - is reinforced by its outward similarity to the palace

scaenae frons in antiqui ty.

fronts constructed as

This analogy would

have been particularly apt since, in Rome, the ruined remains of a

scaenae frons - the Septizonium - situated beneath the Palatine Hill had
been transformed into a palace in the Middle Ages (fig. 95).31

Furthermore,

Vitruvius' description of a scaenae frons - a palace facade as theatrical
backdrop - possibly influenced the general arrangement of palace doors and
the importance attached to the central door in particular:

"Ipsae autem

scaenae suas habent rationes explicitas ita, uti mediae valvae ornatus
.
d extra ac Slnlstra
..
h
'
l'la ... ,,32
h ab eant au 1 ae reglae,
osplta

In broader terms, the piazza played an important public role in the
city:

the urban framework of streets and piazzas directed and coloured

the processions which constituted public life in Renaissance Florence.
There is evidence that these processions were fully exploited by the
government to bring order to the populace, and by families and indivi.
dua 1s f or t h e exerClse

'"
0 fv~rtu

an d f arne. 33

Festivals and processions

also became a means by which the ruling classes legitimised their power,
and their benefaction of these public events provides a useful insight
into their choice of emblems and emphasises the emblematic role that
architecture could play.
One important Florentine festival was the celebration of the Feast
of the Epiphany.
1·

This was organised by the Compagnia de/Magi.

From 1390

t was ce 1eb rate d trlennla
'
. 11 y, an d a f ter 1447'
. 11 y. 34
,qulnquennla

An

account in the late 1460's reveals the extent of public involvement in
its celebration.

The whole of Florence was transformed into the 'image'

of Jerusalem for the festival and was divided into four quartieri:

of
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Santo Spirito, Santa Croce, Santa Maria Novella and San Giovanni. 35
Three 'quarters' were the respective 'tents' of the Magi and the fourth
was Herod's palace.

Each quarter rivalled the others in an attempt to

outdo them "in richness and magnificence", and the city was turned into
one enormous spettacolo, the main objective of which seems to have been
to enable the participants "to become better Christians by assuming the
virtues of the Magi". 36
The festival of the Magi became closely associated with the Medici
after Cosimo' s return from exile in Venice, an association which was
probably encouraged by the "honour, trade and wealth Cosimo brought the
,
CIty",
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procession, which included 'cosimo and a cavalcade of dignitaries, entered the city and stopped at various locations which signified biblical
sites:

"they stopped first at 'Jerusalem' to honor the secular authority

of Herod.

Then they proceeded past the Medici palace to 'Bethlehem' in

the Medici church of San Marco, where the Christ Child lay.,,38

By the

time the festival was held in the late 1460's, both 'Jerusalem' and
'Bethlehem' were at San Marco "so that the roads to both secular and
spiritual power passed the Medici palace to the Medici square."

39

In

his palace Cosimo entertained visiting ambassadors, and he greeted them
in his chapel decorated by Gozzoli's painting of the 'Journey of the
Magi', which depicted the leading members of the family as the Magi.
The Medici's 'royal pretensions' and the skillful interpretation
of antiquity by their architects were the foundations of the selfassuredness which developed in the latter part of the Quattrocento under
the leadership of Lorenzo de'Medici.

Giovanni Rucellai contributed to

this by asserting his family lineage, and by establishing in the city an
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important sacred place - his sepulchre in the form of the Holy sepulchre in a city otherwise devoid of sacred ground.

40

Since the Rucellai were

supposedly 'Rucellai de'Tempiali', Giovanni could claim legitimate association with this privilege, the Templars being the traditional protectors
of the Holy sites.

Also, he was one of the wealthiest citizens in a city

which, through the Medici, had forged ritual links with the Holy city of
Jerusalem.
To utilise history, myth and even fictional epics to legitimise a
family which had acquired or seized power and wealth, rather than having
inherited it over many generations, was fairly commonplace in the Quattrocento as it had been for centuries before.

4l

For example, of Alberti's

patrons, Sigismondo Malatesta had his court poet, Basinio Basini, write
an epic poem - Hesperis - a combination of the OdYssey and Aeneid with
Sigismondo as the hero.

Giovanni de Fano's accompanying illustrations

. M
I'
42
a atestlano.
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Ludovico Gonzaga had the Mantuan

poet, Giovan Pietro Arrivabene, compose a short poem, around 1470, called

Gonzagidos, which set out to illustrate Ludovico's deeds, again in the
Virgillian tradition, as a second Aeneas.

Its implied intent was to pub-

licly honour Ludovico and the family aristocracy, who are celebrated as
refounders of Mantua's destiny as a New Troy.

43

Ludovico's pretensions

may have been stimulated by Pope Pius II, who chose Mantua, traditionally
the birthpl ace of Virgil and an Etruscan city, as seat for the Counci 1 of
1459, arranged chiefly to gain support for a Crusade against the Turks.
The appropriateness of Mantua to launch this campaign is clear from Pius'
declaration, on being elected to the Papal office, that he Aeneas Silvius
Piccolomini chose the name "Pio":

"quod nomen ipse sibi consci vi t ut

urbi rome cui pius eneas troianus armis exordia prebuerat alter pius
eneas Senensis in pace tueretur et arma in fidei christiane hostes
converteret ... ".

On arriving in Mantua, Pius greeted the city:

"Et tu
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Mantua exaltaberis, ita Deo placitum, nec falli numina possunt.
ius Mantuanus Aeneam Troianum cecinit.

Vergil-

Aeneas Senensis Virgilii patriam

ditavit.,,44
If Pius' development of Corsignano into the new Piccolomini city of
Pienza embodied references to Solomon's building ensemble in Jerusalem,
then, equally, the notion of Pienza as a New Troy and associated notions
of founding or renewing a lineage or family dynasty, would have been
fundamental to his conception.

This potent mixture of references was a

facet of characterisation which was possibly essential to the aura of an
aspiring individual and his family.

Thus the Medici's not only regarded

themselves as Magi, but their palace figured as Queen Dido's palace in

I

illustrations of Virgil's Aeneid; similarly, the Gonzagas made reference
not only to Troy, but to figures from antiquity; to Hercules and the
Caesars.

4S

It was best if these 'heroes' were obviously distant in time

and place so that rivalries, which could undermine a family's image and
power, were avoided.

Perhaps this was Carlo Malatesta's rationale for

ordering the removal from Mantua, in the late fourteenth century, of an
ancient statue of Virgil which he considered the object of a superstitious
cuI t.

46

Ceremonies coul d uni te a city, whereas the 'supers ti tions'

factions could divide it.

0

f

Concordantly, city rituals, or festivals, were

to function as public affirmations of the roles played by the ruling class.
Similarly, the architecture which Brunelleschi, Michelozzo and Alberti
helped create reflected their patron's claims to power, by reinforcing
their emblems.

Essenti a ll y , f amil y embl ems wer e a mirror of family

virtu and i t was the role of ornament to make these notions manifest.
il arly, with religious buildings it was thought necessary to make God's
word irnpressi ve through imperishable memorials.
Nicholas V's reasons for building:

As Manetti wrote of

"At vero quum ilIa vulgaris opinio

I

Sim-
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doctorum hominum relationibus fundata, magnis aedificiis perpetuis
quodammodo monumentis ac testimoniis paene sempiternis, quasi
fabricatis, in dies usque adeo corroboratur

&confirmatur,

a Deo

ut invivos,

posterosque illarum admirabilium constructionum conspectores continue
traducatur; ac per hunc modum conservatur
conservata

&aucta,

&augetur,

atque sic

admirabili quadam devotione conditur

&capitur.,,47

These ideas, I suggest, are incorporated within Alberti's understanding of coZZocatio.

Within the framework of concinni tas the urban

ensemble represented 'planning':

though not in the reduced sense of the

word which is experienced today.

Through the traditions of imitatio and

the application of ornament, coZZocatio signified continuity and universal
order by underlining the authority of 'God, the city and the family'.
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CONCLUSION
THE SETTING FOR CONCINNITAS: TRADITION IN QUATTROCENTO
THEORY AND PRACTICE

Having attempted to define concinnitas in the introduction to this
dissertation I have then explored how the principles related to this term
appear to have influenced Alberti's architectural practice.

Since concin-

nitas is not fully explained in his architectural treatise the preceding
studies have been interpretive (though analysis has been shaped by the
work of recent scholarship as well as specific studies to be found in the
appendices).

A number of themes have been raised so far and, in this

chapter, reference will be made to other written works by Alberti - particularly his treatises on painting and sculpture, and his parallel study
of human proportions - because, developed in the broader context of
Quattrocento theory and practice, these ideas and writings clearly informed his later architectural theory and practice and so provide a
further opportunity of clarifying his attitudes and intentions.
A theme common to the treatises by Alberti concerning art and architecture is that the artist, sculptor, and architect should strive for excellence and beauty in his discipline.

Beauty in Alberti's treatise De

Statua is reliant on what he calls 'similitude'; the harmonious combination of revealed universal proportions which specifically identify the
'
1
su b Ject.

Characteristics of 'similitude' can be identified, understood,

selected and recorded, only through the medium of measure and associated
tools.

Since nothing terrestrial can attain absolute beauty, Alberti

wrote:

"Ergo non unius istius aut illius corporis tantum, sed quoad

licuit, eximiam a natura pluribus corporibus, quasi ratis portionibus dono
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distributam, pulchritudinem adnotare et mandare litteris prosecuti
sumus ...

2

\fuereas in de re aedificatoria Alberti refers to the antique 'universal' mensural system throughout, the measuring tool he devised for
sculptors was the exempeda; a relative, not absolute, system of mensuration calibrated by 'perfect' numbers.

3

An exempeda is a rod cut to the

height of the subject to be 'imitated', and is divided into 6 pede s or
feet; where one pes is always one-sixth of the subject's height.

As the

exempeda is a relative measure, it records relative proportions, making
possible a direct comparison of bodies having varying heights.

Alberti

chose to divide each pes , not into 16 inches as the ancients had done,
but into 10 inches and 100 minutes.

Similar subdivisions were used for

contemporary astronomical tables, and Alberti even used the term 'degree',
instead of 'inch', when recording human dimensions in his Tabulae Dimens ~.onum

H
" ~ s (f'19. 1 ) . 4
om~n

The advantages of this early decimal system

were that awkward fractions could be avoided when small dimensions were
recorded and, equally important, it meant that the exempeda of 6 pedes
and 60 inches had parity with the measure used by those Florentine
soulptors whom Alberti was probably addressing in this treatise (namely
Ghiberti, Donatello, and Brunelleschi), since 3 Florentine Braccia (at
1.7S m roughly equivalent to 6 antique pedes - 1.78 m) was divided by
60 soldi.

S

Alberti, in his earlier De pictura, had described the height of a
man in a painting as equivalent to 3 Braccia, though he acknowledged
Vitruvius' preference for reckoning this in feet. 6

The exempeda system,

therefore, represents a real advance because it is truly universal.
can be adapted to any size of subject and appears to conflate certain

It
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principles of the ancient mensural system with that in use in Florence.
Accordingly, Alberti may be understood as trying to forge a link such
that the antique and the Florentine systems might be described as having
an implicit correspondence.
attributes:

This would have been a useful merging of

the Florentine Braccio da panna was a commercial measure of

contemporary value yet it had uncertain origins and was recognised within
a limited dominion, whereas the antique pes was a universal measure der. df rom Nature yet was not faml
' l "lar nor ln common use. 7
lve

It may be im-

puted that Alberti was allying the two systems and so, effectively,
latinizing or improving the contemporary measure, much as he had advocated
raising the standard of the Tuscan dialect by introducing latinized terms
and phrases.

8

Similarly, the human proportions recorded in Alberti's Tabu l ae are
not taken solely from the bodies he measured, but are an idealisation and
blend of classical and mediaeval commentaries on human proportions. 9

Thus

he reiterated Vitruvius' proportional schema in general (a foot is onesixth of a man's height, etc.), but switched from Vitruvius' description
of a man whose navel is the centre point of a square and circle, to one
where a man's centre is more properly described by the base of the pel vis:
probably a Florentine artistic realization of the early Quattrocento.

lO

The navel - the "punto di vita"ll - although having lost its central
location, was still accorded a perfect proportional position by Alberti;
the height of the navel to the height of the whole being governed by
'perfect' numbers and the ratio 6 to 10.

12

These 'perfect' numbers appear as proportions distributed in other
parts of the body as well.

From Alberti's Tabulae , the foot is one-sixth

of the whole, and the following are one-tenth:

from the base of the pel vis

and wrist to the navel; from the knee-joint to the tip of the hand; from
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the hips to the waist; and from the waist to the nipples (fig. 1).

Other

proportions indicated by Alberti tend to be smaller multiples of these
numb ers:

. h , one- f
' h an d one-slxtlet
. . h . 13
as one-twentlet
ortlet

Of course, Alberti was aware of the statement by Vitruvius that the
ancient measures, derived from human dimensions, were apportioned using
perfect numbers:

thus the pes of 16 inches comprised of 10 and 6, their

mean, 8, plus 16, was the length of the 24 inch cubit.

Certainly, these

number combinations did not escape Alberti's notice, and he remarked on
the similarity between human proportions and the design of the orders by
the ancients:

"Itaque diametros hominis metiti, a latere ad alterum latus

sextam, ab umbilico autem ad renes decimam esse partem longitudinis
invenere,,14, proportions which found their parallel in Doric and Corinthian columns which, tradi·tionally, had widths respectively one-sixth and
one-tenth of their heights.

As their proportions were not judged to be

entirely satisfactory, Alberti explained that the Ionic column was generated from the arithmetic mean of these two numbers, and had a width oneeighth of its height.

lS

Alberti seems to be implying that architectural

form can be derived from 'perfect' numbers and 'ideal' human proportions.
He would have had corroboration for such a view in the scriptures where
'perfect' numbers and proportions are expressively embodied in certain
archetypical constructions.
St. Augustine, in his City of God , observed that Noah's Ark - a
divinely inspired construction - embodied and represented 'perfect' numbers and human proportions:

"Nam et mensurae ipsae longitudinis et alti-

tudinis et latitudinis eius significant corpus humanum, in cuius veri tate
ad homines praenuntiatus est venturus et venit.

Humani quippe corporis

longitudo a vertice usque ad vestigia sexiens tantum habet quam latitudo,
quae est ab uno latere ad alterum latus, et deciens tantum quam altitudo,

1()9

cuius altitudinis mensura est in latere a dorso ad ventrem."

16

It is

perhaps significant that Alberti in a similar analaysis described the
tenth proportion, not as "taken from back to belly", but as that taken
"from the navel to the reins" (a proportion which Caesariano later implied
was the procreator of number and form - a recumbent man's erect penis linking pelvis base to navel (fig. 2))17 because in this way, and by implication again, Alberti was assigning to the number 10 the role of generator,
or of multiplier; a number which can be multiplied ad
were parallels in contemporary number theory:

infinitu~ .

There

the finite decad (1+2+3+4)

can be repeated indefinitely and so be extrapolated to infinity; ten
therefore, in pythagorean terms, was the integer of infinity and made
. f·lnlty
.
' b Ie. 18
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compreh
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But Alberti may have been effecting a 'human-

ising' union of number and form:

where number moves from being an abstract

quantity to something having anthropomorphic qualities and characteristics.
Alberti, along with some major Florentine painters and sculptors,
had been concerned to reveal the perfect human proportions possessed by
man.

His enquiry, like theirs, was prompted by Vitruvius and 'classical'

accounts of perfection as well as later rhetoric concerning corporeal
beauty.

For example, his interest reflects Augustine's.

Augustine wrote

that "there is a harmonious congruence" between the parts of the body, "a
beauty in their quality and correspondence" which "would be more apparent
to us if we were aware of the precise proportions in which the components
are combined and fitted together ... " ( ... "quamquam et detractis necessitatibus operandi ita omnium partium congruentia numerosa sit et pulchra sibi
parilitate respondeat, ut nescias utrum in eo condendo maior sit utilitatis
habita ratio quam decoris.

Certe enim nihil videmus creatum in corpore

utilitatis causa, quod non habeat etiam decoris locum.

Plus autem nobis

id apparerat, si numeros mensurarum, quibus inter se cuncta conexa sunt
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et coaptata, nossemus; quos forsitan data opera in his, quae foris eminent,
humana posset vestigare sollertia ... ,,).19

It followed that by understand-

ing man's precise proportions a fuller understanding of God and Universal
perfection could be reached.

And since Christ, the son of God, embodied

perfect proportions - proportions which were a microcosm of Universal
order - Alberti may have presumed that Christ, like Vi truvius' ideal man,
was six feet tall - a presumption which would have been based on the
supposed origins of certain measures, revered relics and tradition.
For example, some scholars have argued that the Florentine 3raccio
da panna (0.5836 m) originated either from a doubling of the antique pes
(0.2955 x 2
(0.5548 m).

=

20

0.591 m), or it was derived from the Palestinian Braccio
Both arguments have proved inconclusive.

Nonetheless,

these last two measures ' inherently symbolize the 'perfect' male height.
Firstly, the 'pagan' Roman measure demonstrates that the perfect man has
a height six times the length of his foot (a height equivalent to about
1.78 m).

The second measure is essentially Christian, because tradition

had it that the Palestinian Braccio was equal to a third of Christ's
height (thus, 3 x 0.5548 m

=

1.66 m).

21

By conflating these two trad-

itions, and by rationalising and extending Vitruvius' account of human
proportions, it could be interpreted that Alberti was deliberately combining, effectively and convincingly, the God-man symbol of perfection
with the ideals of antique 'natural' principle.
The Palestinian Braccio was introduced to the West during the
Crusades and the expansion of trade during the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries. 22

This measure often appears in Trecento and Quattrocento

guidebooks to the Holy Land as a linear dimension drawn at one-sixteenth
of Christ's supposed height.

But other measures appear as well, which
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are closer to the antique Roman measure.

For example, a codex in the

Biblioteca Laurenziana contains a manuscript, dated 1293, which was owned
.
23
. t h e f 1' f teent h century b y a Fl orentlne.
In

This manuscript contains a

figure of Christ bounded by a square having sides 150 mm long or a twelfth
proportion of a height 1.8 m tall.

Another source for the height of Christ

were relics of Christ's Flagellation column.

In Italy, at various locat-

ions, Flagellation columns exist between 1. 7 and 1. 8 metres tall.

24

In

particular, there is a "mensura Christi" in the Lateran (originally placed
by the Scala Santa), 1.78 metres or exactly 6 pedes high, which, according
to tradition, was brought to Constantine's Palace by the Emperor's mother,
Helen:

it surely represented the 'perfect' blend of 'natural' measure and

form. 25
Christ's height may be reflected in Brunelleschi's Santa Maria
Novella crucifix as well.

It is life-sized and can be circumscribed by a

3 Florentine Braccia square:

about 1.75 metres.

26

Perhaps because this

sculpture was life-sized and convincingly natural (so much so, an aston. h ed O
l l 0 was cause d to d rop h IS
. eggs ) 27 It
. prompte d Alb ertl. , s
onate
IS
reference to man's height, in his De

pictu~a,

as 3 Braccia.

However, as

I pointed out earlier, his later De statua with its description of the

exempeda appears to surpass the confines of this single measurement in
his particular quest for universal standards.

The height of Christ seems

to have been carefully considered in Piero della Francesca's painting of
the Flagellation as well (fig. 5):

a painting which has been described

as 'a key-piece to the mystique of measurement' .

28

In a very recent analysis of the "Flagellation", Carlo Ginzburg
observed that Christ's height in the painting measures 17.8 cms (fig. 10),
or exactly one-tenth of the "mensura Christi" in the Lateran.

29

Since

<
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Piero's painting contains an image of the Scala Santa as well, Ginzburg
concluded that Piero was familiar with these Lateran relics.

In an

earlier study of the painting, Rudolph Wittkower and Professor B.A.R.
Carter found that Christ's height was "a unit of measurement which appears to have played an important part in the surface organization" of
the painting, a 'unit' which also appeared to be linked to a scale drawn
by Luca Pacioli in his Divina PY'OpoY'tione.

My own studies confirm this

assertion; furthermore, this unit appears to be linked either to the
antique pes or the Quattrocento piede which had a similar length. 30

And,

from my own study of this painting, it would seem that this artistic
creation by a contemporary of Alberti embodies combinations of 'perfect'
form, number and measure. 31
The quest for perf'ection in man-made form using ideal human measures
is to be found, of course, in Biblical archetypes:

Solomon's Temple and

Palace, and Noah's Ark (with its direct anthropomorphic references).
Alberti's buildings, as those of his predecessors and immediate successors,
were inspired by these archetypes and in their composition reflected the
harmonious combination of 'measure, number and \.;eight' of universal significance which they found embodied there.
vided the means to this end:

For Alberti concinnitas pro-

concinnitas being a harmonious blend of the

'ideal' and the 'practical'.
Beauty is determined by universal laws, Ornament enhances Beauty
and, unlike Beauty, is clearly affected by regional differences in building traditions and practice, and the availability of materials.

Conse-

quently, the differing outward appearance of Alberti's buildings, in
their different city locations, belies their unified Beauty.

Outwardly,

Santa Maria Novella's facade ornament imitates that of the Tuscan-

z
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Florentine tradition.

In Mantua, the poor supply of stone made it

expedient to build with brick, terracotta details, and a wall covering
of intonaco, and only a sparing use of stone.

In Rimini, there was no

great building tradition and the only local architecture of quality, the
Augustan Arch and bridge, had antique origins.

Concordantly, Alberti

designed the Tempio Malatestiano to complement these local monuments.

I

am inclined, therefore, to disagree with Wittkower's reading of Alberti's
church facades as representative of a "logical evolution" and progression,
and his view that Alberti "passed through the whole range of classical
revivals possible" developing from "an emotional to an archaeological
outlook".

32

Instead, I tend to believe that Alberti's architecture is

determined by a "unified logic", engendered by concinnitas, and that
variations in Ornament are not representative of a progression, but an
intelligent response to context - both physical and cultural.

33

This

design unity which embraces traditional building methods with their local
variances is made possible through the combination of numerus, finitio,
and coUocatio.
In some respects the measuring standard of the locality in which
Alberti built resembled the exempeda, in that it was relative to that
locality, the workmen and the materials (brick-sizes) they used.

However,

there are correspondences between his buildings which suggest a general
ordering which was perhaps intended to unify their differences.

The

outermost widths of Alberti's four church facades at their bases relate
proportionally 6:8:10:12 (San Sebastiano:Sant'Andrea:Tempio Malatestiano:
Sta Maria Novella), using a module length of between 5.92 and 5.94 metres
(fig. 62). 34

Furthermore, the 'temple-top' of Sta Haria Novella has a

1:1 correspondence with the width and height of San Sebastiano's facade
(fig. 63).35

According to the rules of concinnitas, if a proportional
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correspondence exists, then

~pso

facto a numerical and mensural corres-

pondence must also exist to substantiate it.

The Florentine Braccio

seems the most obvious 'practical' choice through it does not accord well
with the local measure of Rimini.

However, since a module of 5.92 metres

is the exact equivalent of 20 pedes (where a pes equals 0.296 m), the
facade widths may be interpreted as 60, 80, 100 and 120 pedes, respectively:

numbers which are direct multiples of the 'perfect' numbers 6 and

10, or the arithmetic mean of the two (80

=

6+}0 x 10), using the 'ideal'

Latin standard which Alberti referred to throughout his architectural
treatise. 36

This special treatment of the church facades as separate

entities was possible because they are either wider (Santa Maria Novella
and the Tempio Malatestiano) or narrower (San Sebastiano and Sant'Andrea)
than the existing church, or the main body of the church beyond.
The ancients had a Natural, universal, mensural system which united
their architecture, and it seems Alberti was to overcome the regional
differences in mensural standards current in his own time, not by the
exclusive use of abstract geometrical methods favoured during the Middle
Ages - of ad quadratum and ad trianguZum which functioned independently
of rational human measure - but by uniting measure and geometry through
number (numerus) to achieve finitio.

Finitio represents a coupling of

rigour and flexibility which could be directed to architectural requirements through controlled interactions with numerus and coZZocatio.
By controlling the interaction of the constituent parts of concinnitas
the architect had a framework for design which could result in beautiful
architecture:

a rational integration of natural principles extendable into

society through Ornament.

Depending on his intellectual abilities and the

virtu and authority of the patron, concinnitas offered the architect the

lIS

potential to create a finite composition:

'such that nothing can be

added, subtracted or altered without destroying the essential harmony'
of the design.

Since a creation of this sort was rational and not

subject to opinion it equalled any of the revered building models and
may be compared with the sacred archetypes:

its particular qualities

and characteristics may even be 'imitated'.
Certainly Alberti's buildings influenced successive generations of
architects, though his legacy to the present rests, not so much in the
outward appeal of his designs - their 'style' - but, it seems to me, in
his approach to architecture where theory and practice is solidly combined.

He demonstrated his understanding of the past and the present

in his writings and this led to his own practice of architecture where
he maintained continuity with certain traditions of the past through an
harmonious combination of the practical and ideal.

Concinnitas pervades

the theory and practice of Alberti and this is a quality which cannot be
so readily imitated; however, it is, perhaps, an aspect of his architecture most worthy of emulation.

APPENDICES
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APPENDIX I
THE RUCELLAI PALACE IN FLORENCE

Recent studies of Giovanni Rucellai's buildings have, for the most
part, made it clear who was responsible for their design and execution,
through the study of documents relating to their building histories.
Thus, it seems fairly certain that Alberti designed the facade of Santa
Maria Novella, the Rucellai chapel and sepulchre, but that his design for
the Rucellai loggia was not executed except in principle.

l

However, the

Rucellai palace facade and the extent of Alberti's involvement in the
project remains a problem.
In his Zibaz'done, Giovanni Rucellai wrote:

"d'otto chase n'D fatto

una, che tre ne respondevano nella via della Vingna e cinque di drieto. ,,2
Giovanni acquired land for the first building phase of his palace between
1428 and the mid-1440's, and gradually he bought a total of six properties immediately adjacent to his ancestral home on the corner site, next
to the junction of via della Vigna and via del Palchetti (fig. 86).

The

interior of the palace was finished by 1452, but the facade - which was
Alberti's only involvement here - was not started until some years later.
Exactly when is unknown:

Dr. Mack has suggested a date around 1461,

whilst, more recently, Dr. Preyer has suggested 1455.

3

By the time the interior of the palace was completed, which, according to tax reports, was no later than 1452, Giovanni owned only six of the
'eight houses'.

Two were on via della Vigna and four were behind.

The

seventh property, and his most expensive purchase, was not bought until
1458:

this \vas the 'third' house which fronted onto via della Vigna.

II

,
Ii 7 ·

Professor Sanpaolesi tentatively concluded, before Dr. Preyer found
the relevant documentary evidence for this purchase of 1458, that Alberti
designed a five-bay facade which would exactly cover the street frontage
of the palace before the seventh house was bought, and that bays six and
seven of the facade represent a later extension (fig. 97).4

Because of

her documentary find and other supporting evidence, Dr. Preyer believed
that Sanpaolesi's tentative conclusion was substantially correct.

Preyer's

evidence is both physical and textual.
A detailed examination of the palace facade by Preyer revealed some
telling discrepancies between the masonry of the first five bays and
those of the sixth and seventh.

In particular, the capitals of the latter

bays are characterised by more simply carved details; the sail emblems on
the entablature are in lower relief and do not catch as much light as those
within the first five bays; also, the masonry field between the pilasters
is arranged more haphazardly, and mason's marks on fifty of the stones on
the facade sometimes show the same mason worked on bays 1-5 and 6-7, but
there are certain marks which are exclusive to each section.

5

Similarly, there is evidence that the interior of the palace was
built in two distinct phases.

In 1492, eleven years after Giovanni's

death, the palace was divided into two; between two sons.

A document

reporting this event explicitly stated that the house "fui t facta et
constructa in duabus vicebus, videlicet domum magnam et domum parvam, que
a d presens sun t ... una domus, utuntur pro una domo ... ,,6

The dividing wall

between these two 'houses' coincides with the fi fth bay of the facade:
the 'large house' is on the left and the 'small house' on the right when
facing the facade (fig. 86).
in 1458.

7

The 'small house' was the one purchased

The property adjacent to it - house nine - was not purchased

1::'8

until 1654, but even if Giovanni had hoped to obtain it in his life-time,
and even with the (partially completed) eighth bay finished, house nine
would have been only half covered by the 'Albertian' facade.

7

Perhaps

this was a contributory factor to the tradition which grew out of the
eighteenth century that Giovanni planned a palace with eleven bays and
three doors originally, or even one of fourteen bays and four doors.

8

Although Alberti would have had some constraints imposed on him by
the already finished palace interior (the floor to ceiling heights, etc.),
Preyer concluded that work started on Alberti's five bay facade as a project conceived independently of the rest of the palace, prior to 1456
(when the owner of house seven died).

Preyer suggested 1455, because if

the first storey frieze of the five bay facade had been reached by 1456,
work would have progressed too far to warrant abandoning the first design.9
It was to be another two years before Giovanni owned house seven, by which
time the five bay facade was probably complete.

A document of 1458, which

made it clear that Giovanni was interested in buying the neighbouring property, implied that the full-height of the facade was complete, though
not the width:

from his old house "Iohannes, prole nobilis, magnum

atque placabile de sua antiqua domo construit et construi fecit hedifitium,
quoddam edifitium nondum perfectum esse comprenditur saltern in latitudine,
et quod perfici poterit una simul cum suprascripta emenda domo (house
seven) . ,,10

Thus it was announced before the bids were shown that there

was 'someone who would gain great convenience from the house' .11
The Sanpaolesi-Preyer thesis is an attractive one.
design, the facade relates well with the cortile:

With a five bay

the single door is

axially positioned in relation to both the facade and cortile.

There

are, however, two puzzling aspects which require further comment.
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The first concerns the capitals of the middle storey of the facade
(fig. 92).

Describing these (and starting from the left when facing the

facade) Preyer wrote that:

"Capitals Bl, 3,4,5 and 6 resemble one

another in overall treatment; capital B2 has a different design, but is
executed with the same vigour as the other five.

Capitals B7 and B8 (of

the extension), of the same type as B2, differ from it in handling. ,,12
Whilst I concur wi th Preyer's observation, she offers no explanation why
'capital B2' should be different from the other five of the 'original'
five bay facade, but the same type as those of the extension (cf. figs.
92 and 93).
In defence of the five bay thesis, it might be argued that 'capital
B2' was damaged at some point and repl aced by the newer type of capital,
perhaps whilst the extension work was in progress.

But, as Preyer

stated, although capitals B7 and 8 are of the same type they are styled
quite differently:

"The leaves are larger, they are less articulate in

veining and lobes, and the volutes are scrawny.,,13

Without ignoring this

factor, Preyer's 'physical' evidence - which regards capitals B7 and 8 as
part of a later extension - is seriously undermined.
The second puzzling aspect is similar to the first.
served that:

Preyer ob-

"between the consoles of the cornice, identical rosettes

are repeated above the sixth and seventh bays, whereas previously a
number of types of flower were used."

14

If the cornice was designed

for the five bay facade originally, one would expect its consoles to be
placed symmetrically to the axis of the five bay facade.

They are not:

a fact illustrated most vividly by Sanpaolesi's own illustration of a
reconstructed five bay facade (fig. 97).15

The 'final' console above

the sixth pilaster from the left (capital C6) is positioned too far to
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the right on the existing facade, which forced Sanpaolesi to omit it from
his reconstruction:

thus, his cornice commences on the left with a con-

sole and is concluded on the right with a metope.

It might be argued,

despite Preyer's observation, that the cornice was not built in two
stages, and that no work was done on it until the decision was reached to
build the additional bays six and seven.

But the document of 1458, quoted

above, does imply that the facade was completed in height:

" .. not yet ..

completed, at least in breadth", and Preyer did recommend a date after
1458 for the facade extension. 16
I·

I believe the documentary evidence that Preyer brought to bear outweighs the problems associated with her 'physical' evidence.

But an

original Alberti five bay design cannot yet be taken as a fact, because
the 'physical' evidence may be interpreted quite differently.

For example,

there are three different types of capitals on the facade of Sant'Andrea:
those on top of the giant pilasters are of two kinds and the outer ones
differ from the inner ones.

The third type are on the smaller pilasters

framing the central portal.

The various types are arranged symmetrically

on the facade.

If this 'logic' were to be applied to the different types

of capitals of the middle storey of the Rucellai palace, then the symmetrical axis of the facade would fallon those pilasters on the extreme
right - A, B and C8 - such that a truly symmetrical facade would be fourteen bays and four doors wide! 17

Clearly, it is hazardous to wander away

from sound documentary evidence and, until further hard evidence is found
to support the convincing Sanpaolesi-Preyer thesis, the extent of Alberti's
facade design for the palace will no doubt continue to encourage speculation.

b
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APPENDIX II
SAN SEBASTIANO IN

~~TUA

Alberti's intentions for San Sebastiano have been rendered almost
inscrutable:

the building fabric has been completed and 'restored' since

his death, and only a summary knowledge of the building history has survived to the present day.

Because of this, few architectural historians

have risked anything beyond a simple description of the outward appearance of the building and its place, as an early centralised Renaissance
church, in the history of that period.

However, recently, two detailed

studies have been made, devoted to clarifying the obscure history of this
Mantuan church.

Unfortunately, the research work was not co-ordinated

and results were published separately and simultaneously, one by Dr.
Richard E. Lamoureux and the other by Dr. Arturo Calzona, appearing in
1979.

1

Not surprisingly, considering the nature of the material, their

separate conclusions turned out to be quite at odds.
One of the major differences between their theses concerns the amount
of work completed in the first few years of construction.

Lamoureux's

view of San Sebastiano' s building history concurs with and extends
Rudolph Wittkower's famous, but more tentative, reading of the relevant
documents:

that building \york "after a qui ck start progressed comparat-

ively slowly", so that while the lower walls of the church were soon
completed, nineteen years later when Luca Fancelli, the site architect,
abandoned the project, the church was without a roof. 2

On the contrary,

Cal zona believed that work progressed so rapidly at first that the walls
were up to the level of the proposed cupola after three years, and that
the building was complete (excluding its decoration) five years after the
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foundations were dug:

Alberti's subsequent design alterations kept

Fancelli employed on the building for the remaining period. 3 Clearly,
the building history needs to be handl ed with care.
The documents covering the first few years of building work are not
numerous:

six mention San Sebastiano directly during the first year, four

the second and only one on the third. 4

To Lamoureux, this implied a

falling-off of activity and commitment; whilst Calzona took into account
the stock-piling of building materials taking place during 1461, reported
in secondary documents, which suggested completely the opposite.

S

The first reference to building activity at San Sebastiano is reported by Fancelli when, on March 31, 1460, he wrote to Marquis Ludovico
Gonzaga that "San bastiano e chavato e fondamenti".
the foundations and

10l~er

The construction of

walls of the building appears to have been

supervised by Gianpietro de Figino, one of Ludovico' s masons.

Wi thin six

weeks he informed Ludovico that half of the walls were up to the height
ordered, and that soon the other half would be there, as would "li
pillastri" and the portico, that is, to a height "sopra ala pelle della
tera".

6

This prescribed height was inadvertantly exceeded by three brick

courses at the end of May, at which time Gianpietro also expressed his
uncertainty as to Alberti's intentions for the stairs "nello testa dello
porticho", and the doors which he understood were to be "allantiqa". 7
How work progressed over the remainder of 1460 is unknown, but a
flurry of correspondence survives from early 1461, relating to the supply
of a quarter of a million bricks and other building materials for San
Sebastiano and the nearby Porta Pusterla; perhaps brought about by the
delivery of 3,000 Ducats promised to Ludovico six months earlier for the
building of "quella chiesa":

presumably a reference to San Sebastiano.

8
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The next document relating to construction progress is not until the
end of 1462, when it became apparent that action had to be taken to remedy
signs of premature deterioration in the condition of the building fabric.

9

It is unclear how far work had progressed by then; either it had progressed steadily without need for correspondence, or the confusion caused by a
fresh outbreak of plague led to documents being lost or, as Lamoureux
maintains, caused a virtual halt to building activity.lO
In the letter of December 1462, Fancelli informed Ludovico that rainwater had penetrated unprotected vaults, damaging the upper parts of the
walls.

Alberti had apparently urged Fancelli to cover the vaults with

mats and 20,000 "chopi", or curved roof tiles, to prevent further damage.
It later transpired that the lower parts of the walls were damaged also,

probably by rising damp ' (the area was notoriously marshy and susceptible
to seasonal flooding), and were in need of repair.

ll

Fancelli continued

the December 1462 letter by reporting the stage which work had reached on
the portico.

He wrote that "Abiamo levato tuto el porticho una pontata ... "

(it is unclear whether he means the 'porticho' is up to the height of one
scaffold, or the height of another scaffold) and work was progressing on
the construction of vaults (though whether "la sinistra parte alintrare
del tempio ... " refers to vaults in the portico or the church proper is
also not clear).

His lack of specificity concerning the vaults makes it

particularly hazardous when interpreting the remaining part of the letter.
Fancelli declared that "messer Batista a gran volonta che si alzi
tuto allpavimento".

Also, that an estimate of 36,000 bricks were neces-

sary "per alzare intorno al pavimento".

W. Braghirolli interpreted this

to mean that the pavement/floor was to be raised, believing Fancelli wrote

"~pavimento" - using the definite articleJ3 Lamoureux and Calzona both

12
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correctly transcribed it as a preposition (though they disagreed on its
spelling and meaning, and Calzona even queried the date of the letter)14
and so disagreed with Girolamo Mancini's earlier interpretation, which
followed Braghirolli's transcription that the portico was to be raised
. ht no t f oreseen orlglna
. . 11 y. IS
to a h elg

Lamoureux b e 1·leve d th e sen t ence

referred to the completion of the entire crypt level, and the crypt vaults
were those found to be leaking.

Conversely, Calzona suggested this passage

referred to an additional heightening of walls just beneath the proposed
cupola, and the much larger side chapels were the leaking ones. 16
Both readings are based on suppositions about the speed at which work
had progressed by the time Fancelli wrote the letter.

Lamoureux supposed

that very little work had taken place and that the building was only a few
metres high, whilst Cal,zona supposed the walls were almost complete, as
were the vaults of the side chapels.
fanciful as it may appear.

Calzona's conclusion is not as

The walls were above ground-level two months

after the foundations were dug.

Over the next twelve months a quantity

of building materials was made ready, sufficient to build the entire
structure.

17

Assuming that manpower and money was available, then in

two years the walls and main vaults of the church could conceivably have
been completed.

After all, some years later, Ludovico retained sufficient

confidence in his architect and site architect to inform his son that
Alberti's design for Sant'Andrea could be built within two or three years:
yet, Sant'Andrea required as much as eight times the quantity of brick
needed here.

18

Indeed, comparison may be made to a church close to the

same size and shape as San Sebastiano - Santa Maria delle Carceri, Prato which was vaulted and had its cupola completed in two years.19
According to Cal zona, the following year, 1463, saw work commencing
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on San Sebastiano's cupola.

Giovanni Antonio di Arezzo, who supervised

the repair of the walls between January and August 1463, was a noted
engineer capable of constructing a cupol a.

20

His presence on site after

the walls were repaired could have been to supervise the cupola's construction as Calzona maintained.

However, Calzona's claim that the crypt,

the walls and chapel vaults were complete by the time Fancelli's letter
was written is not entirely convincing, and nowhere, in all the accounts
of San Sebastiano, is a cupola explicitly referred to as having been built.
Least convincing, and this is a matter on which both Cal zona and Lamoureux
agree, is the assumption that the crypt was built simultaneously with the
lower walls of the church.

Yet i t has been generally accepted that San

Sebasti ano' s crypt was an integral part of Alberti's plan for the church.
But was it?

A crypt was built at some point before 1488, when it is

referred to, but that

"
1S

the only certainty.

21

Both Lamoureux and Calzona accept that Alberti's original plan is
the one which Antonio Labacco copied in the sixteenth century; comprising
of a sketched side elevation and an annotated plan of the church (fig. 11).
Labacco does not illustrate a crypt plan, nor is one mentioned in the notes.
Both authors concluded, therefore, that Alberti's initial proposal, which
Labacco copied, was quickly amended, and that the decision to include a
crypt was made within the first couple of months of site work.

22

Lamoureux and Cal zona's separate conclusions were based on the mention
of "pillastri" in the letter of the 15th of May 1460, which are generally
held to be an early reference to the crypt piers.

23

In this letter,

Gianpietro de Figino wrote that "E alzatti l i pillastri adalteza dello
resto della chiesa" are to a height just above ground level.

However,

these "pillastri" may be pilasters rather than piers, such as those
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articulating the interior walls, or those on the portico, or they may be
piers between the door openings as suggested by Professor Borsi (fig.
14).24

The loose definition of "pillastri" is such that when some were

mentioned ten years 1 ater ("quelli pill astri del portico"), this has been
taken to be a reference either to the facade pilasters or crypt piers
'
25
.
th
e centra I
crypt openlng.
f ramlng
Lamoureux attempted to strengthen his case for the early crypt by
proposing that it was the crypt vaulting which Fancelli described as leaking in December 1462.

26

I think this is most improbable.

Alberti advised

that the leaking vaults be covered with 20,000 curved roof tiles for their
future protection.

There would be no sense in covering the crypt vaults

with tiles, not even as a temporary expedient.

Roof tiles would be far

too fragile to walk on , and water could not drain off unless the tiles
were inclined:

but, then, where would the water be collected - through

holes in the outer walls?

It seems to me to be far more likely that the

chapel vaults were those under discussion, as the following should begin
to make clear.
If, by the end of 1462, the walls of the main body of the church were
up to their present height, and the vaults of the chapels were near to
completion, it would have made sense to give the vaults a permanent covering as quickly as possible and so prevent further rain damage.

The damage

caused to the lower walls, also mentioned in the same letter, would have
been less easy to remedy.

Possibly water was being soaked up the walls

through capillary action, and so Alberti would have had three main options:
ei ther to lower the water-table; render the lower walls impervious; or to
raise the ground-floor to a higher level than originally planned.

The

water-table could be lowered by improved drainage, but the proximity of a
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seasonally fluctuating river prone to flooding could not inspire confidence
for the long-term survival of stucco and wall frescoes.

27

It is hard to

imagine how the lower walls could have been made impervious without the
aid of more refined technology than was available to Alberti.

And, since

the wa11s were probably to their fu11-height, it would have been far too
difficult, for example, to insert a layer of impermeable material, such as
slate, through their entire thickness.

Consequently, it would appear that

Alberti had no other choice but to make a dramatic alteration to his
original proposal and so prevent the building from becoming a premature
ruin.
If the first couple of metres of the lower wa11s were affected by
water and damp, clearly Alberti would need to raise the ground-floor to
just above that level. , But the ground-floor of the original design may
have been raised only a few steps above the surrounding ground level, and
so a large void would have been left to be filled.

In-filling with rubble

would have required tons of material, which would sti11 not prevent moisture from being drawn upwards.

Alternatively, a basement or 'crypt' would

raise the floor efficiently and effectively, and windows cut into the
'crypt' walls, apart from lighting the space, would provide a through
ventilation which would help to dry-out the lower walls, leaving the
'upper' church damp-free.

28

Alberti would have been well aware of the

antique precedent for such a space, and it would have no doubt occurred
to him that the 'crypt' could have a liturgical use.
This hypothesis for the late inclusion of the 'crypt' appears to be
borne out when the original 'ideal' measurements of the church, recorded
by Labacco, are compared with survey measurements of the existing building.

Lamoureux noticed that Labacco's vertical dimensions correspond to

a datum a few steps above the existing crypt floor of the church, and he
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concluded that this datum was to have been the original floor height
(fig. 13).

Only the height of the three tribunes does not correspond

'
" 1 d atum. 29
to t h 1S,
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As I have mentioned already, Lamoureux concluded that the crypt was
added to the original design during the first few months of construction.
But this leaves an important question unanswered:

if the crypt was con-

ceived of, and built, so early on, surely Alberti could have left the
original 'ideal' proportions intact and simply seated the original design
on top of the crypt?

Perhaps the decision to incorporate a crypt was

forced on Alberti some two years later, when the side chapels were mostly
vaulted and the walls were up to roof height, because then Alberti would
have had to face the prospect of either destroying nearly two years of
site work (including the demolition of the chapel vaults) or of avoiding
demolition by compromising the original proportions.

It would appear he

chose the latter as, then, new building could be limited to the crypt
piers and vaults, and the only alteration to the completed fabric was to
heighten the three tribunes so as to maintain a sense of harmony amongst
the internal proportions.
Further evidence that the original floor of the church was to have
been lower than at present is implied by Gianpietro de Figino' s concern,
expressed in his letter two months after the foundations were dug, that a
height just above ground-level be accomplished quickly and accurately;
that is, the ground floor level of the church should be reached. 30

For

example, a parallel may be drawn with Sant'Andrea where, during the early
stages of construction, Ludovico Gonzaga instructed Fancelli to raise the
walls to a height of 3 Braccia in order lise vedesse mol to bene come
dovesse andare":

a height of about 1.4 metres, which coincides with the

l29

present ground floor of Sant'Andrea.

31

This height of 3 Braccia is also

the approximate distance between San Sebastiano's current crypt floor
(i.e. the original ground-level of the site) and the datum used by
Labacco to describe all the height dimensions (fig. 13).

It is likely,

therefore, that Gianpietro was concerned with reaching the ground floor of
the church in the first two months, which would explain why he was already
tackling the problem of the stairs "nello testa dello porticho", and the
. ,,32
d oors "allantlqa

the only doors in the antique style are those of the

'upper' church (fig. 14).

Presumably the doors which Gianpietro mentioned

are the ones on the present crypt facade.

Perhaps to reduce their visual

impact, their formerly square heads were made arched and in the process
were narrowed:

hence in 1470 the discussion concerning "el minuire quelli

pl. 1 astrl. d e 1 por t'lCO ... ,,33
I would suggest, then, that San Sebastiano' s crypt was an improvised,
but nonetheless brilliant

expedient quite independent of Alberti's

original conception for the church.

Had the crypt been conside r ed to be

essential before construction work was so advanced, it is tempting to
suggest that Alberti would have designed a more spacious crypt, less
cluttered by piers, with the emphasis on wider vaults with fewer piers,
so the space could be better utilised.

But with the constraints of main-

taining reasonable proportions within a limited headroom, Alberti had
little room for manoeuvre. 34
The late decision to build the crypt, and the consequent unplannedfor burden which would have been imposed on the proj ect' s resources (in
particular, the depletion of the calculated stock-pile of bricks, mortar,
tiles, etc.) may explain why the cupola was never built.

Because of the

damage to the lower walls, the crypt would have had priority over the
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proposed cupola, and Giovanni Antonio di Arezzo's skills may have been
employed between January and August 1463 for the construction of the crypt
vaults, and not the cupola as Calzona suggested.

Although some of the

20 ,000 roof tiles would be needed to protect the newly constructed chapel
vaults, the work on the crypt would also need protection.

A roof over the

main space of the church may have been decided on as a temporary measure
whilst funds for more bricks were raised, and the building of the cupola
postponed.

However, the delay this action caused, coupled with Ludovico's

commitment to other building projects and the lack of urgency for a cupola
at San Sebastiano (since the church had a 'temporary' covering), may have
contributed directly to the current impoverished state of the church.

The

'temporary' roof became a permanent feature, and this was renewed at the
end of the fifteenth century when a quadripartite vault was built to embellish the church's central space.

35

The full impact of Alberti's revised proposals of 1462 may not have
been appreciated by Ludovico until a year later, when he was in receipt
of a "modello" sent by Alberti from Florence. 36

Ludovico urged Alberti

to return to Mantua "perche prima procedessimo piu altra a questa nostra
fabrica de S. Sebastiano voressemo pur intender bene il parere vostro ... ",
suggesting that either the "modello" was not well received or was not as
informative as Alberti had hoped.

The lack of reference to a crypt,

either in this letter of 27 July 1463, or at any other time during the
church's construction, may indicate that it was never intended as a useable space.

Indeed, the first mention of it was not until 1488 when i t

was called the "detto sotteraneo"; a rather loose title for the space, as
though it was merely part of the foundations and not considered to have
·
. 1 va 1ue. 37
proper 1lturglca
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The "madello" that Alberti sent to Ludovico may have been to guide
Giovanni Antonio when constructing the crypt, but it is unlikely it was
for the construction of the cupola, as Cal zona suggested.

38

Possibly it

was intended to clarify the effect of the crypt on the cross-section of
the church and the problems which it posed for the facade design.
The facade of San Sebastiano is at present brick coated with intonaco;
the "allantiqa" doors are detailed in stone, as is the internal cornice of
the portico vault.

At Sant'Andrea the pedestals and capitals are also in

stone, but these details are absent from San Sebastiano's facade. 39
Correspondence up to the end of 1463 deals mainly with walling and the
materials associated with it.

After 1463, correspondence deals mainly

with the quarrying and placement of stone.

By the close of 1466, work

was being done "allchornicie che va alIa porta della volta del porticho ... ",
which was the last progress report for four years.

40

Between 1463 and 1470, Alberti appears to have had Ii ttle invol vement with San Sebastiano.

Ludovico tried to entice Alberti in 1464 to

return to Mantua "per veder con lochio quanto e facto che non credemo vi
· d"lsplacer. ,,41
de b la

four years later.

42

He delayed his return until 1465.

His next visit was

Either the type of work in progress did not require

his presence, or work was progressing slowly because Ludovico was now more
involved with other projects, like his palace at Saviola. 43

In 1470

there were signs of renewed activity at San Sebastiano in the wake of
Alberti's return.
Alberti may have been prompted to return through self-interest.

He

heard from Fancelli that Ludovico was now in a position to undertake the
rebuilding of Sant'Andrea, and he decided to submit a proposal which was
sent to Ludovico on 20/21 October 1470.

44

Earlier that month, Fancelli
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had written to Ludovico concerning Alberti's decision to alter the "pilastri
del portico" of San Sebastiano, and Alberti sent Ludovico other information
.
re 1 at1ng

t

0

1. t . 45

This information has been lost, but it was probably only

descriptive and of a general kind, because at the end of November Ludovico
asked Alberti to send Fancelli "quelle misure et modi di 1 avo rare" of the
portico.

So that Alberti should not delay, Ludovico made it clear fIche nel

vero havemo gran desiderio si attenda a formare esso portico in anti se facia
altro."

46

It is impossible to tell from these and later documents what form

Alberti's proposals for the portico were to take, but work did continue on
the building and it was in a condition suitable for the celebration of San
Sebastiano's feast day, two years later, when the building was made resplen. h decorat1on.
.
47
dent W1t

That Alberti dealt with the facade in 1470, ten

years after work began on the project, should not necessarily be considered
unusual or an indication of Alberti's lack of commitment.

Comparison may

be made to Santa Maria delle Carceri again, where documents are more
complete:

there the first two years were concerned with walling and vault-

ing, and the next six years were largely concerned with stone detailing;
and it was not until the ninth year that Giuliano da Sangallo built a
model of the facade.

48

Fancelli finally left the project in 1479, a year after Ludovico
Gonzaga's death.

It is not certain whether he left because his work

there was finished, or whether it was considered more appropriate that his
time be fully devoted to Sant'Andrea.
was written on 25 May 1479.

His last report on San Sebastiano

He informed the new Marquis, Federico Gonzaga,

that "In questa sera abiamo tirato su tute due Ie chornici grandi del
porticho di Santo Sebastiano ... "

Wi ttkower thought these two large

cornices were the two halves of the present entablature; however, they
are not made of stone but from small bricks and would not require 'hauling
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up' (Figs. 19 and 20).49

Also, Lamoureux noticed that no stone is used

on the portico higher than the lintels of the central 'upper' church
doors, which coincides with the springing-point of the portico vault.
This could mean that when Fancelli left the project the portico was only
half completed, and it would have remained that way for some time. 50
Twenty years later, in 1499, Pelligrino Ardizzoni was contracted to
build the "croceria", or central quadripartite valult, and generally to
get the building in order.

5l

Repairs had been ordered eleven years

earlier because the church was dilapidated and in danger of falling into
ruin:

the 'temporary' roof and incomplete portico were possibly the main

areas for concern.

52

The portico had been worked on by Fancelli, but if

the full height of the portico had not been reached in his time, the
vault may well have been left unprotected and soon would have suffered
weather damage.

Perhaps amongst Ardizzoni's duties were repairs to the

portico vault, the building of the elegant stair loggia to one side of
the facade, and even the completion of the facade itself.

53

Alberti's

1470 design may still have been available for him and influenced his
'completion' work; though, as Wi ttkower observed, "an unusually heavy
entablature rests on unusually thin pilasters", suggesting that Ardizzoni
may not have been entirely sure of what he was doing. 54

However, it can-

not be ruled out that the facade work was rushed through by Fancelli in order
that the church might have an air of finish about it by the time he left
the project

55

; certainly the dimensions of the facade suggest it follows

,.
.
56
.,
Alb ertl s general lntentlons.
Whoever completed the upper part of the facade, definite economies
were made.

No capital s were 'c arved or moul ded, and the pil as ters were

not provided with either a plinth or base (which would improve their
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Whoever completed the upper part of the facade, definite economies
were made.

No capitals were ·c arved or moulded, and the pilasters were

not provided with either a plinth or base (which would improve their
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proportions), though these details may have been suggested, more cheaply,
by applying frescoes to the wall surface but which may have since faded
away.
It appears from Labacco's sketch of San Sebastiano that the side
chapels in Alberti's original design were to be Ii t by thermal windows
(fig. 11).

For reasons of symmetry, it may be expected that the entrance

'chapel' would have been lit like the three other chapels.

57

Originally,

perhaps the height of the chapel facades was the same as the lower pediment indicated in Labacco's elevational sketch, but the late incorporation of the crypt meant that these facades, and the main facade, had to be
. d . 58
ra1se

If the main facade was to retain its original proportions and

appearance, then an immediate consequence of its new higher position
would be the obstruction of the thermal window over the entrance by the
pediment.

As a large thermal window above the entrance facade would have

now proved to have been impractical, a smaller and narrower window was an
al ternative since this could be incorporated \'Jithin the facade design:
framed by the split-entablature.

However, this window may not have been

on the outer wall of the facade until the upper portico was planned.
Before then, the window may have been recessed and have directly lit the
entrance 'chapel':

thus the split-entablature resembled the porch and

'umbrellone' of Sant'Andrea combined. 59

If this reconstruction is accu-

rate, possibly the other chapel windows were altered to match the
entrance one.

Santa Maria delle Carceri has similar windows, and

D'Agincourt's pre-'restoration' etching of San Sebastiano indicates this
type of window, though perhaps the serliana frame was a later frill (fig.
15) .60

To conclude, these windolVs and the spli t-entablature may be taken

as being part of Alberti's design revisions of 1470.
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The plan is the least changed part of the Labacco sketch.

Other

than the two additional 'door' openings in the facade, the additional
stair loggia and two small chambers off the entrance 'chapel', the
general form and plan dimensions of the existing church deviate little
from that drawn by Labacco (figs. 11 and 12).

Only the 11 Braccia depth

of the existing side chapels, which Labacco records as 12 Braccia deep,
.
.
61
requlres
some exp 1 anatlon.

Calzona suggested the discrepancy resulted

because the end walls of the chapels were reinforced with additional
layers of bricks on the inside:

work which may have been carried out in

1463 when the walls were being repaired, or as late as 1499 by Ardizzoni.
If so, the corner walls of the central space were probably thickened at
.

t h e same tlme.
in Chapter 1.

62

However, there may be other reasons, as I have suggested
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APPENDI X II I
A CHECK-LIST OF LETTERS WHICH DIRECTLY RELATE TO THE BUILDING
OF SAN SEBASTIANO BETWEEN 1460-1479

Cal zona
* Doc + page

Lamoureux
Doc + page

From

To

1460
22 February
27 February
31 March

* 40
* 41

II

167

Ludovico

Alberti

218

III

167

Alberti

Ludovico

218

IV

168

Fancelli

Ludovico

V

169

Ludovico

Fancelli

1 April
12 May

* 42

219

VI

170

Ludovico

Alberti

15 May

* 43
* 44
* 45

219

VII

170

Gianpietro

Ludovico

220

VIII

171

Ludovico

Gianpietro

220

X

173

Gianpietro

Ludovico

XI

174

Ludovico

Alberti

XII

175

Giov.An . Ar.

Ludovico

Lud.de A1g.

Ludovico

20 May
27 May
23 June
7 August
18 August

46

221

1461
28 January

XIII

175

Ludovico

Fancelli

12 February

XIV

175

Ludovico

Alberti

221

XV

176

Giov.An.Ar.

Ludovico

222

XVI

177

Giov.An.Ar

Ludovico

21 May

* 47
* 48
* 49

223

Giov.de Pd.

Ludovico

28 May

* 50

223

A1b.Pavesi

Ludovico

Ant.da Ric.

Ludovico

16 May
19 May

1462
23 May
27 December

XVIII 179

XIX
179
Ludovico
Fancelli
*
(This letter erroneously dated 27 September 1463 by Cal zona: his doc.
58, page 225)
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1463
24 January

* 51

223

27 July

* 52

223

21 August

* 53

224

27 August

* 54

224

31 August

* 55

10 September

XX

180

Giov.An.Ar

Ludovico

Ludovico

Alberti

181

Giov.An.Ar

Ludovico

182

Fancelli

Ludovico

225

Ludovico

Giov. de Pad.

* 57

225

A1b.Pavesi

Ludovico

16 November

* 60

226

183

Giov.An.Ar

Ludovico

22 November

*

183

Giov.An.Ar

Ludovico

14 December

* 61

227

185

Giov.An.Ar

Ludovico

26 January

* 63

228

Giov.An.Ar.

Ludovico

31 January

62

227

Ludovico

Fancelli

15 March

* 64

228

186

Giov. An. Ar.

Ludovico

30 March

*

186

And.da Grad.

Ludovico

31 March

* 65

228

Ludovico

Giov. An. Ar.

7 April

* 66

229

Ludovico

Fancelli

* 67

229

Ludovico

Giov. de Pad.

5 June

* 68

230

Fance1li

Ludovico

13 June

* 69

230

Ludovico

A1b.Pavesi

13 June

* 70

231

A1b.Pavesi

Ludovico

13 October

* 73

232

Ludovico

Alberti

XXI
XXII

XXIII
XXIV
XXV

1464

24 May

2 December
22 December

XXVI
XXVII

XXVIII 187

188

Fance11i

Ludovico

233

XXIX
XXX

189

Ludovico

Fance11i

190

Ludovico

Pope

* 76

233

XXXI
XXXII

190

Ludovico

Card. Franc.

*

* 74

1465
1 January
5 January
12 January

*

77

234

Ludovico

Fance1li

13 May

* 80

235

Jer.de Cerro

Ludovico

28 September

* 81

235

XXXIII 191

Fancelli

Ludovico

* 82

236

XXXIV

Fancelli

Ludovico

1466
12 December

192

q

138

1467
1468
Giov.de Rip.

Ludovico

236

Ludovico

Giov.de Rip.

* 84

237

Ludovico

Giov.An.Ar.

* 85

237

Carl de Agn.

Ludovico

Alberti

Ludovico

14 March

*

30 April

* 83

12 May
8 June

XXXV

192

1469
XXXVI

19 February

193

5 April

* 86

237

Ludovico

Giov. de Rip.

4 September

* 87

237

Ludovico

Fancelli

16 September

88

238

Ludovico

Fancelli

7 November

* 89

238

Ludovico

Petrofilippo

7 November

* 90

238

Ludovico

Giov. de Rip.

? November

* 91

239

Ludovico

Petrofi1ippo

5 May

* 92

239

Ludovico

?

3 July

* 93

239

Ludovico

Fancelli

7 July

* 94

239

Ludovico

Fance1li

2 August

* 95

240

Ludovico

Vic. Burgi F.

3 August

* 96

240

Ludovico

Pet ro fi 1 i ppo

23 August

* 97

240

Ludovico

Fance1li

23 September

* 98

241

Ludovico

Fancelli

2 October

*100

241

Ludovico

Fancelli

13 October

101

241

XXXVII 194

Ludovico

Fance1li

19 October

102

242

XXXVIII 194

Ludovico

Fancelli

25 November

*104

242

XLII

196

Ludovico

Alberti

XLV

198

Fancelli

Ludovico

XLVI

199

Fancelli

Ludovico

1470

1471
1472
14 January
4 August

*
*105

243
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1473
16/26 March

*106

243

26 November

*107

20 August
14 December

Card. Franc.

Ludovico

244

Ludovico

Giov.de Pad.

*108

244

Ludovico

Fancell i

*109

244

Ludovico

Fancelli

24 June

*110

245

XLVIII 200

Fance11i

Ludovico

28 June

*111

245

XLIX

Ludovico

Fance11i

*113

246

Ludovico

Fancelli

22 February

*114

246

18 December?

*

XLVII

199

1474

1475

201

1476
23 August
1477
L

201

Fance11i

Ludovico

LI

202

Ludovico

Fance11i

LII

203

Fance11i

Ludovico

Ludovico

Fance11i

1478
7 March/May 17 *115

247

25 May

*116

247

26 May

*117

248

LIlI

203

Ludovico

Fance11i

27 May

*118

248

LIV

204

Fance11i

Ludovico

30 May

*119

248

LV

204

Fancelli

Ludovico

19 August

*120

248

LVI

205

Fran.de Ang.

Ludovico

LVII

206

Ludovico

Fancelli

LVIII

206

Fancelli

Ludovico

13 November
1479
25 May

*121

249

* Documents containing a direct reference to San Sebastiano.
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APPENDIX IV
THE TRIBUNE OF THE SS. ANNUNZIATA IN FLORENCE

The three most valuable studies concerning the early history of the
tribune of the Annunziata are by Dr. Susan Lang, Dr. Beverly Brown and
Padre Eugenio Casalini. 1 Their researches have greatly clarified the
events surrounding the building of the tribune and the characteristics of
the design itself.

However, due to the sparsity of clear documentary evi-

dence, many of their conclusions are conjectural and, unfortunately, their
views regarding important details of the tribune's history and design are
frequently at odds.

Their respective views may be summarised as follows.

From the available fifteenth century survey documents, Dr. Lang
found sufficient evidence to suggest that two separate designs for the
tribune are incorporated in the building now standing.

The first was by

Michelozzo and the second, some years later, was by Alberti.

Lang believed

that the first design was far more complex in arrangement than the later
single-vaulted space designed and supervised by Alberti.
Dr. Beverly Brown, in her doctoral thesis, had an opportunity to
analyse the building history more comprehensively than Lang and, whilst
supporting many of Lang's conclusions, Brown reverted to the more generally
held opinion that Alberti's contribution to the project was small and towards the end of the construction period, and that only one basic design,
by Michelozzo, ever existed.

2

Padre Eugenio Casalini of the Convent of the SS. Annunziata, has sole
access to the original documents concerning the building of the tribune,
and scholars have had to rely on the extracts of text which he has

l'
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published.

Casalini believes that the material at his disposal supports

Lang's reconstruction and hypothesis, and he has been able to expand her
general argument.

Brown was denied access to these documents and so was

unable to frame her arguments as fully as she may have hoped.

3

But, even

after the publication of extracts of the new documents by Casalini, Brown
chose to refute Casalini's conclusions.

4

Clearly, their arguments need

to be reviewed.
According to Lang, the main difference between the tribune which
Michelozzo started and Alberti completed were a "ring of columns", built
by Michelozzo, which formed a central choir within the tribune "to carry
a dome and surrounded by an ambul atory to give access to the exedrae ... "
or radiating perimeter chapels.

5

Lang demonstrated that Michelozzo was

replaced by Antonio Manetti, as project architect, in about 1455.

Manetti

supervised the building of a revised design having a larger cupola than
had been planned originally, which was the full width of the tondo, or
interior space of the tribune.

Lang suggested that Alberti, the archi-

tect of the recently proposed domed tribune for the Malatesta in Rimini

(c. 1450), was probably behind the new design for the Annunziata tribune.
Manetti's premature death, in November 1460, only six months after he had
begun to implement the alterations, led to a delay which was protracted
further by a series of disputes which resulted in a complete cessation
of building work for almost a decade.

Finally, and not long before his

own death, Alberti took personal charge of the site work and the tribune
was put on course for completion.
Lang's evidence for two different Annunziata tribune projects comes
from detailed descriptions of the structure made in two surveys in 1453
and 1455.

6

Since the project these surveys referred to no longer exists,
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their content has become difficult to interpret and an interpretation is
reliant on a reconstruction of Michelozzo's first project.

Brown was un-

able to support Lang's thesis primarily because she believed Lang's reconstruction was incorrect.

In particular, Brown was critical of Lang's

reconstruction of eight "pilastri" forming the central choir, as a "ring
of columns", and which were referred to in the 1455 survey (according to
the transcription Lang used) as soon to be demolished (fig. 28).7

Brown

preferred Ludwig Heydenreich' s interpretation that the "pilastri" were
not columns around a central choir but the piers around the perimeter of
the present tondo which had to be dismantled prior to being reinforced
so that the proposed cupola could be adequately supported.
has offered a variation on this interpretation.

8

Dr. Bulman

He suggested the

"pilastri" were pietra s erena pilasters articulating the perimeter piers:
their removal facilitated access to the pier foundations, again for the
purpose of reinforcement. 9
In order that "pilastri" might be interpreted as piers, Brown
attempted to define the word by reference to fifteenth century usage.
She concluded that it probably meant 'piers' in the context of the
tribune, that is, those piers between the exedrae and not free-standing
columns around a central choir as Lang proposed.

However, Brown did

concede that a central enclosure - a choir - was built within the tondo
but that this was articulated by "colonne grandi" (which were also
mentioned in the documents) not "pilastri".

Brown suggested that these

"colonne grandi" were ornamental and had no structural function, and were
seated on a low wall enclosing the choir.

lO

Casalini's revelation of part

of the previously unpublished text, which Brown was unable to see until
her thesis was concluded, does not lend much support to her particular
interpretation.
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t h e c hOlr.
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The relevant text is the introduction to the 1453 survey, and it
contains a more detailed des cription of these controversial "pilastri".
They are described as "otto pilastri intorno al coro, grosso l' uno
braccia

l,~

per ogni verso; alti l'uno braccia

otto, braccia 220 ,~ ... 11

l2,~

che montano, quegli

This indicates that the "pilastri" are square

in section and are about 87.5 cms wide.

That these are the same "pilastri"

as those reported in 1455 as soon to be demolished is evident from the
precise reference to their combined volume of
made in that later survey:

"220,~

braccia", which was

"Somma tutte Ie braccia degli otto

pilastri che sono intorno al coro, e quali sCi h)anno a disfare, montano
braccia quadre in tutto
s(oldi) 5.,,12

220,~:

per s(oldi) 10 il braccio, il 110 e

Furthermore, Casalini's text makes it clear that there

were more than eight pilasters around the choir.

An additional two,

taller and wider than the other eight, were attached to the parallel
walls of the former capella maggiore which intruded into the choir enclosure and which established the narrow visual and physical link between
the choir and nave.

13

The central enclosure was composed, therefore, of

a total of ten pilasters (fig. 28).
Despi te the seemingly unequivocal nature of this evidence, Brown
expressed scepticism:

before accepting Casalini's transcription she

believed it should be checked independently against the original; and
even if accurate his "reconstruction seems implausible for a number of
reasons".

14

Firstly, she maintained "it is quite clear that the removal

of the eight pilastri referred to a portion of the piers between the
chapels and not the free-standing columns of the choir" because, as she
reconstructed the tribune design, "the piers, pilasters and columns were
three distinct architectural units employed in three distinct places.
The piers (pilastri) were to support the dome and were adorned by pietra
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serena pilasters (colonn e ).

Under the dome was a choir surrounded by a

(low) wall supporting free-standing columns (colonn e gY'andi) . ,)5

Despite

the linking reference to the volume of the eight "pilastri" in the 1453
and 1455 surveys as

'220,~

braccia', Brown remained insistent this meant

that the outer piers were to be reduced by

'220,~

braccia', and (follow-

ing Heydenreich's explanation) that they were then to be reinforced to
redress an initial miscalculation by Michelozzo of the foundation size
. d . 16
requlre

Furthermore, Brown was critical of Casalini's reconstruction

because it seemed doubtful to her that a vaulted ambulatory between a
choir and outer exedrae was feasible considering (an apparent) disparity
in height between the

l2~

Braccia high "pilastri" (pilasters) around the

choir and the exedrae, or, indeed, whether these "relatively slim
pillars" could support a dome and ambulatory vault.
As neither Lang nor Casalini have responded to these criticisms, I
have some observations to make.

Brown estimated the height of the wall

1 BraCCla,
.
b ecause f rom t h e two surveys t h e wall f oun d atlons
.
as 36
are 74

Braccia long (the perimeter length), and the wall ~ Braccia wide with a
volume of l57t Braccia (cubic) .1S

However, if the wall was placed

centrally on the foundations its perimeter length would have been about
6S~

Braccia, and the wall, allowing for the volume of the ten "pilastri"

(a linear length of

l5~

Braccia), would have been higher than if the wall

were continuous and unarticulated, that is, 4

Braccia high, not 3Z.

l9

However, there is a strong possibility this wall was not low and solid,
as Brown has assumed, but much higher and pierced.
Since 'the "pilastri" around the choir were
section

l~

Braccia square in

it is unlikely they were free-standing elements.

Pilasters,
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unlike free-standing columns, are usually used to articulate a wall
surface or wall opening.

Consider, for example, Brunelleschi's use of

the orders at the Pazzi Chapel, or Alberti's with the original articulation of the Rucellai Chapel (figs. 99 and 100) .20

Perhaps a more

salient example is Alberti's semi-circular apse for San Martino at
Gangalandi, which is articulated by six pietra serena pilasters supporting a cornice and apse which, in effect, may closely resemble the choir
Michelozzo was building in the Annunziata:

both would have had the

same number of pilasters to the semi-circle (fig. 101).21

Furthermore,

the walls of Alberti's San Martino apse were planned to be pierced by
windows (perhaps as those of the Pazzi Chapel are pierced), an arrangement which would have suited the Annunziata choir since then more light
would have entered the space.

22

A built example of this arrangement is

to be found at Santa Zaccaria in Venice which has radiating exedrae
pierced by windows, as well as a perforated screen around the main
altar articulated by classical orders (figs. 30, 31 and 32) .23
As to Brown's criticism that the choir and tondo would be incompatible for aesthetic and structural reasons (because

l~

Braccia square

pilasters would be too slim), reference need only be made to similar
architectural systems employed at San Lorenzo and Santo Spirito in
Florence.

Here, naves are flanked by free-standing circular columns

linked to the outer walls by vaUlted ambulatories.
leschi's churches have a uniform diameter of

l~

Columns in Brunel-

Braccia - the width of

the Annunziata choir square "pilastri" - and, at Santo Spirito, they
are linked to semi-circular exedrae by a vaulted ambulatory; an
arrangement which clearly ha$ proven structural stability.24
The "pilastri" of the Annunziata choir were reportedly l2la Braccia
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high when it was decided to dismantle them.
their proposed completed height:
are about

l5~

This may not have been

San Lorenzo's

l~

Braccia wide columns

Braccia high, which is about the same height as the vaulted

exedrae around the Annunziata tribune.

25

Alternatively, the pilasters

may have been planned with an entablature or superimposed arches above
which would have increased their height such that the inner and outer
walls of the ambulatory were compatible (fig. 34).26
It would appear, contrary to Brown's thesis, that the decision to
dismantle the central "pilastri" in 1455, and to reinforce the outer
piers (a task largely completed by Manetti during a six-month building
campaign in 1460), resulted from a major rethink of the whole of the
tribune's design and not just the form of the central choir (figs. 33 and
35).

Why the design was changed is a mystery:

it meant delaying the com-

pletion of the tribune, additional cost, and greater technical difficulty
since it would be the second largest cupola that century in Italy.

27

Lang

suggested that Alberti directly influenced the design revision when his
patron, Ludovico Gonzaga, was made the tribune's prime benefactor, Alberti
replacing the Medici's architect, Michelozzo.
refute this.

28

Both Brown and Casalini

Brown believed Michelozzo was dismissed for incompetence ,

and that Manetti, who made a wood model of Michelozzo's design in 1447
and was an expert in the construction of cupolas, was brought in as an
obvious substitute, especially as future architectural problems were expected to be more of a technical than aesthetic nature.

29

Casalini had

a far simpler explanation for Michelozzo's absence from the project after
1455.

Following the building halt of that year, Michelozzo had become

committed to other projects outside of Florence:

he had made the

required design revisions but was not in a position to execute them
.
d . 30
persona 11 y, an d so Manettl· was apPolnte

Casalini did not place the
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emphasis on the Gonzaga for the design change but the growing authority
of the Servites, fostered, in particular, by their religious leader Fra
Mariano Salvini who, in 1456, was consecrated Bishop of Cortona.

3l

I

find none of these arguments totally convincing, yet each author has
emphasized or clarified important aspects which, reappraised, suggest a
fuller explanation of the 1455 design revision.
It is unlikely the Servites would have prompted the revision.

Any

such action would have jeapordised the completion of their new tribune
and choir, as well as the favour of their benefactors as work paid for
was destroyed.

In any case, the first design by Michelozzo probably met

their requirements functionally and iconographically.

In the introduction

to the 1453 building survey, it was recorded that "Ie capelle con la
tribuna ... siano ad onore - della Vergine Maria ... ,,32

The full title of

the Servites was the "servi di Santa Maria". 33

The Order's dedication

to the Virgin and their decision to build a

tribune in honour of Her

new

may have suggested to Michelozzo the appropriateness of a rotund building:
though this was not a design prejudice generally shared or appreciated by
later critics. 34

It is unlikely Ludovico Gonzaga would have been satis-

fied with the first design.
Ludovico's father, Gianfresco Gonzaga, left 200 ducats for the
church of the SS. Annunziata in his will:

his instructions were not

specific though it was clear the "fabrica" in general should benefit. 35
This act of generosity alone did not prompt the rebuilding of the choir.
Gianfresco also endowed other Italian churches in his will, as well as
some in the Holy Land, and his contribution to the Annunziata was just
one of many this important Florentine pilgrimage church could hope to
receive, especially as papal indulgencies were attached to any donations
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made there.

36

That Gianfresco's death coincided with the year the tribune's

foundation stone was laid has no particular significance:
that day had been in progress for several years already. 37

preparations for
Indeed, the

original tribune design was more likely inspired by the Medici than the
Gonzaga; the Gonzaga did not become connected with the project formally
until five years after construction started, in 1449.

In that year the

fabrica had need of Gianfresco's, still unpaid, bequest, so Cosimo de'Medici,

realizing that any pressure brought to bear on the Gonzaga would be futile,
personally requested Ludovico to playa major part in the enterprise, perhaps with the inducement, which emerged as a Gonzaga claim twenty-one years
later ,that Ludovico could become the tribune's official patron.

38

With

these rights promised to him and his fuller financial involvement requested,
it would have been quite natural if some of Ludovico's own design preferences, or those of his chosen advisors, began to supercede and were seen
to surpass those already being implemented according to a design not originally sanctioned by him.
It was important for the glory of the Gonzaga name that the tribune
reflected, in as conspicuous a manner as possible, the extent of their benefaction and involvement.

In this respect Michelozzo's first design failed.

Al though the tribune was 1 arge, from inside the church its impact would
have been minimal:

there would have been a weak visual link between the

choir and its encircling ambulatory; the short length of passage between
the nave and the choir meant that virtually nothing of the tribune's interior would be appreciated from the nave (fig. 28).

To be succinct, the

design would not have enhanced the reputation of the prestige-seeking
foreign patron.
Some idea of the revised design, made between 1453 and 1455, probably
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by Michelozzo, can be deduced from the drawing of the Annunziata in the
Codex Rustici (fig. 29; drawn c. 1457).

39

Of course, the accuracy of the

drawing is difficult to ascertain, since the structure would have been no
higher than the vaults of the radiating chapels, and its artist would have
had to rely on descriptions.

However, the aerial view of the tribune is

well detailed, which suggests the artist was confident what to depict.
For example, the outer facets of the tondo are indicated and they extend
over the cupola as ribs; the cupola is shown to be the fU1l-width of the
tondo (suggesting that this is the second design) and it has a lantern;

I

a slit-window lights the only protruding chapel visible - a combination

11

of curved wa1l and thin window reca1ling Brune1leschi' s Santo Spirito
design.

A cornice is indicated between the top of the vaulted exedra

and the base of the cupola, but no drum is shown:

this would limit the

tribune's width-to-height ratio to about 1:1 and, consequently, the second
design would have had a similar height to the first.

40

Outwardly, Michel-

ozzo's revised design appears to resemble Alberti's earlier project for
the tribune of the Tempio Malatestiano in Rimini, which is known only from
the foundation medal struck by Matteo de'Pasti in 1450 (cf. figs. 23, 29
and 34).

It may be no coincidence that one year earlier, in 1449, Ludovico

Od uce d
Oh
°
Gonzaga was ln
to patronls~
t e Annunzlata
trl°b une. 41
The Malatesta project and Michelozzo's revised design were similar
in that the plans of the two tribunes would have had close to the same
outer diameter, both were 'round' and each were to be capped by ribbed
cupolas.

Whilst, as far as can be told from the surviving records,

Alberti had no direct influence on the Annunziata tribune in these years,
Antonio Manetti was certainly familiar with Alberti's Malatesta tribune
design of around 1454, about the same time as Michelozzo's design revisions, which makes an indirect contribution by Alberti seem highly probable.

42
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By the time Alberti was appointed to the project in 1470, all that
Manetti had accomplished of Michelozzo's revised design was that the
central ring of pilasters (and wall?) had been dismantled, and the foundations between the chapels enlarged to carry piers, though only six of
the eight piers were finished before Manetti's death in November 1460.

43

.

The height of the entire edifice may have been no higher than the springingpoint of Michelozzo's proposed cupola:

about 20 Braccia (11.67 metres).44

Alberti's contribution to the tribune appears to have been concerned primarily with the height of the cupola, the rotundity of the space, and its
'.

formal and visual connection with the nave.
To heighten the cupola, Alberti inserted a second storey of clerestorey windows above the exedrae.

This hori zontal band of windows gives

the effect of lightening the 'weight' of the cupola internally, whilst the
lower storey was made to feel more robust by eliminating the slit-windows
from the exedrae (figs. 34 and 35).45

Externally, the tribune became a

more dominating construction in relation to the rest of the church and the
profile of the city, as can be seen from a late fifteenth century view of
Florence (e. g. fig. 25).

More immediately, the top of the tribune can be

seen from the piazza in front of the church.
Alberti improved the tribune's apparent rotundity by reversing two
chapels whi ch had formerly been facing the nave.

These were given a

semi-circular plan, and have a narrower diameter than the others because
of the limited space available.

Their reversal and narrower diameter

meant that the choir-nave link could be widened and made more imposing,
and the view into the tribune from the nave was consequently improved.
At the head of the tribune Alberti replaced a semi-circular chapel with
a square one, capped by a small cupola (fig. 33).46
only after much controversy.

47

All this was achieved
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APPENDIX V
THE 1453 AND 1455 BUILDING SURVEYS OF THE
SS. ANNUNZIATA TRIBUNE

The 1453 Survey
Scritta di Nencio di Lapo muratore delle misure del lavorio di sopra,
facte per Calandra abachista.
A nome di Dio al di 9 di giugno 1453.
(after Casalini, pp. 45-48):
Nella cappella di dietro a l'altare maggiore e prima Ie cappelle con
la tribuna e pilastri e cornici e tabernacoli e chiave e qualunque altra
cosa appartente a dette cappelle e mura, di sotterra murale sopra la
ghiaia a mano e ogni braccio di volte in tutto ...

I pilastri della

cappella maggiore come stanno ... il muro del cora d'intorno fuori dai
pilastri ... e poi ogni muro fuori del tondo misurato a dritto e con la
cordo ... e mattoni soprammattoni. .. siano ad onore della Vergine Maria e
nulla se ne dia a Maestri ... (and later on the same page) ... E piu otto
pilastri intorno al coro, grosso l'uno braccia
l'uno braccia

l2~

l~

che montano quegli otto braccia

per ogni verso, alti
220~ ...

(after Brown, Document 13, pp. 116-117):
The letters in the margin, in parentheses, relate to figure 32, below.
Fondamenti della ghiaia in suo
(A) El fondamento d'un pilastro pelle duo capelle alto br.
monta br.

10~

e perche sono 8 pilastri montano br. 84

2~

largo br. 1%
... br. 84

(B) El fondamento sotto el pilastro chon due cholone quadre tra Ie due
chapelle alto br.

2~

largo br. 4!§ grosso br.

sono 8 pilastri montana br. 102

n

monta br. In e perche
... br. 102

(C) El fondamento d'una capella dove elgiro delle mura gira in suI mezzo
11
5
1
br. 19 alto br. 1"3 grosso br. In in tutto br. 48§- e perche sono sei
chapelle di questa misura montana

... br. 29l~

(D) El fondamento della capella magiore gira in suI muro br. 21 alto br.
1
11
2
2
1"3 grosso br. In monta br. 53j
... br. 53J
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(E) El fondamento sotto al muro dove l'ucio che va in sagrestia alto br .
2~

largo br.

2~

grosso br. 2 monta

.. . hr.

10~

10~

(F) El fondamento sotto al'uscio della chompagnia de'tedeschi lungo br.
2~

alto hr.

2~

grosso br. 2 monta br.

... br.

10~

10~

(G) El fondamento delle mura del choro girano intorno in suI mezzo del
muro br. 74 alto br.

l~

2

grosso br. 25 monta .. br. 222

Soma in tutto Ie br. del fondamento sottera dalla ghiaia in su sana
br. quadre per ogni verso br.

242~ ......

(continued by Brown, p. 116).

The 1455 Survey
A nome di Dio a di 17 gennaio 1454 (1455 by modern reckoning).
Soma tutte Ie braccia de fondamenti dalla ghiaia in su delle sette
capelle montana in tutto br. 531, monta per 6 s.d. il braccio
... lh.159 5.6
Soma tutte Ie mura delle sette capelle arcate a braccia quadre per
1
ogni verso in tutto br '. 31273 monta per s. 6 br.
. .. lb.938 5.4
Soma tutte Ie volte in tutto cholle volte delle sette capella e al tre
volte in tutto br. 4031" monta per s. 6 il br.

... lh.120 5.19 d.6

(H) Soma tutte Ie br. delle mura del choro fondamento di due uno sta in

tutto br. quadre e andante per chave churva di muro de
grossezza in tutto br. 3791" monta per s. 3 al br.

~ di br. di
... lb. 56 5.17 d.9

(H) Soma tutte Ie br. degli otto pilastri che sana intorno al choro i

quali sana (si hanno) a dis fare, montano br. quadre in tutto
montana per 5.10 il br.
(continued by Brown, pp. 116-117).

t

220~

. .. 1b.110 5.5

...
IS3

APPENDIX VI
SANT' ANDREA IN r.-lANTUA

Since the symposium on Alberti held in Munich in 1960, a
fair degree of controvers y has surrounded the form of Alberti's
1
original plan for the church of Sant'Andrea, Mantua.
This particular
controversy stems from uncertainty; the events and decisions surrounding the building are unclear, and Alberti's architectural treatise provides inadequate clues for a definitive reading of the work, and consequently the building remains something of an enigma.
However, two important documents exist which are concerned with the
fifteenth century design of Sant' Andrea; one was written by its prospective architect, Alberti, the other by its patron, Marquis Ludovico
Gonzaga.

The earlier of the two, Alberti's famous letter of October 1470

written to Ludovico, contains a description of his design as a "tempio se
nomina apud veteres Etruscum sacrum":

a sacred Etruscan temple.

2

This

description, combined with Alberti's definition of such a temple in his

De re aedificatoria, led Professor Richard Krautheimer to doubt Alberti's
authorship of the latin-cross structure now standing.

3

Instead he con-

cluded that "Alberti's original proj ect envisioned only the nave and
chapels, the former terminated presumably by an apse". 4

This opinion

gained some credence until Professor Eugene Johnson challenged it with
new documentary and 'archaeological' evidence. S Johnson's 'archaeological'
analysis has since been refuted and, consequently, his conclusion that
Alberti designed the latin-cross church is in need of reappraisal.

4

But,

first, attention needs to be drawn to Ludovico Gonzaga's letter, written
to his son, Cardinal Francesco Gonzaga, an aspect of which has been
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completely overlooked.
At the time of writing, the 2nd of January 1472, Ludovico had every
right to feel optimistic and positive about his project for a new SantI
Andrea. 7

For over ten years he had struggled to get the project off the

ground and now the way ahead looked more certain.

8

He had a new design

which, he had been assured, would be "piu capace(,) piu eterno(,) piu
degno(,) piu lieto.
different architect.

Costera molto meno" than the earlier scheme by a
7

Also, nearly all the objections to the scheme had

now evaporated and permission to demolish the fabric of the old church,
from a newly elected Pope, was all that was needed.

lO

The letter of

early 1472 was intended to expedite his son's negotiating efforts with
Pope Sixtus IV.
to the family:
the city's.

He reminded the Cardinal of the importance of the project
the new , church was necessary for their honour, as well as

Nonetheless, he was anxious his son shoutd not see the pro-

ject as a burden on the family, so he reiterated information given him,
probably by his architect:

if good progress were made, it would be com-

plete wi thin two or three years, with a 1 arge workforce and two million
bricks having been laid, it would justify itself and attract more money;
that according to the new plan (by Alberti) the project should not take
as long nor cost as much as previously had been thought, so that even he,
Ludovico, hoped to see it finished.

ll

Naturally, a short building programme would have been attractive and
prudent.

As far as Ludovico was concerned, over ten years had been ir-

retrievably lost, and he was now sixty years old and wanted to see this
ambitious project fulfilled before his death:

Francesco had stressed

the previous year that the family did not want another Milan cathedral
on its hands and Ludovico needed his support.

12

With a good design and
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careful planning, both would have been aware that a two- or three-year
building programme was a feasible proposition; after all, Pope Pius II, to
whom the Gonzagas had played host in 1459, had completed an equally ambitious project for the redevelopment of Corsignano, later renamed Pienza, in
a comparable period of time.

13

As Sant'Andrea was to be built in brick

(whereas Pius' project was of dressed stone) and a brick-kiln was to be
set up close to the site, then with a large workforce, careful planning
and a good deal of luck, Ludovico's confidence could be seen to be justi· d . 14
f Ie

Alberti certainly advocated careful planning before undertaking to build any major project.

In his architectural treatise he high-

ly commended the ancient practice of builders who made drawings, paintings
and wooden models of the proj ect in hand.
enterprise can be accurately computed.

15

From a model, the cost of the
Accordingly, to have enabled

Ludovico to make reference to the quantity of bricks required for the project, as well as to have enabled construction to start on site six months
later, detailed plans and perhaps a model would have been completed by the
end of 1471, especially considering Alberti's death in the spring of that
year.

16

From his initial thoughts on the design, his letter to Ludovico,

and perhaps the inclusion of his patron's own "fantasia", Alberti had a
period of about fourteen months in which to refine and draw the plans with
their correct proportions; not an impossible task, even considering
Alberti's predilection 'to consider and review every particular of a design
thoroughly in his mind'. 17
Of all the preparations an architect needed to make, the calculation
for the number of bricks required was an important one.

18

The size of the

proposed brick-kiln would be determined by the quantity of bricks needed
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by the masons each year in order to meet the three-year target date, and
this in turn would determine the building's cost.1

9

Indeed, Ludovico's

mention of "two million bricks" is one of the most important clues there
is to the size of the 1470-1471 design.

By substituting the architect's

drawings/models with the building itself, and then dividing the volume of
the fabric by the volume of a brick used in the building's construction,
then, with certain allowances, the number of bricks needed to build either
the latin-cross or nave-only structure can be ascertained and comparison
made.

20

From my calculations (see Appendix VII), it should be noted that the
fabric used in the latin-cross building is about double that of the naveonly structure; and more than double if the crossing of the latin-cross
had a cupola (figs. 76 ,and 77).

As brick sizes were strictly controlled,

then, assuming that Ludovico was not misled and that Alberti was not in
error, the calculations lead to an unequivocal conclusion.

The latin-

cross building is made from close to four million bricks (excluding a
possible cupola with drum, etc.), the nave-only building from about two
million.

A restoration of Alberti's design before the later latin-cross

extension was built can now be tackled with more confidence.
By about 1494, or the end of what is regarded as the first building
campaign at Sant'Andrea, twelve chapels had been consecrated and had
received dedications, the "third" part of the vaul t was being buil t or
was finished, and Mantegna had frescoed the roundel on the west portico's
tympanum, and it can be assumed Alberti's 1470-1472 design was just about
complete.

21

Hermann Vischer the Younger's drawing of the facade shows it

to have been in much the same state in 1515 as it is today, though it is
likely the walls were polychromed (fig. 72}.22

t

The condition of the east
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end of the nave is less certain, however.

With the basilica- type

structures of the early Christian era in mind, as well as Alberti's own
description of an Etruscan Temple, Krautheimer proposed that the nave of
Sant'Andrea was terminated by an apse.

23

But, if the building was largely

complete by the end of the fifteenth century, then Cesare Pedemonte's
drawing of the east end, in 1580, needs to be explained.

24

Pedemonte's carefully executed elevation shows "1 a paredana d (el) la
testada d(el)la chiesa di s(an)to Andrea", a temporary wooden screen at
the east end or "head" of the church which was in need of repair (fig.
73).

Under the screen is drawn a pedimented "capella antica difora della

chiesa in la fabrica". 25

The transept of Alberti's extended plan was the

area then "under construction"; the old chapel protruded out from the nave
into this space.

On either side of the chapel a brick wall is drawn ex-

tending as high as the chapel's cornice, but lower than the internal cornice of the nave.

There is no reason to presume the chapel is not of

brick as well; brick-courses may be absent so as to leave space for the
wri ting .

No apertures are indicated externally, so presumably the chapel

opened into the nave.
Because the chapel is referred to as "antica", Ritscher concluded,
it was a remnant of the old Sant'Andrea which had survived the demolition
of the l470's.26

Johnson queried this and justifiably so.

The chapel is

placed perfectly axially to the 'new' nave; it has a pediment and cornice
in the 'antique' style, and the apex of the pediment is the radius point
of the 'new' vault.

Pedemonte may have described the chapel as "antica"

merely to differentiate it from the new construction work then in progress,
but it seems unlikely it was 'more than a century old.

Johnson suggested

the chapel was only temporary and was built to enable the continuation of

t

..
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services during the construction of the fifteenth century building '
campaign. 27

But as a temporary church it would have been no larger than

any of the large side chapels being erected at the same time, and if the
project was to take only two or three years it was surely an unnecessary
extravagance to bui ld it and its 'temporary' side walls in brick.

More

probably it was intended to house the main altar and to be a permanent
feature of Alberti's design.
fifteenth century:

Similar "capella maggiore" were buil t in the

Alberti built one for the Annunziata tribune, and

Brunelleschi built one in the Old Sacristy, San Lorenzo (fig. 81).

In-

deed, it is characteristic of a number of Florentine churches including
San Lorenzo proper.

28

Perhaps the "paredana" was built as a 'temporary' stop-gap because
of a short-fall in building supplies.
makeshift substitute for fenestration.

Alternatively, it may have been a
An

apostolic visitor to the church

in 1575 noted that a number of window openings were unglazed and were
covered over with dirty cloth; he instructed they be glazed and the old
b
d . 29
. posItIon,
. .
g1 ass, were
h
In
e cI
eane

This large opening at the east

end of the church was unglazed perhaps because of the vast expense of such
an undertaking.

Indeed, the oculi (now lighting the west porch and side

chapels), which Alberti was so critical of elsewhere, were probably introduced in the sixteenth century to reduce the quantity of glass othenvise
necessary:

the outline of the original thermal windows is still to be

seen externally.

30

Instead of the oculus above the entrance, Alberti may have planned a
thermal window, and this was to be mirrored at the east end of the church.
This thermal window may not have been intended to be the full width of
the "paredana", but the width of the west end "umbrellone", which shades
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the interior from the strong south light.

Thus, each end of the church

would have had a pedimented structure with a thermal window above.

Simi-

lar formal arrangements can be found in some of Alberti's earlier projects.
The central portal of the Tempio Malatestiano frames a pedimented door and
above the door is what may be interpreted as a representation of a thermal
window with coloured glass and alabaster (fig. 74).31

Similarly, Labacco's

sketch of an early drawing or model of San Sebastiano shows an elevation
of a protruding side chapel which is pedimented with a thermal window above
(fig. 51).
If Alberti can be credited solely with the design of the nave-only
structure, then who designed the latin-cross extension?

The weal th of

tradition and reference contained in Alberti's design for Sant'Andrea,
although fulfilling

Lu~ovico

Gonzaga's own requirements and "fantasia",

appears to have been insufficient in itself to satisfy the aspirations of
succeeding generations of Gonzaga rulers, and, around 1530, a building
programme to extend Alberti's building was initiated.
This new building programme coincided with the rule of Federico
Gonzaga, the fifth Marquis and first Duke of Mantua. 32

Federico is rem-

embered, in particular, as a phenomenal patron of the arts.

He did more

in his twenty-one years of rule to enhance Mantua as an artistic centre
than any of his predecessors (even including his mother Isabelle d'Este)
or successors.

He had spent several of his formative childhood years in

Rome at a time of enormous artistic activity; Michelangelo was painting
the Sistine Chapel ceiling; Raphael the Stanza della Segnatura, and
Bramante was designing Pope Julius II's new St. Peter's.

As soon as he

succeeded to the title of Marquis in 1519, Federico set about attracting
some of this talent to Mantua.

t

And, after some negotiation, he successfully

4
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enticed Giulio Romano to move from Rome and settle in Mantua, in 1524.

33

Giu1io quickly became directly involved in a number of architectural
projects which, coupled with his abilities as a painter, brought him great
acclaim from as far abroad as England.

34

His work at the Palazzo del Te

and on other building projects has been remarked on before, his invo1vement at Sant'Andrea less so.

In 1536, a document referred to Giu1io as

one of three supenoY'es ... "Fabrice sancti Andre (a) e de Mantua".

35

Under

his supervision an extensive programme of decoration was carried out in
the nave chapels of Sant'Andrea, and his architectural influence there
may have been considerable. 36
In 1526, two years after Giulio's arrival in Mantua, plans to extend
Sant'Andrea appear to have been in hand.

Two houses close to the church

were leased in that year, though it was made clear to prospective tenants
that parts of the houses would be needed once construction on the church
commenced.

37

Twenty-four years later, vaulting in the north porch was

complete, as perhaps were the vaults above the transept chapels.

38

Not

long after Federico's and then Giu1io's deaths, the project came to a
.

premature conc 1 USlon.

39

The combined efforts and involvement of architect

and patron appears to have been essential to the extension's progress.
That Giulio should be credited as the architect of the extension is supported to some extent by his intimate knowledge of architectural events
in Rome, particularly those designs being drawn-up for St. Peter's.

In-

deed, just before his death at the age of 47, Giulio was invited to take
over from Antonio da Sanga110 as architect of St. Peter's.

40

He declined,

possibly because of his poor state of health, and this prestigious but
onerous responsibility went to Michelange10.

41

If Federico Gonzaga's aim was not to emulate the latest designs
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being devised for the new St. Peter's, then his decision to extend Santi
Andrea was curious.

Alberti's original design had been concerned to ful-

fill Ludovico Gonzaga's "principal intention" to provide "a great space
where many people would be able to see the Blood of Christ", a brief he
had surely fulfilled.

42

The sixteenth century extension to Alberti's

design may have been prompted by a later decision to incorporate a Gonzaga
pantheon within the fabric of a larger Sant'Andrea, a structure which
would also embellish the city with a dome.

But no documentary evidence

survives to support such a thesis, and there was no family tradition of
burial in that particular church and no such idea was forwarded until the
close of the sixteenth century, by which time the extension was well
advanced.

43

Though Alberti's role in the evolution of the building is now

more certain, it would seem likely that the debat e surrounding Sant'Andrea's
enigmatic sixteenth century latin-cross plan has not yet run its course.
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APPEND! X VII
BRICK CALCULATIONS FOR SANT'ANDREA

The volume of wall at Sant'Andrea can be calculated from available
surveys, and because the size of brick and mortar thickness is visible in
parts of the building, an estimate of the number of bricks in a given volume can be made.
brick.

However, it is unlikely the walls are composed solely of

Dr. Lamoureux observed that the internal structure of the walls

forming the unfinished bell tower at San Sebastiano was exposed and was
"constructed with double walls filled with cement and gravel".

1

This type

of wall construction was common practice and was advocated by Alberti himself.

Alberti discusses the composition of brick walls in Book III, chap-

ters 6 and 9.

The wall is composed of "two Barks or Shells", the "Middle

of the wall" is made from" filling-up or cramming".

To strengthen the

wall when using the "ordinary sort of brick-work, I find they (the ancients)
were content for Girders to make at every five foot a course of Bricks two
foot thick ... ,,2 A further example of this type of wall construction is related by Professor Goldthwaite:

a purveyor (a type of manager in charge of

a large building workshop) for the new sacristy at San Lorenzo, Florence,
carefully scrutinised every part of the building work:

"I want to see

everything with my own eyes", instructed the purveyor, "in order that the
wallers do not use bricks where they could use rubble. ,,3

Although the precise ratio of bri ck and rubble in a volume of wall is
difficult to calculate, the amount of rubble is unlikely to exceed onethird of a wall's volume, for reasons of structural soundness.
the calculation, it is clearly essential to have a value for pi.
probably us e d

722

or 3

1

7

When making
Alberti

(3 . 1428) whi ch he referre d to in his Ludi Matematici

(Alberti, OpuscoZi MoroZi, 1568, p. 239), and this will be used in the

'

4
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following calculations.

The dimensions used are based on the survey by

Ri tscher, "S. Andrea" (1899) and my own survey (to be found at the end of
' d'1ssertat10n.
') 4
t h 1S

There appears to be some doubt as to the form an Alberti design for
a latin-cross Sant'Andrea would have taken.

For this reason, the most

'economical' latin-cross arrangement will be used for the calculations
that follow.

The plan published by Professor Franco Borsi appears to be

suitable, though a south-facing portico has been included here so the plan
is symmetrical (figs. 76 and 77).

5

Calculations (in metres):
The Portico.

~

(J

~@

®

Width
A

23. 73
, 2

B 23.73

Height

x

x 2.2

3.8

x 19.53

3
Volume (m )

Depth
==

x 8.045

99.19
3728.43
3867.62

C

3.1428

D 7.306
E
E

x 3.55
2
x 11.9

2(3.1428 x
2
2 (5.17
x

2.55 2

x 7.18

142.19

x 7.18

==

624.24

x 6.634)

==

l35.57

6.8

x 6.634)

466.45
19.12

Facade doors

2 (1. 88

x

4.22

x 1.205)

Nave doors

2 (1. 9

x

4.22

x 1.67 )

x

5.65

x 0.865

13.49

x 1. 45 )

6.24

x 1.45 )

26.41

Central door
Side doors
Side doors
Facade windows
Side windows

2.76

2(3.1428 x
2
2(2.335 x
4 (3.1428 x
2
4 (1. 9
x

1.17 2
3.9
0.9

Gross Volume

2

==

26. 78

2

3.15

x 1. 205)

==

6.14

x 1.205)

==

28.84
1495.47

Openings

3827.62
- 1495.47

NETT VOLUME

3
2332.15 m
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The Small Chapels.

Width

,~>

........ .........

3
Volume (m )

Depth

B

7.985

2x3.1428x9.15
x 2*
4
x 1. 32*
x 4.308

C

7.985

x 17.5

x 8.616

= 1203.98

0

2(0.9

x

x 6.3)

=

A 7.985
'P

Height
x

4.8

= 227.03
=

45.41

54.43
1530.85

E 4.665
F

Door
WindO\v (arch)
Window (rectangle)

x

4.665

x 16

1. 86

x

3.1428 x
2
4.1
x
3.1428 x

C1erestorey

2*

x

4.34
2.05 2
4.95
1.1 2*

4.674
2

21. 8

x 4.674

= 348.87

x 2.712

=

21. 89

x 1.38

=

9.11

x 1.38

=

28.01

=

4.18

x 2.2*

2

Gross Volume

433.86

Openings

1530.85
433.86
*ESTIMATED DIMENSION

The Large Chapels.

Width

A 7.185
B

7.185

C

7.24

0

7.185

E 0.9

~\

Ie'

3
1096.99 m

NETT VOLUME

Height

2x3.1428x9.15
x 2*
4
x 4.308
x 1. 32*
2
3.1428 x 3.93
x
x 0.65*
2
x 17.5
x 1.38
x

x

4.8

3
Volume (m )

Depth

x 6.3

= 206.62
=

40.86

= 114.21
= 173.52
=

27.22
562.43

3.1428 x
2
G 7.185 x

F

3.50
2*

Gross Volume

2
x 1.38

=

26.56

x 2.337

=

33.58
60.14

Openings

562.43
60.14
*ESTIMATED DIMENSION

NETT VOLUME

3
502.29 m
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3
Vol ume of Bricks per m (see Appendix VI, n. 20).
The brick size is approximately 32 x 16 x 8 cms. and the mortar joint
approximately 1 cm.
32 "L x l6~< x 8~<

Thus the volume of one brick and mortar equals:
cms 3

= 4558

=

1,000,000
4558

219 b rIC
. k s per m3

Volume of latin-cross.
Portico

x

3

Small Chapels

x 10

Large Chapels

x 10

=

3
3 x 2332.15 m
10 x 1096.99 m3
3
10 x 502.29 m

6996.45
10969.90
5022.90

=

3
22989.25 m
The shaded area of the plan equals about 3 x the volume of the
3
small chapels:
3 x 1096.99 m
3290.97 m3
A Quattrocento style cupola at the crossing (excl. drum,
etc.):

4nr x d

=

2

4 x 3.1428 x 9.08 x 18.16

'

=

1036.45 m3

=

741.14 m3

2

An apsoidal east end:
h x 2nr x d
2

=

18.82 x 2 x 3.1428 x 9.08 x
2

1.38

Total volume of latin-cross:

22989.25
3290.97
1036.45
+
741.46
3
28058.13 m x 219 bricks
6,144,730.4

bricks

Volume of nave-only structure.
Portico

x 1

=

1 x 2332.15

Small Chapels

x 8

=

8 x 1096.99

Large Chapels

x 6

6 x

502,29

2332.15
=

8775.92
3013.74
3
14121.81 m

A chapel-style east end:
Total volume of nave-only:

3
300.00 m
14121.81
+ 300.00
3
14421.81 m x 219 bricks
3,158,376.3

bricks
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Conclusion
It can be seen from these figures that the nave-only design has
about half the volume of the latin-cross structure.

If a third of

these totals is rubble in-fill, then the nave-only structure is much
closer to the two million bricks quoted by Ludovico Gonzaga.

A similar

reduction to the latin-cross structure leaves a total nearer four million.
It is most unlikely, therefore, that Alberti's design extended further
than th e end of the present nave.

•
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APPENDIX VIII
SUMMARY OF THE BUILDING PROGRESS AT SANT'ANDREA

Date

Years

Months

Event

1472 June 12

00

00

Foundations set-out on site

1472 September 26

00

03

Walls to height of

1472 October 22

00

04

Walls close to 3 Braccia high

1473 August 7

01

02

Walls 20 Braccia high (4
Braccia below springing-point
of main chapel vaul ts)

1477 September 24

05

03 .

Three chapels vaulted

1480 May 20

07

11

Ten chapels vaulted and consecrated (i.e . seven additional
chapels)

1481 August 22

09

02

Eleven chapels total

1482 July 14

10

01

Twelve chapels total (and
consecrated)

1488

16

Mantegna frescoed facade
roundel

1493

21 *

Luca Fancelli left the project

l~

Braccia

* Andrea Schivenoglia estimated that it would take twenty-two years to
complete the project in his chronicle of the years 1445 to 1484.
A. Schivenoglia, CY'onaca di Mantova (1857), pp. 16-26: "E foe extimato
e dito che perfina a anij 22 se lavoreria la dita gexia che vigniria
finida de lano 1494."

•
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APPENDIX IX
ALBERTI"S DESIGN FOR A BATH BUILDING

The only surviving detailed design drawing by Alberti is for a bath
building (fig. 102).

The destination of the design and its patron are

unknown. All that is known about its history is that it was owned by an
Urbino architect, Muzio Oddi, in the seventeenth century, who included
it in a scrap-book of mainly fi fteenth and sixteenth century drawings
which were for the most part connected with Urbino. l

Consequently,

Howard Burns, in his analysis of the drawing, believed it was likely
that Alberti's drawing "had been left by him in Urbino, during one of
his regular visits to the city ... ", eventually finding its way into this
collection.

2

Since Federigo da Montefeltro, Duke of Urbino, was building

himself a vast new palace in Urbino during the mid-Quattrocento and had
a long friendship with Alberti, Burns proposed that Urbino was the
design's original destination. 3
The bath building, gauging from the door opening widths, was to have
been quite large, but it is unlikely that the huilding was intended for
Alberti refers to its use by hospites, or the 'guests' of

public use:

the patron (to whom the notes accompanying the plan seem to have been
addressed).

4

Possibly, then, it was intended to complement a private

palace or villa, and, if destined for Urbino, the bath building may have
been planned as an annexe to Federigo's new palace.
The design is well advanced:

it is carefully considered, but is

inaccurately drawn with walls varying in thickness and with corners which
are not true right angles.

In his analysis of the scaled dimensions of

•
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the plan, Burns proposed that the design is ordered by a unit of measure
having the same width as the piers of the popticus speculaPia on the
plan, which are between 8~ and 9 mm wide.

S

Allowing for conveniently

sized door openings, Burns estimated that the piers would have the equivalent width of about one Braccio, that is (considering the various Braccia
then in use), between 60 and 90 cms.

6

In other words, according to the up-

per figure, the drawing scales to about 1:100 of life-size (where 9 mm =
90 ems).
It is conceivable that Alberti scaled his detailed design drawings.
Brunelleschi probably designed with the aid of scaled drawings and models,
using "braccia piccole"; and Professor Krautheimer suggested Brunelleschi
used a drawing scaled at 1:60 for his perspective studies of the Floren.
B
'
7
tlne
aptlstery.

From' the more numerous drawings which survive from the

sixteenth century, it is certain that scaled drawings were used:

for ex-

ample, the famous plan of St. Peter's (Uffizi A20) is superimposed by a
grid of lines where each square corresponds to 10 palmi (a local canna).8
Furthermore, from my own studies it appears that Piero della Francesca
scaled the focus of the Flagellation at 1:10, and, as I have outlined,
Alberti used an early decimal system for his Tabulae Dimensionum Hominis. 9
The local measure which was used in Urbino was the piede, equal to
0.40957 m.

10

When Baccio Pontelli, at Lorenzo de'Medici's request, made

a copy of the Urbino palace plan, he informed Lorenzo that the plan was
to be read in conjunction with an accompanying scale, in ten parts, of
which:

"da uno puncto al al tro sonno X pe".

11

My survey of the main

courtyard of the Urbino palace reveals that its designer used multiples
of ten 'pel for the salient parts of the plan:

the columns of the court-

yard are at 10 piedi centres (they are 2 piedi wide and 8 apart), and the

•
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surrounding ambulatories are 10 piedi wide.

Based on the column centres,

this courtyard has the dimensions of 60 by 70 piedi, whilst its perimeter
walls measure 80 by 90 piedi.

12

Directly to the south of the main courtyard is the cortil e del

Pasquino, partially defined by Quattrocento buildings (those defining its
western and southern boundaries were built subsequently).13

The eastern

wall of the cortile was only partially completed or, as Bernardino Baldi
wrote in his Descrittione of 1590, was:

"Parti non finite, e non

cominciate" (figs. 103, 105 and 106).14
This wing of the palace was started as part of the second building
campaign of around 1465.

Construction was terminated suddenly in 14 72.

In that year the Duchess died and Luciano Laurana, who has been described
as the project architect, left Urbino:

prompting speculation that an

aggrieved Federigo no longer had the will to continue his ambitious pro.
15
Ject.
Baldi described a model of a circular mausoleum which was planned
for the cortile del Pasquino , but he was unaware how the ambulat io which
forms one side of the cortile was to be concluded.

16

Since Alberti's bath

building design is connected to an ambulati o, and this area seemed to me
to be an appropriate site for a bath building, I pursued the idea that
this was the intended location of Alberti's design.

My specul ation was

boosted by the fact that 1472, the year work in this area was abandoned,
was the same year as Alberti's death.

Perhaps the completion of Federigo's

palace was prevented not by the death of his wife, but by that of his
architect :

the drawing of the proposed bath building in Federigo's

possession at that time being the one discussed here which, perhaps, was

b
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thought to be insufficiently detailed for the project to be continued
further, and so the project was abandoned.
A preliminary comparison of Alberti's plan, at the size he drew it,
and a 1:100 scale plan of the palace further supports this hypothesis.
Alberti's ambulatio neatly aligns with the existing incompleted ambulatory and, together, they define the boundaries of a conveniently sized

corti l e (fig. 108).

Alberti's ambulatio piers have the same depth as

those of the already built palace link, and they are at 8 piedi intervals,
as are the columns of the palace's main courtyard.

Concordantly, the bath

building design has an ambulati o 10 piedi wide, and the rooms Alberti
7'
7
' d'~ square. 1 7
1 a b e 1 Ie d a d pene t ra&~a
an d ves t'b
~ u&v~
are 1 0
p ~e

Also, the

whole building could be accommodated within the tight space available:
bounded by the palace to the north, and Count Antonio's older palace to
the south (fig. 104).
Other aspects of the bath plan accord well with this location .

The

porticus s pe cularia - where Federigo's guests would most likely have disrobed before entering the t epi dariwn, or where they would have relaxed
having bathed - would have had an impressive westerly aspect, and basked
in the gentle rays of the late afternoon sun:

because of the steep

valley beneath it, it would have had complete privacy.

Also, because the

ground under the site falls towards the valley, there would have been
space under the western boundary of the bath building, ideal for the
"furnaces and cauldrons of water", ad penetralia , hidden from the guests,
without the need of expensive excavations or the raising of the whole
building above the level of the courtyard ambUlatories.
There are two aspects of this suggested location which require
further consideration.

One concerns the articulation of Alberti's

[-
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ambulatio arcade, the other the building's orientation.
The main courtyard of the palace has a longitudinal axis framed by
two passageways which coincides with a pier of Alberti's ambulatio arcade
and not an opening as one may expect (figs. 105, 106 and 107).
be readily explained.

This can

The 'logic' of the earlier main courtyard is such

that where there are no openings in the outer wall of the ambulatory, the
axis falls on a column.

Thus, the longer sides of the main courtyard are

symmetrical about a column, whilst the shorter sides, which are punctured
by centrally placed openings, are on axis with an opening.

This

same 'logic' was employed by Brunelleschi in his Santo Spirito design.

18

By adopting the same 'logic' for his ambulatio design, Alberti was being
consistent with the parts of the palace already built:
continuation of the axis l?eyond his arcade.

there being no

Moreover, it was intended

that Alberti's arcade should be masked along this axis by the mausoleum
planned for the cortile del Pasquino.

So, one may assume his arcade was

never intended to be 'read' as the bath building's main facade; it was to
be no more than a sheltered passageway:

the main facade would have been

the porticus specularia, its three Serliana-like apertures framing views
of the valley and providing the most interesting feature of the building's
elevations.
As to the orientation of the building, Alberti annotated his plan
with the following statements:

"this whole bath building will be cool in

summer, but in winter wi 11 be warmed by the rays of the sun" ("totum hoc
edificium thermarum erit estate frigidum peer) hiemem vero solo radio solis
tepescet") and "the ambulatio which is in front of the vestibule will have
sunshine not winds in winter; in summer it will have winds not sunshine"
("Ambulatio que pro vestibulo est hieme habet soles non ventos (.)
habebi t ventos non soles (.) ") . 19

Estate

The latter statement Burns compared with

l75

a passage in De re aedificatoria, where Alberti observed that:

"Et

porticum veteres ad meridiem ponendam censuere, quod aestate sol sublimiore
ambiens ciclo non immi ttat radios, hyeme subimmi ttat. ,,20
that the ambulatio probably faced south.

Burns concluded

This is contrary to the orient-

ation of the ambulatio in the location proposed here, which is northfacing.

However, Alberti's comments may be interpreted differently.

Alberti's statements are distinctly separate.
specific:

The first is non

'the whole building will benefit from equable temperatures';

more a reflection on the effect of the mass of the walls (which would excl ude summer heat and retain internal warmth in winter) than the location
of the windows:

the building's orientation is not critical to the sense

of this statement.

The second statement is clearly concerned with the

benefi t of the building's orientation:

but what does Alberti mean by "the

ambulatio which is in front of the vestibule"?

He may be referring to

that small area bounded by elipses immediately in front of the vestibule
which, according to the suggested location of the building, would have
had a westerly and northerly aspect; or, if he means the ambulatio in its
entirety, the partially completed southern wing of the palace (which,
later, was mostly trimmed off Alberti's plan) would have formed part of
this space, and it has a westerly aspect.

With either interpretation, the

ambulatio would receive the late afternoon sun in winter.

This was a

favoured aspect locally; other Zoggie in the palace face west, as does the
greenhouse by the Secret Garden (fig. 106).

And, in any case, the ambuZatio,

as its name suggests, was not for sitting in (cf. the porticus specularia) ,
but was a sheltered walkway between the palace and the bath building.

I

suggest Alberti, by making this statement, was emphasising that this route
would be comfortable even in winter, and its orientation as proposed here
does not contradict his surety.
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As with Alberti's building in Rimini, the antiqu e foot - th e pes,
296 rnrn long - can be detected in his bath building plan (fig. 107).

This

measure conveniently accords with the local Urbino piede using the approximate ratio for quadrature (1:1.414 or 10:14).

Thus, ten piedi closely

equals fourteen pedes (10 x 0.4096 = 4.096 m; 14 x 0.296

=

4.144 m), an

error of under 5 rnrn per unit length; which would have appeared less had
the calculation been made geometrically instead of arithmetically.

If

this hypothesis is correct, the 10:14 ratio between these two measures
means that the square plans of the vestibule and the penetralia entry are 10

piedi and 14 pedes square, with diagonals of 14 piedi and 20 pedes.

The

numerical progression generated here extends to the diagonals of the
larger spaces:

the diagonal of the porticus specularia is 40 pedes long

and that of the t epidarium 80 pedes. 21
Scaled directly from the drawing, the antique measure precisely
describes the outer width of the t epidarium as 80 pedes (a scaled dimension of 23.68 cms on the drawing which, divided by 0.296, equals 80.00),
and the interior of the tepidarium is determined by multiples of the
'perfect' number, 6; it is entered through doors 6 pedes wide and measures
36 by 72 pedes .

22

The narrowest doors on the plan are 4 pedes wide (the

equivalent of about 1.2 metres), wide enough for two people to pass in
comfort.

The piers of the porticus specularia (which Burns suggested

were the plan's module) are 3 pedes wide and 5 deep, whilst those of the

ambulati o are 6 wide and 4 deep.
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Tantalisingly, this arcade exactly

mirrors the dimensions of the arcades flanking the Tempio Mal atestiano
° nearb y RImlnl:
° °
In
O

°
6 pe d es WI°d e an d openIngs
°
12 WI°d e. 24
.b ot h h ave pIers

This correspondence may provide an important clue to the outward ornament
of the bath building, for, as Alberti wrote on the drawing (fig. 102):
"Nam capiet ornne genus ornamenti ex dimensionibus."
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Although Alberti's bath building was not built, Federigo had a small
private bathroom built elsewhere in his palace:
the time.

an unusual inclusion for

Professor Westfall gave the credit for this innovation to

Francesco di Giorgio, because Francesco had described the virtues of hot
. h'1S treat1se
. 25 :
an d co ld b at h s f or pa I aces 1n
Filarete omitted.

something Alberti and

If, as I have proposed, the bath building project was

terminated because of Alberti's death, it would have been one of his last
architectural undertakings (along with Sant'Andrea).

It was some twenty

years since his architectural treatise was completed, and the subject of
private baths may have occurred to him in discussion with Federigo only in
his last years.

If the bath building was intended for the Urbino palace,

Francesco di Giorgio would certainly have heard of Alberti's proposal, and
this may have influenced the contents of his later treatise.

Perhaps,

then, the private bathroom which Federigo built was an expedient alternative to Alberti's grander proposition, resulting from Alberti's death.
Had Alberti's bath building been included in the palace complex, it would
have further substantiated Castiglione's assertion that Federigo had built
'a city in the form of a palace,.26
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APPENDIX X
THE COMPOSITION OF THE FLAGELLATION BY
PIERO DELLA FRANCESCA

This study is not concerned with the precise dating of Piero della
Francesca's painting of the Flagellation, its patron or its intended
location, but the compositional organisation of the painting through the
use of number and measure.
From a colour transparency of the painting enlarged to full-size
I have been able to corroborate Carlo Ginzburg's observation that Christ
in the painting has a height of 17.8 cms:

exactly one-tenth of the

"mensura Christi" in the 'lateran, 1. 78 metres

0

r 6 pedes high. 1

Rudolph

Wittkower and Professor B.A.R. Carter linked Christ's height in the painting - "a unit of measurement which appears to have played an important
part in the (painting's) surface organization" - with a scale drawn by
Luca Pacioli in his Divina Proportione.

From my studies, the scale by

Pacioli, like the height of Christ in the painting, appears to be derived
from either the antique or Quattrocento Roman 'foot' which had a similar
length.

2

The height of the column and statue to which Christ is tied appears
to scale to the equivalent of 10 'feet' high.

If so, at this point of

the painting - the primary focus of the composition - dimensions are
physically one-tenth of life-size and the forms of Christ and the column
and statue symbolise the 'perfect' combination of number - of 6 and 10.
If this may be taken as a clue to the organisation of the painting then,
the observer rather than having to reconstruct the perspective of the

p
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painting in order to interpret it properly (as proposed by Wittkower
and Carter) would be able to perceive its "beauty" directly:
ating on a Humanist theme.

by medit-

This approach will be explored here in an

attempt to elucidate Quattrocento design practice in the art of a painter
often linked with Alberti.
Although not centrally placed (and no matter any analogous references contained or the identity of the donor in the painting), Christ and
the Flagellation is the painting's most obvious theme. 3
painting is emphasised by the light sources.

The focus of the

In the Prae torium, where

the Flagellation takes place, a golden statue above the column to which
Christ is tied radiates a warm light causing the coffers above to glow,
and shadows to be cast outward from this centre. 4

The notion of 'radi-

ation' from this point is 'echoed in the circular serpentine green paving
inlay under Christ's feet; the centre of which is marked by the Flagellation column.

It is from this point that the principal numbers of the

painting emanate:

the numbers 6 (Christ} and 10 (column and statue), can

be measured on the painting at this point as one-tenth of life-size; and
the numbers are literally tied together here to form the 'most perfect'
combination - the number 16 - suggesting a spiritual and physical unity
where Christ is bound to man-made (though 'naturally' inspired) material
form.
Wittkower and Carter made a thorough analysis of the painting's
composition using a module derived from the paving of the piazza.
According to their analysis the bays of the Praet orium are 19 modules
wide.

By scaling the width of the bay where Christ stands it would

appear to be 10 pedes wide:

thus 19 modules may be taken to equal 10

pedes , and the numbers of the painting are revealed by substituting the

4
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corresponding abstract modules for pedes.

The Praetorium is built on a

10 pedes square grid; intervals of 20 pedes separate the painter's eye
from the foreground trio of figures, which fall mid-way between the 'eye'
and the turbaned figure facing Christ; Christ and Pilate are at a distance

so

pedes from the 'eye'; intervals of IS pedes separate the foreground

figures from the first column, and this column from Christ, and Christ
from the back wall of the Praetorium. 5
An alternative way of describing the structure of the painting is to
relate the various positions in the painting to Christ rather than the
painter's eye.

Then, both light and number could be said to emanate from

Christ as a series of concentric circles.

Indeed, the SO pedes distance

from Christ to the painter's eye could be described as the radius of an
outer circle into which ·the 'eye' and all who view the painting look (fig.
6).

Seen thus, Christ may be taken to represent the immutable, immobile

centre of the composition, much as, in broader cosmological terms, the
Earth was perceived as the only fixed planet and as the anchor and soul
of the Universe surrounded by whirls of change.

6

This notion of centrality had its counterpart in idealised views of
established cities as well as urban planning.

In his Laudatio, Leonardo

Bruni had envisaged the city centre of Florence as the first or most
central of five concentric circles.

At the very centre was the Palazzo

Vecchio - the symbolical and physical heart of the city's organisation:
Urbs autem media est tanquam antistes quedam ac dominatrix;
ilIa vero circum adstant, suo queque loco constituta. Et
lunam a stellis circumdari poeta recte diceret quispiam;
fitque ex eo res pulcerrima visu. Quemadmodum enim in
clipeo, circulis sese ad invicem includentibus, intimus
orbis in umbelicum desinit, qui medius est totius clipei
locus: eodem hic itidem modo videmus regiones quasi
circulos quosdam ad invicem clausas ac circunfusas. Quarum
urbs quidem prima est, quasi umbelicus quidam totius ambitus

L
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media. Hec autem menibus cingitur atque suburbiis. Surburbia
rursus ville circumdant, villas autem oppida; atque hec omnis
extima regio maiore ambitu circuloque complectitur. Inter
oppida vero castella sunt arcesque in celum minantes et agricolarum tutissima refugia. 7
Alberti's Descriptio Urbis Romae is predicated on similar principles:
the Capitol of Rome, the traditional and historic governmental seat of
the city, from which 'order' radiated, formed the centre of his "orizon"
or Horizon - a measuring disc (fig. 7).

To this point every other feature

of the city was referred, including the Vatican and St. Peter's.8
Alberti's Horizon, with which he used "to make platforms and draw
maps of towns and provinces ... ", had a recommended diameter of 10 pedes
and, according to his Descriptio, had a "radium" or radial pointer,
divided into 50 parts, that is, 100 for the diameter (" ... complanato in
solo signabis circulum pedes latum X:

is circulus orizon nuncupatur"

and "Nos circuli istius adminiculo ad urbium provinciarumque descript.
.
d am . . ")
lonem
annotan d am at que plngen
.. 9

Alberti's choice of 10 pedes for the diameter of his Horizon was one
of arithmetical convenience:

it may have been symbolical as well.

In

the same chapter in his architectural treatise that he described the
Horizon, Alberti repeated Vitruvius' reference to Eratosthenes' calculation of the Earth's circumference:

"Terram, qui ista investigarunt,

esse aiunt sphericam, tametsi multa ex parte montibus asperam, multa
etiam ex parte vestitam mari; sed maximo in orbe vix sentiri asperitatem,
esseque id veluti in ovo, quod, cum asperum sit, tamen in ea ambitus
magnitudine minutas illas prominentias non putari; et constare quidem
maximum terrae ambitum stadia esse (-----); et inveniri montem nullum
adeo excelsum neque aquam adeo profundam, cuius perpendiculum milia
excedat cubi torum XV ... ,,10

Alberti clearly wrote his treatise wi thout

a copy of Vitruvius readily to hand:

he left the figure for the earth's
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circumference blank and it was completed subsequently.

Cosimo Bartoli

made no such omission and even included Eratosthenes' name in his version
of Alberti's text:

"Et

circuito della terra,

e cosa

certa, secondo Eratosthenes che i l gran'

e dugento

cinquanta dua milia stadii,

&che e

non

si truova monte nessuno tanto alto, ne acqua nessuna tanto profonda che
il loro piombo passi .15000. cubiti. .. ,,11

Despite this momentary lapse,

by relating this information Alberti gave his reader all the information
necessary to calculate the diameter of the Earth.
To make this calculation it is necessary to know the value Alberti
attached to pi.
. 12

3.15) f or p'-.

Wittkower and Carter suggested that Piero used

3
320
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However, it would seem that Alberti advocated 7' or

for pi, a value frequently used in contemporary practice.
triguing to note though, ' that at

13

(or
1

~

It is in-

~ or 3.15, pi is exactly one ten-

20
millionth of the Earth's circumference - 31,500,000 paces as Vitruvius
related it, which means that the Earth's diameter is:

2(3;.~0~~~~0) = 2 x 5,000,000 = 10,000,000 paces.
Because, then, a 10 pedes wide Horizon is exactly one five-millionth of
the Earth's diameter which would imply a link between the Horizon, the
measure of man, the Earth and, thus, the Universe.

Of course, without

this symbolical overlay, the Horizon remained a useful tool governed by
a practical integer.
It is perhaps no coincidence that the plan of Piero's painting,
like Alberti's Horizon, could be described as being composed of five
concentric circles at 10 pede s intervals - a total diameter of 100 pedes,
or an actual value of 10 pedes at the 1:10 scale at which Christ figures.
Indeed, Alberti's Horizon would have been a useful tool when Piero set
out the relationships in this particular painting.

By drawing a plan of
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the architecture and rotating a radial pointer centred on Christ's column,
then, no matter the view-point, the resulting composition would have an
internal order.

And, when viewed from any chosen location, the figures

could be composed and mathematically ordered simultaneously.

Unless it

can be shown that Alberti's development of the Horizon was not original,
it seems to me very possible he exerted an influence over this painting a painting which, after all, is very different from the rest of Piero's
oeuvre compositionally.
The picture plane of the "Flagell at ion" falls as an imaginary line at
one-third of the distance from the painter's eye to Christ:

a distance of

16t 'feet', or one-sixth of the diameter of the 100 pedes Horizon (fig. 6).14

The three foreground figures are placed astride the edge of a circle 60
'feet' in diameter, which is in proportion to the Horizon'S diameter as
6:10, a proportion which also describes Christ's height to the height of

the column and statue to which He is enjoined.

Furthermore, the rod held

by the golden statue, and that held by Pilate, scale at one 'foot' and
one and two thirds 'feet', respectively (fig. 10); the 'perfect' ratio of
6:10.

This combination is to be found in the geometry of the paving as

well:

linking number, measure, proportion and geometry.
The patterned paving of the Praetorium has posed a special fascination

for students of this painting.

Professor Carter, armed with only the

"approximate dimensions of the component parts of the pattern" attempted
"to develop the geometry" (my emphasis) and so unravel the secrets of what
Longhi called the "misterioso gioco pavimentale". IS

As Carter was without

parameters against which he might judge the geometries generated, and seems
unaware of the measure Piero employed, he experienced considerable difficulty in appraising his own progress.

One particular pattern proved to be
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convincing for him though (fig. 9).

By inscribing a decagon in the

circle Christ is standing in, he found that one of its sides equalled
the diagonal of the black corner squares of the pattern he had drawn,
"a side of which in turn provides a diagonal of the half square at the
centre of each side of the pattern.,,16

Carter's choice of a decagon

seems appropriate considering the association of this polygon to the
Golden section, but to achieve this relationship between decagon, corner
square and half square, Carter relied on the supposition that the four
black central squares, attached by a corner to black half squares, are
not exactly the same size as the four black squares placed between them,
that is, they are not a rotation of those squares through 45 degrees.
A similar conclusion was reached by a more recent computer reconstruction
of Piero's floor pattern. 17

But in each case it was assumed that to

understand the floor pattern and its measurements, Piero's methods for
plotting it had to be actively retraced and imitated.

But were Piero's

methods really private conceits, or did he expect those who viewed the
painting to follow painted cues and reconstruct and understand the
detail purely through meditation on a theme?

If the assumption can be

made that the "subject" of the painting - Christ - represents the 'ideal'
man, then, I suggest, an informed fifteenth century observer might have
been able to deduce the following programme from the clues Piero left in
the painting.
Christ in the painting stands in a circle inscribed in the floor grid.
Vitruvius described an 'ideal' man bounded by a square and circle:

the

square had sides of 6 feet, and so the circle circumscribing it had a
diameter of 8~ feet .

18

So, perhaps like the circle bounding the Vitruvian

man, the circle beneath Christ has a diameter equivalent to
9).

8~

feet (fig.

The diameter of the circle in the painting is certainly under 10
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feet which seems to be the plan grid from which the PY'ae toY'iwn is
elevated.

This hypothesis can be tested by referring to the paving of

the piazza which is derived from the same grid as the PY'aetoY'iwn.

Each '

10 foot grid of the PY'ae toY'iwn is divided into 64 square tiles, eight
to each side (fig. 9).

A square with sides of

feet has a diagonal

8~

of 12 feet (or 8 cubits), so each of the tiles has a diagonal of

l~

feet

(or 1 cUbit) and sides of l~ feet, which is part of the same ad quadY'atwn
16

series as 6 and

8~

feet

°16,
1

1

1

1

1

1'2' 28 , 3, 44 , 6, 8'2 etc.).

The PY'ae t oY'iwn

ceiling has coffers the same size as the tiles, separated by ribs onesixth their width.
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Combinations of the 'perfect' numb~rs or their pro-

ducts are apparent, and the accuracy of this meditative process can be
checked against the overall organisation of the painting.

For, if the

columns are centred on a 10 foot grid, the white paving strips bordering
the square paving should also fit into the scheme of organisation.
a square of 8 l i feet and a grid of 10 feet the strip is

l~

With

feet (or a

cubi t) wide, or the same as the diagonal of the tiles (fig. 9), which
suggests a consistent use of measure.
The geometrical construction of the PY'ae toY'i wn floor cannot be understood or 'contemplated' so straightforwardly, though the particular pattern employed here could have been read by a skilled geometrician, because
it has unique, finite properties if the central 'ring' of small black
squares have the same size and not two alternate sizes as Carter first
suggested.
This particular geometrical arrangement is generated by two modules
which for convenience may be called 'A' and 'B' (fig. 9).

The 'ring' of

eight small squares each have sides the length of module 'A', and diagonals
the length of module 'B'.

The four larger corner squares have sides the
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length of module 'B' and diagonals of two 'A' modules.

Therefore 'A'

is related to 'B' as 1:12, the formula for quadrature.

A line running

diagonally across this pattern is composed of a sequence of modules:
2A + B + 2A + B + 2A, and a vertical or hori zontal sequence

~B +

B + 2A

+

B+

~B.

The size of module 'A' is always a product of the overall dimension of
the square containing this pattern, and 'A' is related to it according to
a formula which incorporates the 'perfect' numbers 10 and 16, that is,
100

~

1
4. So, the two modules 'A' and 'B' are found from the 'perfect'

or 6

numbers and the formula for quadrature, respectively.
Analysed in this way the painting 'reads' like one of Pietro's
erudite tracts on measure and geometry, or, more profoundly, a manifesto
on sacred Beauty; one which includes the principles for constructing
spatial and architectural relations in perspective according to universal
laws, that is, the laws of Nature.
by Piero in this painting.

20

These 'laws' were rigorously applied
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APPENDIX XI
THE SCALE OF MEASURE IN PACIOLI'S

DE DIVINA PROPORTIONE

Luca Pacio1i's De Divina Proportione was published in Venice in 1509,
though it first appeared in manuscript form in 1498.

The treatise was not

an original piece of work by Luca but an adaptation of writings by Piero
della Francesca.

Margaret Daly Davis has recently added weight to the

argument that the Divina Proportione is a re-translation of Piero's

LibeLLus de quinque corporibus reguLaribus , written between 1482 and 1492,
\oJhich, in turn, was largely based on Piero's earlier Trattato d'abaco.

It

would seem that Piero wrote the LibeUus in Italian, that it was then translated into humanist Latin, and eventually re-translated into Italian by
OlO 1
P aC10
1.

The printed edition of the Divina Proportione has an appendix on
architecture divided into three sections (on public, military and private
buildings) which was composed for the architects and stonemasons of his
nati ve Borgo Sansepolchro, and was based on his independent study of
Vitruvius.

For example, he paraphrased Vitruvius' Book III, chapter 1,

on human proportions:
declared, "pero che dal

"First we talk of the proportions of man", he
corpo humano ogni mesura con sue denominationi

deriva e in epso tutte sorti de proportioni e p(ro)portionalita se
ritrova con 10 deto de laltissimo mediante Ii intrinseci secreti dela
natura."

2

Chapter III of Pacioli' s appendix describes bodily proportions

as framed by Vitruvius' 'perfect' numbers, 6 and 10, and the 'most perfect'
number, 16.

Here, a calibrated line is drawn in the margin "divided into

10 equal parts ... " (fig. 110).3

Pacioli explained that this was a useful
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measure, because all humans were measured by it - from antique to modern
times:

"E a cio meglio dicte parti ve sieno a mente, qui da lato in

margine m'e parso non inutile ponere linea per tutta la debita statura
humana, divisa in tutti quelli modi che da Ii antichi e moderni se
prosupone."

He continued by referring to Vi truvius' observation regard-

ing human measures:

"Da questa subito a un aprir de sexto potrete pro-

portionar quello vi parra ... E de quali avete el pede, pero che la prima
(?)

altezza, comme disse V(itruvio), so secondo el vestigio del pede humano,
. d ette proportlonl.
. . ,,4
·
etc., secon d 0 1 e gla
1 a testa, e cub Ito

The precise length of this scale is to be found in a description on
the first page of the Divina

P~portione,

margin next to the text (fig. 109).
curiously circumspect

man~er.

where the scale appears in the

Pacioli described the scale in a

He reminded Ludovico Sforza, to whom the

treatise was dedicated, that Leonardo da Vinci "nostro compatriota Fiorentino" designed "1' admiranda e stupenda" equestrian statue for his Milanese patron, and that its "cervice" is 12 Braccia high, or

37t times one

of the modUles in the margin. S
At first glance this seems to be an unnecessarily convoluted way of
explaining the length of the scale, but anyone educated in commercial
arithmetic at that time would have understood the form of presentation:
this is an example of the Rule of Three, also known as the Golden Rule
and the Merchant's Key.

The Rule of Three was considered the most suit-

able way of dealing with problems of proportion and underlay Alberti's
discussion of proportion in architecture. 6

Also, it was commonly used

to overcome exchange problems encountered because of the different system
of weights and measures each city used.

Presumably, because different

measures were used in the Florentine Republic and Milan, Pacioli felt
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obliged to remind his Milanese patron that he and Leonardo were Florentine's, and this explains why Pacioli used the Rule of Three to describe
the measure in the margin.
The twice drawn line is 191 mm long in the Cambridge copy of PacioIi's first printed edition, and the ten units vary in length between 18
and 19 mm.

7

Twelve Milanese Braccia divided by 37~ is the equivalent of

18.9 mm (12 x 0.5949 = i7~~9), whilst the same calculation with the Florentine Braccio produces a fractionally smaller unit 18.5 mm long (12 x
0.5836

=

i7~~3).8

If either of these units is multiplied by the 'perfect'

numbers 6 or 10, the result is not a standard measure.

But if the unit

derived from the Florentine Braccio is multiplied by the 'most perfect'
number, sixteen - and it will be remembered Pacioli discussed human
measures and

proportion~

according to Vi truvius, who described a foot of

sixteen units - it is perhaps not surprising that the length produced is
a 'foot' equal to 296 mm (16 x 18.5 = 296 mm).

Pacioli may be making

reference either to the antique pes which modern metrologists reckon to
be about 296 mm long, and which he may have found standards of in Rome,
or perhaps the contemporary Roman piede which was divisible into sixteen
once and had a total length of about 298 mm.

Quite possibly, considering

the minute difference between these two measures, Pacioli simply regarded
the measure he described as 'Roman'; and one used by the "antichi e
moderni" . 9
Considering the extent Pacioli depended on Piero della Francesca's
writings and, indeed, that Piero used this same 'Roman' measure in his
painting of the "Flagellation", Piero may have been Pacioli' s source for
.

t h 1S measure.
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INTRODUCTION.

NOTES.

1.

Alberti, Ten Books (1955), Bk. IX, ch. 5, p. 195:

"From hence we may

conclude, to avoid prolixity in this research, that there are three
things principally in which the whole of what we are looking into consists:

the Number, and that which I have called the Finishing, and

the collocation.

But there is still something else besides, which

arises from the conjunction and connection of these other parts, and
gives the Beauty and Grace to the whole:

which we will call congruity

(concinnitas) , which we may consider as the original of all that is
graceful and handsome.

The business and office of congruity (concin-

nitas) is to put together members differing from each other in their
natures, in such a manner, that they may conspire to form a beautiful
whole ... "
2.

For the Latin see Alberti, L'architettura (1966), p. 815.

Wittkower, Principles (1973), p. 7, and Alberti, L'architettura (1966),
p.447:

"Nos tamen brevitatis gratia sic diffiniemus:

ut sit pulchri-

tudo quidem certa cum ratione concinnitas universarum partium in eo,
cuius sint, ita ut addi aut diminui aut immutari possit nihil, quin
improbabilius reddatur."
3.

Wittkower, Principles (1973), p. 33.

4.

Vitruvius, On Architecture (1962), Bk. III, ch. 1, pp. 158-159; and
Vitruvius, Ten Books (1966), p. 72:

"Proportion is a correspondence

among the measures of the members of an entire work, and of the whole
to a certain part selected as standard.

From this results the

principl es of symmetry."
S.

Gadol, Universal Man (1973), p. 108.

6.

Wittkower, Principl es (1973), p. 96.

7.

Ibid.

8.

Ibid.

9.

Despite the criticisms of Palladio's mentor GianGiorgio Trissino, that:
"Leon Battista Alberti wanted to follow in (Vi truvius') footsteps ...
but apart from the length of his treatise, it appears to me that one
misses in it many things whilst one finds many which are superfluous."

Ibid., p. 60.

cf. Nozze Peserico-Bertolini, Dell'Architectura3

Frammento di Giangiorgio Trissino, Vicenza, 1878.
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NOTES

INTRODUCTION.

10.

Ibid., p. 46.

11.

Wi hkower, Principles (1973), Appendix III, pp. 164-166, where 200
such studies are mentioned, made between 1945 and 1958.

The list

must be considerably longer by now.
12.

Alberti, L'architettura (1966), Bk. IX, ch. 5 (and my introductory
quote, above);

and Vagnetti, "Concinnitas" (1973), pp. 139-161,

especially p. 150ff.
13.

Alberti, Ten Books (1955), p. 195.

14.

Gadol, Universal Man (1973), p. 108, n. 27.

And Flemming, Aestetik

(1916), p. 33, and Wittkower, Principles (1973), p. 110.
15.

Naredi-Rainer, "L.B. Alberti" (1977), pp. 81-213.

16.

Ibid., pp. 163-164.

I
I

17.

Hersey, Palaces (1976), pp. 6-7.

18.

Westfall, "Society, Beauty" (1969), p. 65.

19.

Ibid.

20.

Gado1, Universal Man (1973), p. 108ff.

21.

Lauro, Dieci Libri (1546);

II
II

ch. 5;

Bartoli, L'architettura (1550), Bk. IX,

Orlandi, L'architettura (1966), p. 814.

And see Vagnetti,

"Concinnitas" (1973), p. 150.
22.

Aiken, "Proportions" (1980), pp. 68-95 and p. 75.

23.

Lang, "De Lineamentis" (1965), especially pp. 333-334.

24.

Vagnetti, "Concinnitas" (1973), p. 150.

25.

Westfall, "Society, Beauty" (1969), pass1-m.

26.

Tommaso, "Nature" (1972), p. 33.

27.

Ibid., p. 35;

28.

Westfall, "Society, Beauty" (1969), p. 66.

29.

As interpreted by Onians, "Alberti" (1971), p. 102.

and Alberti, Family (1969), p. 75.
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30.

INTRODUCTION.

For the biblical maxim see Wisdom of Solomon, 11:20/21; and Aristotle's
quote is mentioned in Gadol, Universal Man (1973), p. 108, n. 27; and
Flemming, Aestetik (1916), p. 33.

31.

Panofsky, Abbot Suger (1979), especially ch. III, p. 97.

32.

Augustine, De Civitate Dei (1955), p. 373; and City of God (1972), Bk.
XII, ch. 19, and Bk. XI, ch. 30:

"Plato emphasises the God constructed

the world by the use of numbers, while we have the authority of Scripture, where God is thus addressed, 'You have set in order all things by
measure, number and weight'.

And the prophet says of God, 'He produces

the world according to number' ."
33.

See Alberti, Ten Books (1955), Bk. IX, ch. 5, p. 195; and Alberti,

L'architettura (1966), p. 8l4ff, and below.
34.

See also Panofsky, Idea (1968), p. 54 and no. 30, and p. 208, where
this is explained more fully.

35.

Alberti, Ten Books (1955), Bk. IX, ch. 9, p. 204; and Alberti,

L'architettura (1966), pp. 851-853:

"quod iterum atque iterum

spectarint atque admirentur ... "
36.

Choay, "Alberti" (1979), p. 3l.

37.

Alberti, L'architettura (1966), p. 859; and Alberti, Ten Books (1955),
Bk. IX, ch. 10, p. 206:

"If he can make a handsome mixture of the

noble orders (the principal ornaments) of the ancients, with any of
the new inventions of the moderns, he may deserve commendation."
38.

Wittkower, Principles (1973), p. 33ff.

39.

Rykwert, "Inheritance" (1979), p. 2ff.

40.

Alberti, L'architettura (1966), p. 845; also:
publica et in primis sacra:
perpeti poterit nemo."
p. 203:

"Quo in genere sunt

ea enim extare nuda ornamentis homo

Alberti, Ten Books (1955), Bk. IX, ch. 8,

"We should erect our buildings naked, and let it be quite

completed before we begin to dress it with Ornaments, which should
ah'ays be our last work, being best done at leisure ... "
41.

Alberti, Ten Books (1955), Bk. IX, ch. 9, p. 204; and Alberti,

L'architettura (1966), p. 851.
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42.

INTRODUCTION.

Described by Burns, "Drawing" (1979), pp. 45-46, figs. 1, 2 and 3.
And p. 76 of the same journal.

43.

Ibid., p. 54, n. 16; a fairly literal translation runs:

"From the

dimensions (of the plan) one can derive all the ornament."
44.

They are as follows:
The Tempio Ma1atestiano.
1. G. Soerga1, "Proportions1ehere" (1960).
2. C. Ragghianti, "Tempio" (1965).
3. C. Verga, Un Altro Malatestiano (1977).
4. G. Petrini, "Ricerche" (1981).
Santa Maria Novella.
5. M. Dezzi-Bardeschi, La facciata (1970).
The Ruce11ai Palace.
6. P. Sanpao1esi, "Precisazioni" (1963).
7. G. Hersey, Palaces (1976).
The Ruce11ai Sepulchre.
8. A. Bruschi, "Osservazioni" (1961).
9. M. Dezzi-Bardeschi, "Nouve ricerche" (1963).
San Sebastiano.
10. G. Bassani, A. Ga1di, A. Poltronieri, "Analisi" (1974).
11. R.E. Lamoureux, San Sebastiano (1979).
12. J. Rykwert and R. Tavernor, "San Sebastiano" (1979).
Sant' Andrea.
13. E. Huba1a, "Langhaus" (1961).
14. P. Sanpao1esi, "S. Andrea" (1965).
General studies.
15. R. Wittkower, Principles (1973).
16. G. A. d' Ossat, "Di vina proporzione" (1958).
17. F. Borsi, AlbeY'ti (1975).
18. P. von Naredi-Rainer, "L.B. Alberti" (1977).
Design proj ect.
19. H. Burns, "Drawing" (1979).

45.

See Naredi- Rainer, "L. B. Alberti", passim.

46.

Ibid., and Sanpao1esi, "S. Andrea" (1965).

47.

H. Saa1man was critical of a similar procedure which was used to
analyse the Pazzi Chapel, see: Saa1man, "Pazzi Chapel" (1979),
especially p. 4; a critique of Hecht, "Massverhaltnisse" (1976).

48.

Fernie described the problems associated with this approach, in:
"Metrology" (1978).

49.

Wittkower, Principles (1973), pp. 160-161.
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50.

INTRODUCTION.

Saalman, "Pazzi Chapel" (1979), p. 4; and Nyberg, "Proportion" (195457) .

51.

In a letter from Jacopo de'Barbari addressed to Frederick the Wise,
Elector of Saxony, in Barocchi, Scritti (1971), p. 67;

Treatises (1977), p. 82:

and Davis,

"there is no proportion without number and

no form without geometry."
52.

Grayson, Autograph Letter (1957).

53.

Calzona, San Sebastiano (1979), and Appendix II, below.

54.

These points are discussed in the relevant Appendices, below.

For

the bomb damage to the Tempio Malatestiano, see: Lavignino, "Restauro"
(1950) .
55.

Fernie, "Metrology" (1978), p. 384.

56.

Ibid.

Fernie discusses metrology and the various authorities:

his bibliography pp. 397-399.

see

Martini, MetroZogia (1883), should be

added to his list.
57.

A supposition made by Naredi-Rainer, "L.B. Alberti" (1977), p. 138
after G. Bassani et

at.

(1974), p. 243.

58.

See Zervas, "Braccio" (1979).

59.

Naredi-Rainer, "L.B. Alberti" (1977), p. 104:

"dessen Breite genan

50 ps betragt (30 ps Arkadenwei te und j e 10 ps Pfeilerbreite)."

From

my own survey the arch is also 50 pedes high, the arch opening 18 deep
and the column centres 40 pedes apart.
60.

Ibid., p. 104 and p. 170.

61.

According to Verga, Un AZtro MaZatestiano (1977), the Tempio is 29.5
metres wide and 42.2 m long, and he concI uded that Alberti used an
abstract module and geometric proportions.

Petrini, "Ricerche" (1981),

surveyed the facade width as 29.72 m and the length as 42.35 m, and
he suggested Alberti used the Florentine Braccio and a module related
to it.
62.

Pius II, Comrnentari (1614), Bk. XI, p. 306:

"Baptista Florentinus ex

Albertorum familia vir doctus & antiquitatwn soZertissirrrus indagator ... ";
and Pius II, Memoirs (1960), p. 316.
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63.

INTRODUCTION.

Alberti, L'architettura (1966), p. 443; and Alberti, Ten Books (1955),
Bk. VI, ch. 1, p. 112:

"Continually searching, considering, measuring

and making drafts of everything (he) could hear of ... "
64.

Fernie, "Metrology" (1978), p. 384ff; and see Appendix XI below.

65.

Martini, Metrologia (1883), p. 866 and n. 7.

66.

Greaves, "A Discourse" (1732), p. 675.

67.

Discussed in Coffin, "Marcellus II" (1979), p. 12;

and L'Orme,

L'architecture (1648), Bk. V, ch. 1, fols. l3lr-13lv. Delorme's contemporaries in Italy were not always as diligent.

Serlio appears to

have been more interested in the outward appeal of antique monuments
than ascertaining the precise measures used, and he offered a rather
wayward "piede antico" equivalent to 327 rom (see Lotz, "Unita di
misura" (1982).

Wolfgang Lotz believed Serlio's attitude to measure

was typical of Cinquecento architects:

current theories granted

human proportions a divine status; so a surveyor's own foot was valued
as much as any of the official standards then in use.

Lotz also bel-

ieved that there was no felt need for a unity of measure throughout
Italy; the city variations of standards were considered as natural as
the variations in human sizes and proportions.
68.

For the measures used in Rimini, see Martini, Metrologia (1883), p. 576;
and Doursther, Dictionnaire (1840), p. 415.

Martini describes a Braccio

Mercantile 0.631432 m long; Doursther a Braccio 0.6402 metres long.
They agree on the length of the Piede Agrimensorio/Piede as 0.542948/
0.54295 metres long, respectively; divided into 10 once.

From G.

Petrini's survey, in "Ricerche" (1981), p. 40, the pier widths are
3.28, 3.26, 3.31 and 3.31 metres wide.
69.

Naredi-Rainer, "L.B. Alberti" (1977), pp. 134-163.

70.

See Chapter 1 below.

71.

Rykwert-Tavernor, "San Sebastiano" (1979), p. 89;
"Analisi" (1974), p. 243;

72.

Burns, "Drawing" (1979), p. 56 and n. 53.

Martini, Metrologia (1883), p. 336;
p. 412.

Bassani et al. ,

Doursther, Dictionnaire (1840),

-
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73.

INTRODUCTION.

G.B. Bertano, "Gli oscuri et dificili passi dell'opera ionica di
Vitruvio, di 1atino in vo1gare et alIa chiara inte1igentia tradotti
et con Ie sue figure a 1uochi suoi" (1558).

74.

cf. R. Lamoureux, whose study of San Sebastiano's proportions was
gui de d by C. Brown's me as uremen t
as 47.66 cms long:

0

f thi s s arne Brachium Mantuanum

Brown, "Luca Fancelli" (1972), p. 157.

Perhaps

Brown misread 46.66 cms as 47.66, or a typographical error was made?
75.

Campagnari, "Mantegna" (1975), p. 52, n. 3.

76.

The 'authorities' are:

Martini, MetroZogia (1883), p. 206ff;

Doursther, Dicti onnai re (1840), p. 71;

Zervas, "Braccio" (1979);

L. Benevolo et al., "Indagine" (1968), pp. 2-4, who 'refined' the
length of the Braccio to 58.6 cms;

Hecht, "Massverhal tnisse"

(1976), p. 2, derived a Braccio from the Pazzi Chapel 58.75 cms long.
77.

Naredi-Rainer, "L.B. Alberti" (1977), pp. 134-163.

78.

It will be demonstrated in the chapters that follow that Alberti may
have used several measures together when designing a building.

I

have found another example where a building incorporates two measures:
the Colleoni Chapel, Bergamo, designed by Giovanni Antonio Amadeo in
1470.

The Bergamese Braccio is 65.53 cms long and the piede 43.777

cms long; they are related by the ratio

l~:l.

From my survey the

central space of the Colleoni Chapel is square (10.46 x 10.506 metres);
16 Braccia square and 24 piedi square.

The wall from which the square

altar space protrudes has two wall and one opening dimension of 8

piedi, and the pilasters are 1 Braccio wide.

The two measures are

interchanged, presumably for the convenience of the designer, and to
maintain 'valued' numbers throughout the design.
79.

Uzielli, Misure (1899);

and Benevolo et al., "Indagine" (1968), p. 4:

"i! braccio (Le. the Florentine Braccio) equivale tradizionalmente

a due piedi romani, su campioni trovati, varia tra cm. 29.6 e 29.7 cm;
e che nel Rinascimento si usano promiscuamente per l'edilizia Ie
misure in braccia e in piedi"

no reference is given by these authors.

II

-
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80.

INTRODUCTION.

See Smith-Karpinski, Numerals (1911), p. 128ff;
(1972), p. 95ff;

Baxandall, Painting

and Goldthwaite, "Schools" (1972), pp. 418-433.

Goldthwai te lists seven courses which were run at the schools in
Florence:

1) Basic arithmetic (excluding division);

ion with one, two, three or more digits;
of Three;
81.

2),3),4) Divis-

5) Fractions;

6) The Rule

7) The Florentine monetary system.

See Zervas, "Trattato" (1975), pp. 483-503;

Davis, Treatises (1977);

and Jayawardene, "Trattato" (1976), pp. 229-243.
82.

Baxandall, Painting (1972), p. 95.

83.

For an example of the commercial use of the Rule of Three, see
Appendix XI below .

---
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1.

CHAPTER 1.

Rykwert, "Oral transmission" (1982), p. 70, n. 15.

This letter was

written in 1484 (and not 1486; a typographical error in Dr. Rykwert's
text).
2.

See also; Barfucci, Lorenzo de/Medici (1945), pp. 253 and 269.

Lorenzo's 'fervour' is discussed by Martelli, Studi (1965), pp. 191192, from a letter of 11 September 1485.
pensieri" (1966), p. 107;
p. 29.

See also, Martelli, "I

and Morselli-Corti, Carceri in Prato (1982),

Alberti's De re aedificatoria was published posthumously in:

"Anno salutis millesimo octuagesimo quinto quarto calendis januarias"
(see Borsi, Alberti (1977), p. 386). This is not the 4th of January
1485 as it has been generally assumed, but the 4th of January

148~.

This is because the Florentine calendar at that time was geared to
the Annunciation (not the Circumcision, as it is now) and the year
commenced on 25 March (not 1 January).

Thus, letters in late summer

1485 referred to fascicules of the treatise coming off the press, and
the treatise was published January next - 1485 - according to contemporary dating, but 1486 by modern reckoning.

For problems of dating

fifteenth century letters and some examples of different calendars in
use in Italy, see:
3.

Brown, "Luca Fancelli" (1972), p. 163.
0

In Reumont, "Summary" (1874), p. 418: "A di 1 agosto 1485, prega
ro
Luca Fancelli (M
Luca da Settignano) a Mantova di spedirgli il
modello della chiesa di S. Sebastiano di quella ci tta."

4.

Lorenzo was in Mantua in 1483 and, reportedly, on the 23 February,
he walked from the church of San Francesco to Mantegna' s house at
16 via Mazzoni.

See Kristeller, Mantegna (1901), p. 481, doc. 39;

and Rosenthal, "The House" (1962), pp. 327-348, especially p. 347,
n. 20.

5.

See Morselli-Corti, Carceri in Prato (1982), p. 15ff.

6.

For Alberti's "modello", see his letter of 27 July 1463:

San Sebastiano (1979), doc. 52, pp. 223-224;
below.

Ludovico thanked Alberti:

Calzona,

and Appendix III,

"Havemo visto quanto per la

vostra ce haveti significato del esser vostro a Firenza e de quello
modello haveti visto che ne stato di piacer assai e del scriver
vostro ve ringratiamo grandemente."

II
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7.

CHAPTER 1.

Reumont, Lorenzo (1883), vol. 2, p. 148.
(1980), p. 95.

Also, Goldthwaite, Building

The Florentine, Baccio Pontelli, was asked to send

Lorenzo detailed plans of the building including its measurements
and decoration.
8.

Lamoureux, San Sebastiano (1979), pp. 5 and 7, notes 7, 8 and 9.
Antonio Labacco (1496-l567?) recorded and restored ancient ruins, and
worked on the wooden model of St. Peter's for Antonio da Sangallo.
The drawing by Oreste Vannocci, in the BibliotecaCommunale in Siena,
is probably a copy of the Aristotile and Giovanni Battista Sangallo
version:

it repeats the incorrect reference to Giovanni Battista

Alberti, as the architect of San Sebastiano.
9.

Ibid., pp. 14-16;

and Naredi-Rainer, "L.B. Alberti" (1977), p. l34ff.

Lamoureux appears to have been unaware of Naredi-Rainer's earlier
study.
10.

Wittkower, Principles (1973), p. l32ff.

And now see:

Howard-Longair,

"Harmonic proportion" (1982), especially p. 135, point 2, and Appendix
Table A4, which confirms Wittkower's tentative observation.
11.

Lamoureux, San Sebastiano (1979), pp. 14-16.

12.

Michel, Un ideal (1930), p. 458, n. 4.

13.

For an account of this see Wi ttkower, "Changing concept" (1960), pp.
204- 205.

14 .

Davis, Treatises (1977), passim.

15.

Ibid., p. 34.

16.

This treatise is mentioned in Appendix XI below.
6 and 10 are described by Pacioli.

The Vitruvian numbers

Intriguingly, he also described a

measure derived from these numbers and human proportions which were
used 'by the ancients and moderns':

this he described as a scale in

the margin of his treatise.
17.

See Wittkower, Principles (1973), Appendix II, for an account of "The
problem of the commensurability of Ratios in the Renaissance"; pp.
158-161.

See also, Wittkower, "Changing concept" (1960), pp. 199-2l5,

for a discussion of the Golden section.
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18.

Alberti, Ten Books (1955), Bk. VII, ch. 4.

19.

These geometrical points are discussed by Davis, Treatises (1977), p. 34.

20.

Plato, Timaeus (1937), ch. 22 for the dodecahedron as a symbol of the
cosmos.

Davis, Treatises (1977), p. 70ff and p. 33, describes the pent-

agon as related to the Golden section.

The dodecahedron has pentagonal

faces.
21.

Vitruvius, On Architecture (1962), p. 161;

and Ten Books (1960), p. 73:

" ... it was from the members of the human body that they (the ancients)
derived the fundamental ideas of the measures which are obviously neccessary in all works ... 11

22.

Ibid.

23.

The study is by Zervas, liSt. Mathew" (1976), pp. 36-44; who suggested
that Ghiberti used Pythagoreo-platonic ratios to govern the design.
But I concur with Aiken's critique of this study (in "Proportions"
(1980), p. 80ff and

n.

45) that Ghiberti did not use Pythagorean number

multiplications of an abstract module but simple multiplications of one
third of the Florentine Braccio:

because lithe proportionate divisions

of the tabernacle work out ... in terms of simple fractional divisions"
of this measure.

This Braccio module, I suggest, determines the parts

of the statue according to ad quadratum principles.

To explain:

using

Zervas' Appendix (liSt. Mathew", p. 44), her Ratio can be compared with
a Module equalling one-third of a Florentine Braccio, as follO\o,1s:

(t Braccio)

*SURVEY (cms.)

RATIO

MODULE

1.

554.5

54

(544.5)

28

(544.6)

2.

488.0

48

(484.0)

25

(486.25)

3.

362.1

36

(363.0)

l8t (362.94)

4.

327.5

32

(322.7)

165 (326.76)

5.

272.7

27

(272.3)

14

6.

245.9

24

(242.0)

12t (246.24)

7.

181. 0

18

(181.5)

9"3 (181.47)

8.

166.4

16

(161. 4)

8~ (165.33)

9.

121. 4

12

(121.0)

6t (121. 56)

10.

90.4

9

(90.7)

4!

(90.64)

11.

81. 9

8

(80.7)

4}

(81.69)

12.

59.5

6

(60.5)

3

(58.35)

(272.3)

,\

I
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13.

40.1

14.

14.2-14.6

IS.

9.2- 9.7

4

It
1

(40.4)

2
3

(15.1)

"4
l.

(10.026)

(38.9)
(14.59)
(9.73)

2

*These are Zervas' survey dimensions, and the figures in parentheses
are the equivalent length of the Ratio or Modules in centimetres.

It

should be noted that only survey dimensions 1, 12 and 13 closely resemble Zervas' Ratio list more successfully than the one-third of a
Braccio module list (the survey dimensions are numbered here the same
as in Zervas' Appendix).

The outer tabernacle width, the plinth on

which the statue stands, and the width of the tabernacle opening are
not part of Zervas' list (her tabernacle width dimension is the outer
width of the pilasters only, not the total width including their bases).
My dimensions which follow in the text are therefore estimates scal ed
from Zervas' drawings (Zervas, p. 41):

they form part of an ad quad-

rat um series which includes the number ten, and fourteen (the statue
and plinth height)
nacle) as follows:
24.

twenty-eight (the total height of the taber3
1
1
14 , 14 , 22 , 32 , 5, 7, 10, 14, 20, 28.

~nd

1

cf. Burns, "Drawing" (1979), p. 55, n. 51; who suggested that Alberti
used an ad quadr atum series starting at 3:
3, 4.24, 6, 8.48, 12, 16.96, 23.98, 33.91, etc.

25.

cf. Burns, "Drawing" (1979), p. 56, n. 59; and his hypothetical reconstruction of the proportional scheme of Alberti's bath project.

26.

Naredi-Rainer, "L.B. Alberti" (1977), p. 139.

27.

Rykwert-Tavernor, "San Sebastiano" (1979), pp. 89-90.

We were un-

aware of Naredi-Rainer's conclusions at the time of writing this essay.
28.

Recent accounts of the building's history are by:
azione" (1972);
(1976);

29.

Waddy, "Designs" (1972);

Bruschi J "Consider-

Miarelli Mariani, "Tempio"

Battisti, Brune lleschi (1981), pp. 248-258.

Battisti, Brunel le schi (1981), p. 253;

Barb. Lat. 4424.

and the Vatican Library, Cod.

It has been assigned the pre-1494 date because after

then the pages of the manuscript were enlarged.
30.

Miarelli Mariani, "Tempio" (1976), p. 64;
36- 37, n. 4.

31.

Waddy, "Designs" (1972), pp.

It was once thought to have been a drawing by Brunelleschi.

See Battisti, Brune lle schi (1981), p. 253 and n. 13 for the discrepancies.
The reconstructions are in Battisti, ibid. , p. 253;

Waddy, "Designs"
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(1972), p. 45;

Miarelli Mariani, "ll Tempio" (1976), pp. 61, 63, 69,

and by Sanpaolesi in the same essay on p. 55;

Bruschi, "Considerazione"

(1972), p. 123.
32.

Battisti, BruneZZeschi (1981), p. 251, fig. 270:
is 17.5 m or 29.986 Braccia wide.

Miarelli Mariani, "Tempio" (1976),

measured the pilaster facades as 16.2 m or
33.

27~

Braccia apart.

Alberti, L'architettura (1966), pp. 861 and 863;
Bk. IX, ch. 10, p. 207:

the central octagon

and Ten Books (1955),

"I have often started in my mind ideas of

buildings, which have given me wonderful delight:

wherein when I have

come to reduce them into lines, I have found in those very parts which
most pleased me, many gross errors that required great correction:
and upon a second review of such a draft, and measuring every part by
Numbers, I have been sensible and ashamed of my own inaccuracy.

Lastly

when I have made my draft into a model, and then proceeded to examine
the several parts over again, I have sometimes found myself mistaken,
even in my Numbers."
34.

Agostino Fortunio's account was written in 1579:

see Battisti,

BruneZZeschi (1981), p. 253 and n. 14.
35.

I measured them as 5.08 or 10.85 Braccia deep.

36.

That is, the 'ideal' plan which Labacco's notation represents, is
different in the building now standing, and has a width sequence internally of 10.85

+

7

+

6

+

8

+

6

+

7

+

10.85 br.

37.

See Burns, "Drawing" (1979), p. 48, for another Alberti "pentimento".

38.

62~
62~

39.

6.8
55.7 = -2- = 3.4 Man. br. = 1. 59 m.
58
= 4~
2.25 Man. br. = 1. 05 m.

L

The total run of dimensions are:
3.4

40.

+

10.85

+

34

+

10.85

+

3.4 =

See Chapter 3 on Sant' Andrea, below.

62~

Mantuan Braccia.

These sectional dimensions of

San Sebastiano as built are approximate, and are taken from a scaled
drawing (without dimensions) kindly made available to me by the
Commune, Mantua.
41.

From Stegmann-Geymuller's surveys, Architecture (1924).

The section

of the Old Sacristy is composed of three articulated levels internally;
each 10 Braccia high and 20 Braccia wide.

It has a total height of 32}
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Braccia including cornice thicknesses:
close to 1:1.66 or 6:10.

2

20:323

=

1.63, which is

At the Pazzi Chapel, the internal lower

cornice has an upper height of 16 Braccia surmounted by an arch 10
Braccia high.

Both interiors have a dimension of about 28 Braccia -

taken across the main space and including the altar chapels - about
the same width as the central octagon of Brunelleschi's later Sta Maria
degli Angeli.

Since the lantern of the Pazzi Chapel is about 46 Braccia

high internally (similar to that proposed to Sta Maria degli Angeli),
this could imply the perfect 6:10 proportion was intended here as well,
since

28:46~

Braccia equals 6:10.

In neither building are the numbers

and proportions as rigorously applied as it seems they were intended to
be at Sta Maria degli Angeli.

For detailed (and, I suspect, dubious)

analyses of the numbers used by Brunelleschi, see Sunderl and, "Proportion" (1974);

and Bartoli, La Re t e Magica (1977).

42.

Ackerman, "Ars" (1949), especially pp. 85-89.

43.

See Morselli-Corti, Carceri in Prato (1982), p. 38ff.
Geymuller, Archi t ecture (1924);

Also, Stegmann-

and Crovato-Dominissini, "Survey"

(1968), pp. 52-60, who made surveys of Santa Maria delle Carceri.

From

the latter, the building has the following dimensions:
chapels' depth:

5.8, 5.8, 5.82, 5;83, 5.86, 5.85 m;
an average of 5.827 m or 9.98 Florentine
Braccia.

central space:

11.49, 11.54, 11.58 m; an average of
11.54 m or 19.77 Braccia.

height of arms:

17.45 m or 29.9 Braccia. (I find P.
Morselli's section on p. 49 confusing:
to the top of the cornice is 20 br. and
the vault radius is 10 br. The total
height is 30! Braccia according to his
survey.)

height of cupola:

28.82 m

~raccia.
~ +

10

=

(Stegmann-GeymUller~

(P. Morselli = 3~
48.3 br.)

or 49.38
2} + 5

+

+

P. Morselli found evidence for the Golden section in parts of the
building's section.
44.

See my Appendices IV and V, below.

45.

See my survey of SS. Annunziata.

Mancini, Vita (1967), p. 477:

recorded three different size openings.

They were:

the head chapel; those to the majority of the side

the opening to
chapels~

those to
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two smaller chapels flanking the entrance from the nave.
Mancini recorded as:

The 'majority'

4.835, 4.835, 4.8, 4.81, 4.85 and 4.8.

An aver-

age of 4.82 m, the equivalent of 8.26 Florentine Braccia.
46.

See Appendix IV, below.
r

=

~!

If 74 Braccia = 21fr, then:

11.772 (where pi

=

=

3t).

d = 23.54 Braccia.
The 8 pilasters were l~ Braccia square, the wall between
(see n . 19, Appendix IV, below) .

%Braccia

wide

Thus the internal diameter of the

choir to the pilaster faces (assuming the pilasters and wall were
placed centrally on the foundations):
23.54
or 23 . 54

1.5

22.04 Braccia,

1.5

+

25.04 Braccia to the outer faces.

=

The internal diameter of the choir to the wall would have been:
23.54 - 0.66

=

22.88 Braccia,

or 23.54 + 0.66 = 24 . 20 Braccia as an outer diameter.
From a survey by Roselli (Cora e cupola, 1971), the internal diameter
of the tondo is 23.4 m or 40.09 Braccia.

Thus, the inner diameters of

choir:tondo = 22:40 Braccia.
47.

Brown, "Patronage" (1981), doc. 22;

and Appendix IV, below.

In 1460

the foundations between the tondo chapels were enlarged to a depth of
5 Braccia, which is also the present thickness of these piers.

Thus,

the building's outer width equals:
5
48.

+

40

+

5

=

50 Braccia.

According to Roselli, Cora e cupo la (1971), the outer facets have a
plan width of:
4.45,4.25,4.4,4.15,4.35,4.55,4.3,4.25, 4.25 and 4.7 m
for one half of the plan:

49.

an average of 4.365 m, or 7.48 Braccia.

Roselli, Cora e cupola (1971).

To the top of the internal string-course

is 19.3 metres, or 33 Braccia.

The thickness of the string-course

scales from Roselli's drawing as 1 Braccio thick.

To the underside of

the cupola this dimension scales from the same drawing as 31 metres or
53 Braccia.
50.

The controversy and its activists are described by Brown, "Patronage"
(1981), pp. 98-108.

Giovanni da Gaiole is mentioned on pp. 103-104.
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Brown, "Patronage" (1981), p. 99, fig. 16, reconstructed Aldobrandini's
plan.

52.

Ibid., p. 107.

53.

Lang, "Programme" (1954), p. 289;

54.

A comparison first suggested by Willich, Baukunst (1914), p. 85.

and Gaye, Cart eggio (1839), I, p. 232.
But

see Brown, "Patronage" (1981), pp. 97-98 and n. 134, who believed the
tribuna "is much closer in appearance to the two imperial rotunda once
attached to Old St. Peter's or to the mausoleum of
55.

st.

Helena."

The Codex Barberiniano, lat. 4424, f. 33-34, in the Vatican library.

A

sepulchre which had been displayed in the Piazza San Marco (near to the
Palazzo Venezia) was restored to the chapel at the head of the mausoleum
on 30 October 1471:
and 75.

see Lanciani, Storia (1902-12), vol. I, pp. 72, 73

Giuliano referred to it as a "sepoltura" on his plan of Sta

Constanza.
56.

The dimensions of Giuliano's plan which I have recorded here have been
calculated using the scale he provided.
recent survey of Sta Costanza are:
(column to wall surface);

The same dimensions from my

4.08 m for the ambulatory width

11.3 m for the diameter of the central space;

a combined column base width of 1.515 m.

According to Desgodets,

Monumenti (1843) - drawings by Canina - the same parts measure the
equivalent of 4.02, 11.68 and 1.55 m, respectively, or, from both sets
of dimensions:

20, 7 and

2i Florentine

Braccia.

Canina measured the

internal diameter of the building as 22.82 m - or 39 Florentine Braccia which is close to the equivalent internal diameter of the Annunziata
tribune.
57.

See the dedication in Appendix V, below:
was built:

the tribune, it is recorded,

"ad onore dell a Vergine Maria".

58.

See Buddenseig, "Criticism" (1976), p. 340ff.

59 .

Ibid., p. 341.

60.

Francesco di Giorgio, Trattati (1967), f. 88, tav. 163, was even more
extreme in his criticism:

61.

he drew 18 pairs of columns on the plan.

A comparison first suggested by Willich, Baukunst (1914), p. 85;
see n. 54, above.

and
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1. 'The models/drawings? of San Sebastiano, San Lorenzo, the loggia, are
done ... " 27 February 1460.
2.

See Appendix III.

Mancini, Vita (1967), p. 392, suggested it was a loggia built on top
of the Porta Puster1a, which was close to San Sebastiano.

I

I

3.

See Johnson, Sant'Andr'ea (1975), pp. 5-6.

4.

Marani, "Tre chiese" (1974), pp. 87-93.

5.

Ibid., p. 88.

6.

Porter, Lombard (1915-17), vol. I, p. 144 and vol. II, pp. 512-514;
and Bertine11i, La Rotunda (1962).

And see my survey.

7.

Marani, "Tre chiese" (1974), pp. 88-89.

8.

Porter, Lombard (1915-17), vol. I, p. 144.

9.

Krautheimer, "Iconography" (1942), p. 10.

See also, Quintavalle,

"Introduzione" (1979), especially p. 14;

and Marani, "Tre chiese"

(1974), p. 87.
10.

Krautheimer, "Iconography" (1942), p. 32.

11.

Marani, "Tre chiese" (1974), p. 88.

12.

Moffitt, "Anastasis-Ternp1um" (1982), p. 7.

13.

Sinding-Larsen, "Centralised church" (1965), p. 220ff.

14.

Krinsky, "Representations" (1970), p. 4.

15.

Krautheimer, "Santo Stefano" (1969), p. 96ff and n. 108 and 109.

16.

Wilkinson, "Procedures" (1981), p. 166ff.

17.

Ecochard, "Fi liation de Monuments" (1977).

~

II

~

Ecochard' s discovery is
\

taken up and extended by Wilkinson, "Procedures" (1981), p. 171.
~

18.

Ecochard, op. cit., p. 27ff.

19.

Krautheimer et aI., Corpus BasiIicarum (1937-70), vol. 2, p. 203.

20.

Discussed by R. Krautheimer, in "Mensa" (1960), p. 15ff.

21.

For S. Sebastiano f1m, see Krautheimer et aI., Corpus BasiIicarum
(1937-70), vol. 4, pp. 99-147.

For SS. Marcellino e Pietro, see the

Q
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same book, vol. 2, pp. 191-204; and for its rotunda, see Deichmann,
"Tor Pignattara" (1941), p. 734ff and Deichmann-Tschira, "Mausoleum"
(1957), p. 44ff.

For the rotunda of the Gordiani, see Gatti, "Una

basilica" (1960), p. 5ff.
22.

Plan dimensions of the Minerva Medica are calculated after Palladio,

Four Books (1964), pl. XXIV - by directly substituting his Vicentine
foot for the metric equivalent (this dimension is confirmed by WardPerkins, Roman Architecture (1970), p. 509.

The plan is 25 m wide to

the internal corners of the decagon (70 Vicentine feet equals 25.02 m
- 70 x 0.3574 m), and the plan scales as 23.2 m to the decagon's internal faces and 30.27 m externally.
23.

Burns, "A Peruzzi drawing" (1966).

Peruzzi measured the Pantheon's

diameter as "b.74 m.20" (p. 248, n. 13), which equals 43.186 +
0.214 = 43.4 metres.
24.

Krautheimer, "Sto Stefano" (1969), p. 95.

25.

For Alberti's restoration of Santo Stefano with Rossellino, see
Borsi, Alberti (1977), p. 42ff; and for a comparison of its measurements with those of the Anastasis, see Krautheimer, "Sto Stefano"
(1969), pp. 92-96.

26.

Krautheimer, "Iconography" (1942), pp. 15 and 17.

27.

Alberti, L'archi t ettura (1966), p. 549;
VII, ch. 4, p. 138:

and Ten Books (1955), Bk.

" ... most things which are generated, made or

directed by Nature, are round."

28.

Ibid.

29.

This is discussed in more detail by Heninger, Sweet

Ha~nony

(1974),

p. IlIff.

30.

Published Nurembourg 1533.

The text of De Docta Ignorantia that

fo11O\oJs is from Nicolai Cusae Card., Opera (1514) Paris, Bk. 1,
ch. 2.

Translated by Heron, Ignorance (1954), pp. 11 and 12:

"The relationship of our intellect to the truth is like that of a
polygon to a circle; the resemblance to the circle grows with the
mul tiplici ty of the angles of the polygon; but apart from its being

paz
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reduced to identity with the circle, no multiplication, even if it
were infinite, of its angles will make the polygon equal the circle.
It

is clear, therefore, that all we know of the truth is that the

absolute truth, such as it is, is beyond our reach.

The truth ... is

the most absolute necessity, while in contrast with it, our intellect
is possibility."
31.

Krautheimer, "Iconography" (1942), pp. 5-8.

32.

In Gilbert, "Earliest Guide" (1969-70), p. 41, and p. 45 for Dati's
text.

33.

Porter, Lombard (1915-17), pp. 512-513 and n. 3.

34.

Federigo Amadei, Cronaca (1741), believed that San Lorenzo was rebuilt
by the Countess Matilda.

I. Donesmondi, Dell'Historia (1613-16), Bk.

4, p. 225 wrote that i t was built:
un tempio a Marte dedicato ... "

"al tempo de'Gentili questo fosse

And see L. Bertinelli and A. Truzzi,

La Rotonda (1962).
35.

Both quotes are from Alberti, Ten Books (1955), Bk. VII, ch. 3, p. 137;
and L'architettura (1966), pp. 547-549.

36.

Sinding-Larsen, "Centralised Church" (1965), pp. 219-220 and n. 1,
and his Appendix I.

For the link between the Virgin and roundness,

also see Wittkower, Principles (1973), p. 31.
37.

Sinding-Larsen, "Centralised Church" (1965), p. 220ff.

38.

Ramlrez, Cinco Lecciones (1981):

only 500 copies were published.

See also Moffitt's account of Ramirez' text in "Anastasis-Templ urn"
(1982), p. llff and n. 21.
39.

Both prints are cited by Moffitt, "Anastasis-Templum" (1982):

fig.

2 is 'Civitas Iherusalem' from Bernard von Breydenbach's

Peregrinationes (1486); and fig. 6a
Schedel's Liber Cronicarum (1493).

is

'Gerusalernrne', from Hartmann

In each instance the centralised

edifice dominating the print - the Dome of the Rock - is labelled the

Templum Salomonis.
40.

See figs. 44 and 45 here.

This is especially apparent in Schedel's print of the city (n. 39
above and figs. 44 and 45 here), where the building is circular and
at the city's centre surrounded by concentric walls.
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41.

A conclusion reached by Krinsky, "Representations" (1970), p. 19.

42.

Moffitt, "Anastasis-Templum" (1982), p. Iff.

43.

See B. Brown's dating of the Codex Rustici, in "Patronage" (1981),
P . 13 7, n. 32.

44.

Krinsky, "Representations" (1970), p. 4.

The Dome of the Rock was

dedicated to the Virgin soon after the city was captured by Crusaders
in the twelfth century.

Other' round' and pagan buildings were simi-

larly dedicated when 'conquered' by Christians:
notable example.

the Pantheon being a

The Pantheon was even compared to the Anastasis in

the sixteenth century, see Moffitt, "Anastasis-TempI urn" (1982), p.

10~

"come quella di S. Maria Rotunda in Roma, aperta nel mezzo, rna quella
di Roma, di dentro e fatta di pietre in volta, e questa (Anastasis) a
la grossalana di legno cedrino."

Also, a circular imperial mausoleum

attached to the side of the old St. Peter's in Rome was known as a
'templum olim Martls vel Dianae' but was dedicated to Sta Maria delle
Febbre:

see Burroughs, "Urbanistic proj ect" (1982), p. 120, n. 145.

45.

Trexler, Public Life (1980), p. 66.

46.

Krautheimer, "Iconography" (1942), pp. 5-8.

47.

For example, see Rubinstein, Foundation (1967), pp. 64-73;

and

Gombrich, "Revival" (1967), especially p. 76ff.
48.

Sinding-Larsen, "Centralised Church" (1965), pp. 219-220.

49.

Krautheimer, "Iconography" (1942), p. 30 and n. 4:

as well as the

tomb of Guccio de'Medici, which was transferred there from the piazza.
The three tombs in the Baptistery were of Bishop Rainerius (d.
1113) - who completed the main part of the building - John, Bishop of
Velletri, and Pope John XXIII (d. 1419).
SO.

Cited by Gombrich, "Revival" (1967), p. 79 and n. 55:

"This temple

(the Baptistery) can be seen to be of a singular beauty and in most
ancient form of a building according to the custom and methods of the
Romans.

On close inspection and reflection it will be judged by

everyone not only in Italy but in all Christianity the most noble and
singular work ... Look at the interior and the exterior carefully and
you will find it as architecture useful, delightful, lasting, solved
and perfect in every glorious and happy century."
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51.

Hulsen, Li bra (1910), pp. 26-27.

On the drawing Giuliano referred to

the Baptistery as a 'trebuna' - cf. his drawing of the Annunziata
tribune, fol. l5 v .

52.

Ibi d.

The 'tenpio' is one of the three churches of Sto Stefano,

Bologna:

the church of the Holy Sepulchre.

53.

Bentivoglio, "Disegni" (1975), pp. 251-260.

54.

The outer width dimension of the Florentine Baptistery comes from my
survey of the building.

According to Bentivoglio, "Disegni" (1975),

p. 258, n. 8, the octagonal design by Giuliano (f. 61) has an internal
diameter of 40 Braccia (i.e. the same as the internal diameter of
Michelozzo's Annun ziata tribune).

Scaling from the drawing with the

scale provided by Giuliano, the octagon has an outer width of 50
(Florentine) Braccia and, including the porticoes, 75 Braccia.
55.

Goldthwaite, Buildi ng (1980), pp. 367-368.

56.

For example, see Rykwert, "Oral transmission" (1982).

57.

Goldthwaite, Building (1980), pp. 381-383, especially p. 382.

58.

A correspondence discussed by Burns, "Quattrocento architecture"
(1971), p. 283, on purely formal grounds.

The metrical analysis

that follows is my own.
59.

For their 30 Braccia internal width, and their 72 Braccia height, I
have relied on Gori-Montanelli' s survey in "11 Sistema Proporzionale"
(1968).

The external dimensions are from my own survey.

The height

of the 'Angeli' was described in Chapter 1, above.
60.

This is discussed by Gori-Montanelli, op . cit.

61.

Stinger, "Traversari" (1978), p. 222.

62.

I bid ., pp. 272-273.

63.

Gombrich, "Revival" (1967), p. 78.

64.

Stinger, "Traversari" (1978), p. 272.

65.

Traversari, Epi stolae (1759), Bk. VIII, letter 52:

the "marvellous

and most magnificent Temple of San Vitale ... is a rotunda ... (and) it
has an elevated gallery, supported by columns ... "

h
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66.

Battisti, Brunelleschi (1981), p. 250.

67.

See, for example, Focillon, Romanesque (1963), p. 21.

68.

For these dimensions, see:
San Vitale:

Ecochard, Filiation de Monuments (1977), p. 19, fig. 3.

Aachen Chapel:

Fernie, "Metrology" (1978), p. 390, fig. 1.

The Florentine tribune's dimensions are described earlier in this
chapter and in Chapter 1.
69.

Ecochard, Filiation de Monuments (1977).

70.

Letter dated 16/26 March 1473; see Appendix III, below:

"that

building, being in the ancient manner, after the fantastic vision of
Master Baptista of the Alberti, I could not tell whether he meant it
to look like a church, a mosque, or a synagogue."
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Naredi-Rainer, "L.B. Alberti" (1977), p. 104; and my Introduction,
n. 56, above.

2.

See my Introduction for detailed notes to the following discussion.

3.

54~

4.

21 Riminine feet

= 29.59 m;

Riminine feet

= 11.4 m', 11. 4 m
6.8 m',

l2.lf Riminine feet
11.4
5.

+

6.8

3.26 m;

3.26 m

9 Riminine feet

4.88 m;

4.88 m

+

4.88

+

3.26

=

cf. my survey.

pedes.

38!;i

cf. my survey.

6 Riminine feet
3.26

= 100 pedes:

6.8 m = 23 pedes.

= 29.6 m:

11. 4

+

29.6 m

11.4 m:

11 pedes.
= l6~

pedes.

cf. my survey.

cf. Naredi-Rainer, "L.B. Alberti" (1977), p. 104.
6.

From my survey;

and see Naredi-Rainer. "L.B. Alberti" (1977), p. 170;

and Petrini, "Proporzionali' (1981), p. 47.
7.

Naredi-Rainer, "L.B. Alberti" (1977), pp. 103-110 and p. 170.

8.

Ibid.;

Naredi-Rainer proposed that the side walls are 144 pedes long

(p. 107), but, according to my survey, the first and last piers are
not 12 pedes wide as he suggested.
9.

A proportion suggested for the church by Verga, Un ALtro MaLatestiano
(1977).

Verga suggested Alberti used an abstract modUle of 53 ems

(slightly shorter than the Riminine foot).
10.

Grayson, Autograph Letter (1957), pp. 19-20:

"You can see where the

sizes and proportions of the pilasters (piers?) come from:
alter something, all that harmony is destroyed."
11.

12.

My survey:

My survey:

metres

Rim.
feet

metric
equiv.

pedes

metric
equiv.

24.96

46

24.98

24.96

(scaled)

20

10.86

841
3
3EJ

(scaled)

7

3.8

12!5

9.92
5.95
8.7

14\
11
16

9.91
5.97
8.69

9.92
5.92
8.68

8.9

161
3

20
29 13

8.87

30

8.88

5.75

10~

5.7

19~

5.77

14.48
43.7

262
14.47
3
(26.67)
80
43.44
(80.5)

33~

10.85
3.79

if you
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13.

Grayson, Autograph letter (1957), pp. 19-20.

14.

Though, of course, the earlier Trecento proposals for the Cathedral
in Florence and Brunelleschi's cupola would have been an obvious
precedent.

15.

The similarity between Michelozzo's first design and Sta Costanza's
plan was raised in Chapter 1, above.

16.

Krautheimer et

17.

Ibid.~

18.

A history chronicled by Jones, Malat esta (1974), p. l76ff.

19.

As n. 6, above.

20.

Deichmann-Tschira, "Mausoleum" (1957), p. 61, pl. 20.

21.

100 pedes

22.

al.~

Corpus Basilicarum (1937-70), vol. 2, p. 202.

p. 203.

29.6 metres;

12 pedes

=

3.55 'm.

6 pedes

=

1.776 m.

30.2 m

= 102 pedes;

28.1 m

= 95 pedes.

For the following discussion, see Appendix IV, below, and Chapter 1,
above.

23.

Lang, "Programme" (1954), p. 290ff.

24.

Ibid.

Alberti was Biagio Molino's secretary when first in Rome.

See

Grayson, Dizionario biografico degli Italiani (1960), Rome, and his
entry under L.B. Alberti.
25.

Mitchell, "Christian Model" (1973), p. 427.

26.

Cadioli, Descrizione (1763), p. 61.

27.

Donesmondi, Dell'Historia (1613-16), Bk. VI, p. 43.

28.

Dimensions extrapolated from Ritscher, S. Andrea (1899).

Johnson,

Sant'Andrea (1975), p. 29 interpreted these measurements differently:
he believed Donesmondi "considered the crossing to be distinct from
the nave" and so exempted the final pier from his length discussion.
But then the nave length would be about 6.87 metres or l4i Braccia
shorter than its original

l12~

Braccia length, that is, about 98

Braccia, and not the 104 stated by Donesmondi.

Perhaps Cadioli

multiplied the 'ideal' dimensions of the small and large chapels to
achieve the 120 Braccia nave length:

see n. 37, below.
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Ritscher, S. Andrea (1899), measured the nave height as 18.82 plus
9.15 metres, which equals 27.97 metres or 59.92 Mantuan Braccia.

30.

These are discussed in relation to architectural practice by Simson,

Gothi c Cathedral (1956), p. 37; and will be discussed more fully
below.
31.

For the dimensions of Solomon's Temple, see Ezeki el, 41; and

1 Ki ngs, 6.
Although Alberti's Sant'Andrea dimensions are
exactly half those of Solomon's Temple, Alberti may have been more
concerned to achieve the archetype's precise proportions than its
dimensions.

Francesco Zorzi, in his memorandum of 1535 for San

Francesco della Vigna, in Venice, stated that:

"When God wished to

instruct Moses concerning the form and proportion of the tabernacle
which he had built, He gave him as a model the fabric of the world ...
it was necessary that the particular place should resemble His
universe, not in size, of which He had no need, nor in delight, but
in proportion ... Pondering on this mystery, Solomon the Wise gave the
same proportions as those of the Mosaic tabernacle to the famous
Temple which he erected."
(1973), p. 155;

This translation is by Wittkower, Principles

and for a more recent appraisal of the same Venetian

church and a slightly different transcription of Zorzi's text, see
Foscari-Tafuri, L'Armonia (1983), especially Appendix II.
32 .

1 Ki ngs 6 , v. 18:

"And the cedar of the house within was carved with

knops and open flowers; all was cedar; there was no stone to be seen."
Johnson, Sant'Andr ea (1975), p. 20 and Appendix VII, remarked that at
Sant'Andrea the coffered vaults contain rosettes carved in wood and
frescoed with a highly pOlychromed finish inside the church: except
the main vault which is painted in imitation relief.
33.

Simson, Gothic Cathedra l (1956), passi m;

34.

Cadioli, Descrizi one (1763), p. 61.

35.

See Appendix VII, below, and my survey .

and n. 31 above.
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A Typical Small Side
Chapel at Sant ' Andrea

1

I
37.

1

There are several sets of numerical intervals articulating the length
of the nave. One set is the solid/space/solid rhythm taken between the
piers/chapel space/piers.
ations (see fig. 76).

There are also the pilaster intercolumn-

They are as follows:

piers
piers
1
1
16 - 15- - 16 - l~ - 16 - 15- - 16 (or 3-10- 3
l~
- 3-10- 3)
3
3
3
3
1
I
8 - 171 - 8 , - 17- - 3 8 3 - 17- - 3 8 3 = 108 Br.
3
3 3
3 3
3
3

=

110 Br.

These running dimensions total 108 and 110 Braccia.

The latter run of

dimensions totals 105 Braccia to pilaster centres:

Donesmondi's figure

of 104 Braccia may be derived from this run; if he measured the larger
intercolumnation as 17 and not l7t Braccia.

Between the first giant

pilaster and the entrance wall (west end) there are an additional two and
a half pilasters.

If the same arrangement was found at the east end, the

length of the nave would have been
19 x 6; and, as 20 x 6

=

1~+1~+108+l~+1~ =

114 Braccia, or

120, perhaps the east end had a further 6

Braccia of articulation?

Alternatively, 114 may be a preferred integer

to 113, which is in the same ad quadY'atum series as 40 Braccia; the
width of the nave:
40 :
38.

56~

: 80 : 113 ; 160 etc.

And see Naredi-Rainer, "L. B. Alberti" (1977), p. 159, fig. 32.

A

direct comparison of the numbers the two measures produce is as
follows:
120
96

104
831
5

60

50

40

48

40

32

16

15

10
8

4

Mantuan Braccia.

3t

Florentine Braccia.

....
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39.

For example, see my Introduction, n. 78, above, on the Colleoni Chapel.

40.

See, in particular, Krautheimer, "Templum Etruscum" (1969), p. 71, n. 38.

41.

Alberti, Ten Books (1955), Bk. VII, ch. 4.

42.

By Krautheimer, "Templum Etruscum" (1969).

43.

Ibid., though a connection was first suggested by Theuer, Ze hn Bucher
(1912), p. 356, and p. 111,5-6, p. 6l8ff.

See also Rykwert's Note

144, p. 247, to Alberti's Ten Books (1955); where Alberti's description
of an Etruscan Temple is considered to be an interpretation of
Vitruvius' text, mediated by Alberti's own reconstruction of the Temple
of Peace-cum-Basilica of Maxentius.
44.

Krautheimer, "Templum Etruscum" (1969), p. 68.

45.

I bid., pp. 69-72:

"Yet one wonders whether it was the only monument

on which he based himself ... (as his church architecture) invariably
remained rooted in 'the funery architecture of Roman antiquity."

For

the differences between the Basilica of Maxentius and Sant'Andrea,
Krautheimer observed that "the proportions differ, there are no
columns in front of the piers and the nave is covered not with groin
vaults, but with a barrel vault.

Comparatively small windows light

the nave ... "
46.

Only partial remains of the Temple of Peace survive:

its precinct

abuts onto the north-west corner of the Basilica of Maxentius.

A

misreading of texts referring to the positions of the Forum buildings
led to the confusion.
47.

Alberti, Ten Books (1955), editor's note 30, p. 242;

and Krautheimer,

"Templum Etruscum" (1969), p. 68.
48.

Pliny, Natural His t ory (1938), XXXVI, 27.

49.

For the Mantua based Mantegna and his "Triumphs of Caesar", perhaps
commissionned by Ludovico Gonzaga before 1478, see Martindale, The

Triwrrph s (1979).
50.

Rome's sacred relics included, by the third quarter of the fifteenth
century, St. Peter's tomb and St. Andrew's head; at St. Peter's six

b
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twisted columns from the Temple of Jerusalem; at Santa Croce fragments of the Holy Cross.

See Krinsky, "Representations" (1970);

and Campbell, "The New St. Peter's" (1981), p. 3ff.

For example,

Campbell relates that during the Mass commemorating the dedication
of the Lateran Basilica, references were made comparing the Lateran
to Solomon's Temple; and at Sta Croce in Rome, there is an early
sixteenth century inscription in St. Helen's chapel, asserting that
Rome is the truer Jerusalem.

The latter theme was explored with

reference to the Quattrocento by Westfall, Paradis e (1974).
51.

Manetti, Vita (1734);

see also Magnusson, Studies (1958), for a

commentary and partial translation, and Westfall, Paradis e (1974).
52.

Gianozzo Manetti, as interpreted by Westfall, Paradise (1974), p.
125.

For a similar interpretation, see Ettlinger, Sistine Chap e l

(1965), p. 79.
53.

r
From the Vatican library, M.S. Vat. Lat. 182, fol. l29 ; in
Ettlinger, Sistine Chape l (1965), pp. 79-80:

"(Moses) made a taber-

nacle, erected on columns ... after the model of which the basilica of
St. Peter in Rome seems to have been built.

This is similar to the

tabernacle and seems to be derived from it, so that we may learn
that this temple was in accordance with a divine prototype.

After

the model of this church many churches on earth have been built."
For an analysis of the proportions of the Old St. Peter's basilica
and Solomon's Temple, see Bannister, "Constantinian Basilica" (1968).
54.

Ettlinger, Sistine Chape l (1965), p. 104ff.

55.

The plan of the Sistine Chapel measures 39.84 x 13.52 metres,
according to Letarouilly, Vatican (1963), vol. 2-3, pl. 213.

The

Roman Braccio equalled 0.670265 m (Martini, Metrologia (1976), p.
596), and i t would seem likely this was the measure used here and
not the Palestine Braccio, suggested by Battisti, which is a similar
length:

see Battisti, "Significato Simbolico" (1957).

And see n. 31,

above.
56.

Manetti, The Life (1970), p. 106:

"He (Filippo) therefore unwillingly

set himself to building the church with three aisles (without side
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chapels) ... placing the body of the church in the middle so that i t
is a uniting of three ais les like Sta Croce and Sta Maria Novell a."
57.

Vasari-Milanesi, Vite (1878-85), vol. II, p. 369ff;

Life (1970), p. 108:

and Manetti, Th e

"the work had been pI anned by someone who was

perhaps better versed in letters than experienced in that kind of
building."

And:

the principal chapel "had originally been designed

as a smaller recess ... "
58.

Burns, "Quattrocento architecture" (1971), p. 281.

59.

Vasari-Milanesi, Vite (1878-85), vol. II, p. 37lff;
from Stegmann-Geymuller, AY'chitectuY'e (1924);

the survey is

and see Burns, "San

Lorenzo" (1979), especially n. 1, p. 152.
60.

From Stegmann-Geymuller:
5.9 + 0.895 + 11.3 + 0.895 + 5.9 = 24.89 m = 42.65 Braccia.
28
Three times 42~ = 128 Braccia: i.e., 13 = 128.
·3

61.

Ibid. :
nave width
nave height
width chapel
width ambul.

62.

That is,

42~:128

=
=
=
=

=
28.65m =
11.6 m =
5.9 m =

(or

1~8:l28)

11. 3 m

19.36 Braccia.
49.09 Braccia.
19.88 Braccia.
10.11 Braccia.
Florentine Braccia, and 40:120 Mantuan

Braccia, respectively (assuming Cadioli was correct).
63.

And see n. 60, above.

See Appendix VI, and Cesare Pedemonte's drawing of Sant'Andrea's
quadrangular east end chapel described therein.

64.

Krautheimer, "TempI urn Etruscum" (1969), p. 66ff.

65.

Alberti, L'aY'chitettuY'a (1966), p. 549 and p. 633ff;
(1955), Bk. VII, ch. 3, and Bk. VII, ch. 14:

so that:

and Ten Books
"the voice

of the Pontiff, when he preached, might be more distinctly heard."
66.

For the ceUulae minisculae. see Krautheimer, "Templum Etruscum"
(1969), p. 6.

The 'stately hall' quote is to be found in Alberti,

L'aY'chitettuY'a (1966), p. 769;
ch. 10, p. 184:

and Ten Books (1955), Bk. VIII,

the Etruscan temple is "a large stately hall ... with

cells all round it."
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67.

Alberti, Ten Books (1955), Bk. VII, ch. 4, p. 139;
(1966), pp. 555-557:

and L'architettura

"Nonnullis in templis hinc atque hinc vetusto

Etruscorum more pro lateribus non tribunal, sed cellae (or cellulae)
minisculae habendae sunt.
68.

Eorum haec fiet ratio ... ", etc.

Burns, "Quattrocento architecture" (1971), p. 281.

Furthermore,

Focillon, Romanesque (1963), p. 94, commenting on the Tuscan church
plan, remarked that Tuscan churches retained the classical basilican
plan and "In fact its delicate linear genius was completely satisfied
by those very old and simple volumes which trace their descent from
the Early Christian box-basilica."
69.

Johnson, Sant'Andrea (1975), Appendix II, no. 2, p. 64:
letter to Ludovico Gonzaga of October 1470:

Alberti's

his "principal intention

was to have a great space where many people would be able to see the
Blood of Christ."
70.

Ibid.:

his design 'was "more capacious, more eternal, more worthy,

more cheerful ... it will cost much 1 ess."
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For Giovanni Rucellai in general, see Kent, Family Life (1977);
and Kent's "Patron" (1982).

2.

A conclusion reached by Perosa, "Zibaldone" (198l),p. lllff.

3.

Kent, "Patron" (1982), p. 32.

4.

Ibid., pp. 16 - 17 .

5.

Ib id ., p. 40.

6.

Trexler, Public Life (1980), p. 73.

7.

Kent, "Patron" (1982), p. 26 and p. 40.

8.

Ibi d.

9.

Ibid., p. 33.

II

T

I

10.

Kent's expression, ibidem, p. 55.

11.

Ibi d .; after Saall)1an, "Spinelli" (1966), who believed that Giovanni
wanted to avoid the "everyman a Medici" style".

12.

Kent, "Patron" (1982), pp. 46-51 and p. 62 for the Bankers Guild's
permission which enabled Giovanni to use this income for the church
facade.

13.

Kent, "Letters" (1974), p. 344; a view based largely on the "wordy
pomposity and sentimentality of the style, which does not seem to
be Italian of the Quattrocento."

However, Giovanni's banking partner,

Stoldo Frescobaldi, had a kinsman who went to Jerusalem and left an
account of its monuments in the late fourteenth century:
Hoade, "Visit" (1948), especially p. 76ff and p. 13l£f;
"Patron" (1982), p. 59.

Belloriniand Kent,

Also, Giovanni may have had contact with

Eastern delegates attending the Council of Florence, at Sta Maria
Novella, and he may have been intent on rivalling Cosimo de'Medici' s
building activity in Jerusalem at that time:
below.
14.

Kent, "Patron" (1982), p. 59.

15.

Ibid., p. 60.

16.

Dezzi-Bardeschi, "San Pancrazio" (1966), p. 2.

but see Chapter 5,

I

,......
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17.

Vasari-Milanesi, Vite (1878-85), vol. II, p. 543.

18.

See Dezzi-Bardeschi, La Facciata (1970).

The piers are 1.223 m wide

according to Dezzi-Bardeschi's survey; or 2.096 Braccia.

The facade

is 35.23 m high and 35.01 m wide; or 60.37 and 59.99 Braccia.
(197~),

19.

Wittkower, Principles

20.

See Naredi-Rainer, "L.B. Alberti" (1977), p. 123, fig. 9.

p. 46.
The string-

course is about 1 Braccia thick.
21.

Borsi, Alberti (1977), p. 85.
high

22.

=

The oculus centre is 18

+

0.4

+

2.6 m

21 m or 36 Braccia.

Pius II, Memoirs (1960), pp. 286-287;

and Pius II, Commentari (1614),

p. 234.

23.

Wittkower, Principles (1973), p. 46.

24.

Weinberger, "Facade" (1941-42), pp. 78-79.

25.

Ibid., pp. 78-79 and n. 2.

Weinberger recorded Sta Maria Novella's

central nave and aisle widths as 12.8 and 6.4 metres, respectively,
or 21.93 and 10.97 Braccia.

The corresponding width dimensions of

the Cathedral he recorded as 18 and 9 metres.
26.

Bannister, "Constantinian Basilica" (1968), pp. 3-32; who compared
the two basilicas and suggested that Old St. Peter's was 120 Egyptian
Royal Cubits wide.

27.

Gianozzo Manetti, Vita (1734), p. 936:

"In hoc longo & amplo Templi

spatio, quod usque ad primam Crucem magnam CLX in longitudine, in
lati tudine vero CXX cubi torum ... "
28.

For an elaboration of Wi ttkower' s observations, see Lorenz,

.

\

:

"Architektur" (1976).
29.

In fact, the facade of San Miniato may have been designed using a
foot of 0.2979 m (the Roman foot?):

this is about half the width

of the facade column bases; and using this measure, the facade has
widths of 80 and 40 feet (79.95 and 40.27), that is, half of those
numerical dimensions found using the Florentine Braccio.
30.

See Chapter 1, n. 38 and 39 on San Sebastiano, above, and my survey.
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31.

21 metres according to my sectional drawing:

32.

After Dezzi-Bardeschi, La Facciata (1970).

33.

See Hecht's survey:

34.

Folnesics, BruneUeschi (1915), pp. 57-59;

45 Man. Braccia.

"Massverhaltnisse" (1976), fig. 8.
and Salmi, "Camoggiano"

(1968), pp. 136-139, fig. LXXIV.
35.

The porches outside the Dome of the Rock are

various~composed

two columns supporting an arched, more vertically prominent

of either
porch, or

are similar but with flanking colonnades of three columns on each side.
The latter closely resemble Brunelleschi's facade for the Pazzi Chapel.
36.

B. Preyer and her Ph.D "Dissertation" (1976), p. 149:

"The Rucellai

Palace follows what we may call the Florentine Palace type."
37.

Ibid., p. 145.

38.

As discussed by

39.

Vasari-Hilanesi, Vite (1878-85), vol. II, pp. 371-373;

Hy~an,

FLorentin e studies (1968), pp. 153-164.

"Notes" (1975), pp. 98-120:

and Hyman,

a model of a palace "on the piazza oppo-

si te San Lorenzo, standing isolated on every side."

... this he

smashed "into Smithereens".
40.

Vasari-Milanesi, Vite (1878-85), vol. II, pp. 372-373:

"nothing more

imposing and outstanding has ever been seen in the Tuscan style.

The

doors of the palace are double, with the opening 16 braccia high and
8 braccia wide; the windows on the first and second floors are exactly
similar to the doors, and the vaulting is double."
41.

Stegmann-GeymUller, Architecture (1924).

42.

The three-storey height, from the ground upwards, is 11.88, 11.6, 10.21
and 1.09 metres (to the top balustrade); or 20.36, 19.88, 17.49 and 1.87
Florentine Braccia:
modules of

43.

a total of 59.59 Braccia.

6i Braccia;

Sixty Braccia equals 9

and 100 Braccia equals 15 modules of

6i Braccia.

For the dating of the Pitti palace, see Morandini, "Palazzo Pitti"
(1965).

The site was cleared between 1440-58, so no work could have

started on building until then; though, of course, the design may have
been ready before 1440.

Morandini was unable to reach a definitive

conclusion regarding the author of the design.

It should be noted
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that Battisti, Brunelleschi (1981) excluded this palace from Brune11eschi's oeuvre, though Fanelli, Brunelleschi (1977), included it.
44.

Stegmann-GeymU11er, Architecture (1924), p. 33:

from their survey,

the Medici palace is 23.99 m high and 40.81 m wide.

I cannot agree

wi th Hersey, Palaces (1976), and his chapter on "Some Material Palaces, 1440-1500", pp. 164-191.

His statements regarding the dimen-

sions of the palace I find to be too general and are not supported
by this survey.
45.

Vasari-Mi1anesi, Vi t e (1878-85), vol. II, p. 372:

"Cosima deeply

regretted not having followed Filippo's design ... "
46.

Stegmann-GeymU11er, Archi t ecture (1924):

2.92 and 1.98 metres,

respectively, or 5.00 and 3.39 Braccia.
47.

My survey.

The five bay facade is 18.048 metres wide, and to the

outer pilaster

cen~res

17.449 metres; or 30.92 and 29.90 Braccia,

respectively.

From Stegmann-Geymu11er, the height of the palace

is 21.08 metres or 36.12 Braccia .

Cf. Naredi-Rainer, "L.B. Alberti"

(1977), p . 114 and fig. 4, and p. 171, who measured the outer width
as 17.96 m or
48.

30i Braccia.

4 x 5.875 (5;)*

= 2 3~ + 6~* =

30 Braccia.

*Instead of 5;. Naredi - Rainer, "L.B. Alberti" (1977), p. 114, fig.

ci

4 preferred ~. and instead of 6~,
Braccia. But from my survey
5'
the dimension is 3. 778 m which equals 6.47 Braccia.
49.

The pilasters of the Ruce11ai palace facade are uniformly one Braccio
wide, but they diminish in height with each successive storey.
rectangular 'panels' between the pilasters are
the central bay, and 4; Braccia for the others.

5~

The

Braccia wide for
The middle storey

has pilasters 9 Braccia high (Naredi-Rainer concurs:

"L.B. Alberti"

(1977), p. 114, fig. 4), thus, the central panel width to height is
5~:9,

or very close to 6:10 (6:9.8).

(But according to Naredi-

Rainer, this equals 5i:9, which precisely equals 6:10).

Because

the capitals of the pilasters are one Braccio high, the 'panels' of
the middle storey have a width to pilaster shaft height of 4;:8,
again very close to 6:10.

(But 4:8 according to Naredi-Rainer, or

..
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that Battisti, Brunelleschi (1981) excluded this palace from Brunelleschi's oeuvre, though Fanelli, Brunelleschi (1977), included it,
44,

Stegmann-GeymUller,

A~chitectu~e

(1924), p. 33:

from their survey,

the Medici palace is 23.99 m high and 40.81 m wide.

I cannot agree

with Hersey, Palaces (1976), and his chapter on "Some Material Palaces, 1440-1500", pp. 164-191.

His statements regarding the dimen-

sions of the palace I find to be too general and are not supported
by this survey.
45.

Vasari-Milanesi, Vite (1878-85), vol. II, p. 372:

"Cosimo deeply

regretted not having followed Filippo's design ... "
46.

Stegmann-GeymUller,

A~chitect~e

(1924):

2.92 and 1.98 metres,

respectively, or 5.00 and 3.39 Braccia.
47.

My survey.

The five bay facade is 18.048 metres wide, and to the

outer pilaster cent,res 17.449 metres; or 30.92 and 29.90 Braccia,
respectively.

From Stegmann-Geymuller, the height of the palace

is 21.08 metres or 36.12 Braccia.

Cf. Naredi-Rainer, "L.B. Alberti"

(1977), p. 114 and fig. 4, and p. 171, who measured the outer width
as 17.96 m or 30t Braccia.
48.

4 x 5.875

(5~)* = 23~ + 6~* =

30 Braccia.

*Instead of

5~.

Naredi- Rainer, "L.B. Alberti" (1977), p. 114, fig.

4 preferred

54-.
5'

and instead of

6~,

~ Braccia.

But from my survey

the dimension is 3.778 m which equals 6.47 Braccia.
49.

The pilasters of the Rucellai palace facade are uniformly one Braccio
wide, but they diminish in height with each successive storey.
rectangular 'panels' between the pilasters are
the central bay, and

4~

Braccia for the others.

5~

The

Braccia wide for
The middle storey

has pilasters 9 Braccia high (Naredi-Rainer concurs:

"L.B. Alberti"

(1977), p. 114, fig. 4), thus, the central panel width to height is
5~:9,

or very close to 6:10 (6:9.8).

(But according to Naredi-

Rainer, this equals 5i:9, which precisely equals 6:10).

Because

the capitals of the pilasters are one Braccio high, the 'panels' of
the middle storey have a width to pilaster shaft height of
again very close to 6: 10.

(But

4~:8,

4: 8 according to Naredi-Rainer,

or
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that Battisti, Brunelleschi (1981) excluded this palace from Brunelleschi's oeuvre, though Fanelli, Brunelleschi (1977), included it.
44.

Stegmann-Geymliller, Architecture (1924), p. 33:

from their survey,

the Medici palace is 23.99 m high and 40.81 m wide.

I cannot agree

wi th Hersey, Palaces (1976), and his chapter on "Some Material Palaces, 1440-1500", pp. 164-191.

His statements regarding the dimen-

sions of the palace I find to be too general and are not supported
by this survey.
45.

Vasari-Milanesi, Vite (1878-85), vol. II, p. 372:

"Cosimo deeply

regretted not having followed Filippo's design ... "
46.

Stegmann-Geymliller, Architecture (1924):

2.92 and 1.98 metres,

respectively, or 5.00 and 3.39 Braccia.
47.

My survey.

The five bay facade is 18.048 metres wide, and to the

outer pilaster cen\res 17.449 metres; or 30.92 and 29.90 Braccia,
respectively.

From Stegmann-Geymuller, the height of the palace

is 21.08 metres or 36.12 Braccia.

Cf. Naredi-Rainer, "L.B. Alberti"

(1977), p. 114 and fig. 4, and p. 171, who measured the outer width
as 17.96 m or
48.

30i Braccia.

4 x 5.875 (5;)* =

23~

+ 6~* =

30 Braccia.

*Instead of 5;. Naredi-Rainer, "L.B. Alberti" (197"1), p. 114, fig.
61-4 preferred 54..
5' and instead of 2 , ~ Braccia. But from my survey
the dimension is 3.778 m which equals 6.47 Braccia.
49.

The pilasters of the Rucellai palace facade are uniformly one Braccio
wide, but they diminish in height with each successive storey.
rectangular 'panels' between the pilasters are
the central bay, and 4; Braccia for the others.

5~

The

Braccia wide for
The middle storey

has pilasters 9 Braccia high (Naredi-Rainer concurs:

"L.B. Alberti"

(1977), p. 114, fig. 4), thus, the central panel width to height is
5~:9,

or very close to 6:10 (6:9.8).

(But according to Naredi-

Rainer, this equals 5t:9, which precisely equals 6:10).

Because

the capitals of the pilasters are one Braccio high, the 'panels' of
the middle storey have a width to pilaster shaft height of 4;:8,
again very close to 6:10.

(But 4:8 according to Naredi-Rainer, or
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exactly 6: 10. )
50.

According to a city regulation dating back to 1325, the maximum
height of Florentine urban dwellings was 50 Braccia:

Storia (1956-68), vol. V, p. 401.

b

Davidsohn,
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NOTES

1.

Perosa, Zibaldone (1960), p. 118:

would bring "honour to God, to

the city and my memory ... "
2.

See, for example, Fraser-Jenkins, "Theory of Magnificence" (1970);
and Trexler, Public Life (1980), p. 76.

3.

See Hyman, "Notes" (1975), p. 105 and p. 108, and the same author,

Florentine Studies (1968), p. 173; where a loggia 12 Braccia square
and 6 Braccia high, originally built into the corner of the Medici
palace, is described.

This was walled-up in 1517 using a design by

Michelangelo.
4.

Proposals made independently by Lamoureux, San Sebastiano (1979);
and Calzona, San Sebastiano (1979).

5.

See Westfall, Paradise (1974).

6.

See Pius II, Memoirs (1960);

and Rubinstein, "Pius II's piazza"

(1967).
7.

Ginzburg, Indagini (1982);

8.

Perosa, "Zibaldone" (1981), p. 68ff.

9.

For a detailed account of the following discussion, see:

and App endix X, below.

Westfall,

Paradi se (1974).
10.

Ibid., p. 125.

Ii.

Manetti, Vita (1734), vol. 940 C-D;
pp. 150-151:

and Westfall, Paradis e (1974),

had not "veneration for the sacred scripture, and due

respect for King Solomon as well ... checked me in my brief comparison
of such elements, I would certainly have added many other details
which have been passed over in silence.

Those would have shown that

Solomon's structures are surpassed by our own to the same degree
that the new religion of Christ, as we all know, is to be preferred
and set above the old divine laws."
12.

1 Ki ngs, 7.

13.

Krautheimer, Krautheimer-Hess, Ghiberti (1982), pl. 116 and 98,
100, 107, ll1a.

14.

This was Preyer's response to Forster's review:
Ruce11ai" (1976), pp. 109-113;

and n. 15, below.

"The Pal az zo
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15.

Preyer, "Palace" (1981), p. 181, n. 2.

16.

Lavin, Flage llation (1972).

17.

Hatfield, "Compagnia de'Magi" (1970), p. 108.

18.

Ibid., p. l15ff and p. 149.

It measured 15 x 40 Braccia, and was

built of wooden beams covered with tapestries and greenery.

Five

Braccia would be a convenient span for a beam, so perhaps the construction was composed of three by eight bays.
19.

See Chapter 4, note 14.

20.

Alberti remodelled the chapel containing the sepulchre, by articulating the walls with pilasters and the side opening into the church
with columns.

He vaulted the space and replaced the two original

windows with three; which answer to the tripartite division of the
space as Alberti conceived it.

The plan was originally a double

square

10~

175).

To proportion this, Alberti made the pilasters 10 Braccia high

by 21 Braccia (Naredi-Rainer, "L.B. Alberti" (1977), p.

and the space between the pilasters 6 Braccia (from StegmannGeymuller, the pilasters are 5.84 m high.

The sepulchre itself is

4.1 m long, which is also the dimension between the centres of the
two middle pilasters; cir 7.02 Braccia.

The pilasters are 0.56 m

wide, or 1 Braccio (.96); thus, the 'panel' of wall between is
10 x 6 Braccia):

the 6:10 proportion; though this has been alternat-

ively interpreted as the Golden section proportion (Bruschi,
"Osservazioni" (1961);
21;

Dezzi-Bardeschi, "San Pancrazio" (1966), p.

and cf. Naredi-Rainer's critique, "L.B. Alberti" (1977), pp.

127-133).

The entablature running around the chapel is

thick and the vault has a radius of 5 Braccia.

2~

Braccia

The pilasters are

at 7 Braccia centres, the same length as the centrally placed sepulchre.
The sepulchre is 6 Braccia high and to the underside of its entablature
4 Braccia (a 2:3 ratio):

the pilasters of the sepulchre are at 1%

Braccia centres, and its apse is 3 Braccia wide externally (from
Stegmann-Geymuller:

the sepulchre height is 3.579 m - 6.13 Br; the

entablature height is 2. "835 m - 4.087 Br; the pilaster centres are
at 1.04 m intervals - 1.78 Br; the apse width is 1.77 m - 3.03 Br).
Naredi-Rainer suggested that Alberti designed the sepulchre with the
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Roman palmo, but the Florentine Braccio dimensions seem to be sufficiently close to valued numbers to suggest otherwise.

Alberti's

sepulchre is a considerably beautified and 'improved' version of
the original, but it is sufficiently close to it to suggest
Alberti had a detailed description of the Holy Sepulchre:

see

for example, Fra Bernardino Amico's detailed description of the Holy
Sepulchre (in:

Ii

Bellorini-Hoade, Fra Bernardino Amico (1953)), and

I

compare their respective parts and dimensions.
21.

Pius II, Commentari (1614), pp. 231-233;

and Pius II, Memoirs (1960),

pp. 282-284; for this and the quotes that follow:

the Piccolomoni

palace was "built of hewn stone smoothed from bottom to top by the
workmen's tools.

The blocks were cut back round the edge a finger's

breadth and the joinings made at the cuttings, so that the surfaces
of the blocks stood out like tiles."
22.

Pius II, Comment ari ,(16l4), p. 235 and 231, respectively;

Memoirs (1960), pp. 282-288:

Pius II,

Pius' buildings "were completed from

foundation to roof in three years ... the entire building was 540 feet

(p edes) in circumference."
23.

Federico Gonzaga's Nova Domus, built by Luca Fancelli between 148084, although having two storeys of pilasters, is not, I suggest, an
explicit reference to Solomon's palace:

it was not built in a rust-

icated stone (or imitation stone), and it has only two storeys, not
three.

See Burns, "The Gonzaga" (1981), pp. 30-31.

It

is not known

who the patron of the small palace in Via del Governo Vecchio, Rome, was.
24.

Pius used the antique pes measure to describe his buildings, as had
Alberti when describing buildings in his architectural treatise.

But

the pes Pius used was not between 296 and 298 rom long (the antique
and contemporary Roman foot) but, on average, 277 rom according to my
survey of the Piccolomini palace, or 278 rom according to StegmannGeymuller's (1924).

There was no contemporary measure of that length

in Italy (the Florentine Bracci%r half Braccio = 583.6/291.8 rom;
the Sienese Braccio equalled either 600.3 or 377.6 rom).

But perhaps

Pius used his own foot to establish a new measure for his home town:
280 rom is about the equivalent of a British-sized

9~

shoe.

On the

.....
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use of the architect's own foot in the sixteenth century, see:
"Sull'Unita di misura" (1979);
25.

Lotz,

and my Introduction, n. 66, above.

For example, the bay widths of the Piccolomini palace vary in width
quite considerably.

From my survey, the bay widths are as follows,

in metres:
West facade:

3.87, 3.85, door, 4.484, 4.491, door, 3.875, 3.88.

East facade:

3.88, 3.872, door, 3.894, 4.526, door, 3.956, 3.93.

North facade:

3,884, 3.815, 4.19, door, 4.496*, 4.12, 4.16.

*This bay is wider because the main stair is behind it.
26.

From Stegmann-GeymUller (1924) :

= 42 x 70 Florentine Braccia.
Pitti palace facade
= 60 x 100 Florentine Braccia.
and Solomon's palace facade = 30 x 50 cubits.

The Medici palace facade

Each is governed by the 6: 10 ratio.
27.

See Chapter 3, note 53, above.

28.

An even number of bays causes axial symmetry to fallon the articulation and not the bay itself.

29.

For details of the loggia/theatre at the Vatican palace, see Westfall,

Paradise (1974), pp. 151-154;

andn. 35, below.

30.

Kent, "Loggia" (1972), p. 399.

31.

See Krautheimer, Rome (1980), p. 323, fig. 258.

Weiss, Discovery

(1969), p. 62, relates how at one time the Septizonium was variously
thought to have been the Temple of Sun, or the house of "Severi Afri".
Also, see Burroughs, "An Urbanistic proj ect" (1982), especially p.
l19ff.

Burroughs described the relationship between the Urbino and

Baltimore panels as Vitruvian scaenae (with their pilastered palaces)
and the Marcanova drawings of Roman street-scenes, with Alberti's
Latin play of 1424, the Philodoxeos, where the action takes place in
a street (because of the absence of proper theatres a street piazza,
or forum, was a common alternative).

Burroughs suggested that

Nicholas V's project for S. Celso, in the Borgo, was also a 'theatrical
setting' - perhaps influenced by Alberti.
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32.

CHAPTER 5.

Dr. Rykwert suggested to me that Vitruvius' comments here may have
recommended to Alberti the appropriateness of a two-door facade for the
Rucellai Palace,

without a 'Royal' central door:

to reinforce

Giovanni Rucellai's standing as 'a good Republican'.
is from Vitruvius, On Architecture (1962), p. 228.
Ten Books (1960), p. 150:

ing scheme.

The quote here
From Vitruvius,

"The 'scaena' itself displays the follow-

In the centre are double doors decorated like those of

a royal palace.

At the right and left are the doors of the guest

chambers. "
33.

Trexler, Public Life (1980);

and Hatfield, "Compagnia de'Magi" (1970).

34.

Hatfield, ibidem, for the following discussion.

35 .

Ibi d., p. 115 f f .

36.

Ibid., pp. 115-119 and p. 143.

37.

Trexler, Public Life (1980), pp. 424-430 for the following discussion.

38.

Ibid.

39.

Ibid.

40.

See Trexler, ibidem, p. 47, on the lack of sacred ground in Florence.
The Rucellai sepulchre was considered sufficiently sacred that Pope
Paul II granted seven years plenary indulgence to those who visited
it on Good Friday and Holy Sundays:

41.

see Chapter 4, and n. 15, above.

Kings had tended to associate their power with divine rule in particular.

As Baldwin Smith has observed:

"Throughout Antiquity and

the Middle Ages there appear to have been the recurrent parallels
between Kingly and divine dwellings, royal and religious ceremonies
and the formal rituals pertaining to the adoration of God-like Kings
and King-like gods.

Hence the importance of the palace-temple con-

cepts in the formulation of architectural symbolism."
Symbolism (1956), p. 181.

Smith,

Quattrocento rulers appear to have been

more cautious in their analogies.
42.

Pacht, "Illustrations" (1951).

43.

Carpeggiani, "Symbol and Myth" (1982), pp. 26-29.

..
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44.

Pius II, "Opera inedita" (1968), p. 28 and p. 189.

I am grateful to

Neil Leach for this reference and his translations:

" ... he adopted

this name, so that he, the other pius Aeneas of Siena, might preserve the city of Rome in peace whose beginnings the Trojan pius
Aeneas had brought about by use of arms, and to turn the arms
(instead) against the enemies of the Christian faith ... "
greeted the city:

Pius

"And you, Mantua, will be exalted, for thus it

pleases God, nor can the divine will be denied.
sang of the Trojan Aeneas.

The Mantuan Virgil

Aeneas of Siena has enriched Virgil's

home 1and. "
45.

For the Medici palace as Queen Dido's, see Goldthwaite, Building
(1980), pp. 140 and 294; details from Apollonio di Giovanni's
illustrations from the Aeneid in the mid-fifteenth century.
the Gonzaga, Hercules and the Caesars, see:

For

Praz, "Gonzaga Devices"

(1982), pp. 65-72, ,and pp. 134, 139, l50ff, l80ff and 190ff.
46.

Weiss, Discovery (1969), p. 51.

47.

Manetti, Vita (1734), col. 949-950.
(1974), p. 33:

Translated by Westfall, Paradise

" ... when that vulgar belief founded on doctrines of

learned men is continually confirmed and daily corroborated by great
buildings, which are perpetual monuments and eternal testimonies
seemingly made by God, it is forever conveyed to those, both present
and future, who behold these admirable constructions.

In this way

belief is preserved and augmented, and in this way it is laid down
and held fast by a certain admirable devotion."

b
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1.

Grayson, Painting and SculptuY'e (1972);

and Aiken, "Proportions"

(1980), p. 71£f.
2.

Grayson, Painting and SculptuY'e (1972), pp. 134 and 135:

"I proceeded

accordingly to measure and record in writing, not simply the beauty
found in this or that body, but, as far as possible, the perfect
distributed by Nature, as it were in fixed proportions, among

m~ny

bodies ... "
3.

What follows is discussed more full y in:

Aiken, "Proportions" (1980).

4.

Grayson, Painting and Sculpt uY'e (1972), p. 135;

and see Appendix IX

below, concerning scaled drawings.
5.

These standards of measure are described more fully in my Introduction.

6.

Grayson, Painting and SculptuY'e (1972), pp. 55 and 75.

7.

Uzielli, MisuY'e (1899), p. 14.

Uzielli writes that some authors have

supposed the Florentine Braccio da panna to be double the Roman pes
(295.5 mm), though he believed it is derived from the Palestinian
Braccio (554.8 rnrn).

And see my Introduction and Appendix XI, below.

Uzie lli continued to explain:

"Cio sarebbe arnrnissibile se i romani

avessero avuto questo doppio piede; rna non si capisce perche sarebbe
stato dato il nome di cubito

0

braccio invece dal romano classico

ulna, misura la quale d'altra parte e eguale a piedi romani
0.4432 m.

l~

cioe

Non escludendo che l'adozione del braccio possa essere stata

influita dalla misura del piede romano, e certo, peraltro che si
ritenne dover adottare per base la misura che era tale in tutto
l'Oriente semitico."
8.

See, for example:
pp. 13-15;

9.

Grayson, "Controversy" (1960), pp. 1-28, especially

Gombrich, "Revival" (1967), especially pp. 76-82.

A conclusion discussed by Aiken, "Proportions" (1980), p. 85ff.

10.

Ibid ., p. 81 and n. 47.

11.

See Ossat, "Divina Proporzione" (1958), pp. 253-263.

The "punto di

vi ta" is mentioned in connection with Fibonacci.
12 .

Aiken, "Proportions", pas sim, and Aiken's Appendices A and B.

13.

Ibid .
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14.

CONCLUSION.

Alberti, L'architettura (1966), p. 835;
Bk. IX, ch. 7:

and Alberti, Ten Books (1955),

" ... they found that f r om one side of a man to the other

was a sixth part of his height, and that from the navel to the reins
(pelvis base) was a tenth."

He continued:

"From this observation the

interpreters of our sacred Books are of opinion that Noah's Ark for
the Flood was built according to the proportions of the human body."
In the latin:

"Quod ipsum nostri sacrorum interpretes advertentes, arcam

per diluvium factam ad hominis figurationem autumant." (p. 835)
15.

Ibid.; Bk. IX, ch. 7 continued.

16.

Augustine, De Civitate Dei (1955), p. 493;
p. 643:

and City of God (1972),

"The actual measurements of the ark, its length, height and

breadth, symbolize the human body, in the reality of which Christ was
to come, and did come, to mankind.

For the length of the human body

from the top of the head to the sole of the foot is six times its
breadth from side to side, and ten times its depth, measured on the side
from back to belly."

He continued:

"I mean that if you have a man

lying on his back or on his face, and measure him, his length from head
to foot is six times his breadth from right to left, or from left to
right, and ten times his altitude from the ground.

That is why the ark

was made 300 cubits in length, 50 cubits in breadth and 30 in height."
17.

This is commented on by Hersey, Palaces (1976), p. 37:
one is described as "phalic" and zero as female.

where the number

Also, see p. 104 for

Caesariano's diagram as symbolic of the propagation of number;
Caesariano, Vitruvius (1968), folio 49ff.

and,

Caesariano commented, on

folio 50v, that 'with the Vitruvian figure one can define the "commensurare" - 'common measure' - the harmony of everything in the world:
"Non mancho Ie ratione de Ie mensure:

queste se manifestano facilmente

per Ie ratione gia alias supra dicte:

&dimonstrate:

ratione de Ie generatione de Ii latere:
corpo humano:

Et in la supra data figura del

per Ii quali symmetriati membri si po ut diximus sapere

comensurare tute Ie cose che sono nel mundo:
di viderle proportionatamete."
18.

maxime in la

Heninger, Sweet Harmony (1974), p. 206.

&usque

infiuitu poi
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19.

CONCLUSION.

Augustine, De Civitate Dei (1955), p. 850;

and City of God (1972),

pp. 1073-74.
20.

For example, as discussed by Uzielli, Misure (1899);

21.

Ibid., and see Zervas, "Trattato" (1975), p. 491, n. 24.

22.

Ibid.

23.

Uzielli, Misure (1899), p. 30 and see also pp. 8-9.

24.

Ibid., pp. 10-l2.

25.

Rohault de Fleury, Le Latran (1877), tav. 51:
of Pope Leo II.

see n. 7 above.

it is in the Triclinium

This is discussed by Ginzburg, Indagini (1982), pp ..

72-73.
26.

Ragghianti, Brunelleschi (1977), p. 362 and figs. 466-469.
observed that the crucifix measured 1.7 x 1.7 metres.

Ragghianti

The limbs of

Christ in the crucifix are relaxed, but one may deduce that if they
were outstretched they would perhaps be about 1.75 metres or 3 Florentine Braccia (1.7508 m).

For a modular analysis of the crucifix, see

Cassazza, "Crocifisso" (1978), pp. 209-2l2.
27.

The story of Donatello and the crucifix is related by Vasari in his

Life of Brunelleschi.
28.

The 'key-piece' phrase was coined by R. Wittkower:

Wittkower-Carter,

"Flagellation" (1953), p. 292, after Clark, Fiero della Francesca (1951),
p. 20.

29.

Ginzburg, Indagini (1982), p. 73.

Ginzburg calculated this measure from

Carter's measurement of the figure in the painting.

Carter (Wittkower-

Carter, "Flagellation" (1953), p. 299, n. 1) wrote that:

"the height

of Christ measured on the picture is approximately 7.15" ... "
7.15 inches equals 18.16 ems, not 17.8 ems as Ginzburg stated.

Actually,
How-

ever, Carter's dimension was "approximate" and the difference is less
than 4 rnrn.

Also, I have been able to check Carter's and Ginzburg's

assertions against a photographic slide of the painting, enlarged to
exactly life-size, and Christ does appear to be about 17.8 ems tall.
30.

Wittkower-Carter, "Flagellation" (1953), p. 293.

Pacioli 's scale is

described in more detail in Appendix XI, below, where it is concluded
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that Pacioli's scale is ten-sixteenths of either a pes or the slightly
larger fifteenth century equivalent in Rome - the piede.

It is, how-

ever, closer to an accepted length for the antique pes.
31.

See Appendix X, below.

32.

Wittkower, Principles (1973), pp. 55-56.

33.

For Alberti's 'unified logic', see Gadol, Universal Man (1969), pp.
17-19;

34.

and Tommaso, "Nature" (1972), pp. 31 and 45, n. 5.

Dimensions are to the outermost edges of the church facades taken at
base height (cf. my surveys at the end of this dissertation).

pedes

metres

Source

S. Sebastiano

17.75

59.97

Author's survey.

Sant'Andrea

23.73

80.17

Naredi-Rainer (1977) .

Tempio Malat.

29.72

100.40

Petrini (1981).

S.M. Novella

35.65

120.44

Dezzi-Bardeschi (1970) .

35.

See my Chapter 4, above.

36.

As n. 35, above.

Pope Pius II also used the pes when describing his

building ensemble at Pienza:

Memoirs (1960), Bk. 9, p. 286;

original Latin text, Commentari (1614), p. 234, for example:
ipsa templi duo
aedes centum

&septuaginta

&quadraginta

and the
"Frons

pedes alta ... (and earlier) ... Superior

pedes longitudinis habuit, altitudinis

sexaginta, lati tudinis totidem ... "

Thus, his new Cathedral had a

facade 72 pedes high, and 60 wide internally:

the same dimensions as

the Sta Maria Novella 'temple-top' and San Sebastiano facade (see my
Chapter 4 and notes 30-32):

see fig. 63.

Pius may have been using his

own foot length as a standard (his pes, from modern surveys of the ensemble, is shorter than the classical one:
but the principle is clear:

see Chapter 5, n. 24, above),

architecture - classical architecture -

should be ordered by Natural, anthropomorphic measure.

It is perhaps

not a coincidence that Pius' facade uses the same numbers as those
Alberti facades just mentioned.

Either Alberti had an involvement with

the development of these buildings, or, as I have proposed, these number
combinations were part of a long building tradition and, as such, were
a 'natural' choice.

II
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NOTES

1.

·For a convincing argument that Alberti was not the designer of the
built loggia, see Preyer, "Loggia" (1977), pp. 183-197.

2.

Perosa, "Ziba1done" (1981), p. 121;
p. 156:

"From eight houses I made one, three were on the via della

Vigna and five were behind."
3.

and Preyer, "Palace" (1981),

A record made in 1473.

Mack, "New proposals" (1974), pp. 517-529;

and Preyer, "Palace"

(1981), p. 179ff and p. 195.
4.

Sanpao1esi, "Precisazione" (1963), pp. 61-66;

and for Preyer's

documentary evidence, see her "Palace" (1981), Document XIII, pp.
214-215.
5.

Preyer, "Palace" (1981), p. 179ff.

6.

Ibid., pp. 176-178:

"the house was made and constructed in two

stages, namely the large and the small house, which are at present ...
one house, (and) are being used as one house."
7.

Ibid., p. 183ff.

8.

Sanpao1esi, "L' architettura" (1981), p. 232;
(1981), p. 223, Doc. XXVa.

and Preyer, "Palace"

The archivist wrote (c. 1722-34) that:

"Giovanni di Paolo di Messer Paolo Rucellai bui 1 t a palace from his
house with the other houses from a design by the very famous Leon
Battista Alberti.

According to various traditions there were to be

either eleven windows and three doors or fourteen windows and four
doors."
9.
10.

Preyer, "Palace" (1981), p. 182ff.

Ibid., p. 214, Document XIII and p. 182ff:

"From his old house ...

Giovanni. .. is building ... a large and agreeable edifice ... which is
understood not yet to be completed, at least in breadth, and which
he wi 11 be able to complete together with the above-mentioned house
(house seven) whi ch is being bought."

b

11.

Ibid., p. 183 .

12.

Ibid., p. 181.

13.

Ibid.
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14.

Ibid.

15.

Sanpao1esi, "Precisazione" (1963), fig. 4.

16.

As n. 10, above.

17.

Which would support the eighteenth century supposition:
above.

see n. 8,
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1.

Lamoureux, San Sebastiana (1979);

and Calzona, San Sebastiana (1979).

Also, two essays on San Sebastiano, with restorations based on already
published material, should be mentioned here.

The earliest was by

Bassani et al., "Analisi" (1974), pp. 243-263.

The other was published

at the same time as Cal zona and Lamoureux' and so was not able to
benefi t from their conclusions:

Rykwert-Tavernor, "San Sebastiano"

(1979), pp. 76-95.
2.

Wittkower, Principles (1973), p. 49.

Lamoureux, San Sebastiana

(1979), pp. 54-55, concluded that the portico was only half complete
and the vaulting to the central space only a third covered, with no
roof protection.

See also Burns, "San Sebastiano" (1981), p. 125.

3.

Calzona, San Sebastiana (1979), pp. 74, 75, 79, 122.

4.

Compare Lamoureux, San Sebastiana (1979), Appendix I, pp. 166-216
and Calzcna, San Sebastiana (1979), "I Documenti", pp. 218-249,
document 40ff.

The two authors sometimes date the same document

differently, and present different material for scrutiny; so a checklist of the documents they include has been compiled in Appendix III,
below.

All references to documents that follow should be referred to

Appendix III.
5.

Lamoureux, San Sebastiana (1979), p. 39, and Calzona, San Sebastiana
(1979), p. 72; though Calzona does say that the plague and commitments
to other projects may have caused work to decline during 1462-1463.

6.

15 May 1460; see Appendix III.

7.

27 May 1460; see Appendix III.

8.

On the 16 May, 30,000 bricks were ordered; the 19 May, 20,000 bricks;
the 28 May, 20,000 bricks.

See the letters of the 18 Augus t 1460 and

21 May 1461 (Appendix III, below).

These letters are di ffi cult to

understand, and the situation is complicated because work was also
being done on the adjacent Porta Pusterla.

It is possible that both

building projects took material, and in effect shared the resources
of just one conveniently placed materials depot.
9.

The 27 December 1462, according to Lamoureux, San Sebastiana (1979),
and Brown, "Luca Fancelli" (1972), p. 163 and p. 158, n. 8.

The

G
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Mantuan calendar changed on December the 25th, hence 27 December
1463 is 1462 by modern reckoning.

Calzona wrongly interpreted the

date of the letter as 27 December 1463:

Calzona, San Sebastiana

(1979), p. 74 and n. 2l.
10.

Lamoureux, San Sebastiano (1979), p. 42.

11.

27 August 1463:

"Abiamo atexo a rifar imuri cherano guasta cioe Ie

scorze qualli a bisogniato dis far da tera insu una gran parte e
atendo a menar su una parte dela chiexa damezo inanzi questa fo per
chomesion di mess. batista."
12.

See Appendix III, below.

The full text of this letter of 27 December 1462 follows here.

This

transcription was made with the kind help of Professor G. Orlandi of
Milan University.
"Illustrissime p. et ex.me d.dne. mi singularissime et.r. Perche
ieriastanote e piouto due piove asai grandi perlle quali non ho
posuto con 50 stuore coprir per modo Ie volti di san bastiano che
quele chessi aprovarono essere ariciate non stano chaduto in parte
lariciatura e trabatute dalaqua.

Mess. Batista rna chonvexo chio

facia provigion per coprire di chopi quelo poso far e sollo davixar
la V.I.S. per choprire quello che per fino aora innovata bisonera
anchora miara vinti di chopi.

Abiamo levato tuto el porticho una

pontata ella meta desso due, cioe se principiato Ie volti per 10
simile tuta la sinistra parte alintrare del tempio; se principiato
Ie volti quela parte che si trouva ne primi termini sie un quinto
o meno.

Mess. batista a gran volonta che si alzi tuto allpavimento.

Ami dito piu volta sia buono far provigion di priete.

A mio

giuditio stimo che 36 miara senavexe sodisfarra a pieno per alzare
intorno al pavimento la spexa fata da venere pasato principiando el
sabato per fino a tuto anquo venere adi 27 decembre 1463 (1462 by
modern reckoning, see n. 9, above) sie questa che in questa ligata
monta lire 170 soldi 9 p.6 albertino mi dice non aver ordine alquno
dalla I.S.V. alIa qualle sempre mi rachomando Manta.

V.F.S. Luca

tagliaprieta. "
Archivio di Stato di Mantova, AG, F.II.8, busta 2398, lettera;
Appendix III, below.

b

and

r
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13.

Braghiro11i, "A1berti" (1869), pp. 3- 31, p. 11;

and n. 12, above.

14.

Lamoureux, San Sebastiana (1979), pp. 179-180, Document XIX;
Ca1zona, San Sebastiana (1979), pp. 225-226, Document 58;

and see

n. 9, above, for his date query.
15.

Lamoureux, San Sebastiana (1979), p. 40, n. 28;
pp. 393-394;

16.

Mancini, Vita (1967),

and Ca1zona, San Sebastiana (1979), pp. 74-75, n. 21.

Lamoureux, San Sebastiana (1979), pp. 39-41;

and Ca1zona, San

Sebastiana (1979), pp. 72-78.
17.

A quarter of a million bricks had been stock-piled;

18.

Sant'Andrea was to be built with 2 million bricks (see n. 11 in
Appendix VI, below).

see n. 8, above.

A quarter of a million bricks were ordered

for the San Sebastiano (and Porta Puster1a?) site (see n. 8, above),
and San Sebastiano is about one-eighth the size of the nave-only
Sant' Andrea.

I'

19.

Morse11i-Corti, Carceri

20.

Ca1zona, San Sebastiana (1979), pp. 73-75 and n. 19, where Giovanni

~n

Prata (1982), pp. 55-58.

Antonio di Arezzo's work for the Gonzaga is listed.
21.

Amadei, Cranaca (1741), pp. 279-280.

In 1488 the Pope " concedette

mol te indu1genze alIi fede1i i quali ne1li venerdi del mese di marzo
andarebbeno a far orazione in detto sotterraneo."

The " s otterraneo"

or 'underground' is a loose description for a crypt.

Masses were

being said in the church in 1478 (Lamoureux, 1979, p. 53), so between
1478-88 the upper church must have been rendered unusable for the
pope to have been holding mass in the lower space.
22.

Labacco's sketch, and two others of the church, are discussed by
Lamoureux, San Sebastiana (1979), pp. 5-24, and by Ca1zona, San

Sebastiana (1979), pp. 56-57 and especially pp. 105-124.

Lamoureux

believes the decision to inc! ude a crypt was made early (March-April)
1460, after work had started on site (Lamoureux, 1979, pp. 47-49).
Ca1zona concurs, believing the first evidence for the crypt is the
letter of 15 May 1460 (Calzona, 1979, p. 116).
23.

Lamoureux, San Sebastiana (1979), pp. 32-35;

Sebastiana (1979), p. 116.

And see my Chapter 1.
and Ca1zona, San
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24.

Borsi, AZberti (1977), pp. 209-210.

25.

13 October 1470.

Wittkower, PrincipZes (1973), p. 49, n. 2.

Lamoureux, San Sebastiana (1979), pp. 44-45.

But Calzona, San

Sebastiana (1979), pp. 83, 121, 122, believed they were the facade
pilasters of the original project which had no crypt, and that the
subsequent raising of the facade made adjustments necessary.
26.

27 December 1462.

Lamoureux, San Sebastiana (1979), p. 36.

Calzona, San Sebastiana (1979), pp. 74-75, confused the issue
further by insisting that only one vault ("I a volta" not "Ie vol te":
that is, 'the cupola') was under discussion.
27.

I

Lamoureux, San Sebastiana (1979), pp. 128-130, pointed out that

II

floods were recorded frequently, with three major ones in 1457, 1467

I

and 1474.

Schiavi, RestauY'a (1932), reported that the original level

of the crypt had been buried under a metre of earth.

Lamoureux

(1979), p. 76, suggested that this was a filler to raise the crypt
floor to the street level.

More probably this 'filler' is fluvial

deposit left after successive floodings of the site, suggesting that
Alberti's fears for his building were justifiable.
28.

Burns, "San Sebastiano" (1982), p. 125, who stated that:

"The

decision to build a crypt with its floor at ground level was a way
of raising the main church off the ground, which Alberti recommends,
and a sensible decision in an area prone to fl ooding. "

Whilst this

is certainly Alberti's recommendation, in Book VII, chs. 3 and 5,
that a building should be "somewhat raised", there is no indication
it had to be raised as much as 24 steps above ground level (i.e. the
existing crypt floor level), and, for instance, Sant'Andrea is raised
by only six steps.

Also, although Alberti says the church or temple

should be raised, he also says that it should not inconvenience
those who are frequent users:

"the old folks and the infirm":

Alberti, Ten Boaks (1955), p. 140.
29.

Lamoureux, San Sebastiana (1979), pp. 15-24 and 47,49.

30.

15 May 1460.

Gianpietro failed Ludovico Gonzaga, because the walls,

on the 27 May 1460, were the height of !loncio 10 sopra a quello brazio

I

II
1

I

......
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che la 1.S. V. mi lassio ordine", which is 38 cms, or about three
brick courses, too high.
31.

Johnson, Sant'Andrea (1975):

see the letter of 17 September 1472.

Two letters were written by Ludovico on this day.
Fancelli:
uno brazo

One was sent to

"Sel non se potesse andare ala tre braza se povia fare
0

quello piu se potesse a cio che se vedesse malto bene

come dovesse andare."
ins tructed:

The other was to Alberto Pavesi, who was

"1 avarlo alo tre braza secondo era del iberato".

For

a cross-section of Sant'Andrea and survey, see Ritscher, "S. Andrea"
(1899) .
32.

27 May 1460.

Lamoureux, San Sebastiana (1979), pp. 34-35.

Lamoureux'

suggestion that Gianpietro was considering the stair access to the
'upper church', 8 Braccia high, less than two months after the
foundations were dug, is perhaps an exaggeration of the rate work
could have progress'ed.

I suggest a height of 3 Braccia would be

realistic.
33.

An opinion shared by Borsi, Alberti (1977), pp. 209-210, and n. 24,
above.

34.

Lamoureux, San Sebastiana (1979), p. 66, related the impression the
crypt had on visitors:

"They have remarked on its large size and

'strange magnificence', as well as the great expense that must have
been involved in its construction."

This accurate description of

the 'great expense' involved is almost enough in itself to confirm
that the crypt was not part of Alberti's preferred design:
his fundamental tenets was for economy of structure.

one of

Consider his

proud boast to Ludovico Gonzaga concerning his Sant'Andrea design,
that "it will cost much less" than Manetti' s design (Burns, "Letter"
(1982), pp. 126-127).
p. 161):

Consider also Lamoureux' later comment (on

"Alberti's is an architecture for effect ... the heavy piers

of the crypt, for example, were hardly needed to support the floor
above, but were necessary to provide the effect or quali ty of a
crypt oratory as Alberti conceived it."

The latter part of this

statement surely contradicts Alberti, and a direct comparison to
Michelangelo's architectural practice is hardly valid, as Lamoureux
then proposes.

,I
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35.

See no. 21, above.

The 'temporary' roof probably collapsed between

Fancelli's leaving the project and the Pope's visit to the church,
that is, between 1479-88.

It was perhaps part of Ardizzoni's task

to rebuild a more permanent roof and the quadripartite vault.
36.

This letter of 27 July 1463 is not documented by Lamoureux, so see
Calzona, Document 52, pp. 223-224.

Ludovico thanked Alberti:

"Havemo visto quanto per la vostra ce haveti signi ficato del esser
vostro a Firenza a de quello modello haveti visto che ne stato di
piacer assai e del scriver vostro ve ringratiamo grandemente."
37.

See n. 2l, above.

38.

Calzona, San Sebastiano (1979), pp. 73-76.

39.

Johnson, Sant'Andrea (1975), p. 20.

40.

12 December 1466.

Although this is the last progress report, documents

relate to the transfer of materials in 1468:

"Vollevono esser per

Sanctto Sebastiano quella Ii po mandaI' a tore."
41.

13 October 1464.

Recorded by Calzona only:

San Sebastiano (1979),

Document 73, p. 232.
42.

Lamoureux, San Sebastiano (1979), pp. 43-44.

Alberti was in Mantua

between September and October 1465 (see Carra, "Pastelli" (1961),
p. 3).

See also Calzona's own comments, pp. 81-82.

43.

Calzona, San Sebastiano (1979), p. 80, n. 53.

44.

Burns, "Letter" (1982), p. 126.

45.

13 October 1470, and n. 25, above.

46.

25 November 1470.
this to mean:

Burns, "San Sebastiano" (1982), p. 125, translated

"those measurements and directions for execution ... we

greatly desire that the portico should be formed before anything else
is done."

Lamoureux misinterpreted the latter statement as 'the portico

in anti s': his Document XXXVII.
47.

On 14 January 1472, Fancelli wrote to Ludovico concerning "qualche
verdure per la festa del glorioso S. Sebastiano", a festival which
falls on January 20.

The "modoni" for San Sebastiano, San Lorenzo,
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etc., were ready on 27 February 1460.

Had Ludovico's dream, which

reportedly prompted Ludovico's decision to build the church, occurred
on 20 January?

For an account of the dream, see Vasic Vatovec,

Fance lli (1979).
48.

Morselli - Corti, Carceri in Prato (1982), pp. 55-62.

This supports

the thesis by Ackerman, "Practice" (1954), that facades in the Quattrocento were dependent on the initial development of the plan before they
could be elevated.
49.

Wittkower, Principles (1973), p. 50.

Lamoureux (1979), pp. 53-54,

described the cornice as terracotta, but it is clearly made of small
bricks:

see figs. 19 and 20, below.

50.

Lamoureux, San Sebastiano (1979), p. 54.

51.

Lamoureux, San Sebasti ano (1979), pp. 55-56.

Ardizzoni was

contracted by the Lateran Canons who received the church into their
care on 22 September 1488.
repair.

The church was by then in a poor state of

On 12 June 1499, Ardizzoni was instructed to repair and re-

build walls and the "crociera" .

Also, see Calzona (1979), pp. 50-52,

for a more detailed description and a freer interpretation of the same.
52.

Calzona, San Sebastiano (1979), p. 51.

53.

Wittkower, Princi ples (1973), p. 51, attributed the staircase on the

I

left, the open arcades of the substructure, and the heavy frame of
the classical door to Ardi zzoni, finished "to the best of his poor
ability" .
54.

I bid.; Wittkower did not suggest that Ardizzoni completed the facade,
but only its "supplementary" details.
description of the entablature.

See p. 48 for Wittkower's

The Alberti design which Ardizzoni

would have referred to might have been the one made in autumn 14 70
(see n. 46, above).
55.

Calzona, San Sebasti ano (1979), p. 86 and n. 85 and 86, who observed
that Fancelli, when recounting his service for the Gonzagas between
1450 and 1477, informed Ludovico that "Dal 50 per fino al 66 e chiaro
a V.S. che io non n'avii alcuna provigione; niente di mancho io oltre
allo esercitio delle priete vive operai sempre quelle cose che a

I
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quell a piaceva in far murar as. Bastiano ... " (22 March 1477).

His

use of the perfect tense - operai - suggested to Cal zona that the
work was complete at the time of writing.

Also, on 19 August 1478,

Ludovico was asked for a contribution of metal for a bell at San
Sebastiano "per sonare la messa", which again suggests the church
was finished; or nearly so.
56.

See Chapters 1, 4, 5 and the Conclusion, above.

57.

A notable example for comparison is the lighting of Sant'Andrea's
nave, which had thermal windows lighting the side chapels and at
both ends of the nave:
'umbrellone'.

58.

the one behind the facade was lit by the

See Appendix VI, below.

Otherwise, steps covering the lower portion of the facade would
cause its proportions to appear squat.

59.

See Rykwert-Tavernor, "San Sebastiano" (1979), pp. 77-85, for
restoration drawings of the facade.

60.

Seroux D'Agincourt, Histoire (1823-29), Vol. 1, pp. 88-89.

Calzona,

San Sebastiano (1979), pp. 56-59, even goes as far as to suggest that
D' Agincourt' s etching (by Dufourny) is not of the church as it was in
the 1ate eighteenth century, but follows a drawing of Alberti's post1460 design.

Calzona therefore attributes the serliana to Alberti.

See also Calzona (1979), p. 101ff.
61.

The side aisles are 5.08 metres deep, whereas 12 Braccia is about
5.6 to 5.7 metres:

62.

see fig. 12.

Calzona, San Sebastiano (1979), pp. 57-59.
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1.

APPENDIX IV.

Lang, "Programme" (1954), pp. 228-230.
pp. 59-145.

2.

Brown, "Patronage" (1981),

Casalini, "Annunziata" (1977), pp. 29-63.

Brown's Ph.D. thesis is entitled:

The Tribuna of SS. Annunziata in

FloY'ence, North-Western Uni versi ty (1978), of which her "Patronage"
(1981) is a published extract.
3.

A fact bemoaned by Brown, "Patronage" (1981), Appendix II, pp. 133-134.
An incomplete transcription of the Annunziata building documents is to

be found in Tonini, SantuaY'io (1876), but see n. 6, below.
4.

Brown, "Patronage" (1981), Appendix, pp. 133-134.

5.

Lang, "Programme" (1981), p. 288.

6.

Brown, "Patronage" (1981), Document 13, pp. 116-117, where Brown
claims to offer an accurate transcription compared to that by Tonini,

Santuario (1876).
7.

Lang, "Programme" (1954), p. 289 and n. 4, refers to an essay by
Heydenreich, "Der Tribuna" (1930), pp. 268-285.

But Brown (n. 6,

above) and Casalini, "Annunziata" (1977), p. 48, correct the transcription and make it clear that the "pilastri" were demolished already.
Thus Brown, p. 80, writes that the document does not read "si fosse
chiesto del lavorio fatto" as Lang believed, but "di sotti di remano
del lavorio fatto".
8.

Heydenreich, "Der Tribuna" (1930).

9.

Bulman, "Patronage" (1971).

10.

Brown, "Patronage" (1981), pp. 79-80.

Brown does not explain how

"colonne grandi" could be construed as small ornamental colunms, and
the shallow foundations she mentions (on p. 79) do not necessarily
support her thesis:

the "pilastri/colonne grandi" if part of a wall

would exert a uniformly distributed load, and not a series of point
loads, and would require only shallow foundations.
11.

Casalini, "Annunziata" (1977), p. 48.

12.

Ibid., and Appendix V, below.
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13.

APPENDIX IV.

Casalini, "Annunziata" (1977), p. 45.

Unfortunately Casalini does

not quote from the original document, but paraphrases the document
(dated 1449):

"10 scultore 0 scarpellino Antonio di Pippo Naldini

fornisce 4 pilastri lavorati su tre facce, alti l'uno m. 11 e larghi,
per ogni faccia, m. 1 sui pilastri vanno i capitelli intagliati, con
architrave, fregio, cornice e due archi di pietra lavorati nell'intra
e nell'estradosso con quattro intagli."

Brown, "Patronage" (1981),

Appendix II, p. 134, dismissed this, since "No payments are given for
any of these piers (s i c?) nor is there any record of their having
been removed in 1455 when Casalini claims that the eight pillars were
taken down."

But there would have been no need to demolish them

until this passageway was demolished and the new triumphal arch started
on, which was not until the cupol a was finished in 1477.
14.

Brown, "Patronage" (1981), Appendix II, p. 134.

15.

Brown, "Patronage" (1981), p. 84.

16.

Ibid.

17.

These criticisms are made in her Appendix II, pp. 133-134.

18.

Brown, "Patronage" (1981), p. 80 and Document 13.

See also Appendix

V, below.
19.

Eight pilasters

l~

1% Braccia, equals

Braccia wide (8 x
l5~

Braccia.

l~

=

12), plus two pilasters of

That the latter two pilasters were

each 1% Braccia, I have assumed from Casalini's statement (n. 13, above)
that they were one metre wide:

1% Braccia equals 1.02 metres.

From

n. 46, Chapter 1 above, the wall around the choir would have had an
inner radius of 11.44 Braccia, 12.10 externally.

Its perimeter length

less the widths of the total of 10 pilasters:
2nR

p

2 x 3.1428 x 12.10 (where pi

= 76.06 - 15.5 = 60.56 Braccia.
The wall volume according to the survey (see Appendix V) was
Braccia.

Thus to find its height (h):

height
h

length
x 60.56

width
x 0.66

157.25
157.25
h = 60.56 x 0.66 = 3.93 Braccia.

l57~
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From this calculation, and assuming the wall was without openings,
then it had a height of about 4 Braccia (actually 2.29 metres).
However, it would seem likely that openings would have been necessary
to admit light into the surrounding ambulatory and to allow entry
points into the choir.

Thus the wall would have been considerably

higher if the surveyors had already deducted the openings from the
volume of the wall:
20.

see the text that follows.

In the interior of the Pazzi Chapel pilasters are used to articulate
the walls, whereas the facade is articulated by columns.
Rucellai Chapel, see the plate in Grandjean-Famin,

For the

A~chitectu~ e

t oscane (1837), pl. VII.
21 .

Drawn in elevation in Borsi,

Albe~ti

(1977), p. 287ff .

Borsi's

claim that the pilasters are angled to achieve a deliberate perspecti ve effect is most improbable.

The stone pilasters have split down

the middle and the 'cracks have been infilled; the splitting is probably the result of settlement and poor workmanship:
lean for the same reason:
22.

surely they

see my survey.

Spallanzani, "San Martino" (1975), pp. 248 - 249, Documents 4 and 9;
where it is recorded that three windows were to have been incorporated in the new apse wall.

23.

McAndrew, Vene tian
and 3.5 - 3.6.

A~chit e ctu~e

(1982), p. 25 and figs. 3.1- 3.2

The model for the Santa Zaccaria choir dates from

1458 - also, if completed in the round, it too would have had ten
exedrae:
24.

was it based on the SS. Annunziata tribune design?

Saalman, "Pazzi Chapel" (1979), pp. 1-5.

On p. 2 he writes:

"the

column diameters in Brunelleschi's churches, (are) uniformly . 875
metres (1.5 braccia) according to my own check."
25.

Stegmann-Geymliller,

A~chit e ctu~e

(1924).

San Lorenzo's columns

are 9.05 metres high including the capitals:

Santo Spirito's are

slightly taller.
26 .

Therefore at least two reconstructions are possible.

27.

Only Brunelleschi's cupola for Florence Cathedral was larger, with
an internal width of 72 Braccia:
Braccia.

Michelozzo's would have been 40
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28.

Lang, "Programme" (1954), p. 297.

29.

Brown, "Patronage" (1981), p. 87ff, was following an argument
established by Heydenreich, "Der Tribuna" (1930), p. 276.

Lang,

"Programme" (1954), p. 297, n. 6, disputed this.
30.

Casalini, "Annunziata" (1977) , p. 36.

31.

Ibid. , p. 53.

32.

Ibid. , p. 46, and Appendix V, below.

33.

Ibid. , p. 32, and Brown, "Patronage" (1981), p. 62.

34.

See Giovanni Aldobrandini' s criticisms in Brown, "Patronage" (1981),
pp. 98-108.

35.

Brown, "Patronage" (1981), p. 63.

36.

Ibid., and Lunig, Codex (1725-1735), Vol. III, col. 1781-1808.

37.

The old choir was demolished in 1443 and work on the adjacent new
sacristy started in 1438.

38.

Brown, "Patronage" (1981), pp. 63-64.

39.

Codex of Marco di Bartolomeo Rustici, fol. llr, Florence, Seminario
Arcivescovile (Cestello).

See Brown, "Patronage" (1981), p. 72 and

n. 32, for her argument concerning the dating of the drawing.
40.

This will be made evident below.

According to my reconstruction,

the choir would have been 22 Braccia wide, the tondo 40 Braccia.
The first cupola over the choir appears to have been twice as high
as wide (i.e. 44 Braccia high).
41.

For details of the foundation medal for the Tempio Malatestiano, see
Hill, Medals (1978), p. 183.
41-75.

See also Pasini, "Note" (1973), pp.

Forty-three of these medals have been found:

six in

Sigismondo's sarcophagus.
42.

See Grayson, Autograph letter (1957), p. 5 and p. 17ff.

"Manetto"

commented on the proportions of the Malatesta tribune to Matteo de'
Pasti - comments which prompted ridicule from Alberti.
43.

Brown, "Patronage" (1981), p. 89.
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44.

This is conjectural only.

Brown estimated the wall height as the

same as the present lower cornice; about 17\ Braccia:

Brown,

"Patronage" (1981), p. 71, n. 31 and p. 84.
45.

That slit-windows existed in the exedrae before Alberti became
involved in the project can be deduced from the Codex Rustici
drawing (n. 39, above).
construction:

46.

Casalini also indicates them in his re-

"Annunziata" (1977), p. 47, fig. 9.

As Brown pointed out ("Patronage" (1981), p. 95 and n. 123), Vasari's
famous criticism that the arches over the chapels/ exedrae "lean forward" because of "the concave shape of the tribune" and that "Leon
Battista would have been better advised not to try it" and "Perhaps
Alberti would not have done this if his practical experience of
architecture had matched his theoretical knowledge", were unjust.
The tondo was not Alberti's original conception, as Vasari had been
led to believe" and he had inherited this problem with the design.
See Vasari-Milanesi, Vita (1878-85), pp. 543-545.

47.

This controversy is described in Chapter 3, here.
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1.

The Symposium on Alberti was held in Munich, March 1960.

At this

Symposium, Richard Krautheimer and Erich Hubala first proposed, quite
independently, that the existing 1 atin-cross plan of Sant' Andrea was
a sixteenth century extension to a smaller nave-only structure designed
by Alberti.

See Krautheimer, "Templum Etruscum" (1969), and Hubala,

" Lan gh a us " ( 19 61) .
2.

Johnson, Sant'Andrea (1975), Appendix II, no. 2, p. 64, and ch. 2,
n. 1.

The relevant sentence reads:

"Questa forma de tempio se nomina

apud veteres Etruscum sacrum."
3.

Alberti discussed the Etruscan Temple in Book VII, ch. 4.

4.

Krautheimer, "Templum Etruscum" (1969), p. 71.

5.

The newly found documents refer to a second building campaign between
1530 and 1565, whereas previously it was thought the only sixteenth
century campaign was between 1597 and 1600.

Johnson's archaeological

evidence was a discontinuity in the exterior brickwork (Johnson, Sant'

Andr ea (1975), p. 19), suggesting that the walls had been built-up in
the first campaign, and then abandoned until the second. But see n. 6,
below.
6.

Forster, "Review" (1977), p. 36, presents the convincing argument that
the 'discontinuity' was the result of weathering to the brickwork
caused by houses attached to the outside wall of Sant'Andrea; these
were demolished leaving their outline, and it was this outline that
Johnson saw.

7.

Johnson, Sant'Andrea (1975), Appendix II, no. 7, p. 65.

8.

Chambers, "Gonzaga patronage" (1977), pp. 99-119.

Ludovico's main

obstacle to building the new church was Abbot Nuvoloni of Sant'Andrea,
who proclaimed he would "never in a hundred years" permit the demoli tion of any part of the old church.

He died in March 1470 (Chambers,

p. 103).
9.

Johnson, Sant'Andrea (1975), Appendix II, no. 2, p. 64:
capacious, more eternal, more worthy, more cheerful.

"more

It will cost

much less ... "; part of Alberti's letter of October 1470.

Antonio

r
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Manetti Ciaccheri had produced a design around 1460 for Sant'Andrea
which Alberti was cautiously critical of in his letter (Chambers,
"Gonzaga patronage" (1977). p. 104).
10.

Chambers, "Gonzaga patronage" (1977).
Gonzaga cause.

Pius II had not helped the

The demolition of the old Sant'Andrea and, in

particular, the Blood of Christ's significance to the church had
proved to be too contentious for him.
11.

This paraphrased translation follows Chambers, "Gonzaga patronage"
(1977).

The Italian in the first part of the letter (from Johnson,

Sant'Andrea (1975), Appendix II, no. 7, p. 65) reads:
"Noi voressimo dar principio alla Chiesa di S. Andrea alla qual
fabrica abbiamo volto il core si per esser de necesitade, che la
viene a terra, si etiam per onor vostro e nostro e di questa cittade
e speriamo che in dui anni
casone di

ingeglia~dire

0

tre se gli fara tal principio che sera

molto la brigata a spendergli perche sara

posto in opera due milioni di prede al creder nostro, advisandone,
che secondo uno modello ch'e facto non gli andara la spesa ne il tempo
che se credeva, e non tanto a Vui che siete zovene rna ancora Nui
compando, qualsia in piacere de Dio (sic)."
12.

Ludovico Gonzaga was born in 1412 and died six years after this
letter was written.

For the Milan Cathedral comment, see Chambers,

"Gonzaga patronage" (1977), p. 11.
13.

The Gonzagas hosted the 1459 Council at Mantua, when Pius II tried
in vain to rally support for a Crusade against the Turks.

In Pius'

hometown of Corsignano, renamed Pienza, a church, palace, piazza
and loggia were built between 1459 and 1462:

see Pius II, Memoirs

(1960), Bk. IX, pp. 282-292.
14.

For details of the brick kiln, see Johnson Sant'Andrea (1975), p. 13.

15.

Alberti, Ten Books (1955), Bk. II, ch. 1.
(1966), p. 97:

Alberti, L'architettura

"Iccirco vetus optime aedificantium mos mihi quidem

semper probabitur, ut non perscriptione modo et pictura, verum etiam
modulis exemplariisque factis asserula seu quavis re universum opus
et singulae cunctarum partium dimensiones de consilio instructissimorum
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see Pius II, Memoirs

(1960), Bk. IX, pp. 282-292.
14.

For details of the brick kiln, see Johnson Sant'Andrea (1975), p. 13.

15.

Alberti, Ten Books (1955), Bk. II, ch. 1.
(1966), p. 97:

Alberti, L'architettura
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iterum at que iterum pensitemus atque examinentur, priusquam quid
aliud aggrediare, quod impensam aut curam exigat.

In modulis vero

ducendis dabitur, ut regionis situm et areae ambitum et partium
numerum atque ordinem et parietum faciem et tectorum firmitatem et
onmium denique rerum, de quibus libro superiore transegimus, rationem
et conformationem pulcherrime spectes atque consideres.

Et licebit

istic impune addere diminuere commutare innovare ac penitus pervertere,
quoad onmia recte conveniant et comprobentur.

Adde quod futurae

impensae modus et summa, quae res minime negligenda est, certior
habebitur,

latitudine altitudine crassitudine numero amplitudine

forma specie qualita teque rerum singularum pro earum dignitate et
faborum manu pensi tatis."
16.

Johnson, Sant'Andrea (1975), p. 10.

The foundation stone of the

building was laid by Ludovico on 12 June 1472.
April:
17.

Alberti died in early

Gaye, Carteggio (1839), Vol. 1, Document XCIV.

Ludovico' s reference to his own "fantasia" is found in his reply to
Alberti's letter (Johnson, Sant'Andrea (1975), Appendix 2, no. 3,
p. 64):

"Havemo etiam visto el disegno de quello tempio ne haveti

mandato, el quale prima fatie ne piace rna perche non 10 possiamo ben
intendere a nostro modo aspectaremo che siamo a Mantova poi parlato
che habiamo cum vui dictovi la fantasia nostra et intesa anche la
vostra faremo quanto ne parera sia il meglio."

And for Alberti's

'predi lection', see n. 15, above.
18.

It was a standard problem in manuals of practical arithmetic to

calculate the number of bricks in a given wall.

See Goldthwaite,

Building (1980), p. 150. Also, Filarete made much of his brick
calculation for the walls of Sforzinda: see, for example, Filarete,
Treatise (1965), p. 39.
19.

Goldthwaite, Building (1980), for a general discussion of the manufacture and use of brick in the fifteenth century.

20.

Ibid., pp. 188ff and 201ff.

In Florence, as elsewhere, brick sizes

were strictly controlled and prices fixed by the State.

As with other

standards, official brick-models were made for comparison with those
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bricks produced at the kilns.

The Mantuan slow-drying clay restricted

the maximum size of bricks and the number of kiln-firings each year.
As the bricks were stored outside to dry, heavy rain could s low down
the process of manufacture further.

The Director of the Archivio di

Stato, Mantova, Professor Adele Bellu, referred me to a document in
the State archive, dated 11 January 1732 (ASMN. AG. Serie 1, busta
3237), where an 'ancient' Mantuan brick standard is described as
8 once

+

2 punti x 4 once x 2 once, or roughly 32 x 16 x 8 cms

(assuming a Mantuan Braccio of 46.7 cms).

Some examples of sixteenth

century bricks in other states can be found in Goldthwaite, Building
(1980), pp. 209-210, n. 67:

Florentine bricks were about 29 x

5 cms, and the antique Roman brick was 30 x 15 x 3 cms.

l4~

x

Schiavi,

3
Restauro (1932), p. 31, estimated that there were 200 bricks per m
volume at San Sebastiano, which compares well with my own estimate
in Appendix VII,
21.

be~ow.

See Johnson, Sant'Andrea (1975), p. 15, and Appendix II, nos. 45 and
48 for the building campaigns and the consecration of the chapels,
respectively.

On the 20 May 1480, ten chapels were consecrated.

The eleventh was consecrated on 22 August 1481, and the twelfth on
the 14 July 1482.

Curiously, Johnson suggested that the eleventh

chapel was consecrated at some unknown date, after the twelfth chapel,
and dedicated to St. Longinus.

The entry for August 1481 states that

"unam capell am ... consecratum sub ti tolo vocabulo Sanguinis Christi
posi tam et fundatam":

which Johnson argued referred to an under-

ground crypt, because that is where the Blood is now stored.

But

all the other chapels were consecrated sequentially, so why omit the
eleventh chapel in favour of a crypt which is not mentioned in these
records?

The "third" part of the church vaulting (presumably that

over the third group of chapels, nos. 9-12) was started in 1494:
see Johnson, p. 18.

The roundel was frescoed in 1488:

see

Paccagnini, Le Arti (1960), Vol. 1, p. 52.

22.

Inventaire (1938), Vol. II, drawing no. 333.

Also referred to by

Lotz, "Vischer" (1961), p. 65ff, which I have been unable to find.
Vischer's drawing of the facade shows niches above the doors having
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shell-motif frescoes.

This could still be seen around 1945 following

the demolition of a fifteenth century house built adjacent to the
facade:

see Johnson, Sant'Andrea (1975), plates 1 and 64.

In 1830,

the facade and porch interior were 'restored' and painted white.
23.

Krautheimer, "Templum Etruscumfl (1969), p. 71.

24.

Johnson, Sant'Andrea (1975), p. 100, n. 32.

This drawing is an elevation

of the east end of the church made "in the course of estimating repairs
to the temporary wooden screen that closed off the east end of the nave."

25.

Ibid.

The full transcription reads:

lila volta d.tezi 6 grossa/la

capella antica difora della/chiesa in la fabrica/la paredana d.la
testada d.la chiesa/di s.to Andrea ch. sono da refarlla/alarga braza
41 li ase sivede che livole/n.ro 100 che faremo da baso co./queli
vechie eco.li listi p.li comisuri."
26.

Ritscher, liS. Andre,a" (1899).

Ritscher believed that the 'old chapel'

was still standing in 1580.
27.

Perhaps Johnson was thinking of Peruzzi's temporary church at St.
Peter's, Rome.
tomb.

This structure protected the altar and the Apostle's

No such martyrium existed at Sant'Andrea, however, and none \vas

considered until the late sixteenth century when a Gonzaga pantheon
was proposed and when the Blood was moved to the crypt.
28.

This is more fully discussed in my Chapter 3.

29.

Johnson, Sant'Andrea (1975), Appendix III, no. 10, pp. 77-79.

30.

Reconstructed by Borsi, Alberti (1975), reproduced here as fig. 78.
Alberti's letter to the site architect of the Tempio Malatestiano,
Matteo de'Pasti, expressed his attitude to round windows quite clearly.
Alberti firmly rejected the use of a round window on the facade of the
Tempio, because he believed the shape structurally unsound and unsuited
to their function (they let in less light in their lower half).

Also,

such windows were appropriate only in specific antique temples:

those

dedicated to Jove and Apollo, see:

Grayson, Autograph l etter (1957).

It is hard to imagine his views would have changed radically over the
next twenty years.

The outline of the original thermal windows can be

seen in Johnson, Sant'Andrea (1975), plates 9, 32 and 34.

Similarly,
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Johnson's argument that the oculi placed between the giant pilasters
of the nave piers were designed by Alberti (Johnson, p. l6ff), I find
doubtful.

As can be seen from his plate 17, the brickwork of the

lower part of the oculus (this one is in a crossing pier) is quite
separate from the main structure of the wall opening which, as can
be seen from outside (and just visible in Johnson's plate 9, within
the shadow of the large, right-hand, arched opening in the outer wall)
has a rectangular shape, and only its top edge is round-headed.
Johnson argued convincingly that rectangular openings, or niches, were
placed in the interior; between the present oculi and the doors to the
small chapels:

an arrangement to be seen on the present facade.

But,

on the facade, the upper window is not circular and I suggest that
the arrangement of door, niche and round-headed rectangular window
between the giant pilasters of the facade was to be repeated along
the nave.

In other words, I would suggest that the oculus is not an

Albertian motif but represents a later remodelling of the wall,
perhaps in the sixteenth century.

This observation further undermines

Johnson's argument that the 1 atill- cross pI an was Alberti's invention
(cf. Johnson's argument, p. l6ff).
31.

For an alternative interpretation, see Pasini, "Facciata" (1981),
pp. 21-34, who suggested that the door is intended to appear freestanding, and the decoration above it is representative of decoration
on a distant wall within the building.

32.

Federico Gonzaga was born in 1500, became Marquis in 1519 and Duke
in 1530.

He died in 1540.

The second building programme was between

c. 1530 and 1565.

33.

Negotiations for Giulio's move from Rome to Mantua started in 1521.
Baldassare Castiglione, Raphael's patron and friend and Federico's
ambassador, greatly assisted both parties.

34.

Shakespeare referred to Giulio in Act V, Scene 2 of "The Winter's Tale".

35.

Johnson, Sant'Andl'ea (1975), Appendix III, no. 5, p . 77.

36.

Perina, Basilica (1965).

37.

Johnson, Sant'Andrea (1975), Appendix III, no. 2 and no. 3, p. 76.

38.

Ibid., p. 23.

Johnson noted an inscription in the vault of the north
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transept portico bearing the name of a mason, "Bernardino Giberto",
dated 1550.
39.

Ibid., p. 24.

Johnson proposed that work finished c. 1565, but little

work appears to have been done on the north portico beyond 1550.
Perhaps it is no coincidence that work came to a halt soon after
Giulio Romano died in 1546.
40.

Federico died in 1540.

According to Vasari, the invitation came after the death of Antonio
da Sangallo.

41.

At the risk of over-simplifying the problems which the designer of
St. Peter's faced, the design for St. Peter's had to fulfil a dual
need; to provide a large space to accommodate the thousands of
visiting pilgrims who had come to the martyrium located over the
Prince of the Apostle's tomb.
of needs appear in

~

Perruzi's plans for this conflation

number of publications:

for example, see

Letarouilly, Vatican (1963), Vol. 1, plates 23 and 24.

Campbell,

"New St. Peter's" (1981), pp. 3-8, makes the case for these designs
as a conflation of the Basilica of Maxentius-cum-Temple of Peace and
the Pantheon:

Aegidius of Viterbo urged Pope Julius II (in an address

of 1507) to exceed the achievements of Solomon and Zerubabbel, as well
as those of Pope Silvester and Constantine, the basilica's founders,
in his new design.

Thus, it may be construed, these sixteenth century

designs, like Sant'Andrea's, referred to the Temple of Peace (because
of the Temple of Jerusalem link?) when looking for a large space to
accommodate visiting pi! grims.

And, I would suggest, Federico's

desire to extend Alberti's design was prompted by the martyrium
'extension' of the new St. Peter's designs, and Giulio Romano, who
was familiar with these Roman designs, was the ideal architect to
employ for this task.
42.

From Alberti's letter to Ludovico Gonzaga, 23 September 1470,
ing his interest in being the designer of the new Sant'Andrea:
Johnson, Sant'Andpea (1975), Appendix II, 1, p. 64:

concel~

in,

he understood

that "la intentione principale era per havere gram spatio dove mol to
populo capesse a vedere el sangue de Cristo."
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There was no tradition of burial in Sant'Andrea for the Gonzagas,
though Duke Vincenzo (1562-1612), in his second will of 1595, demanded
to be buried in Sant'Andrea's crypt.

By this time the sacred Blood

was already in place "in capella inferiori et subterranea", but the
will included a redesign of the space.

Vincenzo was not buried in the

crypt, nor were any of his successors.

If the Blood was stored beneath

the ground in the fifteenth century as Johnson maintained (see n. 21,
above), the west arm of the present crypt with its curious apsoidal
end may be a remnant of this space.

Presumably the Blood was moved

to the centre of the crossing just before 1595, or at a date when work
on the latin-cross extension was sufficiently advanced.

The large

mausoleum planned for Vincenzo was to be entered from one arm only
(presumably the western arm) directly from the nave by two straight
flights of steps, see:
ruld fig. 13.

Signorini, "Gonzaga Tombs" (1981), pp. 3-13,

So the two spiral staircases which presently lead from

the transept to the crypt may be post 1600, and not earlier as Johnson
suggested (Johnson, Sant'Andrea (1975), pp. 16-17).

I

I
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1.

Lamoureux, San Sebastiana (1979), p. 83, n. 13.

2.

Alberti, L 'architettura (1966), pp. 197 and 211:

"hoc est media muri

infarcinatio et gemini hinc atque hinc, seu coria nuncupes seu
cortices ... " and "eorumque situs sedesque primaria est, ut summum
parietis, veluti corona, irnrnune(m) frequentioribus illis innexuris,
guae in pedes quinos fiunt."
3.

Goldthwaite, Building (1980), p. 162.

4.

All vertical dimensions are from Ritscher, "S. Andrea" (1899).
Whilst the aim has been to calculate the volume of the building as
accurately as possible it should be appreciated that the results
which follow can be used only as a general indication of the volume
of bricks used.

Any minor discrepancies, therefore, between the

dimensions used here and surveys by others should be judged in
relation to the broad conclusion at the end of this appendix.
5.

b

Borsi, Alberti (1977), p. 232, and fig. 76, here.
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1.

See Burns, "Drawing" (1979), pp. 45-56, for a detailed account of
the drawing.

2.

Ibid. , p. 46.

3.

Ibid. , p. 49.

4.

Ibid. , p. 54, n. 16:

'Prefurnia et vasa/aquaria latebunt/hospites/

onmia erunt luci/dissima expedita/et lauta.';

"the mouths of the

furnaces and the cauldrons of water will be hidden from the guests;
everything will be very bright, uncluttered and elegant."

Burns'

translation, p. 48.
5.

Ibid ., p. 49.

6.

Ibid., p. 49.

7.

Ibid., p. 55, n. 42, for the 'little braccia';
Ghiberti (1982), pp,. 238-239.

8.

Lotz, "Unita di misure" (1982), p. 228.

a-'

.

and Krautheimer-Hess,

See Appendix X and my Conclusion.

10.

Doursther, Dictionnaire (1840), p, 417.

11.

In Gaye, Carteggio (1839), pp. 274-275; in a letter of 1481.

12.

TIle courtyard ambulatory width measures:
10.28, 9.94, 10.25 and 9.89 Urb.pdi. = 40.36 = 10.09 average.

The lengths of the walls around the courtyard measure:
79.13 by 87.99/89.22 Urb.pdi. = 80 x 90.

The outer dimensions of the colonnade measure:
58.6 by 68.17 Urb.pdi. = 60 x 70.

The colunm diameters are between:
2.075 and 2.12 Urb.pdi. = 2.

The intercolunmation between:
7.81 and 7.94 Urb.pdi. = 8.

I have been informed by the Soprintendente, Dr. Arch. M. Luisa
Polichetti, that a detailed survey of the palace may be made during
1984.

In the meantime, I am grateful for her permission to make a

partial measured survey of the ground floor of the palace, which was
undertaken with the help of Mr. Mark Wilson-Jones in May 1983.

See

fig. 108.

J

T
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APPENDIX IX.

See Rotondi, Palazzo Ducale

(1950), p. 307ff, and Ducal Palace (1969),

pp.60-63. And Westfall, "Chivalric Declaration" (1978), p. 32ff.
14.

Baldi, Descrittione (1590), ch. XIII, pp. 570-571.

15.

See Westfall, "Chivalric Declaration" (1978), p. 32ff;

and Rotondi,

Palazz o Duca le (1950), p. 219.
16.

Baldi, Des cri tti one (1590), ch. XIII, pp. 546-547.

17.

The piers on Alberti's drawing, at a scale of 1:100, are 1.1 m deep;
those of the cortile del Pasquino are 1.08 metres deep according to
my survey.

Alberti's piers have intervals which scale at 3.3, 3.3

and 3.5 m, whilst the columns of the main courtyard are 3.2 to 3.25 m
apart.

At its narrowest point, Alberti's arribulatio is 4.15 m wide;

whilst the main courtyards average at 4.133 m wide.

Alberti's"ad

pene tra Zia" and vestibule have sides ranging between 4 .15 and 4.45 m
in length.
18.

That is, the axes of the cruciform east end of the church pass through
centrally placed columns:

presumably because the altar was to be

placed under the crossing.
19.

Transcription and English translation by Burns, "Drawing" (1979),
p. 46.

20.

Alberti, L'architettura (1966), pp. 418-419;
(1955), Bk. V, ch. 17, p. 105:

and Alberti, Ten Books

"the ancients favoured making the

portico face south, so that in summer, when the sun faces a higher
orbi t, its rays should not enter, whereas in winter they should enter."
And, BUl11S, "Drawing" (1979), p. 54, n. 20.
21.

These diagonals scale on Alberti's drawing as 6.05, 11.9 and 23.68
metres, or the equivalent of 20.44, 40.2 and 80 (exactly) pedes .

It

would seem that Alberti's rule was not precisely calibrated for the
subdivisions of his standard measure and, consequently, only the
larger plan dimensions are accurately represented.
22.

The doors are 1.67 and 1.8 metres wide, or 5.64 and 6.08 pedes .

t epidarium is 10 . 35 x 21.4 m, or 34.97 x 72.3 pedes .

The
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The piers of the porticus specularia are between 0.85 and 0.9 m wide,
or 2.87 and 3.04 pedes.

Those of the ambulatio 1.7 and 1.75 m wide,

or 5.74 and 5.91 pedes; with intervals of 3.3, 3.3 and 3.5 pedes, or
between 11.15 and 11.82 pedes.

See n. 21, above, for an explanation

of these inaccuracies.
24.

As n. 23, above, and see my Chapter 3, especially notes 19-21.

The

inaccuracies in Alberti's drawing (due to his poorly calibrated rule,
and non-use of a set-square) have been allowed for when reaching this
conclusion.
25.

Westfall, "Chivalric Declaration" (1978), pp. 28-32.

26.

Castiglione, Il Cortegiano (1908), Bk, 1, ch. 2, p. 13.
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1.

See my concluding chapter and notes 29 and 30 therein.

2.

See Appendix XI, below, and my Conclus ion for 6 and 10 as 'perfect'.

3.

Suggestions as to the identity of the donor or donors have been
numerous.

For a recent discussion of this, see Ginzburg, Indagini

(1982).
4.

See Lavin, Flage llati on (1972) .

5.

Wittkower-Carter, "Flagellation" (1953), p. 293, n. 4.

These measure-

ments result from a direct transposition of Wittkower and Carter's
'grand unit' of 19 modules for 10 pedes (i.e. 1.9 modules = 1 pes ).
Ten pedes is the combined height of the column and statue to which
Christ is tied in the painting.

The 50 pedes distance of Christ from

the painter's eye comes from Wittkower and Carter's estimate which
equalled:

pedes

(94~

19

+ 37~ +

38

= 94 ~

-;- 1.9 = 49.74).

modules, or the equivalent of 49.7

The slight discrepancy here is insigni-

ficant, because as Carter observed (p. 298, n. 1), the painting lacks
exact horizontals and verticals, and also (p. 297) because the intersection of the picture plane and ground plane "must rest upon conj ecture, the validity of which will depend upon the consistency and the
probabili ty of the resul ting conclusions."
6.

For example, see Gadol, Univer sal Man (1973), pp. 152 - 153, on the
pre-Copernican cosmos, Dante, Alberti, etc.

7.

Baron, Petrach- Br uni (1968), p. 240;

and Ba ron, Cr i sis (1966), p. 200:

"The city hersel f stands in the center, like a guardian and master;
towns surround her on the periphery [of the picture], each in its place.

A poet might well speak of the moon surrounded by the stars; and the
whole is very beautiful to behold.

Just as on a round buckler, where

one ring is laid around the other, the innermost ring loses itself in
the central knob which is the middle of the entire buckler:

Just so

we here see the regions like rings surrounding and enclosing one an-

other.

Among them, the city is the first, like to the central knob,

the center of the whole orbit.
and suburbs.

The city herself is ringed by walls

Around the suburbs, in turn, lies a belt of rural

mansions and estates, and around them the circle of towns; and this
whole outermost region is enclosed in a still larger orbit and circle.
Between the towns there are castles, and towers reaching into th e sky ... "
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8.

Vagnetti, "Studio" (1974), pp. 73-110;

and Orlandi, "Nota" (1974),

pp. 11 2- 137 .
9.

For a discussion of the radi wn and ori zon, see Vagnetti, "Studio"
(1974), p. 80.

Alberti does not elaborate on the Horizon in his

architectural treatise but in his Descript io Urbis Romae .

His mention

of the Horizon is to be found in the Ten Books (1955), Bk. X, ch. 7,
p. 222, and in L'archi t ettura (1966), pp. 923 and 925.
10.

Orlandi, L' ar chi t ettura (1966), p. 919, n. 1.

Leoni attempted to

clarify Alberti's statement (Ten Books (1955), Bk. X, ch. 7, p . 221)
by adding that 252,000 Furlongs/stadia equalled 31,500 miles.
According to Leoni, Alberti wrote:

"Eratosthenes tells us, that the

compass of this great globe is two hundred and fifty-two thousand
furlongs, or about thirty-one thousand five hundred miles ... "

An

interpretation after Vi truvius (1960), Bk. I, ch. 6, v. 9, who wrote
that the Earth's citcumference was 31,500,000 paces.

In Orlandi's

edition of L 'ar chi t ettura (1966), the Earth's circumference is left
blank becaus e the figure of 252,000 stadia in the original manuscript
appears to be a later inclusion.

But one may conclude that 252,000

stadia is the correct figure because it is directly derived from
Vitruvius' figure of 31,500 , 000 paces:
one pace
one stadium

=

5 pedes
625 pedes

25 2 ,000 x 625
5
= 31,500,000.

11.

Bartoli mentions "Eratosthenes" on p. 376 of the 1550 edition.

12.

Wittkower-Carter, "Flagellation" (1953), p. 301 and n. 4.

13.

For example, see Alberti, Opuscoli Mor al i (1568), p. 239.

In his

Ludi Matematic i Alberti described a circle having a diameter of 14
passi which, multiplied by ;2, has a circumference of 44 passi.
14.

Wittkower-Carter, "Fl agellation" (1953), pp . 293 and 297.

The precise

intersection of the picture plane cannot be calculated (see n. 5 above).
But if the painter's eye is SO pedes from Christ, and the pictur e
plane about one-third of that distance from the 'eye':
3

=

16.66 pedes .

SO divided by

j"
\1
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15.

Wittkower-Carter, "Fl agellation" (1953), p. 300.

I place the emphasis

on 'approximate' because, as Carter acknowledged (and T. Zanobini Leoni
did not - n. 17 below), the pattern is distorted by the perspective,
and the lines which describe it are not accurately drawn (n. 5 above).
I suggest that the geometry of the pattern was meant to be interpreted
and not physically reconstructed.
Pi e~o

de lla

F~anc e sca

For Longhi's comments, see:

Longhi,

(1942), p. 41.

16.

Wittkower-Carter, "Flagellation" (1953), p. 301 and n. 2.

17.

A pattern on the carpet trim of Piero's painting of the "Madonna and
the egg" in the Brera Gallery, Milan, is very similar to the Praetorium
floor pattern:

its squares are all the same size (fig. 8).

T. Zanobini

Leoni's computer study is referred to by M.L.C. Testi, "Conoscenza"
(1978), p. 17;

18.

and see n. 15, above.

Vit~uvius (1960), Bk,. III, ch. 1, p. 73.

closely approximates to

8~

Six times 12 (or 1.414)

(8.484).

19.

See Wittkower-Carter, "Flagellation" (1953), p. 45, fig. a.

20.

Furthermore, there is some evidence to suggest that Mantegna may have
used "the cubit of Christ" for the height of his painting of San
Sebastiano, now in Vienna (see Levi D' Ancona, "Image" (1977), pp. 110114).

Similarly, Piero may have used the antique pes for the outer

dimensions of the "Flagellation".

The painting is 815 mm wide or

n

pedes, and Christ's head is one pes in from the left-hand edge, and the
same dimension down from the top of the painting.

The bottom edge of

the "Flagellation" has been damaged and is very irregular, but if this
edge was originally 8 mm lower than at present, then Christ's head
would be at a point exactly half-way down the painting, and the height
of the painting would have been 2 pedes.
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NOTES

1.

APPENDIX XI.

For this discussion, see Davis, Treatises (1977), especially Appendices I and 11.

2.

Pacioli, De Divina Proportione (1509), opposite p. 25;

PrincipLes (1973), p. 15:

and Wittkower,

"because from the human body derive all

measures and their denominations and in it is to be found all and
every ratio and proportion by which God reveals the innermost secrets
of nature."
3.

Pacioli, De Divina Proportione (1509), ch. III, p. 27.

4.

Ibid., and see Vitruvius, Bk. III, ch. 1, and my Chapter 1 and n. 2-4,
above.

I am grateful to Professor P. Boyde for his help in 'correcting'

Pacioli's Italian here.
5.

Pacioli, De Divina Proportione (1509), p. 1.

A recent 'corrected'

edition - Milan (1956) - incorrectly transcribed this as "12 cioe
36 tanti de la presente linea a. b".
6.

Baxandall, Painting (1972), p. 95, and proportion in painting.

7.

Compare with Wittkower-Carter, "Flagellation" (1953), pp. 292-293 for
Wittkower's account of the module, and pp. 297ff for Carter's account.
Carter observed, p. 298, recurrent multiples of a module 1.85 inches
long in the painting, which was also

2~

times Pacioli's unit,

dis cussed here.
8.

The length of the Milanese Braccio which I have used here is to be
found, for example, in Martini, MetroLogia (1976) and Doursther,

Dictionnaire (1840).
9.
10.

This matter is also discussed in my Introduction.
See n. 7, above, and the discussion of the "Fl agel 1 ation" in Appendix X.
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APPENDIX XI.

For this discussion, see Davis, Treatises (1977), especially Appendices I and II.
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A recent 'corrected'

edition - Milan (1956) - incorrectly transcribed this as "12 cioe
36 tanti de la presente linea a. b".
6.

Baxandall, Painting (1972), p. 95, and proportion in painting.
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Compare with Wittkower-Carter, "Flagellation" (1953), pp. 292-293 for
Wittkower's account of the module, and pp. 297ff for Carter's account.
Carter observed, p. 298, recurrent multiples of a module 1.85 inches
long in the painting, which was also

2~

times Pacioli's unit,

discussed here.
8.

The length of the Milanese Braccio which I have used here is to be
found, for example, in Martini, MetroLogia (1976) and Doursther,

Dictionnaire (1840).
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This matter is also discussed in my Introduction.
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For this discussion, see Davis, Treatises (1977), especially Appendices I and II.

2.

Pacioli, De Divina Proportione (1509), opposite p. 25;

Principl es (1973), p. 15:

and Wittkower,

"because from the human body derive all

measures and their denominations and in it is to be found all and
every ratio and proportion by which God reveals the innermost secrets
of nature."
3.

Pacioli, De Divina Proportione (1509), ch. III, p. 27.

4.

Ibid., and see Vitruvius, Bk. III, ch. 1, and my Chapter 1 and n. 2-4,
above.

I am grateful to Professor P. Boyde for his help in 'correcting'

Pacioli's Italian here.
5.

Pacioli, De Divina Proportione (1509), p. 1.

A recent 'corrected'

edition - Milan (1956) - incorrectly transcribed this as "12 cioe
36 tanti de la presente linea a.b".
6.

Baxandall, Painting (1972), p. 95, and proportion in painting.

7.

Compare with Wittkower-Carter, "Flagellation" (1953), pp. 292-293 for
Wittkower's account of the module, and pp. 297ff for Carter's account.
Carter observed, p. 298, recurrent multiples of a module 1.85 inches
long in the painting, which was also

2~

times Pacioli's unit,

discussed here.
8.

The length of the Milanese Braccio which I have used here is to be
found, for example, in Martini, Metrologia (1976) and Doursther,

Dictionnaire (1840).
9.
10.

This matter is also discussed in my Introduction.
See n. 7, above, and the discussion of the "Flagellation" in Appendix X.
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Fig. 2.

Cesare Caesariano: man in circle and square, after Vitruvius .
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Fig. 3.

Ghiberti I s St. Mathew ensemble at Orsanmichele, Florence.
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,
The dimensions of the St . Mathew ensemble
in Florentine Braccia.
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The Flagellation by Piero della Francesca.
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Fig. 6.

Plan of the painting, the "Flagellation".
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Reconstruction of Alberti's survey of Rome.
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Fig. 11.

A. Lab acco 's sketch of/after a mode1/dralving of San Sebastiano,
Mantu a .
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Fig. 13.

San Sebastiana: cro ss-section of the existing church with
Labacco's section superimposed.
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Fig. 14.

Fig . I S .

Facade of San Sebastiano.

Plans, section and e i evation of San Sebastiano.
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Fig. 19.

Facade cornice detail,
San Sebastiano.

Fig. 21.

Fig. 20.

Entablature detail, San
Sebastiano.

Mantuan Braccio and Aniique Pes inscribed
on Bertano'S Ionic column, Mantua.
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Fig. 22.

Detail of Bertano's Ionic co 1 unffi, Mantua .
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Fig. 23.

Enlargement of Matteo de r Pasti r s medal for the Tempio
Malatestiano.
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(the Tor Pignattara) Rome.
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Fig . 25 .

View of Florence : The Duomo and SS . Annunziata, Nuremberg ,
Sch e del, Ch r oni car um , 1493.
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Fi g. 26 .

Pl an of San Lore nzo, Mantua.
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Fig. 27 .

Plan of Sta Costa n z a, Rome, by G. cia San ga llo.
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Fig. 28.

Reconstruction of Mich e lozzo' s design for the SS.
Annunziata tribune, Florence, by E. Casalini .
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Codex Rustici: view of SS. Annunziata, c . 1457.
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Fig. 30.

Photo of the East end of S. Zaccaria, Venice .
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Fig. 33.
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Fig. 34.

The revised plan for the SS. Annunziata tribune.

1454

1470

Section a l reconstructions of th e 1444, 1454 and
14 70 tribune designs .
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Fig. 35.

Long section through the SS. Annunziata tribune.
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Half plan s of Minerva ~ I e dica and t h e trib un e of
th e SS. Annun z iata, at t h e same sca l e .
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Brunelleschi's Sta. Maria degli Angeli, Florence, by G. da
Sangallo. Plan and part internal elevation (and a plan of
a "Tempio a Bologna").
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Plan of Santa tvbria degli Angeli.
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Dimensions in metres (after Battisti) : pilasters not shown.

Fig . 38 .

Plan of Sta. Maria degli An ge li, Florence (aft er Battisti).
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Plan of Tribune of Sta Maria del Fiore
(internal plan after Gori-Montanelli: external survey by
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~10 met res
Tavernor)

Fi g . 39.

Ha l f p l an s of St a . Ma r ia deg li An ge li, and on e of th e three
t r ibun es o f th e Fl o r ent i n e Duomo , a t th e sa me sc a l e .
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Plan of the Florentine Baptistery .
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Fig. 41.

Plan of the SS . Anl1lmziata tribune superimposed
on the Florentine Bapti s tery: same scale.
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Pl a n of th e upp er church of San Sebastiano superimposed on the Florentine Baptistery: s ame sca le.
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Plan of Sta. Maria degli Angeli superimposed
on San Sebastiana: same s cal e .
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Fig. 44.

View of ~erusalem and the "Temp1um Sa1omonis",
by Hartmann Schede1, 1493.
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Fig . 45.

Vi ew of J e rusa l e m and th e "Templum Sa1omoni s " ,
by Be nl ar d von Brey denb ach , 1486 .
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Fig. 46.

Bellini I

S

drawing of a centralised buildin g.

34 3

Fig. 47.

View of San Lorenzo, and
Sant'Andrea, Mantua.

Fig. 49.

A tribune of the Florentine
Duomo.

Fi g . 48 .

Sketch of Santo Sepolcro,
Mantua, by G. Bertazzolo.

Fig . SO .

Codex Rustici: sketch of
Brunelleschi ' s Sta. ~'Iaria
degli Angeli.
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Enlargement of A. Labacco's sketch of Alberti's
San Sebasti ano: the first design.
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Fig. 52.

The "Translation of the Keys" by Perugino in the Sistine Chapel .
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G. da Sangallo's design for S . Giovanni dei Fiorentini.
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Section: the Dome of th e Rock (Qubbat al-Sakhra ), J e rusalem.
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Fig . 57 .

Pl an: Th e Dome of the Rock (Qubbat a l- Sak hra), Jerusalem.
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Plan: the Dome of the Rock (Qubbat al-Sakhra).
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Fig. 59 .

>

The Dome of th e Rock .

Fig. 60.

Elevation/section of the Florentine Baptistery.
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Fig. 61.

Facade of Sta. Maria Novella.
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Fig. 62.

The facades of Sta. Maria Novella, the Tempio Malatestiano,
Sant'Andrea and San Sebastiano: to the same scale.
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San Se b as ti a no, de tail of top of Sta.
Duomo , Pi e n za : to the s ame s cal e .
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Nove lla, and the
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i)eta.i.1 of facade: San
1'-liniato a1 Monte, FloTcnce.
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Detail of facade: Sta. Maria
Nove1.L a, Florence.
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Fig. 66.
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Fig. 67.

Facade of the Pazzi Chapel.
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Fig. 68.

tr

Facade of Sant I Andre a at Camog'g iano .
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Facade of the Tempio Malatestiano.
(dimensions in Rim. piedi)
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Fig. 70.

Side elevation of the Tempio Malatestiano.
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Fig. 71.

Plan of the Tempio Malatestiano \Vi th dimension s in Riminine feet .
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Fig. 72.

Drawing of the facad e of Sant'Andrea by A. Vischer th e Youn ger.
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Fig . 73 .
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Drawing of the East e nd of Sant ' Andrea b y C .. Pe de monte.
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Fig. 74.

Entrance portal of the Ternpio Malatestiano.
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Pla n of Sant I Andrea .
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Fig. 77 .

Plan of Sant'Andrea with area of "Templum Etruscum" shaded.

Fig. 78.

Axonometric of n ave a nd n ave chapels of Sant I Andrea .
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The Terrp.e of Peace/
BasRica of MaxentUs-Cansr.mtine
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Sant'Ardrea

Fi g . 79.
b

Comp a ri s on of the p l ans of Solomon's Templ e (reconstruction),
the Ba s ilica of Maxentius, and the nave-onl y Sant' Andrea: to
th e sa me sc al e .
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The plans of Sta. Croce, Sta . Maria Novel l ~, S. Trinita
and San Loren zo , Florence: at different scal es.
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Fig. 81 .

Pl an s of (A) Old Sacris t y , San Loren zo :
(B) Pa zz i Ch apel;
(C) SS. AnnW1 ziata' tribW1 e .
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Fig. 82.

Taddeo Gaddi's fresco of the Presentation in
the Baroncelli Chapel, Sta. Croce, Florence.
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Fig. 83.

Detail of Solomon and Sheba, Gates of Paradise, Florence Baptistery.

Fig. 84 .

Sol omon

~ld

Sheba, Ga t es o f Paradi se , Flore nc e Bap t is t e r y .
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Fig. 85.

Plans of the Florentine Duomo and Baptistery.

Fi g. 86 ,

Plan of Rucellai Pal ace , lo ggia, piaz za and San Pancra : jo.
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Th e Medici Pal ace, Florence: details.
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Fig. 88 .

h

The Pitti Palace, Floren ce : details.
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Fig. 89.

Fig . 90.

Entrance and first storey of the Medici Palace.

The Pitti Palace: the first building of the mid-15th century.
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Th e Rucellai Palace, Florence: details.
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Fig . 92 .

Capitals 81-88 of the Rucellai Palace: to be read from left to ri ght.
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Fig. 93.

Comparisons of capitals B2 and B7.
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dimensions in Florentin e Bracci a .
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Fig. 95.

The Septizonium, Rome, by G.A. Dosio c. 1560.
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Fig. 96.

Detail of the walls of Jericho, Joshua Panel, Florence Baptistery.
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Apse at San Martino at Ganga1andi .
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1.

2-4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10 .

COUNT ANTONIO'S
PALACE
MEDIEVAL HOUSES
THE CASTELLARE
THE CATHEDRAL
SMALL CHURCH OF
S .M . DELLA ROCCA
PRE-ROMAN WALLS
ROMAN THEATRE
CHURCH OF
S . DOMEN I CO

I

':

:, . . .::

l\ ...U

Drmving of the Cortile del Pasquino of the Urbina
Palace viewed from the south-west.

Site of the Dllcal Palace alld deta ils of pre-existillg bllildillgs
,\ .
U.

C.

DU C AL PALACE
TH E 'DATA'
TH E MERC:\TALE

Fi g . 104.

D.
E.
F.

T HE G H ETTO
DISTRICT OF S. GIO\'A~~ I
RO C K O F C,\ RDI:--; ..\L .-\LBOI~:--;OZ

Plan of Urbina and th e Pala ce s h owi n g pre e xistin g buildin gs.
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66.
73.
94.
99.
99a .
112.
138.
143.
155.
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CORRIDOR TO CORTILE DEL PASQUINO
PORTICO TO CORTILE DEL PASQUINO
ATRIUM
GRAND COURTYARD
WATER INSTALLATIONS UNDER GRAND COURTYARD
THRONE ROOM
LOGGIA OVERLOOKING CORTILE DEL PASQUINO
ROOM WITH CARVED RELIEFS FROM ENTRANCE
SECOND FLOOR ROOMS

Cross-section through th e main
courtyard and the Cortile de l
Pasquino of the Urbino Pal ace.
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48.
50.

SQUARE TOWER ON TERRAZZA DEL GALLO
TERRAZZA DEL GALLO
51. LOGGIA
52. SERVICE ROOM
53. LOGGIA BETWEEN SMALL TOWERS
54. TEMPIETTO OF .THE MUSES
55 . CAPPELLA DEL PERDONO
56-57 . SERVICE ROOMS
58. BANQUETING ROOM
59-62. ROOMS PLANNED FOR THEATRE
66. CORRIDOR TO CORTILE DEL PASQUINO
67. CORTILE DEL PASQUINO
73. PORTICO ON CORTILE DEL PASQUINO
82-85. ROOMS FOR GOODS IN PAWN
86 . ROOM FOR DISTINGUISHED GUEST
87-91. CHANCELLERY
92 . CHANCELLOR
93 . LIBRARY
94. ATRIUM
95~.
GUARD ROOMS
97. RAMP DOWN TO BASEMENT
98. CORRIDOR TO GREENHOUSE
99. GRAND COURTYARD
990 . WATER INSTALLATION
100. GREENHOUSE
101. ENTRANCE TO SPIRAL RAMP
102. SPIRAL RAMP
103. SECRET GARDEN
104-9. GROUND FLOOR ROO,"! FOR GUESTS

Fig. 106.
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Fig. 108.

The main courtyard and Cortile del Pasquino ,)f the
Urbina Palace with Alberti's bath building attached:
the dimensions of Alberti 'Os drawing shown in millimetres, those of the Palace in metres.
(Survey of the Palace by Tavernor and M. Wilson-Jones;
drawing- by Tavernor.)
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'~Excc1tC1itifJlm'o vrinci?iLttd oUlco I~ari&! sfor. ~;l,gloMedtofaiur~

\

'~um dllci: pacir ffbelli Onlamcnto ji':ltn5 Lu.cce paclol~ ex Bur~~ (Anffi

Sepukhri ordinir MlnoLUnt: Sacra: theoloztce ,pfi'!forlrt DedLUlIla prQ
portionc et>i~otl.
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r====:;;;:;:;;;;:;::;;;;:;1 Orrmdo glian ~i de Ilo~ra Mute excel

fo.:b.t+9s.adi.9.dcfebrariQ.Effendo
nellitlfpugnabilarce delindira vo~ra
(ita de Milano digni[Ji nt'Oluogod c
fua (oliiarcftdentia ala prefcl1tia eli ql!::
con~itUtoin 10 laudabilcc fCielltifico
duello da molti de ogni grado cekbcr
rimi (ctpicnti!fimi acompagn:ltJ. ft re'
ligioft c6mo Icc~larilde!i qualia(fiifue
laJu~ ntagnific.icorte habiida:Dd cui
n~mdo oltra Ie ' rcuercndifft me ftgno
rie deVefcouiProtonotarii eabbati
Ploron del !10~rci (acio fcrapbi<oordi
• _
l1e e1 rcuccendo padre e jUblill1c'thco'
logo Mac~ro Gornetiolcol digni!fimo della (acra o'tptura piccone (Ta
teDommiCo percogtiomento pon~o~e1dRel!eren.P.M.Fracefco btV
fli.AI prefmte net degrio CouCtlto. no~ro de Milano regentcdcjJutato.:E .
de fi'culiuiprima cl mio peculiar patrone Illu~re.S.Galea~~o f for. vr'S.Seuerino fortifi'imo egenera1e<ie. v. D.celn;capitanondlai'lniogia
niun "condoe de no~redifcipfinefokrtoimitatore.E de clarifflmepo'
:t01 tie.~gregli o.rjtori~ edela il~e?i5inae aff:bnci~li,a.~p~1 i_d .e;(;iri m,t110
<acutHrtrno de Scraplon~ e AUtcenaedellcorpLruVtOrl~ndagatore ecfe
.11:: cofe fUturc'illteiprete .Atribrogiorof~ d ~9EHfl1mo de tutti rnalfCtira ' .
'tor~ AluinMarliatlo efolertilfimo deta medicinain ogniparrcob(eril11
tore Gabriel pirou.ltio. E dali prefrtti molto in tutte prcmcf[e admirato e
venerato Nicot~C"ftl~? colperi~i!fin~:o d~ rne~eft!"l1e .tJfi'fF?ni Andrca
nOUJrefe. E a1tn CXlrnll confultlfflrnt ytriUfq; \Un! doHo,n ~ d~ yoffro
· ()rriatiifimomaii~rato 'col1fcglieri. fecretarii e cal1cc!icriin <ol1pagnia
.deli vfpicacift"imi ~rchitem ~ ing~gnier~ ~.~i,~ofel1?u~:arridlli inuento-n
Leonardo da yenCI nojlro copatnota Ftorettno qual de fcultur.1 geeto e
'piEfura cO' ciafall10 etcognome yenf1ca.:Como· ladniirada cffupcilda
ei]ffr:f{atua. ~a ;Ui ~tt~a dalacerllice a piana tcn:a fOnl'!9 ~racia .It.doc
;t~.tati dda ~ pntehea.a.b;e tutta (a (ua enrlea maffaafiredn:a,looooO
af~cde cbt: di dafcuna toneia cur11im'a fia dduodedmoalaftliciffima ill
uieta voffra paterna memoria dicata da linClidia di qudledcfidia ~ Pra
frtde in monte cauallo' altutto alien.1.Colligi.1dro ddardeilte deftdcii.
dt: n6jlra fAluteflmulacro tidde010 e deuoto lu?go"dccorp.orale ef pin
tual~ rcfi'ffi~e del faero t~mplo gek gratiedr fUa mailO!lCnotc'giato; Al
qua(e oggi.deApdl~ Mirone Pol~creto e glialtricouechcccditl.o chiaro
d wld.1no.E nondeq~e~tioalova inqtimabilc del mOto(6cak 'd de
PCi1f}'ioicpef! e dele for~e tutt~c,ioe peftaccidctali Cbaucdo gi.~ cottm.1 di
li~Ctia al degno libro de piEhtr.1e mouirnetibumlnipo~o finc )" qlla co
ogni flu4io .11 ~ebito nneattcde de codure.Efuo Cluato (Tatdlo Tacoma
~tldua da Fcr.1ra de topcr~ de Vichuuioaruratifflmo (({latore. N 6 pern
dda fttigulardi1du~ria militare]n alcunacofd.diminuto;Q udlaco fUoi
: ~urce e melli~ue parolledijfe effer~ 'd~ gradirfiln~ cotl1l.11cdati6 edrtn~
~Pffo dio d modo cblui che dalcun:fvirtu ~otato yofenticri aglialtri ~
co.iea. Dichenel ~xin1ocanta ca luilaudt: cbonoreni:rc(11Ita imittada
~lfd.crodiaolq4nefLnenitt1etodidici ff fln'c inuidialibcttrp3ico. Dele
qualifUauirfirne parollc fl fi'mlO nela mete clfcnfoaprcfL chc :hlai piu fall
doin marmo n6fefcrip[e.E b(11cneprimaqua(tda natura innato mi fUf
ft cI ~milc (5 ciarciiovfttare maximc de qllcfilC1.llta 4c1equali (Ta ~lialtri .
, I
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The dedication and introduction of Pacioli's De Divina
Proportione, Venice, 1509 e dition, with a scale in the
margin.
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'f!um duci:pacis ftbelliomamcnto fi';ltns Lu.Cdq.laeLOI~ ex Bur~~ fAnffi ,
Sepu\chri ordinis MinolUl11 t Sacrd: theologtd: ,pfCfforlr. De dlt.lma pro
portionc epi~oh.,
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OrrCt1do~lirit1~idcllo~rarAiutI:Cxcct
r~~~i~i~i~ rO.D,I+9s.adi.9.dcfebrario.Efl"endo
nellin fpugnabilarce delindira

vo~ra

I

{ita de Milano digni[Ji m'o luogodc
fua roliiarcftdentia ab prefrfHia diql\;:
con~itiltoin 10 laudable c fcientific,?
dudlo da molti de ogni grado cdeber
rimi fttpientiifimi acoll1pagnata (l re'
IigiofJ c6mo kc~larilddi gualialJldue
laru~ magnifica: cone habii' da~ Dd cui
n,~mero oltrate reuermdifftme f!gltO
, rie deVclcouiProtol1otarii eabbati
~~~~~~~~~~~~' Ploron del no~rci f<lcro fcrapbicoordi
! _ l i e eI rcucreitdo padre c fublil11ethco'
logo Mae~ro Gometiotcoldignijfimo della f.tcra [crtptura p~ccone fi'a
te DomeniCo ver c6gnomento pon~o~e1 dReueren.P .M. Fr.leerCD bl!'
fli.AI prefmte nel de&rio couerito. no~ro de Milano regentedc~utato.' E ,
de (i'culari.primacl mio peculiar patrone llluffre.S.GaleaS'~o 1for. VI':S.Seuerino IOrtiffimo c generakde. v. b;cel~;capitanotie((ai'1niogia
ni.un frcondo e de noffredirci.plinefolertO imitatore.E de: darifllme pO'
:t0tie ~gregli. o.ratori: edela i1~edicina e <ijtron0 mi,a fUpn~i_el , c.lar~ ffttll 0
'< acutisf\rno <I.e Scrapione eAuicenae de Ii corpi ru~iori~ndagatore eqe:
,Ie cofe fUturc'inteiprete Atrihrogio,rofct d ~9aifl1mo de tutti malt rural
'rore AluiftMarliano efo1ertiffimo de~ lt1edicinain ognipartc.obferti11
tore Gabriel pirouatio. Edati prefitti moltoin tutte prcmeffe admirato e
:v en erato Nicot?ctt[~~? colperi~tffin::o d: meqeft;ne ,1JfCfF?ni Atidrt3
nouarefe. E aIm CXLmu ,confuttlfJimt vtrtttfq, lUn! doao,n ~ d~ voffro
:oniatiffimo magi~ratocol1fcglieri. fecretarii e cll1cclicri in <:onpagnia
deli ~fpicacift"imi archite8i e itige:gnieri edi cofenoue:a!fidui inumfO'n
Leonardo da vend nofho c6pa'triota Harrnno qtial"de fculrur;-i g'etto'c
'pi£tura Co ciafail10 dcognome vennca.:co,mo'ladniirada c : ~Up(ilda
eqffre ftatua. La: rui att~a dahceruicc a piana terra fOtll19 f~racia.lt.ci.Dc
:;'l~.t;lti dela ~ pfite liea.a.b:etutta la (ua etineal1iajfa alil'c{il'c.1.1 ooooo
afccde che di dar(una fonda cutilima fia dduodecimoalaftlicift"irna ill
uieta vo~ra patema tl1C111oria dicara da linttidia di qudledefidia cPra
(ltdc in monte ciuallo' altutto aliena.Colligiadro ddardcilte derame
de noffra fttlutefimulacro neldevlO e dcuoto lu?go'dccorp.ora(e ef pin
tua(~ rcfi'EH~e del [Acro templo ?ck gratiede (Ua mai10!lCllote'giaJO; Al
quale oggi de Apc!(e Mirone Po(~aeto Cglialtrtcoue che cedin.ci chiaro
d wtdano.E nondeqffefdtioato~a inC!timabilc del motol6calc 'dele:
f!Ci1l}ioi c per e dele IOr~etutt~c,ioe pcftaccidctali Chaucdo gi.~ c6'tutta di
ti~Ctiaal degno librodepiBuraemollimetibum:lI1ipo~o finc )A"a co
'ogni flu4ioa1 ~ebito fmeattcdedec6dure.Efuo <1uato fi'atello racom'o
:indreada Fcrarade(opcredeViaru~tioacuratifJim6 reaatore.No pm>
dda ftl1gu1arciitdu~ri.a militare1nata.macofttdiminllto;Q uella co fUoi
':auree e melli~ue parolle diffe erfere 'd~ gradifftm~ corHl,ncdati oedrtn~
~pffo dio d modo colui chedalcun;fvirtu ~otato volentieri aglialtri t:.
coiCa~ Dichcnet ~xinio 'carita e a lui laude ehonore ne rc{11lta imittiido
d "(.tcro diffol qif ne f!ncnititeto diaici ff fine inuidia Iibcttr ~i5iCo. Dele
qualifUauisfime parolle rr tfmlonela mete c1fenfoaprcft c/'c:hlai pill fAV
do in marmo no If rCrip(e. E bencheprima qua{t da natura ll11iato l11i fof
fc cl ~milc c5 ciarciiovf\tare maxime de qllc~Q.11~a 4c1equali fi'a ~lialtri '
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The dedication and introduction of Pacioli's De Divina
Proport ione , Venice, 1509 e dition, with a s cal e in the
margin.
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giolli In fopcta t10tha grande aduffe in fa di ~il1[fioI1e prima traffat c,
frcondo quonk11n nUnJ erodi:nario ol1mes pbylofophi fum coten t i doc
de! nl1l11Cl'O delLx. predicamenti i~1li qua Ii tutti cOl1ticngano al qU3\ Ii
~rec~diGlI1o. Thclcoll peroene vid~o chela natura in Ie l1lani e in Ii pic:
diha (nao.x.dcta e per'qUtfTo co I1i 111 cd ici. v.norro an COra pi..1q II C. Al
diliin phylofo1;ho P!:ltone nato dale cofc fingulari guali at'rclfo Ii. grect
f0l1odiEfc.Mol1adt5 doe at11uodo n()~ro vnitJ. E qUtfTo (rcondo Ii n;\
tur:l1i. Mali llJathcmatici chi ll1ano Ilumcro pcrfiBo.d Jrll:uio prillio d:
ls.d (ccondo tic. Com~ in diEl-a no~ra opera diccmo e per !c condiiioa
(he ndlultima propofttionedel.9.1ibro d !1ofTro;ElIdidc dieL inquefTo
mo. G[ Cum coaptati rwint l1ulJlcri ab vnitJCC continutdl1pliquicol1',
iurlEfi fitciJ.rit numenll:n prinlul1l extremus wmll1 .ill agrcgatum ex cis
duCtus producit numcrum pcrfiBul11 .Ondcper quefTa conftderatione
zionfmo in {temi·el.x,cl.6. che fitnno .r6. cioedperfiBo phylofophieo:
cl 1'crf1£to mathetllatico.6.di ta(eohiunEfionerl(:refult.l vnter~o Tiut'ne;
[0 cioe.r6;c quelfocol11e did, V. lochiam.1oo p(rf{:ftijfinio p~rchdftJ '
compoffo e tn~o deli doi predi~H peyft-E(i;La qualdenominatiQnciI 0 , .
non ardelco biaftl11are ma bene frcondono'i vnaltra cau(dl11athemati.': .
(e procedCl1doliadllco cioefc po dire perfi{fiffimo rationequadi'alure
I'~r che epro fia et quadrato del pr~mo quadrato quat c.4;i:be fiacenro p~.
mo (e clu(tt b regina de tutti Ii ntHl1el'i 'Vnita.rlo·r6.fia ruo quadrato 'ioe
cenfo de cenfo,chdpreff"olelorononfiaabJi,rda ife- : . .; ".:
.: .:, .< ,
ErE aciomeglio dia~ partivc {teno al11fotequi dalato in margine me
parfo.non il1l!tiicponm linea per rutt<lla debita ffatura numana diui~
intuttiquclli. modiche dati antichi e 1ll0cieri1i (epro{tl1'one. LaqU41 ai'
riama fia la Iinca·:i.b.Diuir~ i1} ~[Q.eqt),'J.ti parti inli ponti.. c. d.e.f.g;.b.
~.{m • .E in qudlequalida: voipiu.aponto li~omtenonftand,o Da
· qu~fh (ilbito .a vnaprir defrxto potreieprop'ortionar suel(o vi .pima:~
fUpot:it11do (omlne diao habiamo iritutti modf H61fifcuff"i, t de qui
;awe d pede peroene Iapril?1J att(~a co me did. V. ~ {(condo ducfH glo .
. del pede humano Ia terra c cubito tfe. Secondo !egia dette proportioni• .. .
,Porrete in lopi:re voffre piopome vnaltra magior e men are fa qual bell .. .
diui(~ in ~;oi gradin·j ponciera afafUa altt:3f1 (lando gigal1tee ancotn;l
"ino,c ~iall1 a!aje da bitan:!mt~degradate.E a{tl11i!m:l.l1ierafc reiian():
Hco 1ll1.ogra phi.JIJ lor l11~ppal1' 011 die altre .carti 11auigan ~i · pon edq(or, .
gradida parte con·(i:quail· proportionanotttttodmondo tt cetera;.>:,;
Q[S eria cirCJ. cio'~a ~iU11o(te aftreparti.f1dtbomo poffecondofJ.1 ehe,
. dali fdpientilui (lachiamato mondo piccotonon. ditllCnoper:chequt:
' . . 1l0nil1tendo de dida architefrura cO'me difopra.diccmOapicno traCtare:
refrruandoci apiu oeW legia dette :voglfo al propoftto voffro della fcut~
tura (leno b.. f'fanti.E fCqucndoviremo atointento propoffo rioe :ita di.
·f pofttione dtlecoIQt1ero~onde·e fUoi pilafTcibal~e capiteHicome.v o pro, .
flleff0 proportional1dote .ilafTatura ~Ulllat1a donde prima dcriuarn 0 CQ, ...
me intend erete 4al:n0 ffro. V.e ~qii~ quclla parte (0 ~durrcmo . poncdo .
kfUc parotl~ tUrl11~!iter ft'heJf~rete atenti eiql1~H!iget1tia Ie n0taret~ ;~; ,.
· crS~qui£a dek,oi6nerotoiide Con~e baft ·eapitelli epila~r,elli · ri ~Qi . . ;.
~I~batc •.," . :;.. ~<.;:'}.,~:'/;, : ..:.: ;;~' I.: '\~api~l~, .:' :: '~: ;-:~ .~'c: .;

III

e

':;! pr.i;

OI1rJdouecombc<uita darn, <l bifogno de! e wloneto"

de cjffa l?tediuiderq i doipncipali 'in la pmJ diro,dela f:S,
115m c rua b.lr~ e capitella, iIa fa de! lUo ~i(?bata (l ,"*0 l'i.
laflrdlo o';\!.bar~ttleto foalciii.Dico cOl11edifopradouer
. If ,t>portioare ogni mebro de cadau 0 hedifitLo a !timo dV
.. .
. flo hedifitiocome cadai'i mcbro de thO' a titnclflo fia Ii.
{fo d qual fa natura Ilcgliochi per exernplo ciapo~Q' E ado l~ YOG!buli
{Fran ii Clime denal1~e per-N.e di8.0 1101.1 vi gcneri nella. me1!tC obj curi~

:
.

tl alCtioltc ,hi-lmanqole ronichi;alet1olte.Dori~hc e Corinthe.Sapiatc

' : '.

Fig. 110.

. , .•.

. . : ' .. . .. . .

,~;

, m ..
~

A description of the scale in the margin, in Pacioli' s
appendix on archit e cture, in the De Divina Fropor t i one,
Venice, 1509 e dition.
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SURVEY DRAWINGS

The following dimensions, recorded in millimetres, are taken
directly from the survey drawings.

They have been converted into the

appropriate local measure and the possible integers represented are
indicated.

It should be noted that certain pre-Quattrocento buildings,

such as the Florentine Baptistery and San Miniato al Monte have
dimensions shown in Florentine Braccia.

This is not meant to suggest

that this is the measure with which they were designed or built, but the
one with which most Quattrocento architects of the locality would have
measured and therefore 'known' them.
A list of surveys of Alberti's buildings and accompanying analyses
has been given already (in the Introduction, note 44), the most comprehensive of which is by Naredi-Rainer, "L.B. Alberti" (1977), which will
fill any gaps of information found here.

The intention has not been to

duplicate the work by Naredi-Rainer, merely to complement it.
With the assistance of Geom. Carlo Pietrelli of Rimini, I was
permitted to climb scaffolding covering the facade of the Tempio
Malatestiano during the summer of 1981 to make the survey listed here.
A theodolite was used for the Arch at Rimini.

Other surveys of facades

using a theodolite seem to be at odds with other published studies so
that I can only assume some error existed with the equipment used or
the inexperience of its operator.

For that reason the other facades

that follow are drawn using published dimensions and the reader is
asked to return to the original source (listed in relevant footnotes
in the text) for further information.
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Pedes
(296 mm)
Facade:

Rim. Piedi
(542.9 mm)

Integers

Roman Arch at Rimini

column c/c

920
1020
8825
1018
922
11784

3.11
3.46
29.81
3.44
3 . 11
39.81

3
40

TOTAL

12705

42.92

43

1506
114
280
3330
310
4390
740
380
690
520
810
1750

5.09
0.38
0.95
11. 25
1. 05
14.83
2.50
1. 28
2.33
1. 76
2.74
5.91

5

14820

50.07

Width:

Height:

TOTAL :

Facade:

3
30

1
1
15

6
50

Tempio Ma1atestiano

Horizontal dimensions:
245
1160
920
1185

0.83
3.92
3.11
4.00

1. 53
2.14
1. 69
2.18

4
3
4

520
297
295

1. 75
1. 00
1. 00

0.96
0.55
0.54

1
1

660
922
630
555

2.23
3.11
2.13
1. 87

1. 22
1. 70
1.16
1. 02

3
2
2

936
630
570
2558

3.16
2.23
1. 92
8.64

1.72
1.16
1. 05
4.71

545

1. 84

1. 00

2260
1060

7.63
3.58

4.16
1. 95

2
2
1

1
1

3
2

1
1

2?

1
4
2

393
Rim. Piedi
(542.9 mm)

Pedes
(296 mm)
Tempio Ma1atestiano:
Front:

TOTAL:

plan

1160
920
1185
4854
1180
1922
1185

3.92}
3.11}11.03
4.00
16.40
3.99}
3.11}11.10
4.00

2.14 }
1.69}6.01
2.18
8.94
2.17}
1. 70}6.05
2.18

297
296
3664
298
299

1. 00
1. 00
12.38
1. 00
1. 01

0.55
0.54
6.75
0.55
0.55

1443
6680
1440

4.87
22.57
4.86

2.66
12.30
2.65

11406
6830
11460

38.53
23.07
38.72

21. 01
12.58
21.11

23

29696

100.32

54.70

100

1998

6.75

3.68

2558

8.64

4.71

2.80
11.61
11. 91
5.99
11. 92
6.00
11. 95
6.00
11. 93
6.02
11.94
6.00
11. 91
6.00
11. 93
11.49

1. 53
6.33
6.49
3.27
6.50
3.27
6.51
3.27
6.50
3.28
6.51
3.27
6.49
3.27
6.50
6.26

(11~)

43035

145.39

79.27

145?

1505
809

5.08
2.73

2.77
1. 49

2314

7.82

4.26

Length (external):
830
3436
3525
1774
3529
1775
3537
1775
3531
1781
3535
1775
3526
1776 (1776 ave. )
3530 (3530 ave. )
(3400) ?
TOTAL:

TOTAL:

Integers

4
3}11
4}
(16 12 ) ?
4
3} 11

4}

2}
}6
2
9
2}
}6
2

1
1
1
1

21
21

(11~)

12
6
12
6
12
6
12
6
12
6
12
6
12

5

(6~)

(6~)

(31:,)

79?

394

Pedes
(296 mm)

Rim. Piedi
(542.9 mm)

Integers

519

1. 75

0.96

1499
675

5.06
2.28

2.76
1. 24

2174

7.34

4.00

4

514

1. 74

0.95

1

1350
7100
1470

4.56
23.99
4.97

2.49
13.08
2.71

9920

33.51

18.27

700

2.36

1. 29

5950

20.10

10.96

20

11

640

2.16

1.18

2

1

1120
6310
1270

3.78
21. 32
4.29

2.06
11.62
2.34

4?
21?

2

8700

29.39

16.02

29?

16

630

2.13

1.16

2

1350
6240
1310

4.56
21. 08
4.43

2.49
11.49
2.41

21

(l1~)

8900

30.07

16.39

30

(l6i)

630

2.13

1.16

2

1

3900
1300
550

13.17
4.39
1.86

7.18
2.39
1. 01

13

7

5750

19.42

10.59

630
470
780

2.13
1. 59
2.63

1.16
0.86
1.44

TOTAL :

1880

6.35

3.46

GRAND TOTAL:

43700

147.63

80.49

TOTAL:

1
5

Length (internal) : left-hand side

TOTAL:

TOTAL:

TOTAL:

TOTAL:

(2~)

24
5

13
(18!:r)

1
(2~)

2?

1

(10~/10t)
1

(~)
148?

(3~)
(80~)

395
Pedes
(296 mm)

Rim. Piedi
(542.9 mm)

1347
7090
9850
6550
3220
6365
9491

4.55
23.95
33.43
22.13
10.88
21. 50
32.06

2.48
13.06
18.14
12.06
5.93
11. 72
17.48

43913

148.35

80.89

148

81

1285
330
607

4.34
1.11
2.05

2.37
0.61
1.12

2

1

Width (internal) :
4255
14480
4225

14.37
48.92
14.27

7.84
26.67
7.78

TOTAL:

77.57

42.29

Integers

Length (internal): right-hand side
TOTALS:

GRAND TOTAL:

Side door:

22960

(2~)

24
22
11

13
18
12
6
(Ill)

32

(17~)

8?

49

(2~)
8.

395

Mantuan Braccia

Integers

(468 mm)

San Sebastiano
The Crypt:

TOTAL:

TOTAL:

TOTALS:

1725
1470
365

3.68
3.14
0.78

3560

7.61

220
1470
1975

0.57
3.14
4.22

37

3665

7.83

87

180
2400
960
2400
960
2400
960
2400
960
2400
180

0.38
5.12
2.05
5.12
2.05
5.12
2.05
5.12
2.05
5.12
0.38

5
2
5
2
5
2
5
2
5

16200
16250

34.61
34.72

347
347

600
450
450
1360
450
960
450
1440
450
940
2370
960
450
1440
450
950
450
1360
450
450
600

1. 28

0.96
0.96
2.91
0.96
2.05
0.96
3.08
0.96
2.01
5.06
2.05
0.96
3.08
0.96
2.03
0.96
2.91
0.96
0.96
1. 28

1
1
3
1
2
1
3
1
2
5
2
1
3
1
2
1
3
1
1

2400
960
2400
960
2400

5.12
2.05
5.12
2.05
5.12

5
2
5
2
5

37

I

I

396

Mantuan Braccia

Integers

(468 mm)
140
2400
960
1360
480
1380
720
680
450
620
1400
720
450
680

0.30
5.12
2.05

5
2

2.91

3

1. 02

I

2.95

3

1. 54

1.45
0.96
1. 32
2.99
1. 54
0.96
1. 45

I

3
I

Plan of Upper Church
Facade:

TOTAL:

TOTAL:

1200
1950
1525
1770
1270
2260
1290
1780
1560
1940
1200

2.56
4.17
3.25
3.78
2.71
4.83
2.76
3 . 80
3.33
4.14
2.56

17745

37.92

38

1240
4660

2.65
9.96

10

600
660
1920
1799
2260

1. 28
1. 41

4.10
3.84
4.83

4

2300

4.91

5

2100
2700
2100

4.49
5.77
4.49

3340
9460
3330

7.14
20.20
7. 11

7
20
7

16130

34.46

34 ?

3370

7.20

7?

(cf. Labacco)
4?

5?

4?

5?

397

TOTAL:

Mantuan Braccia
(468 mm)

Integers

9460
3300

20.21
7.05

20
7

16130

34.46

34 ?

192
3840
2880
5080
10800

0.41
8.20
6.15
10.85
23.08

8?
6?
23

398
Mantuan Braccia
(468 mm)
Sant'Andrea:

Integers

Plan

Portico:

1073
520
1688
750
1860
755
1681

2.29
1.11
3.61
1. 60
3.97
1. 61
3.59

TOTAL:

8327

17.79

7110
8297

15.19
17.73

15

23734

50.71

50

8440

18.03

18

2780
675
1410

5.94
1.44
3.01

6

102
836
1900
3898

0.22
1. 79
4.06
8.33

6736

14.39

1450

3.09

3

640
165
5170
160
1075

1. 36
0.35
11.05
0.34
2.30

11

7210

15.40

1415
2335
1420

3.02
4.99
3.03

3
5
3

5170

11.05

11

5680

12.14

12

GRAND TOTAL:

TOTAL:

TOTAL:

TOTAL:

3

4

399
Mantuan Braccia
(468 mm)
Small chapel (width) :
155
380
193
500
158
1856
158
500
193
380
155

0.33
0.81
0.41
l. 07
0.34
3.97
0.34
l. 07
0.41
0.81
0.33

TOTAL:

9.97

4665
(depth):
650
1262
800
155
380
3604
380
155

TOTAL:

Integers

1
4
1

10

l. 39}

2.70} 5.80

67

l. 71

0.33}
0.81}
7.70} 9.98
0.81}
0.33

7386

15.78

6140

13.12

10

167

Large chapel (width) :
130
6925
130

0.28
14.80
0.28

157

TOTAL:

7185

15.35

(l5~)

(depth):
970
5470
800

2.07
11.69
1.71

2

7240

15.47

TOTAL:

Nave (length):
4680
7430
7590
7590
7590
7590
(7430)
(3930 )
TOTAL:

53830

10.00
15.88
16.22
16.22
16.22
16.22
15.88
8.40
ll5.02

10
167
167
167
167
167
167
ll5

r

400
Mantuan Braccia
(468 mm)

Integers

1660
7895
1654
3560
1654

3.55
16.87
3.53
7.61
3.53

1400
8142
1402
3812
1362

2.99
17.40
3.00
8.14
2.91

290
685
1505
2895

0.62
1.46
3.22
6.19

6?

18600

39.74

40?

3
( 17
3
8?
3

t)

(width) :
1~

401

Pius' feet
(277 mm)

Integer

140.42

140

128.92

129

PALACE FACADE PROFILES
Piccolomini Palace, Pienza.
East facade:
750
3880
755
3872
760
265
707
2088
717
250
749
3894
756
4526
755
245
710
2090
715
265
750
3956
755
3930
758

TOTAL:

38898

North facade:
754
3884
747
3815
745
4190
740
240
1100
2300
1106
260
740
4496
760
4120
755
4160
796

TOTAL:

35711

402
Pius' feet
(277 mm)

Integer

West facade:
784
3870
749
3850
750
247
714
2085
719
252
752
4484
750
4491
749
246
716
2085
72l
270
743
3875
752
3880
740
130
39274

TOTAL:

N.B.

38,898

+

35,711

141.78

+

39,274

+

(35,711)

149.594
540

277 mm (see n. 24,
Chapter 5).

402
Pius' feet
(277 mm)

Integer

West facade:
784
3870
749
3850
750
247
714
2085
719
252
752
4484
750
4491
749
246
716
2085
721
270
743
3875
752
3880
740
130
39274

TOTAL:

N.B.

38,898

+

35,711

141.78

+

39,274

+

(35,711) = 149.594
540

277 mm (see n. 24,
Chapter 5).

403
Florentine Braccia
(583.6 mm)

Integers

Ruce11ai Palace, Florence
598
2822
597
2820
600
119
470
1991
478
123
594
2820
598
2818
600
112
504
1948
504
119
598
2831
600
(725)

TOTALS:

18048
(25989)
(28684)

l. 02
4.83
l. 02
4.83
l. 03
0.20
0.80
3.41
0.82
0.21
l. 02
4.83
l. 02
4.83
l. 03
0.19
0.86
3.34
0.86
0.20
l. 02
4.85
l. 03
l. 24

30.92
(44.53)
(49.15)

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
31?
( 44~)
( 49)

404
Florentine Braccia
(583.6 mrn)

Integers

Ruce11ai Loggia, Florence
Front elevation:
200
969
300
3592
784
3598
782
3588
300
970
99
100

0.51
6.15
1. 34
6.16
1. 34
6.15
0.51
1. 66
0.17
0.17

777
290
3802
569
3812
569
3805
291
776

1. 33
0.50
6.51
0.97
6.53
0.97
6.52
0.50
1. 33

14883

25.50

Side elevation:
975
300
3570
300
969

1. 67
0.51
6.12
0.51
1. 66

778
277
3810
277
777

1. 33
0.47
6.53
0.47
1. 33

(~i
(13)

6114

10.48

(1 O~)

TOTAL:

TOTAL:

0.34
1. 66

6
6
6

(1~)
(~)

(6~)

1
(6~)

1
(6~)

(~i

(1_)
3
(25~)

(1~)
(~ )

6
(~~

(1-)

3

(1t)
(~)

(6~)

405
Florentine Braccia
(583.6 mm)
Apse:

Integers

San Martino at Ganga1andi
2884
508
6040
504
2641

4.94
0.87
10.35
0.86
4.52

513
1514
505
1515
512
1521
504
1520
509
1488
539

0.88
2.59
0.86
2.60
0.88
2.61
0.86
2.60
0.87
2.55
0.92

The tribune of SS. Annunziata, Florence
Horizontal:

N.B.

(4810

+

4280

7.33

4810
2330
4860
2330
4860
2330
(5520)
2330
4830
2330
4830
2330
4800

8.24
3.99
8.33
3.99
8.33
3.99
9.46
3.99
8.28
3.99
8.28
3.99
8.22

3930

6.73

8830

15.13

4860

+

4860

+

4830

+

4830

+

4800) .- 6

(7l)

3

4
4
4
(9~)

4
4
4

15
4.832

0.5836 =
8.28 Braccia.

Vertical:

12300
19300
32930

21. 08
33.07
56.43

21
33

. I

I

406
Florentine Braccia
(583.6 mm)
Santa Maria deg1i Angeli:

Integers

external dimensions

5770
5830
5822
5836
5853
5836

9.89
9.99
9.98
10.00
10.03
10.00

10
10
10
10
10
10

Plan of a Tribune of Santa Maria del Fiore

TOTAL:

TOTAL:

735
3925
714

1. 26
6.72
1. 22

714
3930
734
3920
743
3937
732

1. 22
6.73
1. 25
6.72
1. 27
6.75
1. 25

14710

25.20

724
3920
742
3913
737
3900
726

1. 24
6.72
1.27
6.70
1. 26
6.68
1'.24

14662

25.12

Plan of the Florentine Baptistery
External dimensions:
2790
686
720
3155
890

TOTAL:

4.78
1.17
1. 23
5.41
1. 52

13650

23.39

424
2635
888

0.73
4.51
1. 52

3947

6.76

25

25

~ l

407
Florentine Braccia
(583.6 mm)

TOTAL:

TOTAL:

TOTAL:

940
4935
528
4887
937

1. 61
8.46
0.90
8.37
1. 60

1

12227

20.95

21

3856

6.61

900
3384
494
3357
492
3375
886

1. 54
5.80
0.85
5.75
0.84
5.78
1.52

12888

22.08

22

892
3145
725
620
2937
620
4690

1. 53
5.39
1. 24
1. 06
5.03
1.06
8.04

1
5
1
8

13629

23.35

( 23

3172

5.43

Internal dimensions:
713
2320
698
3015
699
2335
717
TOTAL:

Integers

1.22
3.97
1. 20
5.17
1. 20
4.00
1. 23

t)

4
5
4

10497

17.99

18

9905

16.97

17

10540

18.06

18

9905

16.97

17

10209

17.49

10390

17.80

18

10320

17.68

(l73J

2

, I

408
Florentine Braccia
(583.6 mm)

Integers

Pilaster widths internally:
713
717
718
719
725
724
726
708
707
698
695
925
727
717
716
TOTAL:

10935 .;. 15

=

729 average

1. 25

(l~)

Altar chapel:
6160
8840
Internal diameter of space:
26790
26600
26820
TOTAL:

80.210 -;- 3 = 26.737 -;- 0.5836

10.55
15.15

(l 0/ 1 O~)

15

45.90
45.58
45.96
=

45.81 average

46?

409
Florentine
Braccia
(583.6 rom)

Roman
Foot
(297.9 rom)

Integers

MISCELLANEOUS SURVEYS
Facade of San Miniato al Monte
Doors:

Facade:

2285
2282

3.91
3.91

7.67
7.66

4?
4?

(7t)

2276

3.90

7.64

4?

C7~)

1090
3843
610
3810
610
3847
598
3842
609
3841
1138

1. 87
6.58
l. 04
6.53
l. 04
6.59
1. 02
6.58
1. 04
6.58
l. 95

3.66
12.90
2.05
12.79
2.05
12.91
2.01
12.90
2.04
12.89
3.82

2?

(3t)

1

2

1

2

1

2

l. 00
0.86
0.85
0.84
0.86
l. 01

l. 96
l.68
l.66
l.66
l.68
l. 97

40.85

80.02

Pilasters/columns:
585
501
497
493
502
588
WIDTH:

23838

C7-})
3

1
2

1

1
40/4l? 80

From a photograph of the facade the upper storey has an apparent width of
11.99 metres or 20.55 Florentine Braccia (39.95 Feet).

II

410
Local Braccia
(655.3 mm)

Local piedi
(437.8 mm)

MISCELLANEOUS
Colleoni Chapel, Bergamo
Internal dimensions:
3072
4270
3164
TOTAL:

10506
3445
3461
3554

TOTAL:
(Pilasters

10460
660)
379
2320
1570
2100
1600

Facade dimensions:
1576
3260
498
780
1865
790
498
3250
1590
TOTAL:

4.69
6.52
4.83

7.02 (7)
9.75
7.23

16.03 (16)
5.26
5.28
5.42

24.00 (24)
7.87 (8)
7.90 (8)
8.12 (8)

15.96 (16)

23.89 (24)

l. 01 (1)
0.58
3.54
2.40
3.20
2.44

1. 51 (Pl)
0.86
5.30
3.59
4.80 (5? )
3.65

2.40
4.97 (5)
0.76
l.19
2.85 (3?)
l. 20
0.76
4.96 (5 )
2.43

3.60
7.45 (7~)
l.14 (1)
l. 78
4.26
l. 80
l.14 (1)
7.42
3.63

14107

2l. 53

(21~)

32.22 (32?)

1065
11460
1063

l. 62
17.49
1.62

(17~)

2.43
26.18 (26)
2.43

880
11644
879

l. 34
17.77
l. 34

2.01 (2)
26.60
2.01 (2)
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ROMAN ARCH AT RIMINI

TEMPIO MALATESTIANO
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SECTION THROUGH THE TRIBUNE OF 55. ANNUNZIATA AS BUILT (after Roselli.1971) & THE SIDE 8..EVATION OF THE TEMPIO MALATESTIANO: to the same scale
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THE 1450's PLAN OF SS ANNUNZIATA, FLORENCE & THE TEMPIO MALATESTIANO: to the same srole
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SANTA MARIA NOVaLA
(after Dezzi- 8ardeschi. 1970)

SANT'ANDREA
(after Ritscher, 1889)

[FlORENTINE BRACCIA]

[MANTUAN BRACCI A]
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SANT'ANDREA: side elevation of restored building
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Apse: S. Martino at Gangalandi
Reconstruction of Michelozzo's 1444 tribune design
based on the 1453 and 1455 building surveys.
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Sectional reconstructions of the three tribune designs.
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i: external survey Of
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